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Cohen, Shari

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:54 AM
To: Cullingford, Michael
Subject: RE: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - FW: Japan Situation update (Friday 11 March 11:45

UTC - 19:45 Japan time)

Th-nks, Mike. That's huge!

Eric J. Leeds, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1270

From: Cullingford, Michael

Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:43 AM

To: Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce

Cc: Regan, Christopher; Astwood, Heather; Hopkins, Jon; Quinones, Lauren

Subject: FW: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - FW: Japan Situation update (Friday 11 March 11:45 UTC - 19:45 Japan

time)

fyi

From: Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org [mailto:Jean.GAUVAIN@oecd.org]

Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:34 AM

To: klaus.kotthoff@grs.de; yves.vandenberghe@belv.be; imj@csn.es; tanaka-nobuo@jnes.go.jp; petteri.tiippana@stuk.fi;

benoit.deboeck@belv.be; Thorp, John; greg.rzentkowski@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; jean-christophe.niel@asn.fr;

bogdan@secnrs.ru; alexander.duchac@ec.europa.eu; utenkov@gosnadzor.ru; vc@aerb.gov.in; x.bernard-bruls@iaea.org;

christian.kirchsteiger@ec.europa.eu; nakamura-koichirol@meti.go.jp; olivier.veyret@asn.fr; adeline.clos@asn.fr;

lauriane.giroud-giacomel@asn.fr; diane.jackson@oecd.org; toshihiko.kamada@mofa.go.jp; pierre.barras@belv.be;

Cullingford, Michael; hklonk@bfs.de; jukka.laaksonen@stuk.fi; leedh@kins.re.kr; maciej.jurkowski@paa.gov.pl;

michel.bieth@ec.europa.eu; silviu.pop@cncan.ro; roberto.ranieri@isprambiente.it; steve.nsd.lewis@hse.gsi.gov.uk;

andrej.stritar@gov.si; ozawa-yoshihiro@jnes.go.jp; (b)(6) marli.vogels@minvrom.nl;

mcasero@unesa.es; mikulas.bencat@ujd.gov.sk; jukka.kupila@stuk.fi; christine.wassilew@bmu.bund.de;

wolfgang.breyer@kerntext.de; per.bystedt@ssm.se; ryh@kins.re.kr; kees.desbouvrie@minvrom.nl;

ismael.yabda@tractebel.com; tlm3@wanadoo.fr; thomas.sigrist@ensi.ch; Astwood, Heather;

mike.weightman@hse.gsi.gov.uk; sidorchuk@secnrs.ru; rafal.frac@oecd-poland.org; *lutierrez@cnsns.gob.mx;

manfred.schrauben@fanc.fgov.be; evr@csn.es; jouko.turpeinen@fortum.com; vmgonzalez@cnsns.gob.mx;

k400kmc@kins.re.kr; acm@csn.es; leekw@kins.re.kr; andreas.wielenberg@grs.de; waltergloeckle@um.bwl.de;
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a.nicic@iaea.org; leopold.vrankar@gov.si; francescopaolo.michetti@isprambiente.it; watanabe.norio@jaea.go.jp;

remy.bertrand@irsn.fr; jcb@csn.es; franco.malerba@esteri.it; zdenek.tipek@sujb.cz; klasidehaag@ssm.se;

pavel.bobaly@ujd.gov.sk; Holahan, Gary; nnn@gan.ru; rob.campbell@hse.gsi.gov.uk; Kobetz, Timothy;

g.caruso@iaea.org; dwchung@kins.re.kr; petr. brandejs@sujb.cz; benoit.poulet@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; hans.wanner@ensi.ch;

benjamin.stanford@oecd.org; sabhardwaj@npcil.co.in; michael.herttrich@bmu.bund.de; jiri.vesely@sujb.cz;

didier.wattrelos@irsn.fr; juergen.wolf@bm u.bund.de; giorgio.grimaldi@apat.it; ktkim@kins.re.kr; Dudes, Laura;

Tabatabai, Omid; rhonda.evans@arpansa.gov.au; masayuki.yoneya@caogo.jp; vince.fisher@awe.co.uk; irga@csn.es;

grigoras.benescu@cncan.ro; dgawande@npcil.co.in; derek.lacey@hse.gsi.gov.uk; lux@haea.gov.hu;

soda.kunihisa@jaea.go.jp; ales.janezic@gov.si; len.creswell@hse.gsi.gov.uk; kanno-masanori@jnes.go.jp;

georg.schwarz@ensi.ch; marta.ziakova@ujd.gov.sk; lennart.carlsson@ssm.se; i.sokolova@gosnadzor.ru; safety@gan.ru;

hans-rudolf.fierz@ensi.ch; marc.noel@ec.europa.eu; burton.valpy@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; julien.husse@asn.fr; Lukes, Robert;

timo.vanttola@vtt.fi; swaller@cnsns.gob.mx; juhasz@haea.gov.hu; michael.maqua@grs.de; seija.suksi@stuk.fi;

m.schneider@bfs.de; yhhah@kins.re.kr; dana.drabova@sujb.cz; kirsi.alm-lytz@stuk.fi; kenneth. broman@ssm.se;

niina.yliknuussi@ec.europa.eu; wolfgang.hilden@ec.europa.eu; yang@kins.re.kr; Leeds, Eric; michel.lemay@cnsc-

ccsn.gc.ca; peter.corcoran@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca; aspeshkov@mnr.gov.ru; noguchi-y asunori@meti.go.jp;

m.kearney@iaea.org; kutin@gosnadzor.ru; lankin@secnrs.ru; yamamoto-yoshihiro@jnes.go.jp; mlgs@csn.es;

snrao@aerb.gov.in; fred.vaniddekinge@minvrom.nl; karol.janko@ujd.gov.sk; pyw@kins.re.kr; fichtinger@haea.gov.hu;

akasaka@mext.go.jp; Johnson, Michael; tamao-shigeo@jnes.go.jp; ralph.schulz@ensi.ch; je@cnsns.gob.mx;

soaresjc@cii.fc.ul.pt; takahashi-masakazu@meti.go.jp; kawaguchi-ken@jnes.go.jp; motokuni.eto@cao.go.jp; kozlov-

w@atomenergoprom.ru; alexandra.brasat@amb-roumanie.fr

Subject: OECD/NEA - WGPC Secretariat - FW: Japan Situation update (Friday 11 March 11:45 UTC - 19:45 Japan time)

Dear CNRA and WGOE and WGIP Members,

Cc Other WG Chairs

Please find hereafter information about the earthquake in Japan received from our former NEA colleague that was sent

earlier today by the NEA secretariat to the WGPC Flashnews network

Update of Japan NPP situation Friday 11 March at 11:45 UTC time.

Jean Gauvain - NEA/NSD - CNRA/WGPC Secretariat

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]

Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 12:00

Subject: [Yama] Situation update (19:45 Japan time)

NISA is now holding a press conference.

Fukushima 1-1 (ECCS mode)

Fukushima 1-2 (ECCS mode) - Call off the emergency

Fukushima 1-3 (ECCS mode)
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Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode)

The problem is that they can't monitor water injection (ECCS).

It might be a problem of the monitoring system.

In fact, TEPCO called off the emergency of unit 1-2 a while ago because they are able to monitoring the water level in the

reactor now.

Yama

.. + +++++++4++++.. ++++.+++-i-•- H..i-+.+

Akihiro YAM-AMOTO

From: Akihiro YAMAMOTO [mailto:a-yamamoto@houshasen.tsuruga.fukui.jp]

Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:30 PM

Subject: [Yama] Situation now - ECCS mode

Dear all,

TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) declared the state of emergency of following NPPs:

Fukushima 1-1

Fukushima 1-2

Fukushima 1-3

Fukushima 2-1 (ECCS mode now)

I am trying to get information why DG can't start up (problem of intake sea water for the cooling DG system?)

There is a fire from turbine building (B1 floor) at Onagawa NPP unit 1 but the fire fighting was completely succeded.

http:/fwww.yomiuri.co.ip/dy/national/201 10311 dy0l.htm

A while ago, Fukui (my office located) had also earthquake (M4.1). We have 15 NPPs but no damage to the NPPs.

Yama

I i -' "+ .!4 f- + + .-I - + f4 "t-4 J

Akihiro YAMAMOTO
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Telephone: 181 (0) 776 20 0314
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Cartwright, William

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Watson, Wallace D [wallace.d.watson@lmco.com]
Friday, March 11,2011 2:10 PM
Thomas, Eric
Japan earthquake

Hi Eric

Just saw this.

Japanese authorities to release radioactive vapour to ease pressure at Fukushima nuclear reactor, from AP
Japan.

Would this be an international event you guys would track?

Wallace

Wallace Watson, PMP
Sr. Project Manager
LM NRC SSC
C: (b)(6)
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Dean, Bill

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 8:01 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Satorius, Mark; Dean, Bill; McCree, Victor
Subject: Fw: more bad news from japan

Marty in case you have not seen

Elmo

From: Dorothy Collins Andreas (b)(6)
To: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Fri Mar 11 18:42:51 2011
Subject: more bad news from japan

http://www3.nhk.or.jp/daily/en_,ish/12 27.html

The Tokyo Electric Company has warned the Japanese government of an emergency situation at a second
nuclear plant in quake-stricken Fukushima Prefecture.

Tokyo Electric issued the warning about its Fukushima Number Two Plant on Saturday. The warning follows
one earlier in the day for the Number One Plant.

The government's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency said equipment failures have made it impossible to
cool 3 of the plant's 4 reactors. It said the situation poses no immediate threat of a leakage of radioactive
materials.

The agency is considering whether it needs to issue an evacuation advisory to people living near the plant.

Saturday, March 12, 2011 08:18 +0900 (JST)

K?
2'47



Clayton, Kathleen
From: NI Tanaka ()6

Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 8i52 AM
To: Borchardt, Bill
Subject: Nobuo Tanaka- amid seismic

Dear Bill,

A lot of lessons and message to my colleagues and next generation. This is a topic beyond CNRA regulatory
effectiveness and nuclear safety convention.
Let's tolk later and send my best regards to your appropriate emvironments.
I am still in a aftershock.

Best regards,

Nobuo Tanaka
(Jnes, Japan) but from myh home

N. Tanaka



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Smith. Shawn
Haney, Catherine Dorman, Dan
Mtg Today with Japan is Canceled
Friday, March 11, 2011 7:46:09 AM

FYI.... JNES called to inform me this morning that the Japanese government has ordered
the immediate return of all senior government officials to Japan to assist with the response
to the massive earthquake. As such, our meeting with Mr. Kojima/NISA has been canceled
as he is en route to the airport to return to Japan.

I sent our regards on the earthquake and the devastation.

Shawn Rocheffie Smith
Senior International Program Coordinator
office of Nruc.ie Materid Safety and Safeguards

U.S. Nucwar Regufatory Commission
Mad Stop: EBB1-D2M
Washington, DC 20555
Office Phone: )301 492-3260
Ba-ckberry: (b)(6)

Fax: (301) 492-3360
E-maif: Shawn.Smith@nrc.gov



From: Haney, Catherine
To: Weber, Michael
Bcc: Mayfield. Michael

Subject: Fw: Mtg Today with Japan is Canceled
Date: Friday, March 11, 2011 9:19:59 AM

Interesting but not surprising.

From: Smith, Shawn
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Sent: Fri Mar 11 07:46:07 2011
Subject: Mtg Today with Japan is Canceled

FYI.... JNES called to inform me this morning that the Japanese government has ordered
the immediate return of all senior government officials to Japan to assist with the response
to the massive earthquake. As such, our meeting with Mr. Kojima/NISA has been canceled
as he is en route to the airport to return to Japan.

I sent our regards on the earthquake and the devastation.

Shiawn Roch.ffe Smith

Senior Itternationru Program Coordinator

office of Nucfear Materiaf Safety and Safeguards

I.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Maif Stop: EBBI-D2M

WVashington, DC 20555

Office Phone: 301 492-3260
B/s•lakrry: [(b)(6)

Fax: (301) 492-3360

E-maif: Shawn.Smith@nrc.gov



Herrity, Thomas

From: Bagchi, Goutam
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 8:09 AM
To: Pires, Jose; Kammerer, Annie; RES DE SGSEB; Chokshi, Nilesh; Manoly, Kamal; Karas,

Rebecca; Cook, Christopher; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart;
Flanders, Scott

Subject: RE: preliminary unconfirmed confidential information

There was a mechanical break down of the cooling system at Fukushima. Excerpt from Guardian:
Japan's Fukushima nuclear plant under state of emergency after quake
* Plant shut down but reactor cooling system damaged
" No leaks at 11 nuclear powerhouses in quake zone, says PM

5"nfi-u.. t,
qau~wit !i3a~di

From: Pires, Jose
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:59 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie; RESDESGSEB; Chokshi, Nilesh; Bagchi, Goutam; Manoly, Kamal; Karas, Rebecca; Cook,
Christopher; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart
Subject: RE: preliminiary unconfirmed confidential information

Annie,
Apparently, at Fukushima I (TEPCO) all 6 units were safely shutdown but a nuclear emergency (evacuation)
was declared. I understand that a nuclear emergency also was declared at Onagawa (Tohoku Power). Other
plant sites were also safely shutdown and I understand that emergencies were not declared at those sites.

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 7:52 AM
To: RESDE SGSEB; Chokshi, Nilesh; Bagchi, Goutam; Manoly, Kamal; Karas, Rebecca; Cook, Christopher; Sheron, Brian;
Uhle, Jennifer; Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart
Subject: preliminiary unconfirmed confidential information

Fukushima (there are two plants... not sure which this occurred at): Station blackout. Loss of offsite power and
the diesels didn't start. They are brining in generators from an outside facility

Onagawa 0.567g recorded at the base mat. Fire in the turbine building.

Tokai shook but no information yet.

Dr. Annie Kammerer, PE
Senior Seismologist and Earthquake Engineer
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Washington DC 20555
(b)_(6) ___mobile
IJ)J BB -

I



Herrity, Thomas

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Friday, March 11,2011 8:40 AM
To: RESDESGSEB; Chokshi, Nilesh; Bagchi, Goutam: Manoly, Kamal; Karas, Rebecca; Cook,

Christopher; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart
Subject: More info

The area around fukushima is mid-way through evacuation

The coastal community around diablo canyon is on tsunami evacuation, no word on what SONGS is doing.

From goutam...
- Plant shut down but reactor cooling system damaged. No leaks at 11 nuclear powerhouses in quake zone, says PM

Cheers,
Annie

Sent from an NRC blackhirn'
Annie Kammerer
mobilel(b)(6 )
bb (b)(6) b
annie.kammerernrc..ov

From: Kammerer, Annie
To: RESDE SGSEB; Chokshi, Nilesh; Bagchi, Goutam; Manoly, Kamal; Karas, Rebecca; Cook, Christopher; Sheron, Brian;
Uhle, Jennifer; Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart
Sent: Fri Mar 11 07:52:21 2011
Subject: preliminiary unconfirmed confidential information

Fukushima (there are two plants.., not sure which this occurred at): Station blackout. Loss of offsite power and
the diesels didn't start. They are brining in generators from an outside facility

Onagawa 0.567g recorded at the base mat. Fire in the turbine building.

Tokai shook but no information yet.

Dr. Annie Kammerer, PE
Senior Seismologist and Earthquake Engineer
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Washin ton DC 20555

(b)(6) mobile" .
(b)(6) BB



From: Kinneman, John
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Haney. Catherine
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 12:58:38 PM

Outstanding. Are you on future watch bills?
Sent from NRC Blackberry
John Kinneman

From: Tschiltz, Michael
To: Kinneman, John
Sent: Sat Mar 12 12:33:02 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

I agree. I was at the IRC with Marge. Others can support. Mike

Sent from my NRC blackberry.
Michael Tschiltz

[(b)(6)

From: Kinneman, John
To: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Sat Mar 12 10:27:30 2011
Subject: FW: Reschedule trip to Region

Mike,

I neglected to copy you on this email.

John

From: Kinneman, John
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Subject: FW: Reschedule trip to Region

I am planning to pull Margie from the Ops Center unless she or they convince me she is

critical to our current efforts. As I said to her, her current assignment for us is more
important. Others can support the response, which as I understand it, is monitoring.

Just so you are aware.

john

From: Kinneman, John
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Kotzalas, Margie; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: RE: Reschedule trip to Region

Margie,



Actually, I do not agree that it is higher priority for you. There are others who can fill the
watch bill, especially since there do not seem to be significant problems in this country.
You are the only one with the lead for this high priority and time sensitive project. Unless I
have missed some important point about the current response, I suggest you get off the
watch bill after this shift. If you will not be ready to go to Region II, and need to
reschedule, I can support that, but if you continue on the watch bill, you will be both
exhausted and behind. I will be happy to discuss with you and/or whoever necessary to
facilitate the change or to listen to your thoughts on why the change is not appropriate.

(b)(6)

John

From: Kotzalas, Margie
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Kinneman, John; Bailey, Marissa
Subject. Reschedule trip to Region

Its looking very likely that I will need to reschedule my trip to the Region. I am on the watch bill for
the next several days to support the ops center. I assume that incident response is a higher
priority. Please correct me if I'm wrong.

Totally exhausted,

Margie



From: Kinnernan. John
To: Haney, Catherine
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 11:13:42 AM

Margie has been maintaining the event chronology AND writing summaries for Marty. She plans to
arrange backfill with one of the other EDO TAs to maintain support for Marty. I plan to pull her even if
that won't work unless Marty objects. (Not her job to staff the center and others can certainly do the
chronology), Accident is significant. Two NRC staff on the way to Japan even though Japan is refusing
help. Feel free to call me if you want the details I got from her.
Sent from NRC Blackberry
John Kinneman

From: Haney, Catherine
To: Kinneman, John
Sent: Sat Mar 12 10:10:16 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Thanks for letting me know.

From: Kinneman, John
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Sent: Sat Mar 12 09:20:05 2011
Subject: FW: Reschedule trip to Region

I am planning to pull Margie from the Ops Center unless she or they convince me she is
critical to our current efforts. As I said to her, her current assignment for us is more
important. Others can support the response, which as I understand it, is monitoring.

Just so you are aware.

john

From: Kinneman, John
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Kotzalas, Margie; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: RE: Reschedule trip to Region

Margie,

Actually, I do not agree that it is higher priority for you. There are others who can fill the
watch bill, especially since there do not seem to be significant problems in this country.
You are the only one with the lead for this high priority and time sensitive project. Unless I
have missed some important point about the current response, I suggest you get off the
watch bill after this shift. If you will not be ready to go to Region II, and need to
reschedule, I can support that, but if you continue on the watch bill, you will be both
exhausted and behind. I will be happy to discuss with you and/or whoever necessary to
facilitate the change or to listen to your thoughts on why the change is not appropriate.

(b)(6)



John

From: Kotzalas, Margie
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Kinneman, John; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: Reschedule trip to Region

Its looking very likely that I will need to reschedule my trip to the Region. I am on the watch bill for
the next several days to support the ops center. I assume that incident response is a higher
priority. Please correct me if I'm wrong.

Totally exhausted,
Margie



From: Kinneman. )ohn

To: Haney. Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Tschiltz. Michael; Bailey. Marissa

Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:04:10 PM

Jim Trapp on rotation to EDO from Region 1 will be at the Embassy. Currently stuck at airport here.
Branch chief from NRR who I do not know caught one of the USAID flights last night. Should be in
country now, but probably will take some time getting to th site. Mike probably knows the name so I
copied him.
Sent from NRC Blackberry
John Kinneman

From: Haney, Catherine
To: Kinneman, John
Sent: Sat Mar 12 12:14:39 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Do you know who the two nrc staff are?

From: Kinneman, John
To: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Sat Mar 12 11:13:39 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Margie has been maintaining the event chronology AND writing summaries for Marty. She plans to
arrange backfill with one of the other EDO TAs to maintain support for Marty. I plan to pull her even if
that won't work unless Marty objects. (Not her job to staff the center and others can certainly do the
chronology). Accident is significant. Two NRC staff on the way to Japan even though Japan is refusing
help. Feel free to call me if you want the details I got from her.
Sent from NRC Blackberry
John Kinneman

From: Haney, Catherine
To: Kinneman, John
Sent: Sat Mar 12 10:10:16 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Thanks for letting me know.

From: Kinneman, John
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Sent: Sat Mar 12 09:20:05 2011
Subject: FW: Reschedule trip to Region

I am planning to pull Margie from the Ops Center unless she or they convince me she is
critical to our current efforts. As I said to her, her current assignment for us is more

important. Others can support the response, which as I understand it, is monitoring.

Just so you are aware.

john



From: Kinneman, John
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Kotzalas, Margie; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: RE: Reschedule trip to Region

Margie,

Actually, I do not agree that it is higher priority for you. There are others who can fill the
watch bill, especially since there do not seem to be significant problems in this country.
You are the only one with the lead for this high priority and time sensitive project. Unless I
have missed some important point about the current response, I suggest you get off the
watch bill after this shift. If you will not be ready to go to Region II, and need to
reschedule, I can support that, but if you continue on the watch bill, you will be both
exhausted and behind. I will be happy to discuss with you and/or whoever necessary to
facilitate the change or to listen to your thoughts on why the change is not appropriate.

(b)(6)

John

From: Kotzalas, Margie
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Kinneman, John; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: Reschedule trip to Region

Its looking very likely that I will need to reschedule my trip to the Region. I am on the watch bill for
the next several days to support the ops center. I assume that incident response is a higher
priority. Please correct me if I'm wrong.

Totally exhausted,
Margie



From: Grobe.Jack
To: Sheron. Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Wiogins, Jim; Evans, Michele' Miller, Charles; Haney. Catherine Dorman. Dan;

Moore, Scott; Johnson. Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Brenner, Eliot: Hayden, Elizabeth;
Schmidt. Rebecca; Doane, Maroaret; MamjshNaler; Dyer. Jim; Brown, Milton; Hackett, Edwin; Piccone.
Josephine; Wilson. George; Harrison. Donnie; Kammerer. Annie; Collins, Timothy; Milligan. Patricia" Salley,
MarkHenr; Bowman. Eric

Cc: Borchardt. Bill; Weber. Michael; Virgilio. Martin; Ash, Darren Burns. Stephen; Vietti-Cook. Annette; Andersen.
James; Gitter. Joseph; Howe. Allen; Nelson. Robert; McGint- Trim; Blount. Tom; Holian. Brian; G
Johanna; C _ 1; Lee. Samson; idjnd,_PaLLtJ; Skeen, David; Ruland. William; L Jbinski. John

Subject: Re: Support and Logistics for the Japan Commission Meeting
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:17:35 PM

Oops - I made a mistake. Cathy Haney will be in France so Trish Milligan should also be expected to
cover Radiological Consequence Assessment as well as Emergency Preparedness. Thanks.
Jack Grobe, Deputy Director, NRR

From: Grobe, Jack
To: Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Wiggins, Jim; Evans, Michele; Miller, Charles; Haney, Catherine;
Dorman, Dan; Moore, Scott; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Grobe, Jack; Boger, Bruce;
Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Schmidt, Rebecca; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader; Dyer, Jim;
Brown, Milton; Hackett, Edwin; Piccone, Josephine; Wilson, George; Harrison, Donnie; Kammerer, Annie;
Collins, Timothy; Milligan, Patricia; Salley, MarkHenry; Bowman, Eric
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Weber, Michael; Virgilio, Martin; Ash, Darren; Burns, Stephen; Vietti-Cook, Annette;
Andersen, James; Glitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; McGinty, Tim; Blount, Tom; Holian,
Brian; Gallagher, Johanna; Brown, Milton; Cheok, Michael; Lee, Samson; Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David;
Ruland, William; Sheron, Brian; Lubinski, John
Sent: Fri Mar 18 18:06:05 2011
Subject: Support and Logistics for the Japan Commission Meeting

Ladies and Gents,

We want to ask your support for several aspects of the Commission meeting on Monday
morning regarding the situation in Japan.

First, the only staff at the Commission table will be Bill Borchardt.

In the well, we anticipate having the two available DEDOs (I understand that Mike Weber
will be on shift) and one representative from the front office of each of the following offices
(either the office director or deputy)

NRR, NRO, NSIR, RES, NMSS, FSME, OPA, OCA, OIP, CFO, ACRS

Annette Vietti-Cook has indicated that she will reserve the "quadrant" of seats nearest the
microphone (on the left side of the room as the Commissioners would see it) for NRC
staff. As I understand it, the right side will be for reporters and the central area will be
open for general public.

In the area for NRC staff, there will be 39 seats.

From a staff perspective, we would like the highest priority available for the following
individuals whom Bill will call upon to answer (on camera) any more detailed questions on
the indicated subjects. Bill will have the list and ask for this person to respond to any
question where he wants more detailed support. Some of these folks will likely already be
in the well. The microphone has been moved to allow television camera access to any



individual answering questions.

Protection Against Natural Disasters - Gary Holahan
Station Blackout - George Wilson
Severe Accident and Spent Fuel Pool Accident Progression - Jennifer Uhle
Radiological Consequence Analysis - Cathy Haney
Hydrogen Fires and Explosions - MarkHenry Salley
Public Stakeholder Outreach - Eliot Brenner
State Outreach - Josie Piccone
International Interactions - Margie Doane
10CFR50.54(hh)(2)/B.5.b - Eric Bowman
Seismic Issues, Tsunami Issues, GI-199 - Annie Kammerer
Mark I containment issues - Tim Collins
Emergency Preparedness - Trish Milligan
Emergency Operating procedures/SAMGs - Donnie Harrison

We understand that these people are available for the meeting. If not, please coordinate
with Allen Howe to provide an equivalently capable individual.

That leaves 26 seats in the staff section for TAs and other Division Directors and above
who should attend the meeting.

SECY is arranging for an e-mail to be sent out to the staff to indicate where televisions are
available for other interested staff to observe the Commission meeting.

Thanks for your support.

Jack Grobe, Deputy Director
for Engineering and Corporate Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission



From: Kinneman. John
To: Evans, Michele; Haney. Catherine
Subject: Re: one last request
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:55:31 PM

Michele,

I will not speak to Cathy for a few hours so have not discussed with her yet. (Schedule conflicts). I
cannot do a shift this weekend as I will not be back in area until Sunday evening.

Sorry, again.

John
Sent from NRC Blackberry
John Kinneman

From: Evans, Michele
To: Kinneman, John
Sent: Thu Mar 17 13:48:44 2011
Subject: one last request

John,

I talked with Cathy and I believe she reached out to you regarding supporting this
weekend.

I have one slot left that I haven't filled and that is day shift (7 - 3 pm) on Saturday 3/19.

I just need you to confirm whether or not you could do that shift. OK either way. Just
need to confirm.

Michele



4.

From: Haney. Catherine
To: Kinneman, )ohn
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 12:14:40 PM

Do you know who the two nrc staff are?

From: Kinneman, John
To: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Sat Mar 12 11:13:39 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Margie has been maintaining the event chronology AND writing summaries for Marty. She plans to
arrange backfill with one of the other EDO TAs to maintain support for Marty. I plan to pull her even if
that won't work unless Marty objects. (Not her job to staff the center and others can certainly do the
chronology). Accident is significant. Two NRC staff on the way to Japan even though Japan is refusing
help. Feel free to call me if you want the details I got from her.
Sent from NRC Blackberry
John Kinneman

From: Haney, Catherine
To: Kinneman, John
Sent: Sat Mar 12 10:10:16 2011
Subject: Re: Reschedule trip to Region

Thanks for letting me know.

From: Kinneman, John
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Sent: Sat Mar 12 09:20:05 2011
Subject: FW: Reschedule trip to Region

I am planning to pull Margie from the Ops Center unless she or they convince me she is
critical to our current efforts. As I said to her, her current assignment for us is more
important. Others can support the response, which as I understand it, is monitoring.

Just so you are aware.

john

From: Kinneman, John
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:16 AM
To: Kotzalas, Margie; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: RE: Reschedule trip to Region

Margie,

Actually, I do not agree that it is higher priority for you. There are others who can fill the
watch bill, especially since there do not seem to be significant problems in this country.
You are the only one with the lead for this high priority and time sensitive project. Unless I
have missed some important point about the current response, I suggest you get off the



watch bill after this shift. If you will not be ready to go to Region II, and need to
reschedule, I can support that, but if you continue on the watch bill, you will be both
exhausted and behind. I will be happy to discuss with you and/or whoever necessary to
facilitate the change or to listen to your thoughts on why the change is not appropriate.

(b)(6)

John

From: Kotzalas, Margie
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Kinneman, John; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: Reschedule trip to Region

Its looking very likely that I will need to reschedule my trip to the Region. I am on the watch bill for
the next several days to support the ops center. I assume that incident response is a higher

priority. Please correct me if I'm wrong.

Totally exhausted,
Margie



Frazier, Alan

From: Frazier, Alan
Sent: Saturdav Marcb 12, 2011 4:15P
To:
Subject: update (OUOý-

Short Status as of 4pm EST after CA Brief

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1
o Probable Hydrogen explosion inside secondary containment while venting primary containment to the

secondary
o Suspected fuel damage but vessel is intact
o Using sea water (possibly borated) to

" fill the reactor building basement to provide external cooling to the torus
" inject directly into reactor vessel

o Venting air from containment into surrounding reactor building
o Evacuations out to 20 km around plant, dispensing KI
o No indication of degrading core condition
o Plume out to sea

, Units 3 through 6 were in cold shutdown for an outage

• Status of Units 2 is unknown all information is focused on Unit 1

* Disaster Response Team in route
o 1 NRC Team member on military transport
o 1 NRC Team member taking commercial flight leaving about 4:30pm EST

• FEMA has shutdown their response to the Tsunami

* NRC outreach to IAEA. Would like them to be primary POC with Japanese regulator

* NRC is attempting to establish a single point of contact for USG with IAEA

* DHS leading a consequence modeling effort using NARAC tool. Standing up IMACC.

• DOE has pre-staged air monitoring assets in Las Vegas. May move to Hawaii

" EPA monitoring West coast

" NRC performing outreach to Congress and State Governors

" Participating in high-level (Chairman) interagency calls on response

OFF )CL9S Y

I\



Pires, Jose

From: Pires, Jose
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 3:46 PM
To: Graves, Herman
Subject: RE: Follow-up to the Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami

OK. I think that Annie, John Ake and Syed can also provide input on these items.

From: Graves, Herman
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 2:19 PM
To: Pires, Jose
Subject: Fw: Follow-up to the Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami

FYI. Any input you can provide would be appreciated.

ent from an NRC Blackberry'l
Herman Graves

(b)(6)

From: Richards, Stuart
To: Hogan, Rosemary; Graves, Herman; Kammerer, Annie; Murphy, Andrew
Cc: Case, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Fri Mar 11 18:12:11 2011
Subject: Follow-up to the Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami

Brian wants us to be prepared to answer questions on the earthquake/tsunami, particularly as it is related to
US plants.

For example:

- Was the ground motion at the Japanese sites beyond their design basis?

- Why do we have confidence that US nuclear power plants are adequately designed for earthquakes and
tsunamis?

- If the earthquake in Japan was a larger magnitude than considered by plant design, why can't the same thing
happen in the US?

- What would be the results of a tsunami generated off the coast of a US plant? (Or why are we confident that

large tsunamis will not occur relatively close to US shores?)

Mike will likely get additional guidance on Monday morning.

Thanks
Stu



Heiton, Donald.

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 12:34 PM
To: Nathan Siu
Subject: RE: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

Thanks.

Is there any chance that this will affect your participation in PSA 2011 ?

I have not been called in to the OpCenter yet. I'm not sure of what the likelihood of that happening at this point
is. I also don't know to what extent folks like you and I might be expected to be accessible next week to assist
OCM/OCA/OPA/NSIR respond to inquiries...?

I am planning to call Kevin later this afternoon to talk about that.

If you need to get in touch with me at any point, my cell # is (b)(6) .

Best,
Don

From: Nathan Siu(b)(6)

Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:04 AM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: Fwd: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

Site seems to be updated more regularly than IAEA or CNN. Rethink test scenario for dynamic Level 2?

http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/en-qlish/12 38.html



Helton, Dc;TrT;,, "- . -• " "
I

From, Helton, Donald
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:45 PM
To: Nathan Siu
Cc: (b)(6) .
Subject: RE: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

Nathan & Susan,

I called and left a message on Kevin's Blackberry. I told him that my plan was to leave for Wilmington in the
morning as planned, unless I'm called to respond to the Operations Center before that time. If I hear anything
that would be of interest to you, I'll obviously let you know.

I know that some folks have been asked to respond, but it isn't clear to me whether they are doing full staffing
and haven't gotten to my shift yet, or whether they are doing partial staffing and don't need my particular
position (Reactor Ssafety Team / Protective Measures Team interface) filled.

In any event, that is my plan. If you need me for any reason, my cell is (b)(6) nd I don't mind calls
anytime between 7 AM and 9 PM.

Don

From: Nathan Si (b)(6)

Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:29 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: ((6) b

Subject: Re: NHK WORLD Engl~ih (Fukushima)

I doubt I'll be called in. Wouldn't be completely surprised if we get asked questions at the conference about
NRC's views on seismic PSA, external events, etc. 1.

Things seem to be calming down a bit - updates not coming so rapidly. Recall reading somewhere that
radiation levels are dropping. Clearly pumping seawater in is not a good thing for long-term operation, but then
again Unit 1 is the oldest on site.

Let me know if anything develops from your call with Kevin.

On Mar 12, 2011, at 12:33 PM, Helton, Donald wrote:

> Thanks.
> ,•

> Is there any chance that this will affect your participation in PSA 2011?

> I have not been called in to the OpCenter yet. I'm not sure of what the likelihood of that happening at this
point is. I also don't know to what extent folks like you and I might be expected to be accessible next week to
assist OCM/OCA/OPA/NSIR respond to inquiries...?

> I am planning to call Kevin later this afternoon to talk about that.

> If you need to get in touch with me at any point, my cell # is 1..'



> Best,

> From: Nathan Siql ......
> Sent: Saturday, arch 12, 2011 1:04 AM
> To: Helton, Donald
> Subject: Fwd: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

> Site seems to be updated more regularly than IAEA or CNN. Rethink test scenario for dynamic Level 2?

> http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/en-glish/12 38.html
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Melton, uonata

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 3:17 PM
To: Nathan Siu
Cc: 1(b)(6) ' .

Subject: -RE: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

FYI - Kevin responded to my voicemail, agreeing that at this point it makes sense to proceed to the conference
as planned, barring being called in prior to departure...

Best,
Don

From: Nathan Siu•b(6 )ýX.-

Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:29 PM
To. HIltnn onnald
cc (b)(6)
Subj'T!ct: Re: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

I doubt I'll be called in. Wouldn't be completely surprised if we get asked questions at the conference about
NRC's views on seismic PSA, external events, etc.

Things seem to be calming down a bit - updates not coming so rapidly. Recall reading somewhere that
radiation levels are dropping. Clearly pumping seawater in is not a good thing for long-term operation, but then
again Unit 1 is the oldest on site.

Let me know if anything develops from your call with Kevin.

On Mar 12, 2011, at 12:33 PM, Helton, Donald wrote:

> Thanks.

> Is there any chance that this will affect your participation in PSA 2011?

> I have not been called in to the OpCenter yet. I'm not sure of what the likelihood of that happening at this
point is. I also don't know to what extent folks like you and I might be expected to be accessible next week to
assist OCM/OCA/OPAINSIR respond to inquiries...?

> I am planning to call Kevin later this afternoon to talk about that.
> f~~~(b)(6) ]: .

> If you need to get in touch with me at any point, my cell # i(x)G3

> Best,
> Don
>>

> From: Nathan Si (b)(6)

> Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:04AM
> To: Helton, Donald
> Subject: Fwd: NHK WORLD English (Fukushima)

1



> Site seems to be updated more regularly than IAEA or CNN. Rethink test scenario for dynamic Level 2?

> htt)://www3.nhk.or.io/dailv/enQlish/12 238.htm
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Gavrilas, Mirela

From: Gavrilas, Mirela
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:20 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Subject: Re: NRO Meeting - Update on Japan's NPPs

Thanks. (b)(6)

Good luck with the selection of staff to send over to Japan(My home number is (b)(6) you want to chat.

I made an interesting bet with Hossein Nourbakhsh, who was a lead contributor to NUREG-1 150. I'll tell you about it

tomorrow.

From: Gibson, Kathy
To: Gavrilas, Mirela
Sent: Mon Mar 14 10:59:14 2011
Subject: Fw: NRO Meeting - Update on Japan's NPPs

In case you haven't got this through another source ;-)

From: Zakl, Tarek
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael
Sent: Mon Mar 14 10:24:28 2011
Subject: NRO Meeting - Update on Japan's NPPs

No items of interest from today's NRO meeting except the update Mike J provided on the situation in Japan:

" As you know we have 2 NRC technical experts there to help, Tony Ulses and Jim Trapp. Japan is
requesting 6 more, primarily in the areas of plant operations, protective measures, severe accident, and
dose analysis. There is a call at 9:30am (Office directors, deputies and some division directors) to
discuss that request.

" The Chairman will be briefing on the Hill on Wednesday, the plan was for it to be about budget but now
it's believed it will be about reactor and reactor safety (in light of the situation in Japan). Q&A's will be
circulated in preparation for that.

" NRC staff will naturally have questions. The message to the division directors is to try to focus staff Q's
through OPA.

" It's believed that when this is over, the next question will be about US existing, as well as new, reactors
wrt earthquakes and tsunamis. So we should start thinking about that.

" We currently work through IAEA as a clearing house.
* GE has folks in Japan, and ran some scenarios through Exelon.

Thanks,
Tarek

I



Basu, Sudhamay

From: Feltus, Madeline [MADELINE.FELTUS@nuclear.energy.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Basu, Sudhamay; Lee, Richard
C c: b
Subject: FV 1nformation Sheet regard ng the Tohoku Earthquake
Attachments: Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake(3).doc

From: Goldner, Frank
To: Feltus, Madeline
Sent: Mon Mar 14 15:40:52 2011
Subject: Fw: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

FYI. Frank

From: Gillespie, Mary
To: McGinnis, Edward; Boudreau, Robert; Scott, Michelle; Duskas, Andrea; Gebert, Lee; Bisconti, Giulia; Lahneman,
William; Kelly, John E (NE); Golub, Sal; Smith-Kevern, Rebecca; Miller, Tom; Regalbuto, Monica; Herczeg, John; Goldner,
Frank; Bresee, James; Duncan, Aleshia (State Dept); Duncan, Aleshia; Peko, Damian; Brownstein, Alan; Tyson, Sean;
Brown, Colette; Wong, Frank (CONTR)
Sent: Mon Mar 14 15:33:58 2011
Subject: Fw: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Please find attached the Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake from
The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office
As of 1:00PM (EST), March 14, 2011

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta <Hirutat3deniiren.com>
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta <Hiruta(denjiren.com>
Sent: Mon Mar 14 14:16:11 2011
Subject: Information Sheet regarding the, Tohoku Earthquake

Dear Friends,

Please find updated information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions, please
feel free to contact me.

With best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office "
"The federation of Electric.Power Companies of Japan" t
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: ?D02-466-3507
f:(b) 20••2)(6665
_fax: 202-466-6758

I



From: Hiltz. Thomas
To: Tschiltz. Michael; Bailey. Marissa; Haney. Catherine; Dorman. Dan; FPocqie, Kirk

Subject: FYI --FW: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:31:30 PM
Attachments: Update to Information Sheet Recardinq the TOhoku Earthguake(3Jdoc

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:16 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear Friends,

Please find updated information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have
questions, please feel free to contact me.

With best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Eederation of Electric power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
cell (b)(6)

fax: 202-466-6758



Undate to Information Sheet Regardina the Tohoku Earthouake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 1:00PM (EST), March 14, 2011

" Radiation Levels
o At 9:37AM (JST) on March 14, a radiation level of 3130 micro sievert was

recorded at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o At 10:35AM on March 14, a radiation level of 326 micro sievert was recorded at

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o Most recently, at 2:30PM on March 14, a radiation level of 231 micro sievert was

recorded at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
" Fukushima Daiichi Unit I reactor

o As of 12:00AM on March 15, the injection of seawater continues into the primary
containment vessel.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o At 12:00PM on March 14, in response to lower water levels, TEPCO began

preparations for injecting seawater into the reactor core.
o At 5:16PM on March 14, the water level in the reactor core covered the top of the

fuel rods.
o At 6:20PM on March 14, TEPCO began to inject seawater into the reactor core.
o For a short time around 6:22PM on March 14, the water level inside the reactor

core fell below the lower measuring range of the gauge. As a result, TEPCO
believes that the fuel rods in the reactor core might have been fully exposed.

o At 7:54PM on March 14, engineers confirmed that the gauge recorded the
injection of seawater into the reactor core.

o At 8:37PM on March 14, in order to alleviate the buildup of pressure, slightly
radioactive vapor, that posed no health threat, was passed through a filtration
system and emitted outside via a ventilation stack from Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2
reactor vessel.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o At I1:01AM on March 14, an explosion occurred at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3

reactor damaging the roof of the secondary containment building. Caused by the
interaction of hydrogen and oxygen vapor, in a fashion to Unit I reactor, the
explosion did not damage the primary containment vessel or the reactor core.

o As of 12:38AM (JST) on March 15, the injection of seawater has been suspended.
" Fukushima Daini Unit 1 reactor

o As of 1:24AM on March 14, TEPCO commenced the cooling process after the
pumping system was restored.

o At 10:15AM on March 14, TEPCO confirmed that the average water temperature
held constant below 212 degrees Fahrenheit.

" Fukushima Daini Unit 2 reactor
o At 7:13AM on March 14, TEPCO commenced the cooling process.
o As of 3:52PM on March 14, the cooling function was restored and the core

temperature was stabilized below 212 degrees Fahrenheit.
* Fukushima Daini Unit 3 reactor



o As of 12:15PM on March 13, reactor has been cooled down and stabilized.
Fukushima Daini Unit 4 reactor

o At 3:42PM on March 14, cooling of the reactor commenced, with TEPCO
engineers working to achieve cold shutdown.



U

Freeman, Eric
(b)()

From: Eric Freema , - .
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:46 AM
To: Freeman, Eric
Subject: Fwd: Update on Japan Situation
Attachments: ANS Japan Backgrounder. pdf

---------- Forwarded message-----
From: Joe Colvin <president_,ans.or >
Date: Sat, Mar 12, 2011 at 7:24 PM
Subject: Update on Japan Situation
To: "Mr. Eric E. Freeman' (b)(6) ,

Dear ANS Members:

I'm sure you are aware of the rapidly developing situation in Japan. The ANS is working on multiple fronts to
collect credible information on the incident, and distribute that information through mainstream and social
media outlets.

We have communicated with our counterparts at the Atomic Energy Society of Japan to offer any technical or
other assistance which may be of help.

We have set up a special page on the ANS blog (http://ansnuclearcafe.or ) to aggregate media reports and
provide additional information when we consider it to be credible.

We are also working to organize television appearances and other media availabilities for our members so that
some of the misinformation that has been presented by anti-nuclear groups can be rebutted with facts. Our goal
is not necessarily to be the first on the air, but to be the most credible.

Attached you will find some talking points, along with our current analysis of the sequence of events at
Fukushima 1-1. 1 encouragp you to talk to your social networks to ensure that people have the right facts and the
proper perspecti.e on ttt's ffiicient.

Let me know what other actions our Society should be taking during this nuclear incident.

My thoughts and prayers go out to the people of Japan.

Respectfully,

I\ 

O\



Freeman, Eric
(b)(6)

From: Eric Freeman
Sent: Monday, Marc-h14, 2011 7:46 AM
To: Freeman, Eric
Subject: Fwd: Talking Points on Implications of Fukushima Accident to U.S. Nuclear Plants
Attachments: ANS Talking Points - 2011-03-13 Rl_2.pdf

---------- Forwarded message------
From: Joe Colvin <president@ans.org>
Date: Mon, Mar 14, 2011 at 12:23 AM
Subject: Talking Points on Implications of Fukushima Accident to U.S. Nuclear Plants
To: "Mr. Eric E. Freeman" (b)(6) - £ "

Dear ANS Members:

Over the last two days, the ANS Crisis Communications team has been very proactive and has handled a
multitude of media and press calls. ANS spokespersons have participated in national television, radio and press
interviews providing the views of the nuclear science and technology experts within the Society. We are
particularly grateful to Dr. Dale Klein who has given tremendous support to the Society and the public in
response to the events at Fukushima.

We have begun fielding media inquiries about the implications of the problems at Fukushima on the US
program. We have prepared the attached talking points to assist responders to this line of questions. The
talking points are consistent with the talking points prepared by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) on the same
subject.

Thank you all for your strong support!

Joe



-o

Murphy, Andrew

From: Skeen, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:18 AM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Cc: Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Hiland, Patrick; Stutzke, Martin; Guitter, Joseph; Rihm, Roger;

McDermott, Brian; Hasselberg, Rick; Chokshi, Nilesh; Munson, Clifford; Cook, Christopher;
Flanders, Scott; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Brown, Frederick; Guitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Case,
Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes, Laura; Karas, Rebecca; Ake, Jon; Munson, Clifford; Hogan,
Rosemary; Uhle, Jennifer; Marshall, Michael; Uselding, Lara: Randall, John; Allen, Don;
Burnell, Scott; Hayden, Elizabeth; Pires, Jose; Graves, Herman; Candra, Hernando; Murphy,
Andrew; Murphy, Andrew; Pires, Jose; Hogan, Rosemary; Sheron, Brian; Dricks, Victor;
Warnick, Greg; Reynoso, John; Lantz, Ryan; Markley, Michael

Subject: RE: latest version of Q&As

Annie,

Thank you for this comprehensive report. It is clear that you, Jon Ake, and Cliff Munson, have made
substantial effort to create a document that will be the basis for much of the NRC's communications on seismic
and tsunami risk over the coming days. What's more, you pulled this together in a very short time, since you
only began working on it on Saturday, when I asked you to come to the Incident Response Center to assist the
Reactor Safety Team shortly after the tragic events in Japan occurred. It is folks like you, Jon, and Cliff that
make the NRC the outstanding organization that it is.

I would ask that if anyone has comments, to please route them through you, so that you maintain control of the
document for the time being. Please let us know when you make revisions to the document.

From: Kammerer, Annie
.Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:41 AM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David
Cc; Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Stutzke, Martin; Giitter, Joseph; Rihm, Roger; McDermott, Brian; Hasselberg, Rick;
Kammerer, Annie; Chokshi, Nilesh; Munson, Clifford; Cook, Christopher; Flanders, Scott; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Brown,
Frederick; Giitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes, Laura; Karas, Rebecca; Ake, Jon; Munson,
Clifford; Hogan, Rosemary; Uhle, Jennifer; Marshall, Michael; Uselding, Lara; Randall, John; Allen, Don; Burnell, Scott;
Hayden, Elizabeth; Pires, Jose; Graves, Herman; Candra, Hernando; Murphy, Andrew; Murphy, Andrew; Pires, Jose;
Hogan, Rosemary; Sheron, Brian; Dricks, Victor; Warnick, Greg; Reynoso, John; Lantz, Ryan; Markley, Michael
Subject: latest version of Q&As

All,

This is the first draft of the seismic-specific Q&As. It is pretty rough and there are many answers still missing,
but people have contributed a lot and we thought it may be useful for many people trying to answer questions
coming in.

We are continuing to compile the questions that come in and update the seismic Q&A document. If you have

suggested changes, or want to provide missing answers, please forward them to me for compilation.

This is a living document and will be updated daily in the foreseeable future.

Annie

Dr. Annie Kammerer, PE
Senior Seismologist and Earthquake Engineer

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

1 7<,



Washington DC 20555
(b)(6) obile

S(b) (6) ::]BIB
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Dion, Jeanne

From: Dion, Jeanne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:32 AM
To: 'DORMAN Erik (AREVA)'
Cc: KELLEY Sean (AREVA); SALAS Pedro (AREVA)
Subject: RE: New Time Proposed: Confirmation of Cyber Meeting

Erik,
From White flint, it should take you about 20 minutes to walk and ride the metro to the Research Office at the
Rockville metro stop.

From the hotel walk to the White flint metro station (at the intersection of Marinelli and Rockville Pike). Take
the metro Redline north (right side of platform towards Shady Grove). Get off at the second stop (Rockville).

As you exit the Rockville station turnstiles turn left towards Rockville Pike. At the stairs, turn to your left and
walk up to the street level. 21 Church Street is located directly in front of you. It will be a two minute walk.
Tell the guard you are here for a meeting and take the elevators to the 6h floor.

[-M y cell is (b)(I) G(<10

Please let me know how many parking validations you will need by Wednesday.

Thanks,
Jeanne

From: DORMAN Erik (AREVA) [mailto:Erik.Dorman@areva.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Dion, Jeanne
Cc: KELLEY Sean (AREVA); SALAS Pedro (AREVA)
Subject: RE: New Time Proposed: Confirmation of Cyber Meeting

Jeanne,

Understand. Could you please provide directions from the Metro as well. Assume the starting point being the:

Marriott Bethesda North
5701 Marinelli Road
Bethesda, MD

Thanks,
Erik

Erik Dorman, PMP
IMS Engineering Discipline Lead
Engineering and Projects
AREVA NP Inc.
An AREVA and Siemens gompany

&hone: 434-832-3602 ,
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CONFIDENTIALITY
This e.mail and the information herein contained are stricry cornfidential. It is intunded only for the use of (he individual to which ii tS addtessed If yoU are not one of the intended recipients. you are hereby
notified that any relaing. dtssemination. distribut:on. or copying ;n whole or in part of this e-mail in strictly pfohrbirod.

CONFIDENTIALITE
Ce message et les informations qu'il conlient sont slriclement confidentiels. If est destind aux seules personnes 8uxquelles it est adress4 Si vous n'ies pas darts la lite des destinataires, vous 6fes
informes par cet avis qure oule lectute. divulgation, distribution ou reproduction tolate ou paelietie do ce message est strectement inlerwohe

From: Dion, Jeanne [mailto:Jeanne.Dion@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:17 AM
To: DORMAN Erik (EP/PM)
Cc: KELLEY Sean (EP/PE); SALAS Pedro (RS/NB)
Subject: RE: New Time Proposed: Confirmation of Cyber Meeting

Erik,
Due to the issues in Japan, we got bumped from our conference room at Two White Flint. The meeting will
now be at the Research Office,
NRC's Office of Research Building at 21 Church St Rockville, MD 20850.

Driving Directions (from White Flint Complex):
Go north on Rockville Pike, Rt. 355 (When leaving the White Flint complex, you will be turning right onto Rt.
355 to go North and the White Flint Metro Station will also be on your right). Travel approximately 3 miles and
as you pass the intersection of Veirs Mill Road and Rt. 355, you will see St Mary's Catholic Church and
cemetery on the right. Stay to your right as you approach the next street, which is called, Church Street.
Turn right onto Church Street. Go past the first building (1 Church St.) and driveway and go past the second
building (21 Church Street - NRC Building) and take the next immediate right into the entrance of the PMI
parking garage. Take a ticket and bring it with you so I can have it validated.

Take the elevators to the 6th floor security desk- I will meet you there. The meeting will be at the 6th floor
conference room.

Let me know if you need directions from the metro.

Regards,
Jeanne

From: DORMAN Erik (AREVA) [mailto:Erik.Dorman@areva.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:05 PM
To: Dion, Jeanne
Subject: RE: New Time Proposed: Confirmation of Cyber Meeting

Jeanne,

I hope you are well. I just wanted to confirm that we are still on for Thursday? Pedro, Sean, and I will be at

the Two Flint building at 8am.

Thanks,
Erik
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Erik Dorman, PMP
IMS Engineering Discipline Lead
Engineering and Projects
AREVA NP Inc.
An AREVA and Siemens company
Phone: ,4-4 32-36f12
Mobile: (b)6)

Erik. Dorman arevacom
AREVA

CONFIDENTIALITY

This e-mail and the information herein contained are strictly confidential. It is intended only for the use of the individual to which it is addressed. If you are not one
of the intended recipients, you are hereby notified that any reading. dissemination, distribution, or copying in whole or in part of this e-mail is strictly prohibited.

CONFIDENTIALITE

Ce message el les informations qu'il contient sont strictement confidentiels. It est destine aux seules personnes auxquelles il est adresse. Si vous n'dtes pas dans
la liste des destinataires, vous 6les informes par cet avis que toute lecture. divulgation. distribution ou reproduction totale ou partielle de ce message esl
strictement interdtte.

----- Original Appointment -----
From: Dion, Jeanne [mailto:Jeanne. Dion (. nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 3:44 PM
To: DORMAN Erik (EP/PM); Dion, Jeanne; MEACHAM Robert (EP/PE); KELLEY Sean (EP/PE); SALAS Pedro (RS/NB)
Subject: New Time Proposed: Confirmation of Cyber Meeting
When: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:00 AM-12:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Jeanne to call Erik @ 434.832.3602

Yes- Erik- 8-12 on Thursday 3/17 will work.

Jeanne

New Meeting Time Proposed:

Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:00 AM-1 2:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
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Lee, Richard

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marksberry, Don
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:28 AM
Joy L Rempe; Lee, Richard
RE: FW: Plant Status Chronologies of Units 1, 2, and 3
image001 jpg

Joy, Richard,

I will take a look at Joy's chronology during the week. I will keep maintaining the RES chronology of press releases (since
it only takes about 20 minutes/day). After a while, we may decide to step down and defer to INL/DOE.

From: Joy L Rempe [mailto:Joy.Rempecinl,qov1
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:48 AM
To: Lee, Richard; Marksberry, Don
Subject: Re: FW: Plant Status Chronologies of Units 1, 2, and 3

Hi Richard,

Good timing. I was about to send out the attached. It will take several days for us to sort through this. I propose doing a
'quick scan' and then sending out both Don's and ours, noting that we'll resolve them in the next week? I'd just wait, but I
promised to send it out today. I'll just send to a smaller group?

What do you and Don think?

Joy

ii' Joy Rempe • Idaho Natjwal ().(6)
Phone: (208) 526-2897 ACell "oax: (208) 526-Z930.
Email: Joy.Rempe@inl.go--

"Lee, Richard" <Richard.Lee(,nrc.qov>
To Joy L Rempe <Joy.Rempe(,inl.qov>
cc

Subject FW: Plant Status Chronologies of Units 1, 2, and 304/1312011 07:18 AM

Joy:

FYI. Hopefully in the near future, between DOE and NRC, we get to come up with one set of chronology. Please feel free to contact
Don on this.

Best,
Richard

From: Marksberry, Don

rK~
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Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 8:29 AM
To: RST01 Hoc; Thorp, John; Tinkler, Charles; Schaperow, Jason; Esmaili, Hossein; Helton, Donald; Garmon, David
Cc: Lee, Richard; Demoss, Gary; Coyne, Kevin; Stutzke, Martin; Salley, MarkHenry; Siu, Nathan
Subject: Plant Status Chronologies of Units 1, 2, and 3

Here is this morning's edition of the plant status chronology and data tables for Units 1, 2, and 3. It does not include radiological
information.

Please note that the info sources are official press releases from TEPCO and NISA. No other sources or speculations were included.

Earlier event descriptions were revised to match the press release text a little closer. Also, select Article 15 reports and emergency
declarations (from TEPCO to NISA) were added for those that may imply change in unit status.

Don

Don Marksberry

Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
21 Church Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850-4207

Phone: 301-251-7593
E-mail: Don.Marksberryvlbnrc.gov

USPS & Express Mail Address:
Mail Stop: C-4C07M
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



Manoly, Kamal

Froth: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Beasley, Benjamin. Wilson, George; Manoly, Kamal
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Quick follow-up: Any easy way to provide access to the IPEEE seismic CDF numbers for Diablo Canyon, San
Onofre, etc?

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Scott Burnell will respond to the reporter. Thanks to everyone for providing information on this matter. Scott will
call you Ben for clarifications. Ivonne

From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Wilson, George; Manoly, Kamal; Ake, Jon; Stutzke, Martin; Kammerer, Annie; Murphy, Andrew; Munson, Clifford;
Kauffman, John
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Ivonne,

Answers are provided in the attached Word document. I will be in a low riorit meetin for the next couple of
hours. If you want us to support a telephone interview, please call me atl(b)(6)

Ben

From: Couret, Ivonne
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:31 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Cc: Wilson, George
Subject: RE: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

I just spoke to the reporter if we can give him written responses and coordinate a phone interview/review of
items. When you guys are ready we can do this before 5p.m. Thanks for ALL you do! Ivonne

From: Beasley, Benjamin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:29 AM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Cc: Wilson, George
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Importance: High

Ivonne,

I am coordinating the assembly of answers for the NBC reporter on GI-199. We are still working, but draft /,
answers are: \ /-) /I

1



1. His plain language understanding of the risk is correct.

'2. The latest seismic hazard estimates for western U.S. nuclear plants are in the IPEEEs. Following 9-11,
these documents are no longer publicly available. There are updated USGS seismic estimates for the
entire U.S., but these have not been applied to the western plants.

3. The consensus hazard estimates are not out yet. We expect them by the end of the year.

4. The NRC is working on developing a Generic Letter (GL) to request information from affected
licensees. The GL will likely be.issued in a draft form within the next 2 months to stimulate discussions
with industry in a public meeting. After that it has to be approved by CRGR, presented to ACRS and
issued as a draft for formal public comments (45 days). After evaluation of the public comments it can
then be finalized for issuance. We anticipate to issue the GL by the end of this calendar year. The
information from licensees will likely require 3-6 months -to complete. Staff's review will commence after
receiving licensees' responses. Based on staff's review, a determination can be made regarding cost
beneficial backfits where it can be justified.

I will send an update after I get final information. Please let me know if there is something else we can do.

Ben Beasley

UJ.SNIRC

Benjamin Beasley, Chief
Operating Experience and Generic Issues Branch
Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
301-251-7676
Benjamin. Beasley@nrc.gov
Generic Issues Program
Operating Experience Databases

From: Wilson, George
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:31 AM
To: Beasley, Benjamin
Subject: FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Importance: High

fyi

From: Hiland, Patrick
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:20 AM
To: Wilson, George; Manoly, Kamal
Cc: Stutzke, Martin; Ake, Jon; Coe, Doug; Skeen, David; Scales, Kerby
Subject, FW: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates
Importance: High

Need to work with OPA, and RES. Kamal should coordinate with RES, and I suggest Marty/Jon respond
directly through RES.- Doug Coe is good source also for the GI. Get OPA involved.
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From: Bill Dedman [mailto: Bill.Dedman@msnbc.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 20119:06 AM
To: Manolyi Kamal; Sheron, Brian; Hiland, Patrick; OPA Resource
Subject: NBC deadline question for NRC on seismic hazard estimates

Good morning,

My name is Bill Dedman. I'm a reporter for NBC News and msnbc.com, writing an article today about:

SAFETY/RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR GENERIC ISSUE 199, "IMPLICATIONS OF UPDATED
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ESTIMATES IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES ON
EXISTING PLANTS"

I reached out to NRC Public Affairs yesterday but have not heard back, and my deadline is end-of-day today. I'm hoping
to get on the phone today with someone from NRC to make sure I'm conveying this information accurately to the public.
If nothing else, I'm hoping one of the technical people can help clarify the points below. My telephone number is 203-
451-9995.

I've read Director Brian Sheron's memo of Sept. 2, 2010, to Mr. Patrick Hiland; the safety/risk assessment of August
2010; its appendices A through D; NRC Information Notice 2010-18; and the fact.sheet from public affairs from
November 2010.

I have these questions:

1. I'd like to make sure that I accurately place in layman's terms the seismic hazard estimates. I need to make sure that I'm
understanding the nomenclature for expressing the seismic core-damage frequencies. Let's say there's an estimate
expressed as "2.5E-06." (I'm looking at Table D-2 of the safety/risk assessment of August 2010.) I believe that this
expression means the same as 2.5 x 10^-0 6 , or 0.0000025, or 2.5 divided by one million. In layman's terms, that means an
expectation, on average, of 2.5 events every million years, or once every 400,000 years. Similarly, "2.5E-05" would be 2.5
divided by 100,000, or 2.5 events every 100,000 years, on average, or once every 40,000 years. Is this correct?

2. These documents give updated probabilistic seismic hazard estimates for existing nuclear power plants in the Central
and Eastern U.S. What document has the latest seismic hazard estimates (probabilistic or not) for existing nuclear power
plants in the Western U.S.?

3. The documents refer to newer data on the way. Have NRC, USGS et al. released those? I'm referring to this: "New
consensus seismic-hazard estimates will become available in late 2010 or early 2011 (these are a product of a joint NRC,
U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) project). These
consensus seismic hazard estimates will supersede the existing EPRI, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and
USGS hazard estimates used in the GI-199 Safety/Risk Assessment."

4. What is the timetable now for consideration of any regulatory changes from this research?

Thank you for your help.

Regards,

Bill Dedman

This e-mail message and attached documents are confidential; intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is privileged,

confidential, proprietary, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable lavw. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
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that any unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copy of this communication is strictly prohibited. No waiver of privilege, confidence or otherwise is
intended by virtue of this communication. If you have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender.
destroy all copies and delete this e-mail message from your computer. Thank you.
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SEISMIC INFORMATION: SSE, SSE EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCIES, REVIEW-LEVEL EARTHQUAKES, ANDSEI

Plant
Arkansas 1
Arkansas 2
Beaver Valley 1
Beaver Valley 2
Braidwood 1
Braidwood 2
Browns Ferry 1
Browns Ferry 2
Browns Ferry 3
Brunswick 1
Brunswick 2
Byron 1
Byron 2
Callaway
Calvert Cliffs 1
Calvert Cliffs 2
Catawba 1
Catawba 2
Clinton
Columbia
Comanche Peak 1
Comanche Peak 2
Cooper
Crystal River 3
D.C. Cook 1
D.C. Cook 2
Davis Besse
Diablo Canyon 1
Diablo Canyon 2
Dresden 2
Dresden 3
Duane Arnold

Docket
05000313
05000368
05000334
05000412
05000456
05000457
05000259
05000260
05000296
05000325
05000324
05000454
05000455
05000483
05000317
05000318
05000413
05000414
05000461
05000397
05000445
05000446
05000298
05000302
05000315
05000316
05000346
05000275
05000323
05000237
05000249
05000331

SSE
(g's)
0.2
0.2
012
0.12

02
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.16
0.16
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.25
0.25
0.12
0.12
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2

0.15
0.75
0.75
0.2
0.2

0.12

Frequency of
Exceeding the SSE

(per year)
2.8E-04
9.7E-05
3.3E-04
2.7E-04
6.7E-05
6.7E-05
2.5E-04
2.5E-04
2.5E-04
7.3E-04
7.3E-04
5.2E-05
5.2E-05
3.8E-05
1.9E-04
1.9E-04
1.4E-04
1.4E-04
5.8E-05
1.7E-04
1.6E-05
1.6E-05
1.5E-04
8.9E-05
2.1E-04
2.1E-04
6.3E-05
3.9E-03
3.9E-03
9.7E-05
9.7E-05
2.3E-04

RLE (HCLPF)
(gs)
0.3
0.3
n/a
n/a
0.3
03
03

0.26
0.26
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.3
n/a

0.12
0,12
0.3
0.1
n/a
n/a

0.26
n/a
n/a

0.26
0.26
0.12

Seismic Core
Damage Frequency

(per year)
4.1E-06
4.1E-06
4.8E-05
2.2E-05
7.3E-06
7.3E-06
3.7E-06
5.4E-06
5.4E-06
1.5E-05
1.5E-05
5,8E-06
5.8E-06
2.OE-06
1.OE-05
1.2E-05
3.7E-05
3.7E-05
2.5E-06
21 E-05
4.OE-06
4.OE-06
7.OE-06
2.2E-05
2.2E-05
2.2E-05
6.7E-06
4.2E-05
4.2E-05
1.9E-05
1.9E-05
3.2E-05
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Farley 1 05000348 0.1 1.OE-04 0,1 2.8E-05

Farley 2 05000364 0.1 1.0E-04 0,1 2.8E-05
Fermi2 05000341 0.15 1.0E-04 0.3 4.2E-06
Fitzpatrick 05000333 0.15 3.2E-04 0.22 6.1E-06

Fort Calhoun 1 05000285 0.17 3.7E-04 0.25 5.4E-06
Ginna 05000244 0.2 1.OE-04 0.2 1.3E-05
Grand Gulf 05000416 0.15 1.0E-04 0.15 1.2E-05
Hatch 1 05000400 0.148 3.9E-04 0.29 2.3E-06
Hatch 2 05000321 0.15 2.7E-04 0.3 2.5E-06

Hope Creek 05000366 0.2 9.7E-05 0.3 2.5E-06
Indian Point 2 05000354 0.15 4.9E-04 n/a 2.8E-06
Indian Point 3 05000247 0.15 4.9E-04 n/a 3.3E-05

Kewaunee 05000286 0.12 2,8E-04 n/a 1.01E-04
LaSalle 1 05000305 0.2 1.7E-04 n/a 5.1E.06
LaSalle 2 05000373 0.2 1.7E-04 n/a 2.8E-06
Limerick 1 05000374 0.15 1.8E-04 n/a 2.8E-06
Limerick 2 05000352 0.15 1.8E-04 0.15 5.3E-05
McGuire 1 05000353 0.15 9.5E-05 0.15 5.3E-05
McGuire 2 05000369 015 9.5E-05 n/a 3.1E-05
Millstone 1 05000370 0.254 9.3E-05 n/a 3.1E-05
Millstone 2 05000336 0.17 8 3E-05 025 1,1E-05
Millstone 3 05000423 0.17 8.3E-05 n/a 1.5E-05
Monticello 05000263 0.12 9.3E-05 0,12 1.9E-05
Nine Mile Point 1 05000220 0.11 1 5E-04 0.27 4.2E-06
Nine Mile Point 2 05000410 0.15 4,8E-05 0.23 5.6E-06
North Anna 1 05000338 0.12 2.1E-04 0.16 4.4E-05
North Anna 2 05000339 0.12 2.1E-04 0.16 4.4E-05
Oconee 1 05000269 01 9.7E-04 n/a 4.3E-05

Oconee 2 05000270 0.1 9,7E-04 n/a 4.3E-05
Oconee 3 05000287 0.1 9.7E-04 n/a 4.3E-05
Oyster Creek 05000219 0.17 1.5E-04 n/a 1.4E-05
Palisades 05000255 0.2 1,4E-04 n/a 6.4E-06
Palo Verde 1 05000528 0.258 3.5E-05 0.3 3.8E-05
Palo Verde 2 05000529 0,258 3.5E-05 0.3 3 8E-05
Palo Verde 3 05000530 0.258 3.5E-05 0.3 3.8E-05
Peach Bottom 2 05000277 0.12 2.0E-04 0.2 2.4E-05
Peach Bottom 3 05000278 0.12 2.0E-04 0.2 2.4E-05



Perry 05000440 0.15 2.2E-04 0.3 2.1E-05.
Pilgrim 1 05000293 0.15 8.1E-04 n/a 6.9E-05

Point Beach 1 05000266 0.12 2.OE-04 n/a 1.1E-05
Point Beach 2 05000301 0.12 2.0E-04 n/a 1.1E-05
Prairie Island 1 05000282 0.12 2.OE-04 0.28 3.OE-06

Prairie Island 2 05000306 0.12 2,0E.04 0.28 3.0E-06

Quad Cities 1 05000254 0.24 8.2E-04 0.09 2.7E-05
Quad Cities 2 05000265 0.24 8.2E-04 0.09 2.7E-05
River Bend 05000458 0.1 2.4E-04 0.1 2.5E-05

Robinson (HR) 05000261 0.2 1.1E-03 0.28 1.5E-05
Saint Lucie 05000335 0.1 1.4E-04 0.1 4.6E-05

Salem 1 05000389 0.2 2.6E-04 0,1 4.6E-05
Salem 2 05000272 0.2 2.6E-04 n/a 9.3E-06

San Onofre 2 05000361 0.67 1.2E-04 n/a 1.7E-05
San Onofre 3 05000362 0,67 1.2E-04 n/a 1.7E-05
Seabrook 05000311 0.25 1.3E-04 n/a 9.3E-06

Sequoyah 1 05000443 0.18 7.1 E-04 n/a 2.2E-05

Sequoyah 2 05000327 018 7,1E-04 0.27 5.1E-05
Shearon Harris 1 05000328 0.15 4.6E-05 0.27 5.1E-05
South Texas 1 05000498 0.1 3.OE-05 n/a 6.2E-06

South Texas 2 05000499 0.1 3.OE-05 n/a 6.2E-06

Summer 05000395 0.15 3.9E-04 0.22 3.8E-05

Surry 1 05000280 0.15 2.2E-04 n/a 5.7E-06

Surry 2 05000281 0.15 2.2E-04 n/a 5.7E-06

Susquehanna 1 05000387 0.1 1.9E-04 0.21 1.3E-05
Susquehanna 2 05000388 0.1 1.9E-04 0.21 1.3E-05
Three Mile Island 1 05000289 0.12 1.OE-04 n/a 4.OE-05

Turkey Point 3 05000250 0,15 3.8E-05 0.15 1.CE-05
Turkey Point 4 05000251 0,15 3.8E-05 0.15 1.OE-05
Vermont Yankee 05000271 0.14 1.2E-04 0.25 8. 1E-06
Vogtle 1 05000424 0.2 1.5E-04 0.3 1.8E-05
Vogtle 2 05000425 0.2 1,5E-04 0.3 1.8E-05
Waterford 3 05000382 0.1 1. 1E-04 0.1 2.OE-05
Wafts Bar 05000390 0.18 2.9E-04 0.3 3.6E-05

Wolf Creek 05000482 0.12 3.7E-05 0.2 1.8E-05

25th percentile 9.6E-05 6.0E-06



min 1.6E-05 2.OE-06
median 1.7E-04 1.5E-05

mean 3.1E-04 2.1E-05
max 3.9E-03 1.OE-04

75th percentile 2.6E.04 3.2E-05



SMIC CORE-DAMAGE FREQUENCIES

IPEEE Method Source
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GH-199
seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA GH-199
seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA G1-199
0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA IPEEE
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.12g GH199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA: SSE = 0.12g G1-199
0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199

reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g GI-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA GI-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
seismic PRA IPEEE
seismic PRA IPEEE
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G0-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.12g GI-199



reduced-scope EPRI SMA: SSE = 01g G-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope NRC SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope NRC SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE 0.15g GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
modified focused/expended reduced-scope EPRI SM G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GH199
SPRA and focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA G1-199
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA IPEEE
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA IPEEE
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA IPEEE
modified focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
modified focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199



0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199

0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = O.1g G1-199

0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g G1-199

reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE = 0.1g G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199

seismic PRA IPEEE
seismic PRA IPEEE
seismic PRA G1-199
seismic PRA GI-199
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g full-scope EPRI SMA G1-199

seismic PRA GI-199
seismic PRA GI-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GI-199
seismic PRA G1.199
seismic PRA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
seismic PRA G1-199
site-specific approach; SSE=0, 1 5g G1-199

site-specific approach; SSE:0. 15g G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
0,3g focused-scope EPRI SMA GH199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA; SSE 0 0.1g G1-199
0.3g focused-scope EPRI SMA G1-199
reduced-scope EPRI SMA G1-199



Roche, Robert

From: Roche, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Pires, Jose; Graves, Herman; Candra, Hernando
Subject: RE: latest version of Q&As
Attachments: OBE and SSE Comparison.xlsx

For reference, please see the file attached. I know we can condensed the table but I wanted to preserve the

information as similar as possible to the original files (ex. plant names).

Robert

From: Pires, Jose
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:10 AM
To: Roche, Robert
Subject: FW: latest version of Q&As

This is the Q&As that are being prepared. Annie and Jon are controlling it. Maybe you can take a look at them

as well.

Attached is a table sent by Jon Ake and the one from Herman. Maybe you can compare them for OBE and

SSE.

Thanks,

Jose.

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:41 AM
To: Hiland, Patrick; Skeen, David
Cc: Howe, Allen; Nelson, Robert; Stutzke, Martin; Glitter, Joseph; Rihm, Roger; McDermott, Brian; Hasselberg, Rick;
Kammerer, Annie; Chokshi, Nilesh; Munson, Clifford; Cook, Christopher; Flanders, Scott; Ross-Lee, MaryJane; Brown,
Frederick; Glitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Case, Michael; Ruland, William; Dudes, Laura; Karas, Rebecca; Ake, Jon; Munson,
Clifford; Hogan, Rosemary; Uhle, Jennifer; Marshall, Michael; Uselding, Lara; Randall, John; Allen, Don; Burnell, Scott;
Hayden, Elizabeth; Pires, Jose; Graves,'Herman; Candra, Hernando; Murphy, Andrew; Murphy, Andrew; Pires, Jose;
Hogan, Rosemary; Sheron, Brian; Dricks, Victor; Warnick, Greg; Reynoso, John; Lantz, Ryan; Markley, Michael
Subject; latest version of Q&As

All,

This is the first draft of the seismic-specific Q&As. It is pretty rough and there are many answers still missing,
but people have contributed a lot and we thought it may be useful for many people trying to answer questions
coming in.

We are continuing to compile the questions that come in and update the seismic Q&A document. If you have
suggested changes, or want to provide missing answers, please forward them to me for compilation.

This is a living document and will be updated daily in the foreseeable future.

Annie

Dr. Annie Kammerer, PE
Senior Seismologist and Earthquake Engineer

1
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1, Containment Data.doc

2. CEUS NPP seismic summaryxlsx

3. plant sse.xls

1. Containment Datadoc
PWR Plants OBE (g) SSE (g)
Arkansas Nuclear 1 and 2 0.1 0.2

Beaver Valley land 2 0.06 0.125

Braidwood land 2 0.06 0.13

Byron land 2 0.095 0.21

Callaway 0.12 0.2

Calvert Cliffs land 2 0.08 0,15

Catawba land 2 0.08 0.15

Comanche Peak land 2 0.06 0.12

Crystal River 3 ' 0.05 0.1

DCCook land 2 0.1 0.2

Davis Besse 0.08 0.15

Diablo Canyon land 2 0.375 0.75
Fort Calhoun 0.08 0.17

Ginna 0.08 0.2

HB Robinson 2 0.1 0.2

Indian Point 2 and 3 0.1 0.15

Joseph M Farley 1 and 2 0,05 0.1
Kewaunee 0,06 0.12
McGuire land 2 0,08 0.15

Millstone 2 and 3 0.09 0.17

North Anna land 2 0.06 0.12

Oconee 1, 2 and 3 0.05 0.1
Palisades 0.1 0.2

Palo Verde 1, 2 and 3 0.1 0.2
Point Beach l and 2 0.06 0.12

Prairie Island land 2 0.06 0.12

Salem 1 and 2 0.1 0.2

San Onofre 2 and 3 0.33 0.67

2. CEUSNPP seismic summaryxlsx

PWR Plants OBE (g) SSE (g)

Arkansas l and 2 0.1 0.20

Beaver Valley l and 2 0.06 0.12

Braidwood l and 2 0.09 0.20

Byron I and 2 0.09 0.20

Callaway 0.12 0.20

Calvert Cliffs 1 and 2 0.08 0.15

Catawba l and 2 0.08 0.15

Comanche Peak l and 2 0.06 0.12

Crystal River 3 0.05 0.10

D,C. Cook land 2 0.1 0.20

Davis Besse 0.08 0.15

Fort Calhoun 1 0.08 0.17

Ginna 0.08 0.20

Robinson (HR) 0,1 0.20

Indian Point 2 and 3 0.1 0.15

Farley l and 2 0.05 0.10

Kewaunee 0.06 0.12

McGuire l and 2 0.08 0.15

Millstone 2 and 3 0.09 0.17

North Anna l and 2 0.06 0.12

Oconee 1, 2, and 3 0.05 0.10

Palisades 0.1 0.20

Point Beach I and 2 0.06 0.12

Prairie Island l and 2 0.06 0.12

Salem 1 and 2 0.1 0.20



Seabrook 1 0.125 0.25

Sequoyah land 2 009 0.18

Shearon Harris I 0,075 0.15

South Texas Project I and 2 0.05 0.1

St Lucie I and 2 0.05 0.1

Summer 0.1 0.15

Surry land 2 0.07 0.15

Three Mile Island 1 0.06 0.12

Turkey Point 3 and 4 0.05 0.15

Vogtle 1 and 2 0.12 0.2

Waterford 3 0.05 0.1

Watts Bar l and 2 0.09 0.18

Wolf Creek 0.06 0.12

BWR Plants OBE (g) SSE (g)

Browns Ferry 1, 2 and 3 0.1 0.2

Brunswick land 2 0.08 0.16

Clinton (containment) 0.11 0.26

Cooper 0.1 0.2

Dresden 2 and 3 0.1 0.2

Duane Arnold 0.12 0.24

Edwin Hatch land 2 0.08 0.15

Fermi 2 0.08 0,15

Grand Gulf 1 (containment) 0.075 0.15

Hope Creek l and 2 0.1 0.2

James A FitzPatrick 0.08 0.15

LaSalle County l and 2 0.1 0.2

Limerick land 2 0.075 0.15

Millstone 1 0.09 0.17

Monticello 0.06 0.12

Nine Mile Point 1 0,075 0.15

Oyster Creek 0.092 0.184

Seabrook 0,13 0.25

Sequoyah I and 2 0.09 0.18

Shearon Harris 1 0,08 0.15

South Texas l and 2 0.05 0.10

Saint Lucie 0.05 0.10

Summer 0.1 0,15

Surry l and 2 0.07 0,15

Three Mile Island 1 0.06 0.12

Turkey Point 3 and 4 0.05 0.15

Vogtle 1 and 2 0.12 0.20

Waterford 3 0.05 0.10

Watts Bar 0.09 0.18

Wolf Creek 0.1 0.12

BWR Plants OBE (g) SSE (g)

Browns Ferry 1, 2, and 3 0.1 0.20

Brunswick 1 and 2 0.08 0.16

Clinton 0.1 0.25

Cooper 0.1 0.20

Dresden 2 and 3 0.1 0.20

Duane Arnold 0.06 0.12

Hatch I and 2 0.08 0.15

Fermi 2 0.08 0.15

Grand Gulf 0.07 0.15

Hope Creek 0.1 0.20

Fitzpatrick 0.08 0.15

LaSalle 1 0.1 0.20

Limerick 1 0.075 0.15

Millstone 1 0.09 0.25

Monticello 0.06 0.12

Nine Mile Point 1 0.06 0.11

Nine Mile Point 2 0,075 0.15

Oyster Creek 0.11 0.17



Peach Bottom 2 and 3 0.05 0.12

Perry 1 (Containment Vessel) 0.075 0.15

Pilgrim 0.08 0.15

Quad Cities land 2 0.12 0.24

River Bend 1 (containment) O.OS 0.1

Susquehanna 1 and 2 0.05 0.1

Vermont Yankee 0.07 0.14

Washington Nuclear 2 (Columbia) 0.125 0.25

Peach Bottom 2 and 3 0.05 0.12

Perry 0.08 0.15

Pilgrim 1 0.08 0.15

Quad Cities I and 2 0.12 0.24

River Bend 0.05 0.10

Susquehanna land 2 0.05 0.10

Vermont Yankee 0.07 0.14



SSE based on:

2 T 33 Hz -SVPGA =

981

3. plant ssexls

PWR Plants SSE (g)

Arkansas 1 and 2 0,211360974

Beaver Valley l and 2 0.126816584

Braidwood 0.190224876

Byron 0.190224876

Callaway 0,190224876

Calvert Cliffs 0.147952682
Catawba 0.169088779

Comanche Peak 0.126816584

Crystal River 0.105680487

Cook 0.211360974

Davis Besse 0.147952682

Diablo Canyon 0.8031717

Fort Calhoun 0.190224876

Ginna 0.190224876

Robinson 0.190224876

Indian Point 0.147952682

Farley 0.105680487

Kewaunee 0.126816584

McGuire 0,147952682

Millstone 2 and 3 0.169088779

North Anna 0.126816584

Oconee 0.105680487

Palisades 0.190224876
Palo Verde 0.190224876

Point Beach 0.126816584
Prairie Island 0,126816584

Salem 0.211360974

San Onofre 2 and 3 0.634082921

Plant

Bellefonte
Big Rock Point

Maine Yankee

Haddam Neck

Zion

SSE (g)

0.169089

0.10568
0.10568

0.169089

0.169089



Seabrook 0.253633168

Sequoyah 0.169088779

Shearon Harris 0.147952682

South Texas 0.105680487
St. Lucie 0.105680487
Summer 0.147952682

Surry 0.147952682
Three Mile Island 0.147952682

Turkey Point 0.147952682
Vogtle 0.190224876

Waterford 0.105680487
Watts Bar 0.190224876

Wolf Creek 0.126816584

BWR Plants SSE (g)

Browns Ferry 0.211360974

Brunswick 0.169088779

Clinton 0.211360974

Cooper 0.211360974

Dresden 0.211360974

Duane Arnold 0.126816584

Hatch land 2 0.147952682
Fermi 0.147952682

Grand Gulf 0.147952682
Hope Creek 0.190224876
Fitzpatrick 0.147952682

LaSalle 0.211360974
Limerick 0.147952682
Millstone 1 0.253633168
Monticello 0.126816584

Nine Mile Point 1 0.126816584
Nine Mile Point 2 0.1479S2682

Oyster Creek 0.274769266



Peach Bottom 0.147952682

Perry 0.147952682

Pilgrim 0.147952682

Quad Cities 0.274769266

River Bend 0.105680487

Susquehannah 0.105680487

Vermont Yankee 0,190224876

WNP-2 0.232497071



Note that a 100% or #DIV/O! indicates missing data for one of the files,

Comparison

PWR Plants 1 vs. 2 2 vs, 3 1 vs. 3
OBE SSE SSE SSE

Arkansas Nuclear l and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%

Beaver Valley I and 2 0% 4% 6% 1%
Braidwood l and 2 50% 54% 5% 46%

Byron 1 and 2 5% 5% 5% 9%
Callaway 0% 0% 5% 5%

Calvert Cliffs 1 and 2 0% 0% 1% 1%
Catawba I and 2 0% 0% 13% 13%
Comanche Peak 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Crystal River 3 0% 0% 6% 6%

DC Cook 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Davis Besse 0% 0% 1% 1%
DiabloCanyonland2 100% 100% #DIV/O! 7%
Fort Calhoun 0% 0% 12% 12%

Ginna 0% 0% 5% 5%
HB Robinson 2 0% 0% 5% 5%
Indian Point 2 and 3 0% 0% 1% 1%
Joseph M Farley l and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Kewaunee 0% 0% 6% 6%

McGuire I and 2 0% 0% 1% 1%
Millstone 2 and 3 0% 0% 1% 1%

North Anna l and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Oconee 1, 2 and 3 0% 0% 6% 6%
Palisades 0% 0% 5% 5%
Palo Verde 1, 2 and 3 100% 100% #DIV/O! 5%
Point Beach l and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Prairie Island land 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Salem 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
San Onofre 2 and 3 100% 100% #DIV/O! 5%



Seabrook 1 4% 0% 1% 1%
Sequoyah 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%

Shearon Harris 1 7% 0% 1% 1%
South Texas Project 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
St Lucie l and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Summer 0% 0% 1% 1%
Surry 1 and 2 0% 0% 1% 1%
Three Mile Island 1 0% 0% 23% 23%

Turkey Point 3 and 4 0% 0% 1% 1%
Vogtle l and 2 0% 0% 5% 5%
Waterford 3 0% 0% 6% 6%

Watts Bar 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Wolf Creek 67% 0% 6% 6%

BWR Plants 1 vs, 2 2 vs. 3 lvs, 3
OBE SSE SSE SSE

Browns Ferry 1, 2 and 3 0% 0% 6% 6%

Brunswick 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%

Clinton (containment) 9% 4% 15% 19%
Cooper 0% 0% 6% 6%
Dresden 2 and 3 0% 0% 6% 6%

Duane Arnold 50% 50% 6% 47%

Edwin Hatch 1 and 2 0% 1% 0% 1%
Fermi 2 0% 0% 1% 1%

Grand Gulf 1 (containment) 7% 0% 1% 1%
Hope Creek l and 2 0% 0% 5% 5%

James A FitzPatrick 0% 0% 1% 1%
LaSalle County I and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%
Limerick 1 and 2 0% 0% 1% 1%
Millstone 1 0% 49% 0% 49%
Monticello 0% 0% 6% 6%

Nine Mile Point 1 20% 27% 15% 15%
Nine Mile Point 2 4DIV/O! #DIV/Of 1% #DIVIO!

Oyster Creek 20% 8% 62% 49%



Peach Bottom 2 and 3 0% 0% 23% 23%

Perry 1 (Containment Vessel) 7% 0% 1% 1%

Pilgrim 0% 0% 1% 1%

Quad Cities 1 and 2 0% 0% 14% 14%

River Bend I (containment) 0% 0% 6% 6%

Susquehanna 1 and 2 0% 0% 6% 6%

Vermont Yankee 0% 0% 36% 36%

Washington Nuclear 2 (Columbia 100% 1.00% #DIV/0! 7%



Yarsky, Peter

From: Gibson, Kathy I.
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:16 PM
To: RESDSA
Subject: FW: IRC Staffing
Attachments: Kathy Halvey Gibson.vcf: imageO00 .jpg

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Please let Ken Armstrong know by noon tomorrow the following:
1) If you are interested and available to work a shift in the Ops Center. Please indicate your

preference of shift and your area(s) of expertise.
2) If you are willing and able to go to Japan for 2 weeks. Indicate your availability to go at the end

of the month or at some future time (dates to be negotiated). Also indicate your area(s) of
expertise.

See below for details about this request.

Ken, please compile a list of the information you receive in response to this request for my review.

Thanks to all!

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy.Gibscon Znrc.govf301 251-7499',ork

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart;
Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Cc: Dion, Jeanne
Subject: IRC Staffing

I participated on a conference call with other ODs and led by Michele Evans, acting deputy OD in NSIR at 4
pm today.

The purpose of the conference call was to discuss staffing for the IRC for the near future. The IRC is currently
staffed with members of the Reactor safety team, the Protective Measures team, Liaison Team, etc. There is
also an ET member there. None of the teams are at their full compliment. What Michele is looking for is people
that can staff the IRC and relieve the staff that are currently there. She said they are currently running 3 shifts
(11 pm-7am, 7am - 3pm, and 3pm to 11 pm). They would like to find staff that can work shifts for 4 days in a
row (I think she wants 4 days on, 3 days off). She said the staff do not have to have had IRC training.

Several of us said we would certainly canvas our staff to see who was qualified to work in the IRC and could
work there, but we needed to know what technical disciplines they were looking for. Michele did no, have a Ii Vt
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of needed disciplines, but said she would generate one and send it out. As of 5:15 pm I have not received a list
yet.

However, I am assuming they will be looking for staff with expertise in such areas as systems analysis, severe
accidents, radiological dose assessment, etc. In anticipation that these are the technical disciplines of interest,
can you please start identifying your staff that you believe have some of the requisite skills needed for the IRC,
and start asking if they would be available to work shifts in the IRC if asked to. HR said they would be eligible
for normal overtime compensation.

Also, they will be looking for staff to go to Japan and relieve the technical staff that recently went there. There
were 2 BWR experts that left over the weekend, and a team of 9 more (6 engineers and 3 0IP staff) left
yesterday. The thinking is that the staff that recently went over would come back in 2 weeks, which is when
they want to send a replacement team over there. So please check to see if you have any staff with the proper
technical credentials, are reasonably good communicators, and would be willing to spend about 2 weeks in
Japan as part of the team there.

I will forward the list of desired disciplines as soon as I receive them from Michele. Michele said she will be
looking for the list of potential IRC replacements by COB tomorrow (3/16/11), thus, I will need your candidates
by mid-afternoon.

For the team that will replace the one that was just sent to Japan, she said she would like us to update the list
we previously sent by COB 3/17.
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Lee, Richard

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:15 PM
To: RESDSA
Subject: FW: Press Release, (Revised) NRC Sends Additional Experts to Assist Japan
Attachments: 11-048R.docx: Kathy Halvey Gibson.vcf; image001jpg

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Dision of Systems Analysis

C301) 251-7499W~orL

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:04 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Calvo, Antony; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Dion, Jeanne; Gibson, Kathy; Lui,
Christiana; Richards, Stuart; Rini, Brett; Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Subject: FW: Press Release: (Revised) NRC Sends Additional Experts to Assist Japan

From: OPA Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:41 AM
To: Ash, Darren; Barkley, Richard; Batkin, Joshua; Bell, Hubert; Belmore, Nancy; Bergman, Thomas; Bollwerk, Paul;
Bonaccorso, Amy; Borchardt, Bill; Bozin, Sunny; Brenner, Eliot; Brock, Terry; Brown, Boris; Bubar, Patrice; Burnell, Scott;
Burns, Stephen; Carpenter, Cynthia; Chandrathil, Prema; Clark, Theresa; Collins, Elmo; Couret, Ivonne; Crawford, Carrie;
Cutler, Iris; Dacus, Eugene; Dapas, Marc; Davis, Roger; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dricks, Victor; Droggitis, Spiros; Flory,
Shirley; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Haney, Catherine; Hannah, Roger; Harbuck, Craig; Harrington, Holly; Hasan,
Nasreen; Hayden, Elizabeth; Holahan, Gary; Holahan, Patricia; Holian, Brian; Jacobssen, Patricia; Jaczko, Gregory;
Jasinski, Robert; Jenkins, Verlyn; Johnson, Michael; Jones, Andrea; Kock, Andrea; Kotzalas, Margie; Ledford, Joey; Lee,
Samson; Leeds, Eric; Lepre, Janet; Lew, David; Lewis, Antoinette; Loyd, Susan; Magwood, William; McCrary, Cheryl;
McGrady-Finneran, Patricia; McIntyre, David; Mensah, Tanya; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Monninger, John; Montes, David; Nieh,
Ho; Ordaz, Vonna; Ostendorff, William; Owen, Lucy; Powell, Amy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Reddick, Darani; Regan,
Christopher; Reyes, Luis; Riddick, Nicole; RidsSecyMailCenter Resource; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Rohrer, Shirley; Samuel,
Olive; Satorius, Mark; Schaaf, Robert; Schmidt, Rebecca; Scott, Catherine; Screnci, Diane; Shaffer, Vered; Shane,
Raeann; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sheehan, Neil; Sheron, Brian; Siurano-Perez, Osiris; Steger (Tucci), Christine; Svinicki, Kristine;
Tabatabai, Omid; Tannenbaum, Anita; Taylor, Renee; Temp, WDM; Thomas, Ann; Uhle, Jennifer; Uselding, Lara; Vietti-
Cook, Annette; Virgilio, Martin; Virgilio, Rosetta; Walker-Smith, Antoinette; Weaver, Doug; Weber, Michael; Well, Jenny;
Werner, Greg; Wiggins, Jim; Williams, Evelyn; Zimmerman, Roy; Zorn, Jason
Subject: Press Release: (Revised) NRC Sends Additional Experts to Assist Japan

Att.icdcd to he rc:lc&icdl in alpproxi iiu tdlvy 13 n.iititeC,.

Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

opa.resource§nrc gov
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Dean, B3ill

From: Dean, Bill
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:15 PM
To; Wilson, Peter; Lorson, Raymond; Roberts, Darrell; Weerakkody, Sunil; Clifford, James;

Collins, Daniel
Cc: Lew, David
Subject: Fw: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing
Attachments: Japan Exercise Position Title March 15.docx; Japan Support.xlsx

Here are lists that support request for ops center support and Japan support. Being mindful of the dates for the relief crew,
and that others have come forward, do we want to add any names?

Dave, please take lead in coordinating final response since I am out thurs and fri. Thanks.
Bill Dean
Regional Administrator
Region I, USNRC
Sent from NRC BlackBerry

From: Evans, Michele
To: Hackett, Edwin; Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader;
Dyer, Jim; Brown, Milton; Greene, Kathryn; Stewart, Sharon; Howard, Patrick; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Cohen,
Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce;
Grobe, Jack; Zimmerman, Roy; Campbell, Andy; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; McCree, Victor;
Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Muessle, Mary; Andersen,
James; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Belmore, Nancy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Kreuter, Jane; Armstrong, Janine; Hudson,
Sharon; Ellis, Marv; Hasan, Nasreen; Ronewicz, Lynn; Schumann, Stacy; Daniels, Stanley; Casby, Marcia; Thomas,
Loretta; Walker, Dwight; Sprogeris, Patricia; Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin; Cohen, Shari; Riddick, Nicole; Flory, Shirley;
Veltri, Debra; Matakas, Gina; ODaniell, Cynthia; Miles, Patricia; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak,
Tammy; Owen, Lucy; Tannenbaum, Anita; Gusack, Barbara; Harrington, Holly; Ricketts, Paul; Howell, Linda;
Higginbotham, Tina; Ross, Brenda; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Schaeffer, James; Jackson, Donald
Sent: Tue Mar 15 17:53:24 2011
Subject: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing

Everyone,

Please find attached 1) a list of current positions being staffed in the Ops Center and 2) the staff identified as
available to support in Japan.

Regarding additional staff available to support in the ops center, the primary needs are for the specialized
positions on the PMT and anyone with previous international experience in OIP.

Regarding support in Japan, please provide any updates/changes to the list by COB March 17. The target
time frame for sending these staff members is March 27-April 9, so please consider that when considering staff
to put on the list.

Thanks for your support.

MVichele

I



Positions being staffed in the Operations Center as of March 15, 2011

Liaison Team
LT Director
LT Coordinator
LT Federal Liaison (2)
LT Congressional Liaison (2)
LT International Liaison (2)

Protective Measures Team
PMTR Director
PMTR Coordinator
PMTR Protective Actions Assistant Director
PMTR RAAD (Radiological Assessment Assistant Director)
PMTR Dose Assessment (RASCAL)
RASCAL Developer
PMTR GIS Analyst (Geographical Information Systems)
PMTR Meteorologist

Reactor Safety Team
RST Director
RST Coordinator
Severe Accident / PRA
BWR Expert
RST Comm / ERDS Operator
RST Support (Seismology Q&A)



SAMG SRO/RI

@BWR
Desc

Rudy Bernhard SRO/RI
@BWR

Senior Reactor Analyst, Senior Resident Inspector at
Grand Gulf; GE SRO Certification at Dresden, Hatch and
River Bend; General Electric Construction/Pre-op/Star-up
Testing/ and Operations, Browns Ferry Restart support.

(b)(6)

Bruno Caballero SROIRI Senior Operator Licensing Examiner, former SRO at
@BWR Browns Ferr (BWR41Mark

Len Wert SRO/RI SRI Browns Ferry and Hatch (BWR4/Mark 1)
@BWR

Chuck Casto SRO/RI former licensed SRO at Browns Ferry (BWR4/Mark
@BWR

Joel Munday SROIRI former licensed SRO at Brunswick ((BWR4IMark 1) SRI al
@BWR Hatch (BWR4/Mark 1)

Tony Nakanishi SRO/RI BWR analysis guy, spent fuel pool criticality,
@BWR

Tony Mendiola SRO/RI BWR qualified examiner (dated), SRO certified by GE,
@BWR Navy Nuke

Lawrence Kokajko SAMG SROIRI licensed operator on this type of plant (SOP 3938). He
@BWR also taught degraded core cooling post TMI.

Aby Mohseni SAMG severe accident experience for this type of unit

George Wilson - SROIRI BS Nuclear/Electrical Engineering Navy ET/Reactor
Chief, I&C Branch @BWR Operator TVA I&C Supervisor STA at Watts Bar NRC

License Examiner RI/SRI at BWR 4/5 Mark 2s Electrical
Branch Chief 2005.2011 Evaluated Forsmark event in
Sweden

Martin Murphy Navy Nuke program - GE / Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory employee - 6 years operating prototype Calvei
Cliffs nuclear power plant - 12 years system engineering
(ECCS & containment spray), senior material engineer U.
NRC materials engineer licensing experience project
engineering - special projects

I - A ___________________________________
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Roy Mathews -
Electrical Engineer

thirty years nuclear power plant experience in the areas of
design, maintenance and operation Expert in power plant
electrical engineering design and operation Participated in
the NRC, IIT, AITs and Team Inspections and a qualified
NRC inspector Participated in international electrical
design standards

(b)(6)

Jeff Circle SRO/RI Probabilistic risk assessments, including system modeling.
@BWR ROP, SDP, and SERPs Licensing interface Maintenance

rule Reactive inspection decision-making Outage
management Mr. Circle is a member of the HO Incident
Response Reactor Safety Team. Prior to joining the NRC,
Mr. Circle worked for Entergy for 6 years (2000-2006) and
with the New York Power Authority for 7 years (1993.2000)
He has significant experience with BWRs and PWRs.

Harold Barrett SRO/RI significant BWR experience. He worked at Nine Mile Point
@BWR on and off for about 15 years. He held a Senior Reactor

Operator's license at Nine Mile Point Unit 1, including
several positions in Operations Management (Assistant
Operations Superintendent and General Supervisor
Operations), was qualified in Emergency Plan
Implementation and was involved with symptom-based
procedure development and participated on the BWR
Owner's Group Emergency Procedures Committee
(responsible for the BWR Emergency Procedure
Guidelines for all BWR product lines) in the mid-1980s.

Tim Kolb SROIRI BWR specialist
@BWR

Kristy Bucholtz SRO/RI Recently licensed SRO at Peach Bottom.
@BWR

Chuck Norton SRO/RI BWR expertise (shift manager for many years at a BWR 4,
@BWR resident inspector at a BWR 6 (Grand Gulf)).

Joe Giitter source term, incident response
Bill Cook SAMG severe accident mitigation. knowledgeable of SAMAs and

B.5.b strategies considerable BWR backgrounds.

Region I Senior reactor analysts.
Wayne Schmidt SAMG severe accident mitigation, knowledgeable of SAMAs and

B.5.b strategies. considerable BWR backgrounds.
Region I Senior reactor analysts.

I I&.
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Chris Cahill SAMG severe accident mitigation. knowledgeable of SAMAs and
B.5.b strategies. considerable BWR backgrounds.
Region I Senior reactor analysts.

:b)(6)

Ron Nimitz radiological health effects and plume modeling
Jim Noggle radiological health effects and plume modeling

Ray McKinley SRO/RI incident response, former BWR 4 SRO
@BWR

Edward Fuller SAMG Ph.D, Nuclear Engineering, Expert: Severe Accident
Analysis

Donald Dube SAMG Ph.D. Nuclear Engineering Expert: Severe Accident
Analysis and Operational Experience

Charles Hinson M.E. Nuclear Engineering/ Health Physics Expert: ALARA
& Radiological Safety Programs

Reynaldo Jenkins M.E. Nuclear Engineering/ Health Physics Expert: ALARA
& Radiological Safety Programs

Mark Ring SAMG SRO/RI Div of Reactor Projects Br Chief for many years.
@BWR Responsible for Dresden and Quad, I consider him one of

the agency's best on BWR 3 and 4's qual in our emerg
response org in rst, pmt, and response coordination

Jim Mcghee SRO/RI SRI Quad, former SRO BWR and BWR examiner. Former
@BWR licensee Ops and Maint mana at entergy BWRs.

Jack Foster SAMG HOO Protective Measure Team (PMT). Qualified as
Reactor Safety Team/PMT Liaison and PMT Coordinator.
RST/PMT skills need include Reactor background and
health physics. PMT Coordinator skill include use and
training on RASCAL, GIS, overall process of PMT. Branch
Chief Materials Licensing Branch in FSME. Responsibilities
include:
Exempt Distribution Licensing, General Licensing, Web
Based Licensing/Licensing Tracking System.Branch Chief
Generic Issues and OpE (RES). Included skills are GI-199
(Seismic) and Accident sequence precursor program
(ASP)

Jason Schaperow SAMG Severe Accident (SA) Management Strategies (SAMGs),
SA phenomena, source term chemical interaction, membei
of RST
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Richard Lee SAMG SAMGs, SA phenomena MM

Mark Leonard SAMG SRO/RI BWR SAMGs, SA phenomena
(Sandia) @BWR

Randy Gauntt SAMG SRO/RI SAMGs, SA phenomena, source term chemical interaction
(Sandia) @BWR I
Annie Kammerer Seismic, tsunami, works with Japanese through IAEA

_program

Steve Garchow Licensed as a BWR 6 (Perry) SRO. Went through
construction and startup. While at Perry, I developed mani
of the initial safety related normal operating and abnormal
operating procedures. This was a "from scratch" effort
and, thus, involved a large amount of research with regard
to system designs, capabilities, and interfaces with other
systems. Perry was the lead plant for the development of
the initial BWR EOPs following TMI. I was one of the
licensed SRO's responsible for the initial validation and
subsequent revisions of the draft EOP's. This effort was
part of the BWR industryjs EOP implementation plan
following TMI. While an INPO employee, was a simulator
evaluation team leader. This involved evaluating BWR
operating crews across the country in "emergency` EOP
simulated scenarios. As an NRC Chief Examinerled mant
exams on BWR 4's, 5's, and 6's. This has included exams
on MARK I, MARK l1 and MARK III containment designs.
While at INPO was an accidentlincident investigator and in
this capacity investigated many nuclear industry events.
Was a company spokesperson at First Energy and, as
such, was responsible for the JPIC during emergency
situations.

Michael Hay Bachelors/Masters in Health Physics NRC GE/BWR serie!

course Resident Inspector at Cooper Nuclear Station:
BWR 4/Mark 1 (approx 4 years) Extensive emergency
planning and event response experiences

Tony Vegel RI/SRI at BWR's (Fermi, Perry) Knowledgeable of BWR
Mark 1 Containment Lead RIV NRC response to Hurrican

Katrina Extensive emergency planning and event
response experiences, including Base Team Manager

Art Howell 26 years NRC experience
.L 1 ___________________



Regional DRP region-based and resident inspector (PWR)
Significant involvement with interfacing with nuclear safety
regulators as part of the Lisbon Nuclear Safety Initiative
Incident Investigation Team trained Led Regional
Response to Hurricane Katrina Task Force Leader, Davis.
Besse Reactor Pressure Vessel head Degradation
Lessons-learned, Extensive event response experience a!
Base Team Manager and Site Team Director for actual
events and emergency preparedness exercises

I I

John Monninger

Richard DeVercelly SAMG SRO/RI BWR EOP/SAG expert, very knowledgeable on emergenc,
@BWR operations. 30+ years, SRO for 15 plus years on BWR 4

with Mk I containment

Delson Erb SAMG SRO/RI BWR EOPISAG Expert. 15+ years, SRO on BWR 4 and 5
_@BWR with Mk 11 containments

James McHugh SAMG SRO/RI BWR EOP/SAG expert, 25+ years, SRO on BWR 6
S@BWR

Mark Miller SRO/RI BWR Qualified Senior Resident, Chief Examiner qualified,
_@BWR BS/MS Nuclear Engineering

4 4-6
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Freeman, Eric

From: Freeman, Eric
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:41 PM
To: Habighorst, Peter
Subject: RE: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Feel free to put my name down for any help they need. Not sure if they would need/use me but feel free to put my
name down anyway!

From: Habighorst, Peter
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Horn, Brian; Tuttle, Glenn; Grice, Thomas; Ward, Steven; Freeman, Eric; Ani, Suzanne; Aguilar, Santiago; Pham,
Tom; Ditto, David
Subject: FW: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Any interest in a rotation to OIP??? Please provide your desires by noon tomorrow... thanks

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:4.4 PM
To: Smith, Brian; Hiltz, Thomas; Habighorst, Peter; Campbell, Larry; Silva, Patricia; Johnson, Robert
Cc: Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John
Subject: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Please read highlighted text below and ask your people if anyone is interested in being put on the list...
Thanks, Mike

From: Smith, Shawn
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:45 AM
To: Kokajko, Lawrence; Ordaz, Vonna; Tschiltz, Michael
Cc: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Subject: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Activities involving the evolving situation in Japan are having, and are projected to continue to have, a
significant impact upon OIP resources. With this, OIP would like to ask if each of the program offices could
identify whether they have staff (preferably staff with international experience) that could be detailed to OIP for
a period of, at least initially, 3 to 6 months. Any staff considered for possible rotation to OIP should be aware
that they could potentially travel to Japan and be exposed to ionizing radiation. Please note that such
identified staff may, or may not, actually be needed. Instead, OIP is hoping to have a list of individuals, with
program office blessing, that could be utilized (including with very little or no notice).

Please provide me with names of candidates by COB Wednesday, March 1 6 th. If you have any questions or
need additional information, let me know.

Thanks.

Shawn Rochfde. Smith
Senior Internationrw Program Coordinator
Office of Nuclear Materaf Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuc(ear Rxgufatory Commisionw
Mail Stop: EBB 1-D2M
Washington, DC 20555
Office Phone: (301) 492-3260

I



"Bcac6ern (b)(6)

Fax: (301) 492-3360
E-niaif: Shatwn.Smith~a-nrc.qav
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Kuritzky, Alan

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:49 PM
To: Marksberry, Don; Beasley, Benjamin: Peters, Sean; Ott, William; Salley, MarkHenry; Kuritzky,

Alan
Cc: Ibarra, Jose; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard
Subject: Fw: IRC Staffing

BC's -

Please see below request from Brian and note that IRC experience/trng is not needed. Please identify folks that could
support the irc effort and provide their names, availability, and shift preferences to Jose by 11 am Wednesday morning.
We are looking for systems analysis, severe accidents, radiological dose assessment experience.

Also, we'll need to provide a standby list for folks willing to go to Japan - very strong technical skills and good
communications ability are a must.

Thanks!

Kevin

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
yK,.vin Coyne(J•b)(6) J . .

From: Sheron, Brian
To:Coyne, Kevin; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart;
Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Cc: Dion, Jeanne
Sent: Tue Mar 15 17:27:11 2011
Subject: IRC Staffing

I participated on a conference call with other ODs and led by Michele Evans, acting deputy OD in NSIR at 4
pm today.

The purpose of the conference call was to discuss staffing for the IRC for the near future. The IRC is currently
staffed with members of the Reactor safety team, the Protective Measures team, Liaison Team, etc. There is
also an ET member there. None of the teams are at their full compliment. What Michele is looking for is people
that can staff the IRC and relieve the staff that are currently there. She said they are currently running 3 shifts
(11 pm-7am, 7am - 3pm, and 3pm to 11 pm). They would like to find staff that can work shifts for 4 days in a
row (I think she wants 4 days on, 3 days off). She said the staff do not have to have had IRC training.

Several of us said we would certainly canvas our staff to see who was qualified to work in the IRC and could
work there, but we needed to know what technical disciplines they were looking for. Michele did not have a list
of needed disciplines, but said she would generate one and send it out. As of 5:15 pm I have not received a list
yet.

However, I am assuming they will be looking for staff with expertise in such areas as systems analysis, severe
accidents, radiological dose assessment, etc. In anticipation that these are the technical disciplines of interest,
can you please start identifying your staff that you believe have some of the requisite skills needed for the IRC,
and start asking if they would be available to work shifts in the IRC if asked to. HR said they would be eligible
for normal overtime compensation.



Also, they will be looking for staff to go to Japan and relieve the technical staff that recently went there. There
were 2 BWR experts that left over the weekend, and a team of 9 more (6 engineers and 3 OIP staff) left
yesterday. The thinking is that the staff that recently went over would come back in 2 weeks, which is when
they want to send a replacement team over there. So please check to see if you have any staff with the proper
technical credentials, are reasonably good communicators, and would be willing to spend about 2 weeks in
Japan as part of the team there.

I will forward the list of desired disciplines as soon as I receive them from Michele. Michele said she will be
looking for the list of potential IRC replacements by COB tomorrow (3/16/11), thus, I will need your candidates
by mid-afternoon.

For the team that will replace the one that was just sent to Japan, she said she would like us to update the list
we previously sent by COB 3/17.
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From: Kokaiko. L a w rn
To: Smith. Shawn Doolittle. Elizabeth

Cc: Haney. Catherine; Dorman. [an

Subject: FW: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:38:44 PM

Please note responses below.

From: Compton, Keith

I am willing to be considered for support for Item 1 below. I do not believe that I have the
requisite experience for items 2 or 3.
Current job title: Sr. Systems Performance Analyst; Previous training/experience in Ops Center or
similar: None.

Ops Center Position of interest: I have knowledge in environmental radiological dose assessment
(e.g., doses from radiological contamination of the environment and long-term exposures), and some

experience with atmospheric transport. I have no experience with RASCAL, although (quite some time
ago) I used other atmospheric transport codes and understand the basics of how atmospheric transport

is modeled, focused on the modeling of deposition to ground (again, I am more focused on long-term

impacts). If I were to receive adequate training on the use of the RASCAL code, I could probably

operate that code if I was paired with a more experienced individual who could check my work.

Note: the primary concern would be the rustiness of my training and lack of experience
with RASCAL specifically (could be remedied if time allowed and I was dedicated to that
task) and the time conflict with working on getting the EST program rolling and other high-
priority work, as I think that those will be impacted if I am pulled away for the requisite
training and support. I will discuss the issue of shift work or non-regular hours with my
wife, but I believe that we can manage something if there is a need for my services. I
therefore consider myself as a possible backup if there is a pressing need for
environmental dose assessment experience. Please let me know if you have any
questions.

From: Hill, Brittain

I would like to be considered for OIP support. I am generally familiar with intermational programs, and

have done some work with IAEA.

I also have additional experience in plume modeling, GIS analysis, and have conducted extended field
ops in remote (non radiologic) terranes. While not a specialist in seismology, I have a general
knowledge of seismology and extreme natural events. If these skills can be of use, please add my
name to the potential support list.

From Jim Rubenstone

John Bradbury (Geochemist) and Dave Brooks (Senior Project Manager) have volunteered
to staff positions in the Ops Center as needed. Neither have specific experience with
emergency response or in the named areas, but are willing to learn.

Dr. Tianqing Cao has also indicated that, as a technical expert in seismology and
earthquake hazards, he can be available to provide information and answer questions, if it
is possible to contribute remotely from California without being on site here at HQ.



Jim Rubenstone is willing to serve in the Ops Center if needed (from the list of positions,
he has some experience with GIS analysis, and could also provide support on
earthquake/natural hazards). He is also willing to support OIP if needed, including travel to
Japan. My (b)(6) and I have some experience with international
travel, as well as my expertise in -arth Sciences. I understand that this needs to consider
my current responsibilities (including the planned travel to Finland for Decovalex on April
9).

Others with special experiences

Anita Gray - PhD, HP for Ops Center support I(b)(6)I

Bret Leslie - PhD, geologic background and risk assessment, for OIP support, (b)(6)

Tae Ahn - PhD, materials not c on, Zr/water and other materials issues
associated with cask systems (b)(6)

Aby Mohseni - protective measures team leader, core damage training and response,
crisis management training, SES (b)(6) I

Jack Davis - nuclear engineering/criticality, SES (b)(6)

Lawrence Kokajko - a long time ago prior to NRC, I held SRO license on GE-BWR/Mark 1
containment, operations instructor as utility employee and contractor (conducted degraded
core cooling classes and trained as plant emergency director), SES (b)(6)

(b)(6) Note that I am currently planning on(b)(6)
(b)(6) ion March 27 if known ahead of time.



Yarsky, Peter

From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Clifford, Paul
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan

scenario now in play

[Paul,
(b)(6) • .

-Pete

From: Clifford, Paul
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:06 PM
To: Yarsky, Peter
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

I appreciate your thorough and timely response.

From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Clifford, Paul
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Paul,

I think an explosion if the SFP melts is highly unlikely. A steam explosion might ensue if the melted material
interacts with liquid water, but criticality leading to a nuclear explosion would not be likely in the least. The
depleted fuel, especially, has a very low fissile content. LEU reactors in general operate on the principle of
heterogeneity to yield a thermal flux disadvantage factor which allows normal criticality, Significant

deformation of the geometry would tend to homogenize the melted material and make criticality even more
difficult to achieve.

Looking at some of the previous emails, the concerns don't even seem connected One says that seawater is
more corrosive than typical SFP cooling water and would corrode the cladding cause fuel pin cladding
damage. I think that melt in this case would still be countered by the presence of significant water that is
purported to cause the cladding damage. If uncover were to occur, and this causes the melting, then criticality
concerns are off-set by the general absence of water to act as a moderator.

If the SFP were in a situation where the seawater is sufficiently corrosive that borated racks/plates in the SFP
were damaged and the boron leached out, then criticality is more likely (especially since one presumes that the
fuel has maintained a more favorable, that is non-melted, geometry) then pulsing could occur. I don't expect
pulsing to lead to either steam explosion or to SF melt (since this will ultimately be tempered/regulated by
boiling.

The worst case would be: ,'.
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Seawater corrodes the boron laden plates/racks/inserts and leaches out the poison. Due to a loss of the
reactor building, environmental exposure results in a loss of this boron to the environment (out of the pool)
through some mechanism. Loss of the boron allows the SFP to become critical and pulsing ensues. The
pulsing results in a boil-off rate greater than the capacity to provide replacement coolant. SFP level drops until
some part of the fuel uncovers. This uncovered part (now subcritical) may melt. The melt would, in theory,
interact with the two phase level below the point of melt resulting in steam explosion (which could disperse the
corium considering a loss of the reactor building).

I cannot postulate a more favorable geometry that a melted SFP could achieve that would allow recriticality.

Those are just my thoughts

-Pete

From: Clifford, Paul
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Yarsky, Peter
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Have you guys ever seen studies on this issue regarding the formation of a critical geometry/mass following core melt /
SFP melt.

From: Wood, Kent
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Wong, Emma; Clifford, Paul
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

I'm going to need some help on this one.

From: Titus, Brett
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Wood, Kent
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

You're the man that we need right now. I'm on my way to talk to you about this.

Brett Titus
301-415-3075

From: Nguyen, Quynh
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Titus, Brett
Cc: Meighan, Sean; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Brett,
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Get the answer and make sure Ivonne sees it!

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Decker, David
Subject: HOT: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Request answer to the below question. Please note the assertion by a Nuclear Engineer in the article that
spent fuel in a SFP can overheat, melt and form a critical mass such that it may explode. It would be best if we
could respond with an answer that characterizes the possible scenario of fuel melt in a SFP and the type of
energetic force that could result.

Thanks

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommissiQo
301-415-2496 (w) (b)(6)

From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Wittick, Brian
Cc: Weil, Jenny; Dacus, Eugene; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Brian,
Here's one more question that came in that we'd appreciate your help in getting to the right staff to answer.
Thanks!

David

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: Re: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Thanks David. Main question is can spent fuel rods (or even fresh fuel rods) create a nuclear fission
explosion. - cb

On 3/15/11 11:50 AM, "Decker, David" <David. Decker@nxrc.gov> wrote:

Chris,
Let me see if I can get someone to check this out. I hadn't seen the article, and in general, we haven't been
commenting too much on news articles since it's hard to know exactly what's happening.

David

From: Beck, Chris [mrailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
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Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Hi David,
Does NRC think this story is accurate? Could spent fuel rods create a fission reaction? I am surprised
by this, si.nce I thought fuel rods in the US or Japan use low-enriched uranium, which will not result
in a fission explosion. Please advise. - cb

Fission Criticality In Cooling Ponds Threaten Explosion At Fukushima
<http://www.dcbureau.org/201103 141303/Natural-Resources-News-Service/fission-criticality-in-cooling-
ponds-threaten-explosion-at-fukushima.html> <http://www.dcbureau.org/201103141303/Natural-Resources-
News-Service/fission-criticality-in-cooling-ponds-threaten-exp~losion-at-Rikushima/Print.html>
Monday, 14 March 2011
Written by Joseph Trento <http://www.dcbureau.orp,/Staff/ioe.html>

Photo: U.S. Navy

The threat of a fission explosion at the Fukushima power facility emerged today when the roof of the number three
reactor exploded and fears that a spent fuel pool, located over the reactor, has been compromised. The pool, designed to
allow reactor fuel to cool off for several years, was constructed on top of the Fukushima reactors instead of underground.
As of 2010, there were 3450 fuel assemblies in the pool at the number three reactor. The destruction of the number three
reactor building has experts concerned about whether the spent fuel storage pool, which sits just below the roof, could
have survived intact the hydrogen explosion. The explosion was much more severe than Saturday's blast at the number
one reactor.

As massive amounts of seawater are pumped by fire trucks into Fukushima's failing nuclear reactors and cooling ponds,
the radioactive waste water, now laden with a variety of radioisotopes, is being flushed into the sea.

Just how much danger the spent fuel pool raises is made clear in a November 2010 powerpoint presentation from the
Tokyo Electric Company detailing how fuel storage works at the huge complex
<http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/6-1 powerpoint.pdf>.

The fuel inventory in the pool is detailed on page 9. According to TEPCO, each reactor generates 700 "waste" fuel
assemblies a year, and there are 3450 assemblies in each pool at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, plus another 6,291 in a
common pool in a separate building.

As shown in slide 10, the common pool building sits at ground level, with the pool itself above ground. The building also
has windows on at least one side, and experts fear these were broken out by the tsunami which would have flooded the
budding.

According to Albert Donnay, a former nuclear engineer, "This means the common pool is now full of radioactive and
corrosive seawater that will cause the fuel assemblies to fail and burst open, as they are doing inside the reactor cores that
have been deliberately flooded with seawater. If the pool drains or boils away, the fuel will melt, burn and even possibly
explode if the fuel collapses into a sufficiently critical mass."

This may explain why the Japanese government began adding boric acid to the reactor spent fuel pools at the facility
shortly after the earthquake and tidal wave.

The Japanese goveniment has not explained why it is adding boric acid and if the acid is being used to prevent criticality
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in the reactor or in the spent fuel pool. A spokesman for the Embassy of Japan, in Washington, D.C., said the boric acid
was being only added as a "precautionary measure," but said the Embassy did not know why. Because the GE reactor's
control rods are made of boron, and they were automatically inserted when the earthquake struck to end fission in the
reactor, there should have been no need for additional boric acid. But if fuel rods had been compromised and the
damaged fuel bundles were not properly separated, they can become critical and boric acid could be used to help prevent
a far more serious meltdown in the spent fuel pools.

When the power was lost at the site, the cooling system for the pools would have run out of water in about a day. The
water in these pools would heat tip and evaporate to the point where the tops of the fuel bundles would be exposed about
24 hours after the cooling system shut down.

Experts fear the explosion rained debris into the pool that stopped natural cooling of the fuel bundles or knocked the
bundles together, damaging them, sending the irradiated fuel chunks to the bottom of the pool where they could reach
critical mass. "They got a one-two punch," said David Lochbaum, nuclear safety engineer of the Union of Concerned
Scientists and a consultant to both industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Lockbaum told Roger Witherspoon
on newjerseynewsroom.com, "ff it had just been the earthquake, or just the tsunami, we wouldn't even be talking about
this. But the combination of nature was more than they could handle. It doesn't seem that they have lost control yet. But
they have definitely run out of options.

"If those solutions - the sea water and the boric acid - don't work, there are no more arrows in the quiver. They have shot
everything they have, they have run out of options and there is nothing left."

Fukushima nuclear power plant after the earthquake.

The problem for the Tokyo Electric Company engineers is water containing boric acid has to circulate in the pools to keep
the bundles from going critical.

Both United States and Japanese governments have for decades allowed re-racking of the pools to reduce the originally-
designed minimum safe distance between the assemblies so that more rods can be stored in each pool. Utilities
complained they were running out of storage space on site at the reactors. The problem is if the spent fuel gets too close,
they will produce a fission reaction and explode with a force much larger than any fission bomb given the total amount of
fuel on the site. All the fuel in all the reactors and all the storage pools at this site (1760 tons of Uranium per slide #4)
would be consumed in such a mega-explosion. In comparison, Fat Man and Little Boy weapons dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki contained less than a hundred pounds each of fissiie material.

According to Donnay, "Several cores worth of spent fuel are usually stored in these pools until they are cool enough to
transfer into dry cask storage. In comparison, the reactor itself contains only one core, and its total radioactivity is less
than that in each spent core."

Nuclear Information Resource Service led a coalition of groups that petitioned the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
2005 requesting emergency enforcement action on the vulnerability of the Mark I and II elevated nuclear waste storage
pool. The coalition's petition to the NRC was denied.

Another worry for engineers is that in 2009 plutonium-based mixed oxide fuel produced by the huge French nuclear
power company AREVA was loaded into reactor number three.

Correspondent Celia Sampol spoke to AREVA and the company spokesman said AREVA will not make a specific
statement on the issue or on the possible losses for its activities in Japan because "today the priority is for the Japanese
authorities to save people and help victims". AREVA's employees in Japan were contacted on Friday, all are safe and
some of them left Japan. Anne Lauvergeon "will talk about that in France soon".

Nathalie Bonnefoy, from the MELOX Division of AREVA La Hague, France, said, "Today, the type of fuel used in the
reactor is absolutely not involved in the problems at the Fukushima facility...It's not a matter of the MOX fuel exploding;
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the problem is if you have a loss of cooling, you have a risk of fusion and the hydrogen released could generate
difficulties in contact with air, but it is independent from the type of combustible used."

"In this site, all the MOX fuel has been already loaded in the reactor (it started in October 2010)," no MOX fuel is stored on
site here. On others sites, a part of the MOX fuel is stored on site (every 18 months you have to renew one third of the
MOX fuel because it has lost efficiency). According to Bonnefoy, four reactors in Japan are burning MOX fuel fabricated
by AREVA; the first loading took place in December 2009; AREVA signed contracts with eight (out of eleven) Japanese
electric companies to supply MOX fuel, but the French group has no reactors of its own in Japan. The company does have
about 100 employees in Japan.

According to NIRS (Nuclear Information Resource Service) at
http:/ / www. n irs.org/ factsheets/ browns ferry factsheet.pd f"ln
<http: / / www.nirs.org/ factsheets/ brownsferryfactsheet. pdf% 221n> the GE Mark I design, the irradiated fuel pool,
containing billions of curies of high-level atomic waste, sits atop the reactor building, outside primary containment and
vulnerable to attack, according to both NRC documents (2001) and the National Academy of Sciences (2005)."

Cutaway drawing ofa typical Boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I Concrete Containment with Steel Torus (suppression pool), as used in the BWIVI,
BWRI2, BWR/3 and some BWR/4 model reactors. Photo: Sandia National Laboratories

The same diagram appears in the Sunday New York Times, pAll, with the uppermost rectangular chamber just to the left
of the reactor top identified as the spent fuel storage pool, but the accompanying article does not discuss it.

Donnay said, "If these pools are breached (as could have happened in the explosions, Fukushima #3 looks worse than #1)
and can no longer hold 'Water, the spent fuel racked inside them will start to overheat, and eventually melt and burn, And
since there is no longer any roof above these pools in reactors I and 3, all the radioactivity they contain is directly open to
the atmosphere."

According to a Defense Department source, the cesium detected in the atmosphere around the plant could be coming
from the spent fuel pools.

According to Donnay, there is an additional danger from used fuel being stored in casks: "I'm also worried about the dry
cask storage pods that were on the site before the tsunami.

Full casks are very heavy and probably would not be carried away by the flood, but some were probably not full. Any
that were only partially filled with spent fuel would have air locked into the unfilled chambers, making them able to float
in water. Did the tsunami carry any of these casks away? Are they all still onsite? Before and after satellite photos should
be able to show this clearly, but Google Earth is not showing after photos of the Fukushima plant.

John Kappenman
Storm Analysis Consultants
Phor~iZZ~

Phoe7 21.8-727-2666 ••

C elC (b)(6) ,
~ell]f Ex5
Fax: 218-727-2728
email: ikappenia@aol.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/johnkappenman

web downloadable pdf articles:
Geomagnetic Storms - Space Weather and Electric Power Grid Impacts -
http://imy.1pogoplug.com/share/G4CdFCw3zGHXMIMtZIi BA/

Electron Tube Technology for Power Electronics, HVDC and FACTS Applications -
http://my.1pogopl)ug.com/share/alOGLIFPg08FPUhvEWBcaA/
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Breaker Blanlit Cold Weather Protection -
http:/ / my.pogoplug.com / share/GTd8I3dOLrnOaS2d fASOZOA /

.... -End of Forwarded Message
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Weber, Michael
Haney. Catherine
Response - Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:44:03 PM

Done

From: Haney, Catherine
To: HOO Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael; Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric
Sent: Wed Mar 16 21:08:22 2011
Subject: Fw: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

Can you provide this email to the ET.

I suggest it also be included in the briefing books being prepared for the office directors (Go Books).

Thanks
Cathy

From: Hiltz, Thomas
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Tschiltz, Michael; Guttmann, Jack; Davis, Jack; Bailey, Marissa;
Kinneman, John; HOO Hoc
Sent: Wed Mar 16 20:17:06 2011
Subject: FW: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

Dear friends,

Though Fukushima is now in the critical situations, I remind you here that Rokkasho doesn't have
problems with the earthquake. I summarize the course of the events at the Rokkasho Site.

a. The earthquake occurred at 2:46 PM on March 11.

b. Since the earthquake cut off the power supply, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site were immediately
connected to emergency diesel generators and kept operating safely. It was confirmed that no fire, no
damage to equipment, and no injuries to personnel occurred. Radiation levels were measured at a
normal level of safety. [As of 9:00 AM on March 12 in Japan Time]

c. At 12:00 AM on March 12, it was observed that 600 liters of water spilled from a spent fuel storage
pond. The spilt water was drained and appropriately recovered in liquid waste treatment system.

d. At 10:22 PM on March 13, the power supply for Reprocessing Plant was restored to the commercial
electricity from the emergency diesel generator.



e. At 3:12 PM on March 14, the power supply for Enrichment Plant was restored to the commercial
electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

f. At 5:10 AM on March 15, the power supply for Spent Fuel Receiving and Storage Facility was
restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

g. At 11:25 AM on March 15, the power supply for Vitrified Waste Storage Center (dedicated to
returned waste from France and UK) was restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency
diesel generator.

Currently, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site continue safe operations without any malfunctions.

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or you need more details.

With best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington. Office
"The federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507 ,
cell: 202-46)
fax: 202-466-6758



ill

Yarsky, Peter

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:03 PM
To: Clifford, Paul; Yarsky, Peter
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan

scenario now in play

The closest thing I remember is a Nureg/cr I once read from -1990 that dealt with severe accident
management strategy for BWRs and the question of whether it's essential that boron be added to improvised
reflood water after control rod melting. (Answer: No. But I remember thinking at the time that the report's
recriticality analysis wasn't very clear.) I wish I could find even that report on the web.

There must be something also on core melt recriticality. Fortunately we now have some bona fide BWR
neutronics experts on staff, including Pete and Tony Ulses (not me). I happened to be in the Ops Center
Friday night when Tony was told to go to Japan. Have we heard anything from Tony or anyone else over
there?

Don b)6)
Cell:()()

From: Clifford, Paul
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Yarsky, Peter
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Have you guys ever seen studies on this issue regarding the formation of a critical geometry/mass following core melt /
SFP melt.

From: Wood, Kent
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Wong, Emma; Clifford, Paul
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

I'm going to need some help on this one.

From: Titus, Brett
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Wood, Kent
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

You're the man that we need right now. I'm on my way to talk to you about this.

Brett Titus

301-415-3075

From: Nguyen, Quynh
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Titus, Brett
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ý I I

Cc: Meighan, Sean; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Brett,

Get the answer and make sure Ivonne sees it!

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Decker, David
Subject: HOT: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Request answer to the below question. Please note the assertion by a Nuclear Engineer in the article that
spent fuel in a SFP can overheat, melt and form a critical mass such that it may explode. It would be best if we
could respond with an answer that characterizes the possible scenario of fuel melt in a SFP and the type of
energetic force that could result.

Thanks

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulttorv Commission
301-415-2496 (w)J(bJ)(6) tcl r--X

From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Wittick, Brian
Cc: Weil, Jenny; Dacus, Eugene; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Brian,
Here's one more question that came in that we'd appreciate your help in getting to the right staff to answer.
Thanks!

David

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: Re: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Thanks David. Main question is can spent fuel rods (or even fresh fuel rods) create a nuclear fission
explosion. - cb

On 3/15/11 11:50 AM, "Decker, David" <David.Decker@nrc.gov> wrote:

Chris,
Let me see if I can get someone to check this out. I hadn't seen the article, and in general, we haven't been

commenting too much on news articles since it's hard to know exactly what's happening.
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David

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.govI
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject- FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Hi David,
Does NRC think this story is accurate? Could spent fuel rods create a fission reaction? I am surprised
by this, since I thought fuel rods in the US or Japan use low-enriched uranium, which will not result
in a fission explosion. Please advise. - cb

Fission Criticality In Cooling Ponds Threaten Explosion At Fukushima
<http://www.dcbureau.or2_i201103 141303/Natural-Resources-News-Service/fission-criticality-in-cooling-
ponds-threaten-explosion-at-fukushimna.html> <http://www.dcbureau.org/20 1103141303/Natural-Resources-

News-Service/fission-criticality-in-cooling-ponds-threaten-explosion-at-fukushima/Print.html>
Monday, 14 March 2011
Written by Joseph Trento <http://wvww.dcbureau.org/Staff/ioe.html>

Photo: U.S. Navy

The threat of a fission explosion at the Fukushima power facility emerged today when the roof of the number three
reactor exploded and fears that a spent fuel pool, located over the reactor, has been compromised. The pool, designed to
allow reactor fuel to cool off for several years, was constructed on top of the Fukushima reactors instead of underground.
As of 2010, there were 3450 fuel assemblies in the pool at the number three reactor. The destruction of the number three
reactor building has experts concerned about whether the spent fuel storage pool, which sits just below the roof, could
have survived intact the hydrogen explosion. The explosion was much more severe than Saturday's blast at the number
one reactor.

As massive amounts of seawater are pumped by fire trucks into Fukushima's failing nuclear reactors and cooling ponds,
the radioactive waste water, now laden with a variety of radioisotopes, is being flushed into the sea.

Just how much danger the spent fuel pool raises is made clear in a November 2010 powerpoint presentation from the
Tokyo Electric Company detailing how fuel storage works at the huge complex
<http: //www.ni.rs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/6-1 powerpoint.pdf>.

The fuel inventory in the pool is detailed on page 9. According to TEPCO, each reactor generates 700 "waste" fuel
assemblies a year, and there are 3450 assemblies in each pool at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, plus another 6,291 in a
common pool in a separate budding.

As shown in slide 10, the common pool building sits at ground level, with the pool itself above ground. The building also
has windows on at least one side, and experts fear these were broken out by the tsunami which would have flooded the
building.

According to Albert Donnay, a former nuclear engineer, "This means the common pool is now full of radioactive and
corrosive seawater that will cause the fuel assemblies to fail and burst open, as they are doing inside the reactor cores that
have been deliberately flooded with seawater. If the pool drains or boils away, the fuel will melt, burn and even possibly
explode if the fuel collapses into a sufficiently critical mass."
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This may explain why the Japanese government began adding boric acid to the reactor spent fuel pools at the facility
shortly after the earthquake and tidal wave.

The Japanese government has not explained why it is adding boric acid and if the acid is being used to prevent criticality
in the reactor or in the spent fuel pool. A spokesman for the Embassy of Japan, in Washington, D.C., said the boric acid
was being only added as a "precautionary measure," but said the Embassy did not know why. Because the GE reactor's
control rods are made of boron, and they were automatically inserted when the earthquake struck to end fission in the
reactor, there should have been no need for additional boric acid. But if fuel rods had been compromised and the
damaged fuel bundles were not properly separated, they can become critical and boric acid could be used to help prevent
a far more serious meltdown in the spent fuel pools.

When the power was lost at the site, the cooling system for the pools would have run out of water in about a day. The
water in these pools would heat up and evaporate to the point where the tops of the fuel bundles would be exposed about
24 hours after the cooling system shut down.

Experts fear the explosion rained debris into the pool that stopped natural cooling of the fuel bundles or knocked the
bundles together, damaging them, sending the irradiated fuel chunks to the bottom of the pool where they could reach
critical mass. "They got a one-two punch," said David Lochbaum, nuclear safety engineer of the Union of Concerned
Scientists and a consultant to both industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Lockbaum told Roger Witherspoon
on newjerseynewsroom.com, "If it had just been the earthquake, or just the tsunami, we wouldn't even be talking about
this. But the combination of nature was more than they could handle. It doesn't seem. that they have lost control yet. But
they have definitely run out of options.

"If those solutions - the sea water and the boric acid - don't work, there are no more arrows in the quiver. They have shot
everything they have, they have run out of options and there is nothing left."

Fukushima nuclear power plant after the earthquake.

The problem for the Tokyo Electric Company engineers is water containing boric acid has to circulate in the pools to keep
the bundles from going critical.

Both United States and Japanese governments have for decades allowed re-racking of the pools to reduce the originally-
designed minimum safe distance between the assemblies so that more rods can be stored in each pool. Utilities
complained they were running out of storage space on site at the reactors. The problem is if the spent fuel gets too close,
they will produce a fission reaction and explode with a force much larger than any fission bomb given the total amount of
fuel on the site. All the fuel in all the reactors and all the storage pools at this site (1760 tons of Uranium per slide #4)
would be consumed in such a mega-explosion. In comparison, Fat Man and Little Boy weapons dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki contained less than a hundred pounds each of fissile material.

According to Donnay, "Several cores worth of spent fuel are usually stored in these pools until they are cool enough to
transfer into dry cask storage. In comparison, the reactor itself contains only one core, and its total radioactivity is less
than that in each spent core."

Nuclear Information Resource Service led a coalition of groups that petitioned the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
2005 requesting emergency enforcement action on the vulnerability of the Mark I and II elevated nuclear waste storage
pool. The coalition's petition to the NRC was denied.

Another worry for engineers is that in 2009 plutonium-based mixed oxide fuel produced by the huge French nuclear
power company AREVA was loaded into reactor number three.

Correspondent Celia Sampol spoke to AREVA and the company spokesman said AREVA will not make a specific
statement on the issue or on the possible losses for its activities in Japan because "today the priority is for the Japanese
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authorities to save people and help victims". AREVA's employees in Japan were contacted on Friday, all are safe and
some of them left Japan. Anne Lauvergeon "will talk about that in France soon".

Nathalie Bonnefoy, from the MELOX Division of AREVA La Hague, France, said, "Today, the type of fuel used in the
reactor is absolutely not involved in the problems at the Fukushima facility...It's not a matter of the MOX fuel exploding;
the problem is if you have a loss of cooling, you have a risk of fusion and the hydrogen released could generate
difficulties in contact with air, but it is independent from the type of combustible used."

"In this site, all the MOX fuel has been already loaded in the reactor (it started in October 2010)," no MOX fuel is stored on
site here. On others sites, a part of the MOX fuel is stored on site (every 18 months you have to renew one third of the
MOX fuel because it has lost efficiency). According to Bonnefoy, four reactors in Japan are burning MOX fuel fabricated
by AREVA; the first loading took place in December 2009; AREVA signed contracts with eight (out of eleven) Japanese
electric companies to supply MOX fuel, but the French group has no reactors of its own in Japan. The company does have
about 100 employees in Japan.

According to NIRS (Nuclear Information Resource Service) at
http:/ /www.nirs.org/factsheets/ brownsferryfactsheet.pdafIn
<http://www.nirs.org/factsheets/brownsferryfactsheet.pdf%221n> the GE Mark I design, the irradiated fuel pool,
containing billions of curies of high-level atomic waste, sits atop the reactor building, outside primary containment and
vulnerable to attack, according to both NRC documents (2001) and the National Academy of Sciences (2005)."

Cutaway drawing of a typical Boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark l Concrete Containment with Steel Torus (suppression pool), as used in the BWR/1,
BWRF2, BWPJ3 and some BWR/4 model reactors. Photo: Sandia National Laboratories

The same diagram appears in the Sunday New York Times, pAll, with the uppermost rectangular chamber just to the left
of the reactor top identified as the spent fuel storage pool, but the accompanying article does not discuss it.

Donnay said, "1f these pools are breached (as could have happened in the explosions, Fukushima #3 looks worse than #1)
and can no longer hold water, the spent fuel racked inside them will start to overheat, and eventually melt and burn. And
since there is no longer any roof above these pools in reactors I and 3, all the radioactivity they contain is directly open to
the atmosphere."

According to a Defense Department source, the cesium detected in the atmosphere around the plant could be coming
from the spent fuel pools.

According to Donnay, there is an additional danger from used fuel being stored in casks: "I'm also worried about the dry
cask storage pods that were on the site before the tsunami.

Full casks are very heavy and probably would not be carried away by the flood, but some were probably not full. Any
that were only partially filled with spent fuel would have air locked into the unfilled chambers, making them able to float
in water. Did the tsunami carry any of these casks away? Are they all still onsite? Before and after satellite photos should
be able to show this clearly, but Google Earth is not showing after photos of the Fukushima plant.

John Kappeninan
Storm Analysis Consultants

_e hone: 218-727-2666
CeU: (b)(6) IE
Fax: 218-727-2728
email: jikappenma@aol.com
http:/ / www.linkedin.com / in/johnkappennain

web downloadable pdf articles:
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Geomagnetic Storms - Space Weather and Electric Power Grid Impacts -
htt-p://my.pogoplug.com/share/G4CdFCw3zGHXM]MtZli BA/

Electron Tube Technology for Power Electronics, 1IVDC and FACTS Applications -
http://my.pogoplug.com/share/a]OGLIFPge8FPL~hvEWBcaA/

Breaker Blankit Cold Weather Protection -
http:/ / my.pogoplug.com/ share/GTd8I3dOLmOaS2dfASQZOA /

.... -End of Forwarded Message
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Lee, Richard

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gauntt, Randall 0 [rogaunt@sandia.gov]
Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:40 PM
Lee, Richard
Fw: Update on Spent Fuel Pool Information - Can you review or get NRC to Release?
ATT00002..jpg

TMVII Boy
http~://www.tinyurl.com/4rq~nlx7

From: Joy L Rempe fmailto:Jov.RemoeLainl.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 03:10 PM
To: Gauntt, Randall 0
Subject: RE: Update on Spent Fuel Pool Information - Can you review or get NRC to Release?

when your plane lands tonight and you're thinking about how to deal with your course tomorrow.. just show them this...

http://tinyuri.com/4rqnlx7

N
Joy Rempe - Idaho N•atioj•I Laborator
Phone: (208) 526-2891 (Cell:(b)(6) Fax: (208) 526-29303
Email: Joy.Rempe@inl.g - I



Murphy, Andrew

From: Kammerer, Annie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:30 PM
To: Case, Michael; Munson, Clifford; Murphy, Andrew, Hogan, Rosemary; Ake, Jon
Subject: Re; COMMISSION E-READER... WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16,2011

Let's cross our fingers.. and keep making the Q&As more complete (and stronger where needed.)

Cheers,
Annie

Sent from an NRC blackberry
Annie Kammerer

fio [ 1(b)(6)

L bb (b)(6)

annie.kammerer(.nrc ov

Qy~

From: Case, Michael
To: Munson, Clifford; Murphy, Andrew; Kammerer, Annie; Hogan, Rosemary; Ake, Jon
Sent: Wed Mar 16 14:19:07 2011
Subject: FW: COMMISSION E-READER....WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 2011

Here's some test cases to see how well the Q&As hold together!

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:13 PM
To: Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart; Sangimino, Donna-
Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Subject: FW: COMMISSION E-READER....WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 2011

And so it starts.

From: Champ, Billie
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:14 PM
To: Commission E-Reader Distribution; E-Reader Distribution
Subject: COMMISSION E-READER .... WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 2011

JNTER SE ONLY -
Some of the information contained in the

Reader is not publicly available.
If there are any questions, please contact SECY.

READING FILE

INDEX

March 16, 2011

INCOMING CORRESPONDENCE

I



Tab "A" 03115111 -- Letter from Reps. Edward Markey and Lois Capps, requests additional

information related to the seismic safety features in nuclear reactors in the U.S.

Tab "B" 03/15/11 -- Letter from Rep. Nita Lowey, concerns safety factors at Indian Point.
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Kuritzky, Alan

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:57 AM
To: Case, Michael
Cc: Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Hasselberg, Rick; Brandon, Lou; Kuritzky, Alan; Marksberry,

Don: Gibson, Kathy; Tinkler, Charles: Schaperow, Jason
Subject: Don Helton's Contact Information

Mike -

As we discussed this morning, Don Helton has experience in spent fuel analysis and modeling (along with
Jason Schaperow and Charlie Tinkler, he is one of three main resources in this area at the NRC). Don is down
at t ANS PSA-2011 Conference in Wilmington this week, but can be reached on his cell phone atl EbIII

1(b( f any additional support or backup is needed in this area. Don is planning on returning to the DC area on
Friday evening.

Kevin



f

Rudland, David

From: Rudland, David
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:51 PM
To: 'Gery Wilkowski'
Cc: Bud Brust; Do Jun Shim; Prabhat Krishnaswamy; Gary Hattery
Subject: RE: Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Gery

This is very interesting and really peaked my interest.... Especially implications for xLPR. Looks like we need
to consider things like pressure induced bending, and "relief" of displacement controlled loads.

It may be a good idea to think of presenting some of this work to the models group, and maybe even to my
branch and DCI. Would you be willing to do that later this spring?

Thanks
Dave

From: Gery Wilkowski [mailto:gwilkows@emc-sq.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Rudland, David
Cc: Bud Brust; Do Jun Shim; Prabhat Krishnaswamy; Gary Hattery
Subject: RE: Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Dave;

Thanks for follow-up on Japanese friends.

Michi Nakagaki is also fine - he is down in (b)(6) although (b)(6) ýand it took them a few
hours to make sure they were all OK.

We have new Tokyo Gas contacts now and they are all doing well - we are finishing a nice brittle fracture probabilistic
report for them today. Glad you heard from Hagiwara and Kawaguchi!

We are also doing some work for JFE (old NKK and Kawasaki Steel companies combined) on pipe fracture testing and
they were all OK too since they are closer to Osaka.

FYI. we are just making ourArgentina results public - Bud and I gave a workshop for CNSC/AECL last week and included
some of those results. (I'll show the Atucha II results at the April CNSI meeting in Paris - Rob Tregoning will be there,
and it will be a PVP paper too.) This is incredibly good stuff and I'll send a separate e-mail on that for you (Rob and Al),
but here is sort of quick summary.

For the Atucha II plant, the SCC crack growth in the primary loop produces almost an idealized
circumferential TWC shortly after the SC penetrates the thickness. (Thick pipe case that is also stress relieved,
but has unique stainless cladding thermal expansion stresses.) We took great care in making an incredibly
detailed 3D FE model of the whole plant that has the entire containment building, RVP, SG, pump and primary
loop. (Our model was in ABAQUS, we had a check model in ANSYS by our seismic subcontractors.) We
actually have 36 support locations for the RPV, pump, and SG. No supports for piping - it hangs off the nozzles
of the large components. We input x-, y-, and z- components of displacement with 0.0002 time steps over 10
seconds. That gives 5.4M displacement-time pairs for the input file - takes -5 minutes just to start the ABAQUS
run.

When we put the circumferential TWC in the pipe and shake the building with a le-6 seismic (plus normal
operating) loading, we see that the presence of the crack reduces the peak applied moments. We kept on
increasing the crack size and the moments kept on decreasing. We were using the cracked-pipe-element in the
beginning (14 hours of CPU time per run), but he cracks are so large, that for validation we put in a full 3D pipe--
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TVVC model in the pipe loop and with a 270-degree crack (42,000 elements with 5 CPU days for the run). We still
are not getting loads up to Jic and the peak moments are less than 10% of the moment for the uncracked
pipe. We got similar results with 320-degree crack too (with cracked-pipe element). With the 320-degree crack,
the peak moment is about 2% of the uncracked pipe moment and still no ductile tearing. Turns out the pipe
system is behaving more like a displacement-controlled system, and we really don't get to a DEGB until the crack
is 96% of the circumference. (About the same ligament size as the final DEGB in the old IPIRG tests with DEGB
failures.)

Another interesting aspect is that the ends of the pipes are held by the RVP and SG, so they are not free to
rotate. So for the case of pressure loading only, the pressure-induced bending was restrained and the pressure
only critical TWC flaw size is -94% of the circumference rather than -60% of the circumference from traditional
fracture analyses. This flaw size corresponds to NSC of pure tension loading of a small ligament. (LBB.ENG2
should be modified for the rotation restraint - we are doing a little on it already.)

The Atucha II system is probably on the extremely safe side - low operating stresses relative to the material
design stress, low seismic region, the material toughness is very high and actually increases with higher loading
rate (we didn't have to use that fact), and the pipe loop itself has a high natural frequency (-40 Hz) while the
whole system (RPV, SG, pump and pipe together) have natural frequencies of 2 to 8 Hz. Hence there is no
dynamic amplification from the piping itself.

So the operating system reality is that the plant would shut down for leakage years (even with PWSCC
growth rates) before the TWC could get to a size that might get to a DEGB with a le-6 seismic load.

This makes LBB, TBS and probabilistic rupture predictions look very conservative. I have an idea on how to
make modifications for rupture for these effects (moment decreases as a through-wall crack size increases in the
loop), but there should be some plant and system specific variations. (Having the whole plant model and detailed
boundary conditions are incredibly important.) Largest variation from these results are probably for the following
cases; severely thermal aged embrittled cast SS, primary pipe loops with loop isolation valves (-12
Westinghouse plants - could get dynamic amplification from the pipe itself), lines other than primary piping, i.e.,
surge lines (interesting to run that case sometime).

I'm guessing you guys will like to scrutinize these results, and maybe take advantage of them for your work.

Regards,

Gery and Bud
********* *********************** ******

Dr. Gery M. Wilkowski, P.E.
President
Engineering Mechanics Corporation of Columbus
3518 Riverside Drive -- Suite 202 1
Columbus, OH 43221
Phone/Fax (614) 459-3200/6800
Cell phone (b)(6) ..
web-page: www.emc-squ.om
E-mail address: gwilkowski@emc-sq.coi,.

From: Rudland, David [mailto: David. Rudland@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:39 AM
To: Gery Wilkowski
Subject: RE: Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Gery

I also tied to contact Kunio, but no response

I did get a hold of Naoto Hagiwara and Shinobu Kawaguchi, and both are fine. They have to ride their bikes to
work each day, but their families are fine!

Regards,
Dave
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From: Gery Wilkowski [mailto:gwilkows@emc-sq.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:32 AM
To: Griesbach, Timothy; Doug.Scarth@kinectrics.com
Cc: guy.deboo@exeloncorp.com; rcipolla@aptecheng.com; bamforwh@westinghousecom; Rudland, David; Mayfield,
Michael; Keith Wichman; Bud Brust; Do Jun Shim
Subject: RE: Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Tim, Doug, Guy, Russ, and Warren;
(b)(6)

Below is an e-mail repl Miyazaki's from He and his family are sa Kuni
Hasegawa also lives in (b)6 ) and I have not heara Tro im myer. Kunio as to ride the train from (b)(6)

and back 4 days a week. There is a good possibility that Kunio was in(b)(6) at the time the earthqiuake/Tsunami hiand
he would have a hard time getting back home to his (b)(6)

If I hear anything more I'll let you. Doug, once we know it might be good to send an e-mail of Kunio's and Katsu's status
to the WGPFE members as well as Warren, Russ, Guy, etc for them to distribute to their groups as they see fit.

Best regards,

Gery

Dr. Gery M. Wilkowski, P.E.
President
Engineering Mechanics Corporation of C"olumbus
3518 Riverside Drive -- Suite 202
Columbus, OH 43221
Phone/Fax (614) 459-3200/6800 V.
Cell phone #1(b)(6)

web-page: www.emc-sq.com
E-mail address: gwilkowski(Rem c-sq.corr.

Dear Gory, Bud, DJ, Prabhat, Keith and the others at 1mc2,

Thank you for sending kind e-mail.

I and my families are OK. Although electricity service is back, water and gas services are out in our
Hitachi city.
Today, I walked to my office and confirmed that inside of our office was messed up. I had an order from my
boss that we should stay home until this weekend. This e-mail could be sent from my home.

From next week, I should do the best to return our office to its original state.

I also hope that Fukushima-daiichi NPS will not meet severe conditions.

Again, thank you for your care for us.
I look forward to seeing you and talking this status with laughing in near future.

Best regards,

Katsumasa

Katsumasa Miyazaki
Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd.
Phone: +81-294-55-7799
FAX: +81-294-55-9969
E-mail: katsumasa. miyazaki.xs@hitachi. com
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From: Griesbach, Timothy [mailto:Tgriesbach@Structint.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:45 AM
To: Gery Wilkowski
Subject: FW: Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Gery,

There is no word from Kunio. Do you know where he lives?

Tim

Tim Griesbach
Senior Associate
Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
Experts in the prevention and control of structural and mechanical failures
5215 Hellyer Avenue, Suite 210 1.
San Jose, CA 95138
Phone: 408 833-7350
Cell: (b)(6)

Fax: I4u•y•75 .

?mail: tqriesbachc1structint.com

r:rom: Yinsheng Li [mailto:li-yinsheng@jnes.go.jp]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 7:46 PM
To: Cofie, Nat; Rj-Vll Pl5*
Cc: McGill, Bob; Miessi, Angah; Griesbach, Timothy
Subject: Re: Our Sympathies and Regards

Dear Nat:
Thank you very much for your mail.
I and my family are all right. I have made several phone calls to Hasegawa-san,
he stayed at his home when the earthquake occurred. I still can not link with
him so far. I hope he and his family are also all right.

Best Regards

Original Message

From: Cofie, Nat
To: 4-,ll ,[ ; Li Yinsheng
Cc: McGill, Bob; Miessi, An'.,ah ; Griesbach. Timothy
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:06 AM
Subject: Our Sympathies and Regards

Kunio and Yinsheng,
We are very very sad about what is going on in Japan right now as a result of the
earthquake. We pray and hope that your families are safe and that life will get back to
normal in Japan very soon. If there is anything we at Structural Integrity Associates can
do to help, please do not hesitate to let us know
Best Regards,

Nat Cofie
Vice President/Senior Associate
Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
Experts in the prevention and control of structural and mechanical failures
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5215 Hellyer Avenue, Suite 210
San Jose, CA 95138
Phone: 408-978-8200
Fax: 408-978-8964
Cell: (b)(6)
E-mail: ncofie(ostructint.com
Web Site: www.structint.com

Electronic Privacy Notice The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s). is intended solely for use by the named addressee(s) If you are
not the intended recipient of this e-mail, You are hereby notified that any disseminalion, distribution. copying, or action taken in relation to the contents of and
attachments to this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately and
permanently delete the original and any copy of this e-mail and any pnntout. Thank you for your cooperation.

Electronic Privacy Notice: The information contained in this e-mail, including any attachment(s): is intended solely for use by the named addressee(s). If you are
not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying, or action taken in relation to the contents of and
attachments to this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify The sender immediately and permanently
deleto the original and any copy of this e-mail and any printout Thank you for your cooperation.
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Ward, Steven

From: Ward, Steven
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1-13 PM
To: Habighorst, Peter
Subject: RE: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

I've always wanted to do a rotation in 0IP. I've got experienc (b)(6) years, and
actually did coordinate humanitarian efforts there (not that NRC would be doinqthat(b) 6 )

(b)(6)ev

From: Habighorst, Peter
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Horn, Brian; Tuttle, Glenn; Grice, Thomas; Ward, Steven; Freeman, Eric; Ani, Suzanne; Aguilar, Santiago; Pham,
Tom; Ditto, David
Subject: FW: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Any interest in a rotation to OIP??? Please provide your desires by noon tomorrow... thanks

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:44 PM
To: Smith, Brian; Hiltz, Thomas; Habighorst, Peter; Campbell, Larry; Silva, Patricia; Johnson, Robert
Cc: Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John
Subject: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Please read highlighted text below and ask your people if anyone is interested in being put on the list...
Thanks, Mike

From: Smith, Shawn
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:45 AM
To: Kokajko, Lawrence; Ordaz, Vonna; Tschiltz, Michael
Cc: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Subject: OIP REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Ai4nifiaI, Yadigpon 01Plasiourre, 'Wihtis ,~meoffita,

Thanks.e

-Pfa - 46 iý "i~r~ se t6$toOPhou~dbeaware

Pýead 404wi ~ -6frO b- 4sn

need add iona1 oinbbn 1me know

Thanks.

ShwKn. Rochffe( Smith~
Senior International Programn CoordinatoT
Office of Nuc~er Ma~teria[ Safety and Safeunzards
U.S. Nucear Reguftor, Commission
Ma~il Stop: EBBI-DZM
1AashFington, DC 20555



Off-e Pahone: 301) 492 -3260
Bncky: (31) 2-(6)
rux: (301) 492-3360
E-nuzit: shm4wn.SmaithC3@nrc,.gov
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Ward, Steven

From: Ward, Steven

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:22 AM
To: Habighorst, Peter
Subject: RE: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Pete,

Please include the following information with my name for request #3. Not sure what they're looking for really
short of maybe ex-OIP staffers, but I have done some stuff that I never thought would be relevant to work
here.

(b)(6)
Experience- Coordinated dose reconstruction project between US and Russia (Mayak NPP), spentb

(b)(6) coordinating international humanitarian aid efforts, served on a county council for coordinating

disaster response among minority populations in metropolitan areas (addressed topics such as how do you
communicate disaster information to people from over 30 countries, speaking over 25 different languages
when your primary responders all speak one language, etc.), experience working with IAEA and the World
Institute for Nuclear Security (WINS).

Thanks!

Steve

From: Habighorst, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:04 AM
To: Grice, Thomas; Horn, Brian; Tuttle, Glenn; Pham, Tom; Ward, Steven; Freeman, Eric; Ditto, David; Ani, Suzanne;
Aguilar, Santiago
Subject: FW: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event
Importance: High

See expansion of volunteers for support...

If interested, please provide to me by noon today with requested information. Steve and Eric I have already
put your names in the hat for request number 3...

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:52 AM
To: Smith, Brian; Johnson, Robert; Habighorst, Peter; Campbell, Larry; Silva, Patricia
Cc: Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Smith, James
Subject: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event
Importance: High

Branch Chiefs.. we are expected to ensure that the people have appropriate experience for the positions that
they are volunteering to fill.

The Division needs to compile a list of volunteers today so please submit to me NLT 2:00 pm this afternoon, if
you have any questions about the different positions please discuss with me.

Thanks, Mike

From: NMSSBOX Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM \Ai7
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To: NMSS Distribution
Subject: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Yesterday, I received several requests to identify individuals who would be interested in responding to the Japanese
event. Specifically,

1. NSIR has asked for volunteers who would staff selected positions in the Ops Center. These positions are listed
below. Obviously, previous Ops Center training and experience is preferred but NSIR is now considering others.
Note, you will be volunteering for shift work (either 8 hr or 12 hr) as the Ops Center is being staffed 24/7.

2. NSIR has asked us to identify individuals who will be sent to replace the team that has been deployed to Japan.
The qualifications have not been specified but I believe they are looking for individuals with BWR and/or severe
accident mitigation experience. The new team is targeted to leave on March 27 and return on April 9.

3. OIP has asked us to identify individuals, who (1) have had desk officer or other international experience and (2)
are interested in helping them in the event that current staff cannot meet their work demands. (These individuals
could be deployed to Japan with the team under 2 above.)

If you are interested in any of these opportunities and your workload supports this effort, please discuss your interest with
your Branch Chief ASAP. I have asked that the Divisions provide me a consolidated list of volunteers by COB today,
March 16,

Information needed -

Opportunity 1 - name, current job title, Ops Center Position of interest, previous training/experience in Ops Center or
similar position (outside the Agency).
Opportunity 2 - name, current job title, status of passport, brief description of experience/training that supports this type of
assignment.
Opportunity 3 - name, current job title, brief description of international experience/training that would support this
assignment.

Ops Center Positions currently being staffed as of March 14.

Liaison Team
LT Director
LT Coordinator
LT Federal Liaison (2)
LT Congressional Liaison (2)
LT International Liaison (2)

Protective Measures Team
PMTR Director
PMTR Coordinator
PMTR Protective Actions Assistant Director
PMTR RAAD (Radiological Assessment Assistant Director)
PMTR Dose Assessment (RASCAL)
RASCAL Developer
PMTR GIS Analyst (Geographical Information Systems)
PMTR Meteorologist

Reactor Safety Team
RST Director
RST Coordinator
Severe Accident / PRA
BWR Expert
RST Comm / ERDS Operator
RST Support (Seismology Q&A)
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Rathbun, Howard

From: Csontos, Aladar
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:25 PM
To: Rathbun, Howard
Subject: RE: Schedule

Nope. not yet

From: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Csontos, Aladar
Subject: Re: Schedule

Hey I'm just watching Chmn. Jackzo testify and I see Jason Scaperow in the background. He's the guy I was working with
on SOARCA. Have any SRV issues come up? Do you need me to go testify before congress on my abaqus work?

Sent from NRC Blackberry
Howard J. Rathbun

(b)(6)

From: Csontos, Aladar
To: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:53:11 2011
Subject: RE: Schedule

Nope. will talk later

From: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:43 AM
To: Csontos, Aladar
Subject: Re: Schedule

Do you need me to come in to the office?

Sent from NRC Blackberry j

Howard J. Rathbun "(b)(6) ] •_ - f

From: Csontos, Aladar
To: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:01:41 2011
Subject: RE: Schedule

Still in mtg. will call in a few.

From: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:01 AM



To: Csontos, Aladar
Subject: Re: Schedule

dude, what's LIp?

Sent from NRC Blackberry
_Howard _J. RE a•_

From: Csontos, Aladar
To: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wed Mar 16 09:44:38 2011
Subject: RE: Schedule

Did you get my vmail and email?

From: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:08 AM
To: Csontos, Aladar
Subject: Schedule

Al, (b)(6)

I'm doing a little better but no
-Howard
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Yarsky, Peter

From: Clifford, Paul
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:06 PM
To: Yarsky, Peter
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan

scenario now in play

I appreciate your thorough and timely response.
•)(6)

From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Clifford, Paul
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Paul,

I think an explosion if the SFP melts is highly unlikely. A steam explosion might ensue if the melted material
interacts with liquid water, but criticality leading to a nuclear explosion would not be likely in the least. The
depleted fuel, especially, has a very low fissile content. LEU reactors in general operate on the principle of
heterogeneity to yield a thermal flux disadvantage factor which allows normal criticality. Significant
deformation of the geometry would tend to homogenize the melted material and make criticality even more
difficult to achieve.

Looking at some of the previous emails, the concerns don't even seem connected. One says that seawater is
more corrosive than typical SFP cooling water and would corrode the cladding cause fuel pin cladding
damage. I think that melt in this case would still be countered by the presence of significant water that is
purported to cause the cladding damage. If uncover were to occur, and this causes the melting, then criticality
concerns are off-set by the general absence of water to act as a moderator.

If the SFP were in a situation where the seawater is sufficiently corrosive that borated racks/plates in the SFP
were damaged and the boron leached out, then criticality is more likely (especially since one presumes that the
fuel has maintained a more favorable, that is non-melted, geometry) then pulsing could occur. I don't expect
pulsing to lead to either steam explosion or to SF melt (since this will ultimately be tempered/regulated by
boiling.

The worst case would be:

Seawater corrodes the boron laden plates/racks/inserts and leaches out the poison. Due to a loss of the
reactor building, environmental exposure results in a loss of this boron to the environment (out of the pool)
through some mechanism. Loss of the boron allows the SFP to become critical and pulsing ensues. The
pulsing results in a boil-off rate greater than the capacity to provide replacement coolant. SFP level drops until
some part of the fuel uncovers. This uncovered part (now subcritical) may melt. The melt would, in theory,
interact with the two phase level below the point of melt resulting in steam explosion (which could disperse the
corium considering a loss of the reactor building).

I cannot postulate a more favorable geometry that a melted SFP could achieve that would allow recriticality.

Those are just my thoughts

-Pete
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From: Clifford, Paul
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Yarsky, Peter
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Have you guys ever seen studies on this issue regarding the formation of a critical geometry/mass following core melt /
SFP melt.

From: Wood, Kent
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Wong, Emma; Clifford, Paul
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

I'm going to need some help on this one.

From: Titus, Brett
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Wood, Kent
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

You're the man that we need right now. I'm on my way to talk to you about this.

Brett Titus
301-415-3075

From: Nguyen, Quynh
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Titus, Brett
Cc: Meighan, Sean; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Brett,

Get the answer and make sure Ivonne sees it!

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Decker, David
Subject: HOT: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Request answer to the below question. Please note the assertion by a Nuclear Engineer in the article that
spent fuel in a SFP can overheat, melt and form a critical mass such that it may explode. It would be best if we
could respond with an answer that characterizes the possible scenario of fuel melt in a SFP and the type of
energetic force that could result.
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Thanks

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio.fl.

301-415-2496 (w) (b)(61 c)

From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Wittick, Brian
Cc: Weil, Jenny; Dacus, Eugene; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Brian,
Here's one more question that came in that we'd appreciate your help in getting to the right staff to answer.
Thanks!

David

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: Re: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Thanks David. Main question is can spent fuel rods (or even fresh fuel rods) create a nuclear fission
explosion. - cb

On 3/15/11 11:50 AM, "Decker, David" <David.Decker@nrc.gov> wrote:

Chris,
Let me see if I can get someone to check this out. I hadn't seen the article, and in general, we haven't been

commenting too much on news articles since it's hard to know exactly what's happening.

David

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.govy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Hi David,
Does NRC think this story is accurate? Could spent fuel rods create a fission reaction? I am surprised
by this, since I thought fuel rods in the US or Japan use low-enriched uranium, which will not result
in a fission explosion. Please advise. - cb

Fission Criticality In Cooling Ponds Threaten Explosion At Fukushima
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<http://www.dcbureau.ori/20 11031413 03/Natural-Resources-News-Service/fission-cri ticali ty-in-.cooling-
ponds-threaten-explosion-at-fiukushima.html> <http://www.dcbureau.or0/20 1103141303/Natural-Resources-
News-Service/fission-criticality-in-c oinp-ponds-threaten-expision-at-fukushima/Print.htmi>
Monday, 14 March 2011
Written by Joseph Trento <http://wwwv.dcbureau.org/Staff/ioe.html>

Photo: U.S. Navy

The threat of a fission explosion at the Fukushima power facility emerged today when the roof of the number three
reactor exploded and fears that a spent fuel pool, located over the reactor, has been compromised. The pool, designed to
allow reactor fuel to cool off for several years, was constructed on top of the Fukushima reactors instead of underground.
As of 2010, there were 3450 fuel assemblies in the pool at the number three reactor. The destrtuction of the number three
reactor building has experts concerned about whether the spent fuel storage pool, which sits just below the roof, could
have survived intact the hydrogen explosion. The explosion was much more severe than Saturday's blast at the number
one reactor.

As massive amounts of seawater are pumped by fire trucks into Fukushima's failing nuclear reactors and cooling ponds,
the radioactive waste water, now laden with a variety of radioisotopes, is being flushed into the sea.

Just how much danger the spent fuel pool raises is made clear in a November 2010 powerpoint presentation from the
Tokyo Electric Company detailing how fuel storage works at the huge complex
<http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch /accidents/6-1--powerpoint.pdf>.

The fuel inventory in the pool is detailed on page 9. According to TEPCO, each reactor generates 700 "waste" fuel
assemblies a year, and there are 3450 assemblies in each pool at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, plus another 6,291 in a
common pool in a separate building.

As shown in slide 10, the common pool building sits at ground level, with the pool itself above ground. The building also
has windows on at least one side, and experts fear these were broken out by the tsunami which would have flooded the
building.

According to Albert Donnay, a former nuclear engineer, "This means the common pool is now full of radioactive and
corrosive seawater that will cause the fuel assemblies to fail and burst open, as they are doing inside the reactor cores that
have been deliberately flooded with seawater. If the pool drains or boils away, the fuel will melt, bum and even possibly
explode if the fuel collapses into a sufficiently critical mass."

This may explain why the Japanese government began adding boric acid to the reactor spent fuel pools at the facility
shortly after the earthquake and tidal wave.

The Japanese government has not explained why it is adding boric acid and if the acid is being used to prevent criticality
in the reactor or in the spent fuel pool. A spokesman for the Embassy of Japan, in Washington, D.C., said the boric acid
was being only added as a "precautionary measure," but said the Embassy did not know why. Because the GE reactor's
control rods are made of boron, and they were automatically inserted when the earthquake struck to end fission in the
reactor, there should have been no need for additional boric acid. But if fuel rods had been compromised and the
damaged fuel bundles were not properly separated, they can become critical and boric acid could be used to help prevent
a far more serious meltdown in the spent fuel pools.

When the power was lost at the site, the cooling system for the pools would have run out of water in about a day. The
water in these pools would heat up and evaporate to the point where the tops of the fuel bundles would be exposed about
24 hours after the cooling system shut down.

Experts fear the explosion rained debris into the pool that stopped natural cooling of the fuel bundles or knocked the
bundles together, damaging them, sending the irradiated fuel chunks to the bottom of the pool where they could reach
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critical mass. "They got a one-two punch," said David Lochbaum, nuclear safety engineer of the Union of Concerned
Scientists and a consultant to both industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Lockbaum told Roger Witherspoon
on newjerseynewsroom.com, "If it had just been the earthquake, or just the tsunami, we wouldn't even be talking about
this. But the combination of nature was more than they could handle. It doesn't seem that they have lost control yet. But
they have definitely run out of options.

"If those solutions - the sea water and the boric acid - don't work, there are no more arrows in the quiver. They have shot
everything they have, they have run out of options and there is nothing left."

Fukushima nuclear power plant after the earthquake.

The problem for the Tokyo Electric Company engineers is water containing boric acid has to circulate in the pools to keep
the bundles from going critical.

Both United States and Japanese governments have for decades allowed re-racking of the pools to reduce the originally-
designed minimum safe distance between the assemblies so that more rods can be stored in each pool. Utilities
complained they were nining out of storage space on site at the reactors. The problem is if the spent fuel gets too close,
they will produce a fission reaction and explode with a force much larger than any fission bomb given the total amount of
fuel on the site. All the fuel in all the reactors and all the storage pools at this site (1760 tons of Uranium per slide #4)
would be consumed in such a mega-explosion. In comparison, Fat Man and Little Boy weapons dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki contained less than a hundred pounds each of fissile material.

According to Donnay, "Several cores worth of spent fuel are usually stored in these pools until they are cool enough to
transfer into dry cask storage. In comparison, the reactor itself contains only one core, and its total radioactivity is less
than that in each spent core."

Nuclear Information Resource Service led a coalition of groups that petitioned the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
2005 requesting emergency enforcement action on the vulnerability of the Mark I and II elevated nuclear waste storage
pool. The coalition's petition to the NRC was denied.

Another worry for engineers is that in 2009 plutonium-based mixed oxide fuel produced by the huge French nuclear
power company AREVA was loaded into reactor number three.

Correspondent Celia Sampol spoke to AREVA and the company spokesman said AREVA will not make a specific
statement on the issue or on the possible losses for its activities in Japan because "today the priority is for the Japanese
authorities to save people and help victims". AREVA's employees in Japan were contacted on Friday, all are safe and
some of them left Japan. Anne Lauvergeon "will talk about that in France soon".

Nathalie Bonnefoy, from the MELOX Division of AREVA La Hague, France, said, "Today, the type of fuel used in the
reactor is absolutely not involved in the problems at the Fukushima facility...It's not a matter of the MOX fuel exploding;
the problem is if you have a loss of cooling, you have a risk of fusion and the hydrogen released could generate
difficulties in contact with air, but it is independent from the type of combustible used."

"In this site, all the MOX fuel has been already loaded in the reactor (it started in October 2010),' no MOX fuel is stored on
site here. On others sites, a part of the MOX fuel is stored on site (every 18 months you have to renew one third of the
MOX fuel because it has lost efficiency). According to Bonnefoy, four reactors in Japan are burning MOX fuel fabricated
by AREVA; the first loading took place in December 2009; AREVA signed contracts with eight (out of eleven) Japanese
electric companies to supply MOX fuel, but the French group has no reactors of its own in Japan. The company does have
about 100 employees in Japan.

According to NIRS (Nuclear Information Resource Service) at
http:-//www.nirs.org/factsheets/brownsferrvfactsheet.pdf"In
<http://www.nirs.org/factsheets/brownsferryfactsheet.pdf%221n> the GE Mark I design, the irradiated fuel pool,
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containing billions of curies of high-level atomic waste, sits atop the reactor building, outside primary containment and
vulnerable to attack, according to both NRC documents (2001) and the National Academy of Sciences (2005)."

Cutaway drawing of a typical Boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I Concrete Containment with Steel Torus (suppression pool), as used in the BWRA,
BWR/2, BWR/3 and some BWR/4 model reactors. Photo: Sandia National Laboratories

The same diagram appears in the Sunday New York Times, pAll, with the uppermost rectangular chamber just to the left
of the reactor top identified as the spent fuel storage pool, but the accompanying article does not discuss it.

Donnay said, "If these pools are breached (as could have happened in the explosions, Fukushima #3 looks worse than #1)
and can no longer hold water, the spent fuel racked inside them will start to overheat, and eventually melt and burn. And
since there is no longer any roof above these pools in reactors 1 and 3, all the radioactivity they contain is directly open to
the atmosphere,"

According to a Defense Department source, the cesium detected in the atmosphere around the plant could be coming
from the spent fuel pools.

According to Donnay, there is an additional danger from used fuel being stored in casks: "I'm also worried about the dry
cask storage pods that were on the site before the tsunami.

Full casks are very heavy and probably would not be carried away by the flood, but some were probably not full. Any
that were only partially filled with spent fuel would have air locked into the unfilled chambers, making them able to float
in water. Did the tsunami carry any of these casks away? Are they all still onsite? Before and after satellite photos should
be able to show this clearly, but Google Earth is not showing after photos of the Fukushima plant.

John Kappenman
Storm Analysis Consultants
Pho np 218-727-9216

Fax: 21-727-2728
email: jkappenma@aol.com
http:/ /www.linkedin.com/in/johnkappenman

web downloadable pdf articles:
Geomagnetic Storms - Space Weather and Electric Power Grid Impacts -
http://my.pogoplug.com/share/G4CdFCw3zGHXMIMtZli BA/

Electron Tube Technology for Power Electronics, HVDC and FACTS Applications -
http://mvy.pogopllug.com /share/alOGLIFPgO8FPUhvEWBcaA /

Breaker Blankit Cold Weather Protection -
http://my.pogoplug.com/share/GTd8I3dQLm0aS2dfASQZOA/

------ End of Forwarded Message
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Pires, Jose

From: Pires, Jose
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:03 PM
To: Case, Michael
Cc: Graves, Herman
Subject: FW: Earthquake - CTL group

Mike,

Dr. Gene Corley and his firm, the CTL Group, are world known experts on concrete as a construction material.
They offered assistance and I am forwarding the information if there is need for expertise.

Below is the contact information for his associate Mr. Peter Kolf who can be reached more easily.

Peter R. Kolf
Principal Structural Engineer

CTLGRouP
Building Knowledge. Delivering Results.
5400 Old Orchard Road
Skokie, IL 60077-103 ......
Direct 847-972-321 Cell -
PKolf•,CTLGroup.c m
www.CTLGroup.com
Download my vCard

From: Corley, Gene'rmailto:GCorley(&ctlgroup.coml
Sent- Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:20 PM
To: Pires, Jose
Cc: Kolf, Peter
Subject: RE: Earthquake

Our firm and I would be pleased to participate in the efforts to assist in Japan. As you know, we have expertise in
damage detection and repair.

If you hear of any need for assistance, we have people who can be sent immediately.

Gene

NOTIC" OF CONFIDENTIALITY: This e-mail :-id any nt1i."hmnt.nts is cov,-,ed by the :loctroInic Communic~itions Privacy Act. 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521 arid may
conif; rrv•uhLd , contfidential, copyril'iti-J. or otner legally prol.-:cted irtf,rmation. if you are not the intended recipient, you may not use. copy. or retranrmit this eL

r,.l. If yuu have receive. this by r r ,.zPO please notif', us by r .ot, tn -irai , hen dut:l( .e.



Rathbun, Howard

From: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:34 PM
To: Kammerer, Annie
Subject: Re: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event

activities

Hang in there Annie. If there's anything I can do to help, just let me know.
-Howard

Sent from NRC Blackberry
(Hnward a Rithh[n-

From: Kammerer, Annie
To: RES Distribution
Cc: Karas, Rebecca
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:17:59 2011
Subject: FW: Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities

All,

Please read Becky's email below and follow the procedures she laid out to NRO staff.

It is important that we keep the NRC's message consistent and moving through appropriate channels. I have
added the latest version of the seismic Q&As for the convenience of those of you who are getting in-house
questions related to your projects and responsibilities. Currently we are updating this daily with the questions
(and answers) we collect each day.

Thanks,
Annie

From: Karas, Rebecca
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:05 PM
To: NRO_DSER Distribution
Cc: Chokshi, Nilesh; Kammerer, Annie; Munson, Clifford
Subject; Calls for answering questions on earthquakes, etc, in support of Japanese event activities

All,

Based on what just happened, individuals within NRC appear to be either randomly calling
geologists/geophysicists/hydrologists or people they happen to know to answer questions.

For callers who are NRC staff who ask you a question, please direct them to call the Ops Center and ask to be
connected to the RST seismologist (Cliff on day shift, Annie on evening shift). That person will coordinate all
question responses (if Cliff or Annie call you, provide any support they need to help answer these questions).

For callers who are NOT NRC staff (including people from other agencies), please continue to follow the
direction of the EDO here:

1



THIS IS NOT A DRILL

The Office of Public Affairs is expecting a large volume of calls from media and the general public
regarding the latest statements from the State Department and the NRC regarding the situation in
Japan. ALL CALLS from media orthe general public on this topic must be referred to the 301-415-8200
number.

The NRC is coordinating its actions with other Federal agencies as part of the U.S. government response to the events in
Japan. The NRC is examining all available information as part of the effort to analyze the event and understand its
implications both for Japan and the United States. The NRC's Headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, MD has been
stood up since the beginning of the emergency in Japan and is operating on a 24-hour basis.

NRC Incident Responders at Headquarters have spoken with the agency's counterpart in Japan and offered the
assistance of U.S. technical experts. NRC representatives with expertise on boiling water nuclear reactors have deployed
to Japan as part of a U.S. International Agency for International Development (USAID) team. USAID is the Federal
government agency primarily responsible for providing assistance to countries recovering from disasters.

U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including earthquakes and tsunamis. Even
those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such
a natural disaster. The NRC requires that safety significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take in
account the most severe natural phenomena historically estimated for the site and surrounding area.

The NRC will not provide information on the status of Japan's nuclear power plants. For the latest information on NRC
actions see the NRC's web site at www.nrc..gov or blog at http://public-blog.nrc-gateway.gov.

Two important reminders:

It is possible that some of us will be requested bycolleagues in another country to provide technical advice and

assistance during this emergency. It'is essential that all such communications be handled through the NRC Operations

Center. Any assistance to a foreign government or entity must be coordinated through the NRC Operations Center and

the U.S. Department of State.(DOS).. If you receive such a request, contact the NRC Operations Officer (301-816-5100 or

via the NRC Operator), immediately.

If you receive information regarding this or any emergency (foreign or domestic) and you are not certain that the NRC's

Incident Response Operations Officer is already aware of that information, you should contact the NRC Operations

Officer (301-816-5100 or via the NRC Operator) and provide that information.

Other Sources of Information:

USAID - www.usaid.gov

U.S. Department of State - www.state.gov

FEMA - www.fema.gov

White House - www~whitehouse.gov

Nuclear Energy Institute - www.nei.org

International Atomic Energy Agency - www.iaea.org/press

No response to this message is required.

THIS IS NOT A DRILL

Rebecca Karas, Chief

Geosciences and Geotechnical Engineering Branch 1
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Division of Site and Environmental Reviews
Office of New Reactors
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-7533
Fax: 301-415-5397
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Murphy, Andrew

From: Murphy, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:54 AM
To: Case, Michael
Subject: RE: IRC Staffing

Mike,

I have expertise in the seismology area - seismicity and tectonics and can provide support in that area for the OpCenter.
Do not have systems experience or health physics (radiationO.

,9ome phone (b)(6) nd cell phone (b)(6) e..> (

Andy

From: Case, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:16 AM
To: Graves, Herman; Hogan, Rosemary; Csontos, Aladar; Koshy, Thomas; Lin, Bruce; Boyce, Tom (RES); All, Syed;
Murphy, Andrew; Tregoning, Robert; Gavrilas, Mirela; Sydnor, Russell; Lorette, Phillip
Cc: Richards, Stuart
Subject: FW: IRC Staffing

Can you all start to think about this and let me know of any potential names by around noon?

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart;
Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Cc: Dion, Jeanne
Subject: IRC Staffing

I participated on a conference call with other ODs and led by Michele Evans, acting deputy OD in NSIR at 4
pm today.

The purpose of the conference call was to discuss staffing for the IRC for the near future. The IRC is currently
staffed with members of the Reactor safety team, the Protective Measures team, Liaison Team, etc. There is
also an ET member there. None of the teams are at their full compliment. What Michele is looking for is people
that can staff the IRC and relieve the staff that are currently there. She said they are currently running 3 shifts
(11 pm-7am, 7am - 3pm, and 3pm to 11 pm). They would like to find staff that can work shifts for 4 days in a
row (I think she wants 4 days on, 3 days off). She said the staff do not have to have had IRC training.

Several of us said we would certainly canvas our staff to see who was qualified to work in the IRC and could
work there, but we needed to know what technical disciplines they were looking for. Michele did not have a list
of needed disciplines, but said she would generate one and send it out. As of 5:15 pm I have not received a list
yet.

However, I am assuming they will be looking for staff with expertise in such areas as systems analysis, severe
accidents, radiological dose assessment, etc. In anticipation that these are the technical disciplines of interest,
can you please start identifying your staff that you believe have some of the requisite skills needed for the IRC,
and start asking if they would be available to work shifts in the IRC if asked to. HR said they would be eligible
for normal overtime compensation.



Also, they will be looking for staff to go to Japan and relieve the technical staff that recently went there. There
were 2 BWR experts that left over the weekend, and a team of 9 more (6 engineers and 3 OIP staff) left
yesterday. The thinking -is that the staff that recently went over would come back in 2 weeks, which is when
they want to send a replacement team over there. So please check to see if you have any staff with the proper
technical credentials, are reasonably good communicators, and would be willing to spend about 2 weeks in
Japan as part of the team there.

I will forward the list of desired disciplines as soon as I receive them from Michele. Michele said she will be
looking for the list of potential IRC replacements by COB tomorrow (3/16/11), thus, I will need your candidates
by mid-afternoon.

For the team that will replace the one that was just sent to Japan, she said she would like us to update the list
we previously sent by COB 3/17.
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Lee, Richard

From: Rubin, Stuart
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:15 AM
To: Scott, Michael; Zaki, Tarek; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Elkins, Scott; Hoxie, Chris; Lee,

Richard; Santiago, Patricia; Armstrong, Kenneth; Bajorek, Stephen; Boyd, Christopher;
Sherbini, Sami; Tinkler, Charles; Voglewede, John; Zigh, Ghani

Subject: Re: Quick Question regarding any Published RES Documents Related to Tsunamis

Take a look at NUREG/CR-6966. 2009
Stuart D. Rubin, Senior Technical Advisor for Advanced Reactors
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, USNRC

sent from an NRC Blackberry
Stuart Rubin

(b)(6)

From: Scott, Michael
To: Zaki, Tarek; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Elkins, Scott; Hoxie, Chris; Lee, Richard; Santiago, Patricia; Armstrong,
Kenneth; Bajorek, Stephen; Boyd, Christopher; Rubin, Stuart; Sherbini, Sami; Tinkler, Charles; Voglewede, John; Zigh,
Ghani
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:08:18 2011
Subject: FW: Quick Question regarding any Published RES Documents Related to Tsunamis

Is anyone aware of any recent RES-generated tsunami documents? If so, please respond to me ASAP.
Thanks.

From: Weerakkody, Sunil
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:30 AM
To: Scott, Michael; Richards, Stuart; Coe, Doug
Cc: Gibson, Kathy; Uhle, Jennifer; Wilson, Peter
Subject: Quick Question regarding any Published RES Documents Related to Tsunamis

Mike, Doug, and Stu,

Region 1 is getting ready to perform End-of-Cycle meetings with regional licensees. Ironically, our first EOC is
scheduled at TMI!
As you know, these are public meetings. RGN I is expecting sophisticated informed members of public to
show up at these meetings. As such, regional management is performing necessary thinking and preparation
at this time.

While we plan to rely heavily on communications developed by HQ, in getting ready for the EOC meetings, we
want to become aware of any Tsunami related publications (e.g., NUREGs or NUREG\CRs). Are there any
recent documents that you are aware of published by RES?

Just so that you or your staff doesn't spend too much time, we are simply trying to be aware (i.e., an answer
can be simply a NUREG title or ML#...). In other word, if nothing comes to your or (your BC)'s mind, that is
OK.

Sunil D. Weerakkody
Deputy Director - DRS (Acting)
NRC - RGN I
Tel: 610-337-5128 /X



Reeves, Rosemary

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Reeves, Rosemary
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:15 PM
Hiltz, Thomas
C-Span-Congressional Interview of Jaczko

Hi Tom,

I just wanted to let you know that since I am working from home today, I had the unique opportunity to be able
to watch the C-Span broadcast of Energy Secretary Chu and NRC Commissioner Jaczko. Although I can't
afford the luxury of watching every bit of the congressional panel discussions, I will tell you that it is apparent
that Congress doesn't believe that the NRC has required strict enough designs and performed sufficient
reviews. Afterall, the Japanese Fukushima plant was designed for a 7.5 earthquake, but actually encountered
a 9.0 quake.
In short, Jaczko is being thoroughly grilled, and the possibility of evacuation of the people around our plants
was one big concern that was voiced.
Obviously, in addition to finding out what exactly went wrong at Fukushima, we (NRC) will have to do a
thorough comparison of the design of that facility, and similar facilities in the US, and how many levels of back-
up we have or really need.

Outside of Scope

Rosemary

A
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Kuritzky, Alan

From: Kuritzky, Alan
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:46 AM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: RE: IRC Staffing

For systems analysis, I assume you are referring to system thermal-hydraulic analysis, not fault tree/reliability
analysis? Also, for Japan, at this time, I assume the focus is on the latter two areas (severe accident
progression and dose assessment)?

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:49 PM
To, Marksberry, Don; Beasley, Benjamin; Peters, Sean; Ott, William; Salley, MarkHenry; Kuritzky, Alan
Cc: Ibarra, Jose; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard
Subject: Fw: IRC Staffing

BC's -

Please see below request from Brian and note that IRC experience/trng is not needed. Please identify folks that could
support the irc effort and provide their names, availability, and shift preferences to Jose by 11 am Wednesday morning.
We are looking for systems analysis, severe accidents, radiological dose assessment experience.

Also, we'll need to provide a standby list for folks willing to go to Japan - very strong technical skills and good

communications ability are a must.

Thanks!

Kevin

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Kevin CovneJ(b)(6) -

From: Sheron, Brian
To: Coyne, Kevin; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart;
Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Cc: Dion, Jeanne
Sent: Tue Mar 15 17:27:11 2011
Subject: IRC Staffing

I participated on a conference call with other ODs and led by Michele Evans, acting deputy OD in NSIR at 4
pm today.

The purpose of the conference call was to discuss staffing for the IRC for the near future. The IRC is currently
staffed with members of the Reactor safety team, the Protective Measures team, Liaison Team, etc. There is
also an ET member there. None of the teams are at their full compliment. What Michele is looking for is people
that can staff the IRC and relieve the staff that are currently there. She said they are currently running 3 shifts
(1 lpm-7am, 7am - 3pm, and 3pm to 11 pm). They would like to find staff that can work shifts for 4 days in a
row (I think she wants 4 days on, 3 days off). She said the staff do not have to have had IRC training.

Several of us said we would certainly canvas our staff to see who was qualified to work in the IRC and could
work there, but we needed to know what technical disciplines they were looking for. Michele did not have a list



of needed disciplines, but said she would generate one and send it out. As of 5:15 pm I have not received a list
yet.

However, I am assuming they will be looking for staff with expertise in such areas as systems analysis, severe
accidents, radiological dose assessment, etc. In anticipation that these are the technical disciplines of interest,
can you please start identifying your staff that you believe have some of the requisite skills needed for the IRC,
and start asking if they would be available to work shifts in the IRC if asked to. HR said they would be eligible
for normal overtime compensation.

Also, they will be looking for staff to go to Japan and relieve the technical staff that recently went there. There
were 2 BWR experts that left over the weekend, and a team of 9 more (6 engineers and 3 QIP staff) left
yesterday. The thinking is that the staff that recently went over would come back in 2 weeks, which is when
they want to send a replacement team over there. So please check to see if you have any staff with the proper
technical credentials, are reasonably good communicators, and would be willing to spend about 2 weeks in
Japan as part of the team there.

I will forward the list of desired disciplines as soon as I receive them from Michele. Michele said she will be
looking for the list of potential IRC replacements by COB tomorrow (3/16/11), thus, I will need your candidates
by mid-afternoon.

For the team that will replace the one that was just sent to Japan, she said she would like us to update the list
we previously sent by COB 3/17.
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From: -iltz. Thomas
To: Haney. Catherine Dorman. Dan; Tschiltz. Michael; Guttrnann. Jack; Davis. lack; Bailey. Marissa; Kinneman,

Johnf; HOOHoc
Subject: FW: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:19:07 PM

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

Dear friends,

Though Fukushima is now in the critical situations, I remind you here that Rokkasho doesn't have
problems with the earthquake. I summarize the course of the events at the Rokkasho Site.

a. The earthquake occurred at 2:46 PM on March 11.

b. Since the earthquake cut off the power supply, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site were immediately
connected to emergency diesel generators and kept operating safely. It was confirmed that no fire, no
damage to equipment, and no injuries to personnel occurred. Radiation levels were measured at a
normal level of safety. [As of 9:00 AM on March 12 in Japan Time]

c. At 12:00 AM on March 12, it was observed that 600 liters of water spilled from a spent fuel storage
pond. The spilt water was drained and appropriately recovered in liquid waste treatment system.

d. At 10:22 PM on March 13, the power supply for Reprocessing Plant was restored to the commercial
electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

e. At 3:12 PM on March 14, the power supply for Enrichment Plant was restored to the commercial
electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

f. At 5:10 AM on March 15, the power supply for Spent Fuel Receiving and Storage Facility was
restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

g. At 11:25 AM on March 15, the power supply for Vitrified Waste Storage Center (dedicated to
returned waste from France and UK) was restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency
diesel generator.

Currently, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site continue safe operations without any malfunctions.

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or you need more details.

With best regards, -

Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"

1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036



tel: 202-466-3507
cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-466-6758



From: Haney. Catherine
To: Ho0 HOC
Cc: Weber. Michael; Sheron. Brian; Johnson, Michael; on ich• el; eds Eric
Subject: Fw: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:08:22 PM

Can you provide this email to the ET.

I suggest it also be included in the briefing books being prepared for the office directors (Go Books).

Thanks
Cathy

From: Hiltz, Thomas
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Tschiltz, Michael; Guttmann, Jack; Davis, Jack; Bailey, Marissa;
Kinneman, John; HOO Hoc
Sent: Wed Mar 16 20:17:06 2011
Subject: FW: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Rokkasho Status (03/16/2011)

Dear friends,

Though Fukushima is now in the critical situations, I remind you here that Rokkasho doesn't have
problems with the earthquake. I summarize the course of the events at the Rokkasho Site.

a. The earthquake occurred at 2:46 PM on March 11.

b. Since the earthquake cut off the power supply, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site were immediately
connected to emergency diesel generators and kept operating safely. It was confirmed that no fire, no
damage to equipment, and no injuries to personnel occurred. Radiation levels were measured at a
normal level of safety. [As of 9:00 AM on March 12 in Japan Time]

c. At 12:00 AM on March 12, it was observed that 600 liters of water spilled from a spent fuel storage
pond. The spilt water was drained and appropriately recovered in liquid waste treatment system.

d. At 10:22 PM on March 13, the power supply for Reprocessing Plant was restored to the commercial
electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

e. At 3:12 PM on March 14, the power supply for Enrichment Plant was restored to the commercial
electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

f. At 5:10 AM on March 15, the power supply for Spent Fuel Receiving and Storage Facility was
restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency diesel generator.

g. At 11:25 AM on March 15, the power supply for Vitrified Waste Storage Center (dedicated to



returned waste from France and UK) was restored to the commercial electricity from the emergency
diesel generator.

Currently, all facilities at the Rokkasho Site continue safe operations without any malfunctions.

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or you need more details.

With best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
cell (6)
fax: 202-466-6758



Kuritzky, Alan

From: Peters, Sean
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Marksberry, Don; Beasley, Benjamin; Ott, William; Salley, MarkHenry; Kuritzky,

Alan
Cc: Ibarra, Jose; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard
Subject: RE. IRC Staffing

James Chang (PRA, HRA expertise) would like to volunteer for the IRC.

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:49 PM
To: Marksberry, Don; Beasley, Benjamin; Peters, Sean; Ott, William; Salley, MarkHenry; Kuritzky, Alan
Cc: Ibarra, Jose; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard
Subject: Fw: IRC Staffing

BC's -

Please see below request from Brian and note that IRC experience/trng is not needed. Please identify folks that could
support the irc effort and provide their names, availability, and shift preferences to Jose by 11 am Wednesday morning.
We are looking for systems analysis, severe accidents, radiological dose assessment experience.

Also, we'll need to provide a standby list for folks willing to go to Japan - very strong technical skills and good
communications ability are a must.

Thanks!

Kevin

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Kevin Coyne __j(b)(6)

From: Sheron, Brian
To: Coyne, Kevin; Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart;
Sangimino, Donna-Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Cc: Dion, Jeanne
Sent: Tue Mar 15 17:27:11 2011
Subject: IRC Staffing

I participated on a conference call with other ODs and led by Michele Evans, acting deputy OD in NSIR at 4
pm today.

The purpose of the conference call was to discuss staffing for the IRC for the near future. The IRC is currently
staffed with members of the Reactor safety team, the Protective Measures team, Liaison Team, etc. There is
also an ET member there. None of the teams are at their full compliment. What Michele is looking for is people
that can staff the IRC and relieve the staff that are currently there. She said they are currently running 3 shifts
(11 pm-7am, 7am - 3pm, and 3pm to 11 pm). They would like to find staff that can work shifts for 4 days in a
row (I think she wants 4 days on, 3 days off). She said the staff do not have to have had IRC training.

Several of us said we would certainly canvas our staff to see who was qualified to work in the IRC and could
work there, but we needed to know what technical disciplines they were looking for. Michele did not have a listK



,of needed disciplines, but said she would generate one and send it out. As of 5:15 pm I have not received a list
yet.

However, I am assuming they will be looking for staff with expertise in such areas as systems analysis, severe
accidents, radiological dose assessment, etc. In anticipation that these are the technical disciplines of interest,
can you please start identifying your staff that you believe have some of the requisite skills needed for the IRC,
and start asking if they would be available to work shifts in the IRC if asked to. HR said they would be eligible
for normal overtime compensation.

Also, they will be looking for staff to go to Japan and relieve the technical staff that recently went there. There
were 2 BWR experts that left over the weekend, and a team of 9 more (6 engineers and 3 0IP staff) left
yesterday. The thinking is that the staff that recently went over would come back in 2 weeks, which is when
they want to send a replacement team over there. So please check to see if you have any staff with the proper
technical credentials, are reasonably good communicators, and would be willing to spend about 2 weeks in
Japan as part of the team there.

I will forward the list of desired disciplines as soon as I receive them from Michele. Michele said she will be
looking for the list of potential IRC replacements by COB tomorrow (3/16/11), thus, I will need your candidates
by mid-afternoon.

For the team that will replace the one that was just sent to Japan, she said she would like us to update the list
we previously sent by COB 3/17.

2



Reeves, Rosemary

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Hiltz, Thomas
Subject: C-Span-Congressional Interview of Jaczko

Hi Tom,

I just wanted to let you know that since I am working from home today, I had the unique opportunity to be able
to watch the C-Span broadcast of Energy Secretary Chu and NRC Commissioner Jaczko. Although I can't
afford the luxury of watching every bit of the congressional panel discussions, I will tell you that it is apparent
that Congress doesn't believe that the NRC has required strict enough designs and performed sufficient
reviews. Afterall, the Japanese Fukushima plant was designed for a 7.5 earthquake, but actually encountered
a 9.0 quake.
In short, Jaczko is being thoroughly grilled, and the possibility of evacuation of the people around our plants
was one big concern that was voiced.
Obviously, in addition to finding out what exactly went wrong at Fukushima, we (NRC) will have to do a
thorough comparison of the design of that facility, and similar facilities in the US, and how many levels of back-
up we have or really need.

Outside of Scope

Rosemary

1



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Spaver. Kathyn
Smith, Shawn; Hapey, Catherine
RE: RWMC March Meeting
Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:30:02 PM

Hello Cathy and Shawn,

Looking forward to seeing you,

I will arrive Saturday morning as well,

Staying at the usual Regina Passy Hotel

Send me a note if you feel like company once you get settled in!

Safe travels,

Kathryn

This electronic transmission, including any accompanying attachments, may contain information that is confidential, privileged or
exempt from disclosure under applicable law, and is intended only for the recipients named above. Any distribution, review,
dissemination or copying of the contents of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipients is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and permanently delete the copy
you have received.

Ce message, transmis par courriel, y compris tout fichier joint. peut contenir des renseignements qui sont confidentiels, qui sont
proteg4s par le secret professionnel ou qui ne peuvent dire divulgues aux termes des lois applicable. et s'adresse exclusivement aux
destinataires indiques ci-dessus. La distribution, l'examen, la diffusion ou la reproduction du contenu du courriel par une autre
personne que les destinataires voulus sont strictement interdits. Si vous recevez ce message par erreur, veuillez en aviser 1'expediteur
immediatement par retour du courriel et supprimer le courriel definitivement.

From: Smith, Shawn [mailto:Shawn.Smith@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 4:50 PM
To: Shaver, Kathryn
Cc: Haney, Catherine
Subject: RWMC March Meeting

Kathryn,

Hope all is well!!

I just wanted to let you know that Cathy and I have made reservations at K+K Hotel for the

RWMC meetings in March. We will arrive in Paris on March 191h. (2011 ICGR PC meeting
March 20-21, RWMC-RF meeting March 22)

Looking forward to seeing you in March!

Shawn Rochlle Smith

Senior Internationa Progran Coordirntor

office cf Nucfear Material Safety and Safegturds

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission /0

<'I



Mai[ Stop: EBB1-D2M

Washington, DC 20555

Office Phone: (301) 492-3260

Blackbeny: (b)(6)

Fax: (301) 492-3360

-- maif: Shawn.Smith@nrc.9 ov



From: DUPUIS Marie-Claude
To: John.STEIN loecd.ora; Haney. Catherine; mcrl(ccsn.es OUZOUNIAN GERALD; mishiro.rnasaaki~iaea.qo.ip;

lorella.oecorale(Sloecd.ora; iD.minon( Lnirond.be; Smith. Shawn; kshaverc@nwmo,ca:
uichiro.voshimura~oecd.org; claudio.Descatoretaoecd.ora hans.riottef0ecd.org

Subject: RE: RWMC-44: Bureau debriefing
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:27:57 AM

Dear John and Bureau members,

I'm very sorry but I will not be able to stay on Thursday after the meeting because I will have to

leave in order to be in Bure for the dinner.

Kind regards

Marie-Claude DUPUIS

Directrice-Gen~rale

De : John.STEIN@oecd.org [mailto:John.STEIN@oecd.org]
Envoyd : lundi 14 mars 2011 16:01
A : john.stein@oecd.org; catherine.haney@nrc.gov; mcrl@csn.es; OUZOUNIAN GERALD;
mishiro.masaaki@jaea.go.jp; DUPUIS Marie-Claude; lorella.pecorale@oecd.org; jp.minon@nirond.be;
shawn.smith@nrc.gov; kshaver@nwmo.ca; uichiro.yoshimura@oecd.org; claudio.pescatore@oecd.org;
hans. riotte@oecd.org
Objet : RWMC-44: Bureau debriefing

Dear Bureau members,

If it is possible for you stay after the meeting, we would hold a debriefing session just after

closure on Day 2. In that case we would organise some refreshments as we did last year.

Could you please let us know whether this will be possible for you or not.

Best regards,

John
-.------.----.-.-.-.--.

John Stein - OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)
Radiation Protection and Radioactive Waste Management Division
Mailing address: 2 rue Andrd-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France
Office address: Le Seine Saint-Germain, 12 Boulevard des lies, 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Email: Kluhr .f. ' ; ..- / Tel: f 33 (0)l 45•24 10 41 . Fax: ;33 (0)] 44 30 61 II
Update your bookmarks!
On 1 December 2010, the NEA is moving to:
www,oecd-nea.org

Best Wishes for 2011! / Meilleurs voeux Dour 20111



From: John.STE]N~cboecd.om
To: Smith, Shawn
Cc: Haoev. Catherine
Subject: RE: RWMC-44: Bureau debriefing
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:09:53 AM

Shawn,

Thanks,

John

From: Smith, Shawn [mailto:Shawn.Smith@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 16:05
To: STEIN John, NEA/PR
Cc: Haney, Catherine
Subject: RE: RWMC-44: Bureau debriefing

John,

Cathy and I are both available to stay after the meeting for the Bureau debrief.

Shawn Roche Smith
Senior Internationaf Progran Coordinator
office of Nuc(ear Materiat Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Reguf.atory Commission
Maif Stop: EBB1-D2M
Washi ngton, DC 20555
Office Phone: (301) 492-3260
Bhnckbeny: (b)(6)

FaX: (301) 492-3360
E-maiL: Shtwn.Smith@jnrc.gov

From: John.STEIN@oecd.org [mailto:John.STEIN@oecd.org]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:01 AM
To: john.stein@oecd.org; Haney, Catherine; mcrl@csn.es; gerald.ouzounian@andra.fr;
mishiro.masaaki@jaea.go.jp; marie-ctaude.dupuis@andra.fr; Iorella.pecorale@oecd.org;
jp.minon@nirond.be; Smith, Shawn; kshaver@nwmo.ca; uichiro.yoshimura@oecd.org;
claudio.pescatore@oecd.org; hans.riotte@oecd.org
Subject: RWMC-44: Bureau debriefing

Dear Bureau members,

If it is possible for you stay after the meeting, we would hold a debriefing session just after
closure on Day 2. In that case we would organise some refreshments as we did last year.

Could you please let us know whether this will be possible for you or not.



Best regards,

John

.John Stein - OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)
Radiation Protection and Radioactive Waste Management Division
Mailing address: 2 rue Andr&-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France
Office address: Le Seine Saint-Germain, 12 Boulevard des lies, 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Email: ,,; L.. . / Tel" : 03 (0 1 45 24 1041 / Fax: +33 (0)] 44 30 61 11
Update your bookmarks!
On 1 December 2010, the NEA is moving to:
wwwoecd-nea.org

Best Wishes for 2011! / Meilleurs voeux pour 2011 1



Weber, Michael

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:56 PM
To: Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader
Subject: FYI - NMSS Staff Volunteers for Japan Related Activities.docx
Attachments: NMSS Staff Volunteers for Japan Related Activities.docx

You may be able to use some of these staff to augment your staffing during the response to the Japanese nuclear
emergency.

From: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:24 PM
To: Evans, Michele
Cc: Weber, Michael; Dorman, Dan
Subject: NMSS Staff Volunteers for Japan Related Activities.docx

Michele,

The attached file contains a table showing NMSS staff members who would be interested in serving in the Ops
Center to support the response to activities in Japan. Information on their qualifications for positions of interest
is included. The list also indicates who would be interested in deployment to Japan and passportNISA status.
Several of our staff members expressed interest in supporting 0IP, and this information is included as well.

Please don't hesitate to contact me if there is anything else you need.

Sincerely,

Beth Doolittle

Elizabeth L. Doolittle
Technical Assistant to the Office Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 492-3238

I



NMSS Staff Volunteers for Japan Related Activities
*[ 

11L,

* 'A

Tae Ahn PhD, Sr. Materials Engineer HLWRS

Marissa Bailey, Deputy Director FCSS

Eric Benner, Branch Chief SFST

William (Chris) Allen, Project Manager SFST

John Bradbury, Geochemist HLWRS

Dave Brooks, Sr. Project Manager HLWRS

Materials,
notably
corrosion.
Zr/water and
other
materials
issues
associated
with cask
systems. RST.

LT Director

Qualified and
Trained PMTR
Communicator
and RST/SGT
Interface.
PMTR
PAAD/RAAD

LT

LT/PMT/RST

LT/PMT/RST

Materials,
notably
corrosion.
Zr/water and
other
materials
issues
associated
with cask
systems.

(b)(6)

Michel Call, Nuclear Engineer Criticality and
shielding
evaluations.
LT/PMT/RST,

Criticality and
shielding
evaluations.

(b)(6)

Japanese
language
Proficiency.[(b)(6)

Criticality and
shielding
evaluations.
Lived in
northern
Japan 2 yrs.
Japanese
language
proficiency.



Tianqing Cao PhD, Sr. Seismologist HLWRS (lives in CA) Consult
seismology,
earthquake
hazards.

Env rad dose
assess, atm
trans. PMT

Keith Compton, Sr. Systems Perf. Anal. HLWRS

Jack Davis, Deputy Director HLWRS Nuc Eng,
Criticality,
responded to
the Tokaimura
Criticality
Accident in
1999. Trained
member of
the Incident
Investigation
Team (liT)
LT/PMT/RST

Nuc Eng,
Criticality,
responded to
the
Tokaimura
Criticality
Accident in
1999. Trained
member of
the Incident
Investigation
Team (liT)

(b)(6)

Elizabeth Doolittle, TA Off Dir. Trained as LT
Int. Liaison. LT

Yawar Faraz, Sr. Project Manager HLWRS Reprocessing
R&D,
licensing.
LT/PMT/RST.

Reprocessing
R&D,
licensing.
LT/PMT/RST.
(Passport)



Eric Freeman, Gen Eng (NSPDP) FCSS (NSPDP)
Eric Freeman, Gen Eng (NSPDP) FCSS (NSPDP)

Hipolito Gonzalez, Materials Eng HLWRS

John Goshen, Project Manager SFST

Anita Gray PhD, Sr. Syst Perf Anal HLWRS

Jack Guttman, Branch Chief HLWRS

LT/RST Int Exp in RES,
IAEA consult
for extended
storage

Ops Ctr exp
post 9/11. LT

LT/PMT

Reactor

Systems BWR,

TM I response,

EOPs for GE

and W,

transient and

accident

codes. LT/RST

Peter Habighorst, Branch Chief, FCSS

Tom Hiltz, Branch Chief, FCSS

Reactor
inspection,
fuel facility
licensing,
international
liaison. LT/RST

Reactor
licensing,
international
liaison. LT

Brittain Hill PhD, Sr. Advisor Science HLWRS Plume

modeling, GIS

analysis,

Work with
IAEA. Plume
modeling, GIS



knowledge of
seismology
and extreme
natural
events. LT

analysis,
knowledge of

seismology
and extreme
natural
events.

Robert Johnson, Branch Chief FCSS

Lawrence Kokajko, Director HLWRS

LT
Coordinator,
LT Fed Liais.

Prev. SRO GE
BWR MarkI,
licensee op
instr degraded
core cooling,
trained fac
emerg dir.
LT/PMT/RST

Pamela Longmire PhD, Project Manager SFST

Prev. SRO GE
BWR Mark1,
licensee op
instr
degraded
core cooling,
trained fac

emerg dir.
(b)(6)

7 years
MELCOR
experience,
Sandia
MELCOR
group,
radionuclide
package and
aerosol

p-hsics SME.
(b)(6)

Kevin Mattern Project Manager FCSS LT Federal
Liaison

Aby Mohseni, Deputy Director HLWRS
Protective



Dave Pstrak, Branch Chief SFST

Protective
measures
team leader,
core damage
training and
response,
crisis manag.
Training.
LT/PMT/RST.

Trained as a
radiological

control
technician,
experienced
with
packaging and
transporting
radioactive
material.
LT/PMT/RST

RAAD/PAAD

measures
team leader,
core damage
training and
response,
crisis manag.
Training.
LT/PMT/RST.

l~b)(6)

Trained as a
radiological
control
technician,
experienced
with
packaging
and
transporting
radioactive
material.

[(b)(6) 
J

Brian Smith, Branch Chief FCSS

Shawn Smith, Sr. Int Prog. Coord LT
Int Coop with
Japan.

(b)(6)

Chris Staab, Project Manager SFST Navy EOC. LT

International
experience.Osiris Suirano, Project Manager FCSS



. I

Jim Rubenstone, Branch Chief HLWRS
Earth sciences
expert. GIS
analysis,
earthquake
and natural
hazards
knowledge. LT

Earth
Sciences
expert. GIS
analysis,
earthquake
and natural
hazards
knowledge.
Passport.

Earth
Sciences
expert. GIS
analysis,
earthquake
and natural
hazards
knowledge.
Passport.

Licensing, ITSteve Ward, Stdt Eng Co-op FCSS

Doug Weaver, Deputy Director SFST Trained on
BWR ops
TTC,naval
reactor ops
exp.,
Pentagon
Navy
Command
Center.
Passport.

Kevin Witt, Allegation Coord SFST

Pandemic
Response,
COOP.
Research
Reactor
radiological
protection
programs.
LT/PMT



Hiltz, Thomas

From: Hiltz, Thomas

Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan, HOO

Hoc
Subject: FW: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

fyi

From, Kazuhiko Hiruta rmailto:Hiruta(cdeniiren.comI
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

Dear Friends,

You can see ambient dose rate data around Fukusima NPS measured by MEXT.

http:t/www.mext.aoJo.Da menu/saipaiiohou/svousai/1303726.htm

Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA ->
FEPC Washington Office
"The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
ce: (b)(6)[

fax:



From: Han~e. Catherine
To: Keegan. Elaine
Subject: FW: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:03:00 PM

How's your Japanese?

From: Hiltz, Thomas
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; HOO Hoc
Subject: FW: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

fyi

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

Dear Friends,

You can see ambient dose rate data around Fukusima NPS measured by MEXT.

httptl/www,mext.go.qp/a menu/saigaiiohou/syousai/i1303726.htm

Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Federation of Electric Eower Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
cell. (b)(6)

fax: 202-466-6758



From: Haney. Catherine
To: MOO Hoc
Subject: FW: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:03:00 PM

Can you forward to the PMT.

Thanks
Cathy

From: Hiltz, Thomas
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:58 PM
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; HOO Hoc
Subject: FW: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

fyi

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

Dear Friends,

You can see ambient dose rate data around Fukusima NPS measured by MEXT.

http://www.mextgo.ip/a menu/saigaijohou/syousai/1 303726. htm

Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Federalion of glectric Power Companies of Japan"

1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 2f?2-466-35n7
cell: (b)(6)

fax: 202-466-6758



From: Ordaz. Vonna
To: Haney. Catherine
Subject: Fw: Addendum - LB Volunteers Re: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:49:46 AM

Importance: High

This is an updated list for SFST.

Vonna

From: Waters, Michael
To: Ordaz, Vonna
Sent: Wed Mar 16 22:29:25 2011
Subject: FW: Addendum - LB Volunteers Re: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to
Japanese Event

From: Waters, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:32 PM
To: Waters, Michael; Rahimi, Meraj; White, Bernard; Benner, Eric
Subject: Addendum - LB Volunteers Re: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese
Event
Importance: High

Opportunity I

Chris Staab, project manager. Positions of interest: LT. Previous experience at Navy's
Emergency Operations center

William (Chris) Allen, project manager. Positions of interest: LT. General communication
experience

John Goshen, project manager. Positions of interest: LT Coordinator, LT Federal Liaison,
LT Congressional Liaison. Previous experience at Ops Center in response to 9/11 events

Mike Waters, branch chief. Positions of interest: LT. Experience as NMSS Emergency
Officer and N.E / H.P. degrees

Opportunity 2

Pamela Longmire, Ph.D. Proiect Manaier
Status of Passport: (b)(6)/

Experience: Seven years (2001-2008) of MELCOR experience performing severe accident
analysis for the current reactor fleet and advanced reactor designs. Also, as part of my
responsibilities as Technical Staff at Sandia National Laboratories in the MELCOR group I
was the radionuclide package subject matter expert (SME) and in particular the aerosol
physics SME. In addition, my doctoral research and dissertation area was on aerosol
physics and turbulence modeling.



From: Waters, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:03 PM
To: Rahimi, Meraj; White, Bernard; Benner, Eric
Subject: LB Volunteers Re: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event
Importance: High

Below are volunteers from SFST/LB:

Oppotunity 1

Chris Staab, project manager. Positions of interest: Liason Team. Previous experience at
Navy's Emergency Operations center

William (Chris) Allen, project manager. Positions of interest: Liason Team. General
communication experience

John Goshen, project manager. Positions of interest: LT Coordinator, LT Federal Liaison,
LT Congressional Liaison. Previous experience at Ops Center in response to 9/11 events

From: NMSSBOX Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: NMSS Distribution
Subject: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Yesterday, I received several requests to identify individuals who would be interested in responding to
the Japanese event. Specifically,

1. NSIR has asked for volunteers who would staff selected positions in the Ops Center. These
positions are listed below. Obviously, previous Ops Center training and experience is preferred
but NSIR is now considering others. Note, you will be volunteering for shift work (either 8 hr or
12 hr) as the Ops Center is being staffed 24/7.

2. NSIR has asked us to identify individuals who will be sent to replace the team that has been
deployed to Japan. The qualifications have not been specified but I believe they are looking
for individuals with BWR and/or severe accident mitigation experience. The new team is
targeted to leave on March 27 and return on April 9.

3. OIP has asked us to identify individuals, who (1) have had desk officer or other international
experience and (2) are interested in helping them in the event that current staff cannot meet
their work demands. (These individuals could be deployed to Japan with the team under 2
above.)

If you are interested in any of these opportunities and your workload supports this effort, please
discuss your interest with your Branch Chief ASAP. I have asked that the Divisions provide me a
consolidated list of volunteers by COB today, March 16.

Information needed -



Opportunity 1 - name, current job title, Ops Center Position of interest, previous training/experience in
Ops Center or similar position (outside the Agency).
Opportunity 2 - name, current job title, status of passport, brief description of experience/training that
supports this type of assignment.
Opportunity 3 - name, current job title, brief description of international experience/training that would
support this assignment.

Ops Center Positions currently being staffed as of March 14.

Liaison Tem
LT Director
LT Coordinator
LT Federal Liaison (2)
LT Congressional Liaison (2)
LT International Liaison (2)

Protective Measures Team
PMTR Director
PMTR Coordinator
PMTR Protective Actions Assistant Director
PMTR RAAD (Radiological Assessment Assistant Director)
PMTR Dose Assessment (RASCAL)
RASCAL Developer
PMTR GIS Analyst (Geographical Information Systems)
PMTR Meteorologist

Reactor Safety Team
RST Director
RST Coordinator
Severe Accident / PRA
BWR Expert
RST Comm / ERDS Operator
RST Support (Seismology Q&A)



Reeves, Rosemary

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:21 AM
To: 'Reeves, Steven'
Subject: FW: Sources of information on the Nuclear Events in Japan

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:36 PM

5To: Dotty Noerenbera; Cathy Burnett; 'Margaret Burnett'; Elizabeth Burnett; David Reeves; RebeccA Ds-
cc: I (b)(6)_ h...

Subject: Sources of information on-the Nuclear Events in Japan

Hello family,

Not to be causing undue alerts, but just to answer some of your questions, I would like to provide a few web
sites that have information relevant to the nuclear plants in Japan that have been damaged by the 9.0
earthquake and subsequent tsunami.

I don't know if it is the time delay between Us and Japan, or the precautionary nature of governments in
general, but I have found that some places list information that is old, and appears to contradict other
information. In addition, it should be emphasized that reactors operate in a closed environment, and
indications of what is happening are provided by instrumentation, not by direct observation. Of course, as with
all things like this, you need electrical power to have functioning instrumentation. At this time, it can be
assumed that sufficient power is available to operate critical instrumentation. However, even nuclear-grade
instrumentation can be damaged under severe operating conditions, such as powerful earthquakes,
submergence in saltwater, high pressure steam, and/or high temperatures.

/,

The US NRC, whom I work for must balance its obligations to the US public with its desire not to become a
middleman in a continuously unfolding event. Although both the NRC and the DOE have provided reactor
experts to aid the Japanese nuclear utility and regulatory organizations, they recommend you go directly to the
Japanese for information. ( I'd say this is the proverbial horse's mouth.)

There is also much information available to the layman, although it may be more speculative, less technically
factual and somewhat worst-case, thus creating a panic reaction that is unfounded.

I can certainly tell you that there is not (at this time or likely to be at a future time) any need for you to stock up
on iodine pills or purchase a Geiger counter for home use.

You can certainly find plenty of info on the web. In addition to news videos, (MSN for example)
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/, I found the following sites have some useful information.

Today's edition of the New York Times has quite a good story in layman's terms with some useful graphics.
http://www, nVtimes.com/

Today's Christian Science Monitor provides an article on nuclear terminology 101 which might also be helpful
to you.
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-Pacific/2011/0316/Japan-nuclear-crisis-Nuclear-terminology-
101/Containment-building

The Nuclear Energy Institute has some information on the reactor status.
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-japanese-earthquake-and-reactors-in-that-region/

And of course the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has some very factual info you can trust.



bUttD:IvkA. iaea. org/

Incidentally, the last I heard, the IAEA had ranked this event at a level 4, which even Secretary of Energy Chu
indicated was too low. They may have upgraded their ranking, but I haven't heard anything yet.

Lots of Love,
Rosemary

2



From:

To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hiltz. Thomas

Tschil•z Michael; Bailey, Marissa Kinneman, John; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; HOO Hoc

FW: Information Sheet Regarding Fukushima Nuclear Power Station

Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:59:46 AM

FEPC Undate to Information Sheet 11.03.17 2.doc

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Information Sheet Regarding Fukushima Nuclear Power Station

Dear friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions,
please feel free to contact me.

Best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Eederation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
cell: (b)(6)
fax: 202-466-6758



Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 11:30AM (EST), March 17, 2011

0 Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o No official updates to the information in our March 16 update have been provided.
o Through visual surveys from the helicopter flying above the Unit 4 reactor

secondary containment building on March 16, it was observed that water
remained in the spent fuel pool. The helicopter was measuring radiation
levels above Unit 4 reactor secondary containment building in preparation
for water drops. This report has not been officially confirmed.

* Fuk-ushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o At 12:00PM on March 17, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at

147.56 degrees Fahrenheit.
o At 5:00PM on March 17, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at

148.1 degrees Fahrenheit.
0 Fukuishima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor

o At 12:00PM on March 17, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at
144.5 degrees Fahrenheit.

o At 5:00PM on March 17, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at
147.2 degrees Fahrenheit.

Our official sources are:
" Office of The Prime Minister of Japan
* Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA)
" Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) Press Releases



From: Hiltz. Thomas
To: "schiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Haney, Catherine; Dorman. Dan HOO Hoc

Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding Fukushima Nuclear Power Station
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:40:45 AM

Attachments: FEPC Update Q Information Sheet 1.O3..7._O.

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:28 AM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Information Sheet Regarding Fukushima Nuclear Power Station

Dear friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions,
please feel free to contact me.

Best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Eederation of Electric Eower Companies of Japan"

1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel.,'
cell: Ib)(6)
fax: 202-466-6758



Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 10:15AM (EST), March 17, 2011

* Radiation Levels
o At 9:20AM (JST) on March 17, radiation level at elevation of 1,000ft above

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: 4,130 micro sievert.
o At 9:20AM on March 17, radiation level at elevation of 300ft above Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: 87,700 micro sievert.
o At 11:10AM on March 17, radiation level at main gate (approximately 3,281 feet

from Unit 2 reactor building) of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station: 646.2
micro sievert.

o At 7:50PM on March 17, radiation level outside main office building
(approximately 1,640 feet from Unit 2 reactor building) of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station: 3,599 micro sievert.

o For comparison, a human receives 2,400 micro sievert per year from natural
radiation in the form of sunlight, radon, and other sources. One chest CT scan
generates 6,900 micro sievert per scan.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor
o Since 10:30AM on March 14, the pressure within the primary containment vessel

cannot be measured.
o At 12:50PM on March 17, pressure inside the reactor core: 0.185MPa.
o At 12:50PM on March 17, water level inside the reactor core: 1.7 meters below

the top of the fuel rods.
" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor

o At 12:25PM on March 16, pressure inside the primary containment vessel:
0.40MPaabs.

o At 12:50PM on March 17, pressure inside the reactor core: -0.027MPa.
o At 12:50PM on March 17, water level inside the reactor core: 1.8 meters below

the top of the fuel rods.
* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor

o At 12:40PM on March 16, pressure inside the primary containment vessel:
0.23MPaabs.

o At 6:15AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber was observed
to fluctuate.

o At 7:00AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber: 0.22MPa.
o At 7:05AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber: 0.44MPa.
o At 7:10AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber: 0.26MPa.
o At 7:15AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber: 0.52MPa.
o At 7:20AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber: 0.13MPa.
o At 7:25AM on March 17, pressure inside the suppression chamber: 0.57MPa.
o At 9:48AM on March 17, a Self Defense Forces helicopter made four water drops

aimed for the spent fuel pool.
o At 4:35PM on March 17, pressure inside the reactor core: 0.005MPa.



o At 4:35PM on March 17, water level inside the reactor core: 1.95 meters below
the top of the fuel rods.

o At 7:05PM on March 17, a police water cannon began to shoot water aimed at the
spent fuel pool until 7:22PM.

o At 7:35PM on March 17, five Self Defense Forces emergency fire vehicles shot
water aimed at the spent fuel pool, until 8:09PM.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o At 2:00PM on March 16, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at

145 degrees Fahrenheit.
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor

o At 2:00PM on March 16, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at
140 degrees Fahrenheit.



From: Hiltz. Thomas
To: HOC Hoc; Bailey, Marissa; Tschiltz. Michael; Kinneman. John; Haney. Catherine; Dorman. Dan
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding Fukushima Nuclear Power Station
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:01:11 PM
Attachments: FEPC Update oInfoa titn Sheet 11 0318 finaldgc

0318 1600 Readings at Monitodnn Most out of 20km Zone of Fukushima Dai-ichi,•odf
0318 1900 ReadinQs at Monitorina Post Qut.Qtf Okm Zone of Fukushima Dai-ichiodf

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:18 AM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Information Sheet Regarding Fukushima Nuclear Power Station

Dear friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions,

please feel free to contact me.

Best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA

FEPC Washington Office
"The Eederation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"

1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel.' 202-466-3507
cel: [(b)(6)
fax: 202-466-6758



Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 1 1:00AM (EST), March 18, 2011

Radiation Levels
o At 7:30PM on March 18, radiation level outside main office building

(approximately 1,640 feet from Unit 2 reactor building) of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station: 3,699 micro Sv/h.

o Measurement results of ambient dose rate around Fukushima Nuclear Power
Station at 4:00PM and 7:00PM on March 18 are shown in the attached two PDF
files respectively.

o At 1:00PM on March 18, MEXT decided to carry out thorough radiation
monitoring nationwide.

o For comparison, a human receives 2,400 micro Sv per year from natural radiation
in the form of sunlight, radon, and other sources. One chest CT scan generates
6,900 micro Sv per scan.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit I reactor
o Since 10:30AM on March 14, the pressure within the primary containment vessel

cannot be measured.
o At 4:00PM on March 18, pressure inside the reactor core: 0. 191 MPa.
o At 4:00PM on March 18, water level inside the reactor core: 1.7 meters below the

top of the fuel rods.
o As of 3:00PM on March 18, the injection of seawater continues into the reactor

core.
o Activities for connecting the commercial electricity grid are underway.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o At 4:00PM on March 18, pressure inside the primary containment vessel:

0.1 39MPaabs.
o At 4:00PM on March 18, pressure inside the reactor core: -0.002MPa.
o At 4:00PM on March 18, water level inside the reactor core: 1.4 meters below the

top of the fuel rods.
o As of 3:00PM on March 18, the injection of seawater continues into the reactor

core.
o Activities for connecting the commercial electricity grid are underway.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o At 2:00PM on March 18, six Self Defense emergency fire vehicles began to shoot

water aimed at the spent fuel pool, until 2:38PM (39 tones of water in total).
o At 2:42PM on March 18, TEPCO began to shoot water aimed at the spent fiel

pool, until 2:45PM, by one US Army high pressure water cannon.
o At 3:55PM on March 18, pressure inside the primary containment vessel:

0. 160M Paabs.
o At 3:55PM on March 18, pressure inside the reactor core: -0.0 16MPa.
o At 3:55PM on March 18, water level inside the reactor core: 2.0 meters below the

top of the fuel rods.



o As of 3:00PM on March 18, the injection of seawater continues into the reactor
core.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o No official updates to the information in our March 18 update have been provided.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o At 4:00PM on March 18, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at

152.4 degrees Fahrenheit.
* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor

o At 4:00PM on March 18, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at
148.1 degrees Fahrenheit.

" Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that water level in the pool was

secured.
" Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building

o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that there was no damage by visual
checking of external appearance.

At 5:50PM on March 18, Japanese Safety Authority (NISA: Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency) arnounced provisional INES (International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale)
rating to the incidents due to the earthquake.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1, 2 and 3 Unit = 5 (Accident with wider consequences)
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 = 3 (Serious incident)
Fukushima Daini Unit I, 2 and 4 Unit = 3 (Serious incident)
(No official provisional rating for Fuk-ushima Daini Unit 3 has been provided.)



News Release -.

Readings at Monitoring Post out of 20 Km Zone of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPP
As of Q3:00 March 18, 2011

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
1. Monitoring Outputs by MEXT (reverse chronolo~cal order) *Bojdface and undedined readings are new,

* 1 measured by Geiger-Moller counter
* 2 measured by ionization chamber type survey meter
* 3 measured by Nal scintillator detector
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Radiation in Daily-life X-Unit:J1Sv

Upper limit of radiation dose permitted for
people who engage in emergency work,

[250,000 #Sv/year]

["v10,000p/ SvI/year)

Radiation dose in
Guarapan(Brazll) per year.

O -%["'w2,4O00p Sv/year) sa.n3 ;.,,ncno,

Upper limit of radiation dose perrrited for radiation workers,
police, and flrefighters who engage in d*isaster prevention.
[50,000 9iSv/year]

- Chest CT scan

i [6,900 Sv/each time]

90

,0d00 Sv/veAr]

gastrointestinal X.ray examinalcn,mammurn Oateene ci rhe ayerae at
ratural radiatioi dcse in eii:ý pfeleca~r?.

(,'400p Sv/year]
An air trai between Tokyo and New York (RTI.

(Increased cosmic radiation at high al;ude,)

[-'200 4 Sv/round trip]

[600 g Sv/each time]

Evalualtd dose o! radiatio.1 from rdi oacve

[22p 9Sv/year] ,oslasica emrited hm •he mudear fuel
reprocessing plant per year.

[10 pI Sv/year] S .dardrditon dose from

[50/p Sv/each time]
Chest X.ray examinaton,

[50P Sv/year]
Standard dose of radiation around a

nuclear plant (light water reactor).

(Actual result is far below the value.)

(Ref) Average dose rate at the monitoring post of Tokyo (3/16 9:00-3/17 9:00,, March): 0.054 p Sv/h -474p Sv/y



Nelease .

Readings at Monitoring Post out of 20 Km Zone of Fukushima DaHchi NPP-.... .
As of 16OMarch 18, 2011

Ministry of Education. Culture, Sports. Science

1. Monitorne Outputs by MEXT (reverse chronologcal order) *Boldface and underlined readings are new,

* 1 measured by Geiger-Moller counter
* 2 measured by ionization chamber type survey meter
, 3 measured by Nal scintillator detector
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From: Hiltz. Thomas
To: Tschilt:z Michael; Bailey. Marissa; Kinneman. John; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Qan; HO0 Hoc
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding the Fukushima and Rokkasho
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:33:54 PM
Attachments: U1•dat. formation Sheet 11.03,16.doc

FYI

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:04 AM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Information Sheet Regarding the Fukushima and Rokkasho

Dear friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station and Rokkasho. If you
have questions, please feel free to contact me.

Best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Eederation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
cell:x I4
fax: zuz-401-fofD



Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 10:15AM (EST), March 16, 2011

• Radiation Levels
o At 6:40AM (JST) on March 16, a radiation level of 400 milli sievert per hour was

recorded outside the west side of the secondary containment building of the Unit
3 reactor at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

* At 6:40AM on March 16, a radiation level of 100 milli sievert per hour
was recorded outside the west side of the secondary containment building
of the Unit 4 reactor at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

o At 8:47AM on March 16, a radiation level of 150 milli sievert per hour was
recorded outside the secondary containment building of Unit 2 reactor of
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

" At 8:47AM on March 16, a radiation level of 300 milli sievert per hour
was recorded between the exteriors of the secondary containment
buildings of Unit 2 reactor and Unit 3 reactor of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station.

0 At 8:47AM on March 16, a radiation level of 400 milli sievert per hour
was recorded outside the secondary containment building of Unit 3 reactor
of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

" At 8:47AM on March 16, radiation level of 100 milli sievert per hour was
recorded outside the secondary containment building of Unit 4 reactor of
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

o At 10:40AM on March 16, a radiation level of 10 milli sievert per hour was
recorded at the main gate of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

o At 4:1OPM on March 16, a radiation level of 1530 micro sievert per hour was
recorded at the main gate of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

o For comparison, a human receives 2400 micro sievert per year from natural
radiation in the form of sunlight, radon, and other sources. One chest CT scan
generates 6900 micro sievert per scan.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor
o At 6:55AM on March 16, the pressure inside the reactor core was measured at

0.17 MPa. The water level inside the reactor core was measured at 1.8 meters
below the top of the fuel rods.

" Fuklushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o At 6:55AM on March 16, the pressure inside the reactor core was measured at

0.043 MPa. The water level inside the reactor core was measured at 1.4 meters
below the top of the fuel rods.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o At 8:37AM on March 16, white smoke was observed emanating from the vicinity

of the secondary containment building.
o At 9:55AM on March 16, the pressure inside the reactor core was measured at

0.088 MPa. The water level inside the reactor core was measured at 1.9 meters
below the top of the fuel rods.



o At 11:32AM on March 16, the Japanese government announced that the
possibility of significant damage to the primary containment vessel was low.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o At 4:08AM on March 15, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at

183 degrees Fahrenheit.
o At 5:45AM on March 16, a fire occurred in the vicinity of the third floor of the

secondary containment building.
o At 7:26AM on March 16, no flames or smoke was observed and thus it was

concluded that the fire extinguished on its own accord.
* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor

o At 4:00AM on March 16, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at
141 degrees Fahrenheit.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o At 4:00AM on March 16, the temperature of the spent fuel pool was measured at

137 degrees Fahrenheit.
* Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant and Accompanying Facilities

o As of 12:00PM on March 15, power generation of all facilities was restored to the
commercial electricity grid from backup power generation systems. It was
confirmed that no fire, damage to equipment, injuries to personnel occurred.
Radiation levels were measured at a normal level of safety.



From: Bailey, Marissa
To: Haney, Catherine Dorman. Dan; Kinneman. John
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:26:17 AM

From: Hiltz, Thomas
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:14 AM
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

FYI _ I suspect this was widely distributed to Huruta's contact lists

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Fwd: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions,
please feel free to contact me.

Kazuhiko Hiruta

Begin forwarded message:

Tai Inada <Irn'adaLEnb j >
March 13, 2011 16:36:27 EDT
Tai Inada <Inada(tdenjiren.com>
Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear Friends,
Please find an information sheet below and attached that summarizes the events of the past few days
in Japan and the continuing efforts to mitigate the incident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Station.

Please direct any questions regarding this document to me, Tai Inada or Samuel Lederer, Researcher
with FEPC at lcdererrdeniircn corn or 202-466-6781.

Tai Inada
The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC)
1901 L Street NW. Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036

Tel: 202-466-6781
Fax: 202-466-6758

Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake
The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC

Office
As of 4:30PM (EST), March 13, 2011



At 2:46PM (JST) on March 11, 2011, a 9.0-magnitude earthquake occurred near
the Tohoku region of Northeast Japan. The epicenter of the earthquake lies 17
miles below the earth's surface in the Pacific Ocean, 81 miles off the coast from
Sendai City. Intense shaking could be felt from Tokyo to Kamaishi, an arc of
roughly 360 miles.
The earthquake generated a tsunami with waves of more than 30 feet that caused
widespread damage to a swath of the northeast Japan coastline. In addition to the
significant destruction of buildings, infrastructure, and human property, two of
Japan's 17 nuclear power stations (sites)-Fukushima Daiichi and Fukushima
Daini-suffered damage due to the tsunami. All three of the six operating
reactors at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station and all four reactors at
Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station, both operated by Tokyo Electric Power
Company (TEPCO), shut down automatically in response to the earthquake.
TEPCO is one of ten member companies of The Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan (FEPC).

A state of emergency was declared at Fukushima Daiichi at 7:03PM March 11.
Unit I and 3 reactors at Fukushima Daiichi lost primary reactor cooling because
of a loss of all electrical power. Emergency cooling systems were engaged to
lower the core reactor temperature. In order to alleviate the buildup of pressure,
slightly radioactive vapor, that posed no health threat, was passed through a
filtration system and emitted outside via a ventilation stack from Unit I reactor
vessel at 9:07AM on March 12 and Unit 3 reactor vessel at 9:20PM on March
13. At 3:36PM on March 12, an explosion occurred at Fukushima Daiichi Unit I
reactor damaging the roof of the secondary containment building. The
explosion-caused by the interaction of hydrogen and oxygen vapor between the
primary containment vessel and secondary containment building-did not
damage the primary containment vessel or the reactor core. Four workers
who were injured by the explosion were transported to a nearby hospital.

In order to control the pressure of the reactor core, TEPCO began to inject
seawater and boric acid into the primary containment vessels of Unit I (8:20PM,
March 12) and Unit 3 (1:12PM, March 13). There is likely some damage to the
fuel rods contained the reactor core of Unit I and 3 reactors. The water level in
the reactor vessel of Unit 2 reactor is steady. Personnel from TEPCO are closely
monitoring the status of Unit 1, 2, and 3 reactors. The highest recorded radiation
level at the Fukushima Daiichi site was 1557 micro sievert (1:52PM, March 13).
The most recent reported level at Fukushima Daiichi is 44 micro sievert
(7:33PM, March 13).

While representatives of the Japanese government have acknowledged the
potential for partial meltdowns at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 and 3 reactors, there
is no danger for core explosion, as occurred at the nuclear power station at
Chemobyl in 1986. Control rods have been successfully inserted at all of the
reactors, thereby ending the chain reaction. The reactor cores at Fukushima
Daiichi and Daini power stations are surrounded by steel and concrete
containment vessels of 40 to 80 inches thick that are designed to contain
radioactive materials.

At 7:45AM on March 12, a state of emergency was declared for Fukushima



Daini. There is electricity available at all four of the reactors at Fukushima Daini,
including Unit 3 reactor. Although there is limited availability of the cooling
water pumps at Unit 1, 2, and 4 reactors, TEPCO is working effectively to
maintain constant cooling in the primary containment vessels. TEPCO confirms
that no radioactivity has been recorded outside of the secondary containment
buildings at Fukushima Daini.

Two other plants in the Tohoku region, Onagawa Nuclear Power Station and
Tokai Nuclear Power Station, were automatically shut down in response to the
earthquake. The four reactors at these plants have functioning cooling systems
and are being monitored by plant operators. The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant
and accompanying facilities, located far north of the tsunami zone in Rokkasho
Town, is operating safely on backup power generation systems. Japan Nuclear
Fuel Limited (JNFL), which operates the Rokkasho facilities, drained a 600-liter
spill from the containment pool for spent fuel through a specialized wastewater
treatment system. Two casks of low-level nuclear waste (LLW), which were
being prepared for transport from Mutsu Ogawara Port when the earthquake
occurred, have been successfully received at the Rokkasho facility.

Japanese nuclear facilities are built to exacting safety standards. They are
designed to withstand powerful seismic events, such as earthquakes. In this
earthquake-the strongest recorded over the past 100 years in Japan-the
containment structures of Fukushima Daiichi maintained their structural
integrity. These facilities were designed to withstand tsunamis within a range of
assumed strength. In this event, however, the force of the tsunami exceeded the
assumed range and flooded diesel generators at Fukushima Daiichi power
station, thus precipitating the loss of power for the reactor cooling systems.

In order to minimize adverse health effects of any potential radioactive release,
the Japanese government issued an evacuation order at 9:23PM on March 11 for
a radius of 1.86 miles around Fukushima Daiichi. By 6:25PM on March 12, the
evacuation area has been enlarged to cover the approximately 70,000 residents
within 12.5 miles of Fukushima Daiichi and 6.2 miles of Fukushima Daini.

In addition to supporting the evacuations near Fukushima Daiichi and Daini
nuclear power stations, TEPCO is collaborating with the Japanese government to
ensure the safety of the all people in the affected region. Iodine tablets, to
counteract the effects of radioactivity on the thyroid gland, have been distributed
to people at the boundary of the evacuation zone. Sophisticated radiation
screening equipment has been mobilized to measure radiation exposure for
people close to the evacuation area. The Japanese Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency said that as many as 160 people may have been exposed to radiation
around the Fukushima Daiichi station. TEPCO and the Japanese government
will continue to use their full professional and technological resources, as well as
those offered by international organizations, to ensure the safety of those
displaced by the earthquake and tsunami.

The automatic shutdown of the II operating reactors at the Onagawa Nuclear
Power Station, Tokai Nuclear Power Station, Fukushima Daiichi and Daini,
represents a loss of 3.5% of electric generation capacity for Japan. In addition,
several thermal power stations were damaged in the earthquake and are currently



under repairs. In order to compensate for this loss of electricity production,
TEPCO has instituted rolling blackouts, information about which can be found
on the TEPCO website. The Japanese government is also urging all residents in
Japan to minimize their electricity use in order to support the relief and recovery
effort in Tohoku.

FEPC, in cooperation with TEPCO and related organizations, will continue to
work tirelessly to provide the public with the most accurate and timely
information on the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi and Daini nuclear power
stations.



From: Tschilt. Michael

To: Haney, Catherine

Cc: Dorrman. Dan; Smith. Brian; Bailey. Marissa; Habighorst. Peter; Campbell. Larry; S;iva. Patricia; Hiltz. Thomas
Subject: FW: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:55:45 AM

This is the most detailed write up I have seen.. It was sent after I left the Op Center yesterday. Mike

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Fwd: Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear friends,

Please find information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions,
please feel free to contact me.

Kazuhiko Hiruta

Begin forwarded message:

: Tai Inada <Inada@denjiren.com>
March 13, 2011 16:36:27 EDT
Tai Inada <Inada(denjiren.com>
Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear Friends,
Please find an information sheet below and attached that summarizes the events of the past few days
in Japan and the continuing efforts to mitigate the incident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Station.

Please direct any questions regarding this document to me, Tai Inada or Samuel Lederer, Researcher
with FEPC at lc.crcr6dcn~iircn~com or 202-466-6781.

Tai Inada
The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC)
1901 L Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036

Tel: 202-466-6781
Fax: 202-466-6758

Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake
The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC

Office
As of 4:30PM (EST), March 13, 2011

At 2:46PM (JST) on March 11, 2011, a 9.0-magnitude earthquake occurred near
the Tohoku region of Northeast Japan. The epicenter of the earthquake lies 17
miles below the earth's surface in the Pacific Ocean, 81 miles off the coast from
Sendai City. Intense shaking could be felt from Tokyo to Kamaishi, an arc of
roughly 360 miles.
The earthquake generated a tsunami with waves of more than 30 feet that caused



widespread damage to a swath of the northeast Japan coastline. In addition to the
significant destruction of buildings, infrastructure, and human property, two of
Japan's 17 nuclear power stations (sites)-Fukushima Daiichi and Fukushima
Daini-suffered damage due to the tsunami. All three of the six operating
reactors at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station and all four reactors at
Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station, both operated by Tokyo Electric Power
Company (TEPCO), shut down automatically in response to the earthquake.
TEPCO is one of ten member companies of The Federation of Electric Power
Companies of Japan (FEPC).

A state of emergency was declared at Fukushima Daiichi at 7:03PM March 11.
Unit 1 and 3 reactors at Fukushima Daiichi lost primary reactor cooling because
of a loss of all electrical power. Emergency cooling systems were engaged to
lower the core reactor temperature. In order to alleviate the buildup of pressure,
slightly radioactive vapor, that posed no health threat, was passed through a
filtration system and emitted outside via a ventilation stack from Unit I reactor
vessel at 9:07AM on March 12 and Unit 3 reactor vessel at 9:20PM on March
13. At 3:36PM on March 12, an explosion occurred at Fukushima Daiichi Unit I
reactor damaging the roof of the secondary containment building. The
explosion-caused by the interaction of hydrogen and oxygen vapor between the
primary containment vessel and secondary containment building-did not
damage the primary containment vessel or the reactor core. Four workers
who were injured by the explosion were transported to a nearby hospital.

In order to control the pressure of the reactor core, TEPCO began to inject
seawater and boric acid into the primary containment vessels of Unit I (8:20PM,
March 12) and Unit 3 (1:12PM, March 13). There is likely some damage to the
fuel rods contained the reactor core of Unit 1 and 3 reactors. The water level in
the reactor vessel of Unit 2 reactor is steady. Personnel from TEPCO are closely
monitoring the status of Unit 1, 2, and 3 reactors. The highest recorded radiation
level at the Fukushima Daiichi site was 1557 micro sievert (1:52PM, March 13).
The most recent reported level at Fukushima Daiichi is 44 micro sievert
(7:33PM, March 13).

While representatives of the Japanese government have acknowledged the
potential for partial meltdowns at Fukushima Daiichi Unit I and 3 reactors, there
is no danger for core explosion, as occurred at the nuclear power station at
Chernobyl in 1986. Control rods have been successfully inserted at all of the
reactors, thereby ending the chain reaction. The reactor cores at Fukushima
Daiichi and Daini power stations are surrounded by steel and concrete
containment vessels of 40 to 80 inches thick that are designed to contain
radioactive materials.

At 7:45AM on March 12, a state of emergency was declared for Fukushima
Daini. There is electricity available at all four of the reactors at Fukushima Daini,
including Unit 3 reactor. Although there is limited availability of the cooling
water pumps at Unit 1, 2, and 4 reactors, TEPCO is working effectively to
maintain constant cooling in the primary containment vessels. TEPCO confirms
that no radioactivity has been recorded outside of the secondary containment
buildings at Fukushima Daini.



Two other plants in the Tohoku region, Onagawa Nuclear Power Station and
Tokai Nuclear Power Station, were automatically shut down in response to the
earthquake. The four reactors at these plants have functioning cooling systems
and are being monitored by plant operators. The Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant
and accompanying facilities, located far north of the tsunami zone in Rokkasho
Town, is operating safely on backup power generation systems. Japan Nuclear
Fuel Limited (JNFL), which operates the Rokkasho facilities, drained a 600-liter
spill from the containment pool for spent fuel through a specialized wastewater
treatment system. Two casks of low-level nuclear waste (LLW), which were
being prepared for transport from Mutsu Ogawara Port when the earthquake
occurred, have been successfully received at the Rokkasho facility.

Japanese nuclear facilities are built to exacting safety standards. They are
designed to withstand powerful seismic events, such as earthquakes. In this
earthquake-the strongest recorded over the past 100 years in Japan-the
containment structures of Fukushima Daiichi maintained their structural
integrity. These facilities were designed to withstand tsunamis within a range of
assumed strength. In this event, however, the force of the tsunami exceeded the
assumed range and flooded diesel generators at Fukushima Daiichi power
station, thus precipitating the loss of power for the reactor cooling systems.

In order to minimize adverse health effects of any potential radioactive release,
the Japanese government issued an evacuation order at 9:23PM on March 11 for
a radius of 1.86 miles around Fukushima Daiichi. By 6:25PM on March 12, the
evacuation area has been enlarged to cover the approximately 70,000 residents
within 12.5 miles of Fukushima Daiichi and 6.2 miles of Fukushima Daini.

In addition to supporting the evacuations near Fukushima Daiichi and Daini
nuclear power stations, TEPCO is collaborating with the Japanese government to
ensure the safety of the all people in the affected region. Iodine tablets, to
counteract the effects of radioactivity on the thyroid gland, have been distributed
to people at the boundary of the evacuation zone. Sophisticated radiation
screening equipment has been mobilized to measure radiation exposure for
people close to the evacuation area. The Japanese Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency said that as many as 160 people may have been exposed to radiation
around the Fukushima Daiichi station. TEPCO and the Japanese government
will continue to use their full professional and technological resources, as well as
those offered by international organizations, to ensure the safety of those
displaced by the earthquake and tsunami.

The automatic shutdown of the 11 operating reactors at the Onagawa Nuclear
Power Station, Tokai Nuclear Power Station, Fukushima Daiichi and Daini,
represents a loss of 3.5% of electric generation capacity for Japan. In addition,
several thermal power stations were damaged in the earthquake and are currently
under repairs. In order to compensate for this loss of electricity production,
TEPCO has instituted rolling blackouts, information about which can be found
on the TEPCO website. The Japanese government is also urging all residents in
Japan to minimize their electricity use in order to support the relief and recovery
effort in Tohoku.



FEPC, in cooperation with TEPCO and related organizations, will continue to
work tirelessly to provide the public with the most accurate and timely
information on the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi and Daini nuclear power
stations.



From: Keecan. Elaine
To: Haney. Catherine
Subject: FW: EDO Update
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:12:53 PM

For what it's worth: As a worker bee, I appreciate these updates from Bill and think the all-hands
meeting tomorrow is a great idea.

From: EDO Update [mailto:nrc.announcement@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Taylor, Renee
Subject: EDO Update

EDO Banner EDO Banner

The situation at the Fukushima reactor site in Japan continues to
be very serious and dynamic. The NRC has responded quickly
and effectively to an incredibly challenging situation. We have
staffed the Operations Center 24/7 since last Friday and we have
a team of 11 individuals who are in Japan to 1) provide support
to the U.S. ambassador and the embassy, 2) interface with the
Japanese regulator and licensee, and 3) help to facilitate
coordination of the U.S. Government response. The Chairman
was on Capitol Hill yesterday to brief committees of both the
House and Senate on what is happening and how the NRC is
responding. The quality of the work done by the NRC staff is
clearly recognized and appreciated by all of our stakeholders.

Given the available information, we continue to be very
concerned about the condition of three reactor cores and two
spent fuel pools. Based on calculations performed by NRC
experts for the situation as a whole, we now believe that it is
appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima
reactors to evacuate. Our recommendation is based on NRC
guidelines for public safety that would be used in the U.S. under
similar circumstances. At the same time, however, we do not
expect any part of the U.S. or its territories to experience any
harmful levels of radioactivity, given the great distances involved.
We continue to do analyses to verify our understanding of this
issue. The NRC is working closely with our federal partners to
monitor radiation releases from the Japanese nuclear power
plants.

We will continue to place emphasis on communication activities.
The agency is being flooded with phone calls from the media,

stakeholders, and the general public. Once again, thank you to ,



everyone who is pitching in to help deal with this volume of
activity.

Given the dynamic situation, there will be an All-Hands meeting
tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. in the One White Flint auditorium, with
VTC to the regions, Technical Training Center, and headquarters
satellite offices. Overflow seating will be available in the TWFN
Exhibit Area as well as the Commission Hearing Room. (There
will also be a bridge line: 888-820-8960; pass code: (b)(6)

I will give you an update on what we know, and answer any
questions to the best of my ability. In addition, we are expecting
to have a Commission meeting early next week. We will provide
a link to the briefing materials as soon as possible. Finally, you
may find these documents prepared by the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation to be of interest:
htto :/Zportal. nrc.goy/edo/nrr/defaultaspx.

Bill Borchardt, EDO



From: Kinneman. John
To: Doolitle, Elizabeth; Tschiltz. Michael; Haney. Catherine
Cc: Bailey. Marissa
Subject: RE: VOLUNTEERS FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE POSITIONS
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:43:37 AM

Mike,

Thanks for handling this. Based on my discussions with Cathy and the fact that the Office
is thin on managers next week and probably on a continuing basis, we should manage our
support for the Op Center as an Office, not by individual negotiation. Let's think about the
best way to do this.

When I return on Monday, I am willing to do office coverage or shifts in the Op Center, as
needed, but because of all the issues going on, I would prefer to focus on Division
activities.

John

From: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:41 PM
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Haney, Catherine
Cc: Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John
Subject: RE: VOLUNTEERS FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE POSITIONS

Thank you, Mike.

Beth

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:04 PM
To: Haney, Catherine
Cc: Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Doolittle, Elizabeth
Subject: VOLUNTEERS FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE POSITIONS

Cathy,
Here is the FCSS response.. I will continue to support the watch bill. In addition here
are people who could perform different roles on the team. We will need to assess

impact on operations depending on how many of these people are put on the watch

bill.

1. Marissa Bailey - LT Director.. has already volunteered by responding to Tim

McGinty's request.

2. Tom Hiltz - LT Team where needed

3. Peter Habighorst - LT Team where needed (note Peter volunteered for PMT but

I don't believe his qualifications support that role)



4. Brian Smith - Radiological Assessment Assistant Director or Protective Actions
Assistant Director.

5. Kevin Mattern - LT Federal Liaison

6. Robert Johnson - LT Coordinator or Federal Liaison

These 2 people also volunteered but I am reluctant to put them on the list based upon

their limited NRC exp erience.

1. (b)(6)

2.



From: Hiltz. Thoma
To: Tschiltz. Michael; Bailey. Marissa; Kinneman. John; Haney. Catherine; Dorman. Dan; HO0 Hoc

Subject: FW: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:58:08 PM

fyi

From: Kazuhiko Hiruta [mailto:Hiruta@denjiren.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Ambient dose rate around Fukushima

Dear Friends,

You can see ambient dose rate data around Fukusima NPS measured by MEXT.

http://www.mext.go.jp/a menu/saigaaiohoulsyousai/1303726.htm

Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Eederation of Electric power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel: 202-466-3507
cell: (b)(6) 1
fax: 202-466-6758



Landau, Mindy

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:33 AM
To: ElImers, Glenn
Subject: FW: FOR INTERNAL USE BY STAFF: Sharepoint Site on the Fukushima Event

Importance: High

This is the link we can use

From: Nguyen, Quynh
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:51 AM
To: Landau, Mindy; Barkley, Richard
Cc: Roberts, Darrell; Meighan, Sean; Dean, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Lew, David; Elimers, Glenn; Nelson,
Robert; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; McCree, Victor; Satorius, Mark; Collins, Elmo; Lee, Michael; Brenner,
Eliot; Thomas, Eric; Couret, Ivonne; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Wittick, Brian; Virgilio, Rosetta
Subject: FOR INTERNAL USE BY STAFF: Sharepoint Site on the Fukushima Event
Importance: High

Mindy,

We placed the OPA-approved documents to the NRR SharePoint Site. We understand the need to keep staff
informed. It links directly to the documents.

http://Portal. nrc.qov/edo/nrr/default. aspx

NRR ET/LT agreed that the "FAQ" SharePoint site needs limited access so we can put draft working
documents there for ease of use by those directly responding to Japan-related actions.
Again. Robert Nelson (NRR SES) has been assigned to lead the Q&A effort.

Thank you everyone for the continued support and understanding,
Quynh

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent:Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:47 AM
To: Barkley, Richard; Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Roberts, Darrell; Meighan, Sean; Dean, Bill; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Lew, David; Ellmers, Glenn
Subject: RE: Sharepoint Site on the Fukushima Event

Quynh - can we reference the cite as a resource for the entire NRC staff?

Mindy

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:45 AM
To: Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Roberts, Darrell; Meighan, Sean; Dean, Bill; Landau, Mindy; McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Lew, David
Subject: RE: Sharepoint Site on the Fukushima Event

Thanks very much Quynh!



!

I '-From: Nguyen, Quynh

to Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:31 AM
To: Barkley, Richard
Cc: Roberts, Darrell; Meighan, Sean
Subject: RE: Sharepoint Site on the Fukushima Event

http://portal. nrc.gov/edc/nrr/NRR%20TAIFAQ%2ORelated%20to%2OEvents%200ccurinq/%20in%2OJapan/For
ms/AllItems.aspx

It's important to note that there is Limited Contribute rights for document control. Only those blessed by OPA
are "useable." Keep checking as we keep adding

From: Barkley, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:59 PM
To: Wertz, Trent; Virgilio, Rosetta; Sheehan, Neil; Nguyen, Quynh
Subject: Sharepoint Site on the Fukushima Event
Importance: High

Word is there is a Sharepoint site on the Fukushima event that can be annexed by employees.

I can't find the link - Have any leads?? Thanks!

I promised to share it with the Region I staff.

Richard S. Barkley, PE
Nuclear & Environmental Engineer
(610) 337-5065 Work

(b)(6) fell.
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Kuritzky, Alan

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:10 PM
To: Marksberry, Don
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Kuritzky, Alan
Subject: RE: Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc

Don (and Alan/Kevin to save me a separate email),

My understanding is that I am already on the list for IRC manning this weekend. However, I still do not know
when. I also do not know which capacity I will be filling. I am normally on the PMT as the liason to the RST. I'm
also on a PMT and RST list as a spent fuel pool specialist. I also know that, had I been in town, I would have
been asked to man the RST's Severe Accident Analyst position this week, which would have been a stretch
given my complete lack of familiarity with the RTM and quals for that position, despite my general cognizance
of that technical disipline.

In any event, I will be getting in the car at first light tomorrow morning (I can't drive at night), and should get
back to the office at around 2 PM. If any of you see any emails prior to that which would indicate when I might
be manning the IRC, I'd appreciate a call on my cell a (b)(6) ].if for no other reason than so that I r-,
go straight home to go to sleep if I have the night shift-omorrow night.--

I am signing off for now, and won't see email again until I'm back in the office. The number above will be the
best way to get in touch with me.

Don

From: Marksberry, Don
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:28 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: FW: Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc

Don

You want to participate?

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:05 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; Hiland, Patrick; Brown, Frederick; Skeen, David; Dudes, Laura; Ruland, William; Case,
Michael; Alter, Peter; Hasselberg, Rick; Rini, Brett; Berry, Rollie; Collins, Frank; Morlang, Gary; Schoenebeck,
Greg; Kowalczik, Jeffrey; Sloan, Scott; Circle, Jeff; Esmaili, Hossein; Cheok, Michael; Ward, Leonard; Laur,
Steven; Salay, Michael; Schaperow, Jason; Fuller, Edward; Marksberry, Don; Kolb, Timothy; Norton, Charles;
Brown, Eva; Shea, James; Vick, Lawrence; Brown, Michael; Williams, Joseph; Hart, Ken; Bloom, Steven;
Padovan, Mark; Williams, Donna; Isom, James; Dozier, Jerry; Thorp, John; Kugler, Andrew
Subject, Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc

All,

As you may be aware, the EOC is preparing extended EOC staffing. Attached is the most current draft of the
watchbill which extends through 3/26/2011. We are a couple shy for this weekend, but more importantly there
are significant gaps to fill for next week. Please review and if your schedule permits let an RST Coordinator
know if you have availability to support. Thanks in advance for your help.

I X/V4V



Greg Schoenebeck
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Kuritzky, Alan

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:19 PM
To: Marksberry, Don; Kuritzky, Alan; Coyne, Kevin
Subject: FW: Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc

This is just a re-send, because I had some indication that the original might not have gone through...

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:10 PM
To: Marksberry, Don
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Kuritzky, Alan
Subject: RE: Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc

Don (and Alan/Kevin to save me a separate email),

My understanding is that I am already on the list for IRC manning this weekend. However, I still do not know
when. I also do not know which capacity I will be filling. I am normally on the PMT as the liason to the RST. I'm
also on a PMT and RST list as a spent fuel pool specialist. I also know that, had I been in town, I would have
been asked to man the RST's Severe Accident Analyst position this week, which would have been a stretch
given my complete lack of familiarity with the RTM and quals for that position, despite my general cognizance
of that technical disipline.

In any event, I will be getting in the car at first light tomorrow morning (I can't drive at night), and should get
back to the office at around 2 PM. If any of you see any emails prior to that which would indicate when I might
be manning the IRC, I'd appreciate a call on my cell a (b)(6) .if for no other reason than so that I can
go straight home to go to sleep if I have the night shift'tomorrow nig..t-- -_• _.

I am signing off for now, and won't see email again until I'm back in the office. The number above will be the
best way to get in touch with me.

Don

From: Marksberry, Don
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:28 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: FW: Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc

Don

You want to participate?

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:05 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; Hiland, Patrick; Brown, Frederick; Skeen, David, Dudes, Laura; Ruland, William; Case,
Michael; Alter, Peter; Hasselberg, Rick; Rini, Brett; Berry, Rollie; Collins, Frank; Morlang, Gary; Schoenebeck,
Greg; Kowalczik, Jeffrey; Sloan, Scott; Circle, Jeff; Esmaili, Hossein; Cheok, Michael; Ward, Leonard; Laur,
Steven; Salay, Michael; Schaperow, Jason; Fuller, Edward; Marksberry, Don; Kolb, Timothy; Norton, Charles;
Brown, Eva; Shea, James; Vick, Lawrence; Brown, Michael; Williams, Joseph; Hart, Ken; Bloom, Steven;
Padovan, Mark; Williams, Donna; Isom, James; Dozier, Jerry; Thorp, John; Kugler, Andrew
Subject: Protracted Event Staffing for Reactor Safety Team Staffing for Japanese Earthquake.doc A



. .6 .

All,

As you may be aware, the EOC is preparing extended EOC staffing. Attached is the most current draft of the
watchbill which extends through 3/26/2011. We are a couple shy for this weekend, but more importantly there
are significant gaps to fill for next week. Please review and if your schedule permits let an RST Coordinator
know if you have availability to support. Thanks in advance for your help.

Greg Schoenebeck
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Reeves, Rosemary

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:21 AM
To: 'Reeves, Steven'
Subject: FW: Sources of information on the Nuclear Events in Japan

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:36 PM
To: Dotty Noerenberq; Cathy Burnett; 'Margaret Burnett'; Elizabeth Burnett; David Reeves; Rebecca Reeves
C c : l(b)(6) .............

Subject: Sources of information on the Nuclear Events in Japan

Hello family,

Not to be causing undue alerts, but just to answer some of your questions, I would like to provide a few web
sites that have information relevant to the nuclear plants in Japan that have been damaged by the 9.0
earthquake and subsequent tsunami.

I don't know if it is the time delay between Us and Japan, or the precautionary nature of governments in
general, but I have found that some places list information that is old, and appears to contradict other
information. In addition, it should be emphasized that reactors operate in a closed environment, and
indications of what is happening are provided by instrumentation, not by direct observation. Of course, as with
all things like this, you need electrical power to have functioning instrumentation. At this time, it can be
assumed that sufficient power is available to operate critical instrumentation. However, even nuclear-grade
instrumentation can be damaged under severe operating conditions, such as powerful earthquakes,
submergence in saltwater, high pressure steam, and/or high temperatures.

The US NRC, whom I work for must balance its obligations to the US public with its desire not to become a
middleman in a continuously unfolding event. Although both the NRC and the DOE have provided reactor
experts to aid the Japanese nuclear utility and regulatory organizations, they recommend you go directly to the
Japanese for information. ( I'd say this is the proverbial horse's mouth.)

There is also much information available to the layman, although it may be more speculative, less technically
factual and somewhat worst-case, thus creating a panic reaction that is unfounded.

I can certainly tell you that there is not (at this time or likely to be at a future time) any need for you to stock up
on iodine pills or purchase a Geiger counter for home use.

You can certainly find plenty of info on the web. In addition to news videos, (MSN for example)
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/, I found the following sites have some useful information:

Today's edition of the New York Times has quite a good story in layman's terms with some useful graphics.
http://www.nytimes.com/

Today's Christian Science Monitor provides an article on nuclear terminology 101 which might also be helpful
to you.
http://www.csmonitor.comlVorld/Asia-Pacific/2011/0316/Japan-nuclear-crisis-Nuclear-terminology-
101/Containment-building

The Nuclear Energy Institute has some information on the reactor status.
http://nei.cachefly. net/newsandevents/informati on-on-the-iapanese-earthquake-a nd-reactors-in-that-region/ .

And of course the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has some very factual info you can trust.



.......... . I

http://www iaea.org/

Incidentally, the last I heard, the IAEA had ranked this event at a level 4, which even Secretary of Energy Chu
indicated was too low. They may have upgraded their ranking, but I haven't heard anything yet.

Lots of Love,
Rosemary
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Hopkins, Jon

From: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Williams, Shawn; ICWG
Cc: Haney, Catherine; Smith, Shawn
Subject: RE: Final List of Volunteers for assistance to OIP

NMSS would like to add Michel Call, Nuclear Engineer SFST to the list. He has experience doinq criticality
and shielding evaluations. He speaks Jananese and (b)(6)

(b)(6) He also lived in ( nd did collaborative research work for his graduate degree.

Elizabeth L. Doolittle
Technical Assistant to the Office Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 492-3238

From: Williams, Shawn
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:56 PM
To: ICWG
Subject: FW: Final List of Volunteers for assistance to OIP

Fyi:

From: Williams, Shawn
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:55 PM
To: Ramsey, Jack; Mamish, Nader
Cc: Muessle, Mary; Andersen, James
Subject: Final List of Volunteers for assistance to OIP

Jack, Nader,

Below is the final list of volunteers happy to help out in however we can. It is understood that no paperwork
will be required. Many of us are available now. Just let us know.

OEDO:
- Shawn Williams
- Brian Wittick
- Leigh Trocine (After Ops. Center tour with USAID)

NRO:
- Jeffrey Jacobson
- Victor Hall
- Lisa Feizollahi - served as Administrative assistants in OIP in the past.
- Lisa Applestein - served as Administrative assistants in OIP in the past.

NRR:
- Jim Vail - Div of Risk Assessment
- Jeremy Susco - Div of License Renewal - available after the 28th
- Sean Meighan - industry radiological protection / RP emergency planning experience. Masters in

Health Physics.



In addition, all of the NRR International team has volunteered. However, only one International team member
could be used at a time. Would request part time shifts rotated between members if needed. Jon Hopkins is
the primary.

- Jon Hopkins - International Team
- Heather Astwood - International team
- Lauren Quinones - international team - would not be able to start until after April 18 "h.

RES:
- Donna- Marie Sangimino
- Jeff Dehn (recognizing only one can be provided)

FSME:
- Michelle Killian, MSSA, did a rotation to OIP.
- John Buckley, DWMEP, available starting 3/20/11 (prefers OIP vs. Ops Center)
- Diana Diaz-Toro, DWMEP, available starting 3/17/11, subject to her being available to support Eagle

Rock hearing when that occurs).
- Dominick Orlando, DWMEP- available starting 3/17/11 at 1 PM.

NMSS:
- Brittain Hill, HLWRS SL PhD
- Jim Rubenstone, HLWRS Branch Chief, PhD
- Bret Leslie, HLWRS PhD

NSIR:
- John Tomlinson, Consultant - DSP, Experience as a former DAD for USSS in Public Affairs/Media

Relations
- Oleg Bukharin, Sr. Security Specialist, Some OIP experience, Not March 23 or April 5-7
- Albert Tardiff, Sr. Security Specialist, Available anytime but request a 3 AM - 5AM start time
- Clyde Ragland, Manager, Former RSO
- Stella Opara
- Amanda Nerret
- Mark Resner
- Perry Pederson
- Susan Abraham

Other volunteers for Ops Center support and/or travel Japan, that may be the same volunteers as
above:

Region 1:
(1) Protective Measures Team; Assuming a four week window, we would can provide trained health

physicists qualified in dose assessments to cover one position. Mike Reichard and Jack McFadden
can alternate weeks.

(2) Todd Jackson would be available for to support the Japan team. He is an experienced health
physicists with extensive industry and NRC experience.

NSIR:
Tim Harris, Doug Huyck, and Craig Erlanger to support Ops Center staff.

FSME:

2



POTENTIAL TRAVEL TO SUPPORT TEAM IN JAPAN
- John Buckley, DWMEP (available for 2 weeks starting 3/27/11)
- Diana Diaz Toro, DWMEP (available for 2 weeks starting 3/27/11- subject to her being available to

support Eagle Rock hearing).

POTENTIAL OPS CENTER SUPPORT
- Andrew Carrera, DILR, Radiotoxicity
- Solomon Sahle, DILR, Sampling (previous State experience on Emergency Response Teams).
- Bob Webber, PBPA, LT Coordinator
- John Buckley, DWMEP, (starting 3/20/11) LT International Liaison (would prefer OIP vs. Ops Center

duty)
- Diana Diaz Toro- DWMEP, LT International Liaison, starting 3/17/11 (subject to her being available to

support Eagle Rock hearing when that occurs).
- Dominick Orlando, DWMEP- Liaison Team, starting 1 PM 3/17/11.
- Harry Felsher, DWMEP- Liaison Team-Federal, available at certain times/dates.

PREVIOUS RASCAL EXPERIENCE
- Janine Katanic, MSSA, who is based in RIV.
- Rateb (Boby) Abu-Eid, DWMEP, (starting 3/27/11)
- Duane Schmidt, DWMEP, (starting 3/17/11)

NRR: Travel to Japan

- Mike Cullingford - International Liaison

- Jon Hopkins - International team

From: Muessle, Mary
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:32 AM
To: Evans, Michele; Hackett, Edwin; Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Doane, Margaret;
Mamish, Nader; Dyer, Jim; Brown, Milton; Greene, Kathryn; Stewart, Sharon; Howard, Patrick; Miller, Charles; Moore,
Scott; Cohen, Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric;
Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Zimmerman, Roy; Campbell, Andy; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Dean, Bill; Lew, David;
McCree, Victor; Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Andersen,
James; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Belmore, Nancy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Kreuter, Jane; Armstrong, Janine; Hudson,
Sharon; Ellis, Marv; Hasan, Nasreen; Ronewicz, Lynn; Schumann, Stacy; Daniels, Stanley; Casby, Marcia; Thomas,
Loretta; Walker, Dwight; Sprogeris, Patricia; Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin; Cohen, Shari; Riddick, Nicole; Flory, Shirley;
Veltri, Debra; Matakas, Gina; ODaniell, Cynthia; Miles, Patricia; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak,
Tammy; Owen, Lucy; Tannenbaum, Anita; Gusack, Barbara; Harrington, Holly; Ricketts, Paul; Howell, Linda;
Higginbotham, Tina; Ross, Brenda; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Schaeffer, James; Jackson, Donald
Cc: Williams, Shawn; Andersen, James; Ramsey, Jack
Subject: Additional Staff requirements outside Ops Center Long Term Staffing
Importance: High

OPA and OIP expect large call volumes today and in the next few weeks given expected news from Japan. OIP is looking
for names of people who have desk officer or other OIP or international experience to assist them in the event that
current staff cannot meet the work demands for call inquiries as well as ongoing international work. Please provide

Shawn Williams and I a list of names that could serve to help OIP in this capacity and their general availability over the
next week and month. It is difficult to determine the need level at this time, but as in the Op Center, it is anticipated OIP
will have for an additional month. We would like the list of names by COB today.
Thanks
Mary
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Mary Muessle
Assistant for Operations - Acting
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1703 office
301-415-2700 fax

From: Evans, Michele
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:53 PM
To: Hackett, Edwin; Brenner, Eliot; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Droggitis, Spiros; Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader;
Dyer, Jim; Brown, Milton; Greene, Kathryn; Stewart, Sharon; Howard, Patrick; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott; Cohen,
Miriam; Tracy, Glenn; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Johnson, Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce;
Grobe, Jack; Zimmerman, Roy; Campbell, Andy; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Dean, Bill; Lew, David; McCree, Victor;
Wert, Leonard; Casto, Chuck; Satorius, Mark; Pederson, Cynthia; Collins, Elmo; Howell, Art; Muessle, Mary; Andersen,
James; Akstulewicz, Brenda; Belmore, Nancy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Kreuter, Jane; Armstrong, Janine; Hudson,
Sharon; Ellis, Marv; Hasan, Nasreen; Ronewicz, Lynn; Schumann, Stacy; Daniels, Stanley; Casby, Marcia; Thomas,
Loretta; Walker, Dwight; Sprogeris, Patricia; Schwarz, Sherry; Ross, Robin; Cohen, Shari; Riddick, Nicole; Flory, Shirley;
Veltri, Debra; Matakas, Gina; ODaniell, Cynthia; Miles, Patricia; Lee, Pamela; Dubose, Sheila; Buckley, Patricia; Tomczak,
Tammy; Owen, Lucy; Tannenbaum, Anita; Gusack, Barbara; Harrington, Holly; Ricketts, Paul; Howell, Linda;
Higginbotham, Tina; Ross, Brenda; Boyce, Thomas (OIS); Schaeffer, James; Jackson, Donald
Subject: Follow-up from 4 pm teleconference on Ops Center Long Term Staffing

Everyone,

Please find attached 1) a list of current positions being staffed in the Ops Center and 2) the staff identified as
available to support in Japan.

Regarding additional staff available to support in the ops center, the primary needs are for the specialized
positions on the PMT and anyone with previous international experience in OIP.

Regarding support in Japan, please provide any updates/changes to the list by COB March 17. The target
time frame for sending these staff members is March 27-April 9, so please consider that when considering staff
to put on the list.

Thanks for your support.

dMichele
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aOIPITServices Resource

From: Kreuter, Jane
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:51 AM
To: Abrams, Charlotte: Floyd, Daphene; Larson, Emily; Armstrong, Janine
Subject: Final: Emergency Contact info
Attachments: Travelers to Japan.xlsx

Completed and updated list

From: Kreuter, Jane
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:50 AM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Cc: Stahl, Eric
Subject: RE: Need Emergency Contact info

(b)(6)

Here is the updated list with a working number for This completes the list

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:05 AM
To: Kreuter, Jane
Subject: RE: Need Emergency Contact info

Jane, the list is the one you sent Us. .-:, E.

From: Smith, Brooke
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:04 AM
To: Kreuter, Jane; LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc
Subject: Re: Need Emergency Contact info

(b)(6)

Jane - the OIP folks in the OPs center have list. It includes info on

Sent from an NRC Blackberry.
Brooke G ith
(b)(6)

From: Kreuter, Jane
To: Smith, Brooke
Sent: Thu Mar 17 05:56:34 2011
Subject: RE: Need Emergency Contact info

I have not received any info from him. Thanks

From: Smith, Brooke
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:24 AM
To: Kreuter, Jane
Cc: Foggie, Kirk
Subject: RE. Need Emergency Contact info

Jane - Please let me know if you received this. If not I will follow up with Tony.



From: Kreuter, Jane
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Ulses, Anthony
Cc: Smith, Brooke; Foggie, Kirk
Subject: Need Emergency Contact info

I am in need of emergency contact information for Tony Ulses. Home phone#, name of emergency contact,
and emergency email address.

THANK YOU!

Jane A. Kreuter
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of International Programs
Phone: 301-415-1780
Fax: 301-415-2395
E-Mail: lane.Kreuter@nrc.gov
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Travelers to Japan

Kirk Foggie (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6)

Brooke Smith

John Monninger
Chuck Casto already in

Anthony Ulses Japan
James Trapp

Rich Devercelly

Tony Nakanishi

Tim Kolb

Jack Foster

William Cook

Emergenc Contact Information at the US Embassy- Tokyo JapanE mbassyTaskForce@state lgov
Phone (b)(6)



Lee, Richard

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wagner, Katie
Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:12 PM
Sudhamay Basu
Lee, Richard
RE: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Good Afternoon Sud,

Since I am compiling information on requests such as this, please let me know when this action has been
completed so that I can properly inform management.

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
General Engineer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 251.7917
Katie.Wagner@nrc.gov

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Sudhamay Basu
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

uear Suu:

jQVictor Frid (b)(6) alled and asked you to call him to discuss Mark - 1 liner failure. Please give him
a call. He is one of the p rsons serving on the Swedish Emergency Response Center since last Friday.

Thanks, Richard



Wagner, Katie

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:04 PM
To: Dehn, Jeff
Subject: FW: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Jeff,

This action is completed now, but just a heads up.

Thanks,
Katie

From: Basu, Sudhamay
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Katie,

I spoke with Wiktor Frid. He wanted a copy of NUREG/CR-6025 report. I took care of it.

Sud

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Basu, Sudhamay
Subject: FW: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17,2011 2:12 PM
To: Sudhamay Basu
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Good Afternoon Sud,

Since I am compiling information on requests such as this, please let me know when this action has been
completed so that I can properly inform management.

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
General Engineer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 251.7917
Katie.Wagner@nrc.gov



From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Sudhamay Basu
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Dear Sud:
(b)(6) E 7(

Victor Fria Ialled and asked you to call him to discuss Mark - 1 liner failure. Please give him
a call. H e O inepersons serving on the Swedish Emergency Response Center since last Friday.

Thanks, Richard
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Wagner, Katie

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:07 PM
To: Flanagan, Michelle
Subject: RE: Information requests to DSA staff on Japan - Katie Wagner single POC

Yep! Time to put that training to use!

From: Flanagan, Michelle
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Wagner, Katie
Subject: RE: Information requests to DSA staff on Japan - Katie Wagner single POC

Congratulations Katie! Awesome responsibility!

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:38 AM
To: RESDSA
Subject: Information requests to DSA staff on Japan - Katie Wagner single POC
Importance: High

DSA colleagues,
We are establishing a system to process information requests about the situation in Japan to ensure
we follow agency direction and ensure actions are not taken based on any single staff members
answer to ad hoc questions. If you give an answer to a question and action is taken based on your
answer (without management knowledge), you may be held responsible.

Any requests for information (written or oral) you get related to the situation in Japan should be sent
to sent to Katie Wagner (and inform your supervisor). Katie's contact information is 301-251-7917 or
Katie.Waqner(@nrc.qov. She will keep a log of the requests with who the action was assigned to and
status. She will update me and Mike at least at the end of each day so we can update Brian/Jennifer
at the 8:45 each morning.

This is intended to efficiently track and process requests. It is not intended to make communication
more difficult. Staff should continue their routine communications with their contractors as usual.

We also need to be cognizant of contractual obligations and make sure we have proper
documentation in place for work that we request of contractors. On their end, the contractors should
not do any work that they intend to bill us for without getting approval from the NRC project
managers.

Please let me or Mike know how this works and if you experience any difficulties so we can adjust as
we need to as the days go on.

Thanks to all for your cooperation in these difficult circumstances.



Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Diision of Systems Analys~s

Kathy, Gibson Cnrc. govI
(301) 251-74W99ork

(b)(6) 12..
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Lee, Richard

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:09 PM
To: Schaperow, Jason; Uhle, Jennifer; Santiago, Patricia; Lee, Richard; Tinkler, Charles; Salay,

Michael; Wagner, Katie
Subject: RE: Fukushima Daiichi coordination meeting

This meeting is canceled until further notice.

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy.Gibsoncnrc.gov
,3 13) 251-74'9 Work

Kathy Halvey
Gibson.vcf

----- Original Appointment -----
From: Schaperow, Jason
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:37 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Gibson, Kathy; Santiago, Patricia; Lee, Richard; Tinkler, Charles; Salay, Michael; Wagner, Katie
Subject: Fukushima Daiichi coordination meeting
When: Occurs every day effective 03/17/2011 until 03/18/2011 from 3:00 PM to 3:30 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US
& Canada).
Where: 2C17

Request you attend coordination meeting to discuss ongoing DSA efforts on Fukushia Daiichi accident and
preparation for Monday's Commission meeting.

Meeting requested by Jason.



Lee, Richard

From: Basu, Sudhamay
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Katie,

I spoke with Wiktor Frid. He wanted a copy of NUREG/CR-6025 report. I took care of it.

Sud

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Basu, Sudhamay
Subject: FW: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:12 PM
To: Sudhamay Basu
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Good Afternoon Sud,

Since I am compiling information on requests such as this, please let me know when this action has been
completed so that I can properly inform management.

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
General Engineer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 251.7917
Katie.Wagner@nrc.gov

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:40 PM
To: Sudhamay Basu
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: Victor Frid's request to discuss Mark -1 liner study

Dear Sud: TV-

Victor Frid (b6) l alled and asked you to call him to discuss Mark - 1 liner failure. Please give him
a call. He is one ot the persons serving on the Swedish Emergency Response Center since last Friday.

Thanks, Richard



Jimenez, Juan

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:06 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Japan requests

Pat,

There will be a report today, in MS Word at least that I am updating right now. I'll work on getting Sharepoint
up and running after that.

Thanks,
Katie

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Japan requests

Kathy and mike would like a report at the end of the day on the requests we are receiving. I am not sure but is
any available today. Thx

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Santiago

(b)(6)

-CI. C.,
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Jimenez, Juan

From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:07 PM
To: Jimenez, Juan
Subject: Re: Japan requests

Can u print report or is nothin there. I am on 6bl

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Sant'a~

(b)(6 ) 7

----- Original Message -----
From: Jimenez, Juan
To: Santiago, Patricia; Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Sent: Thu Mar 17 16:02:12 2011
Subject: RE: Japan requests

I created a database in SharePoint (List) here: http://portal.nrc.,ov/edo/res/DSAIShared%20Documents/JPN-

Status-Request.aspx

And also here is a printable page (report) http://portal.nrc.,qov/edo/res/DSA/reports/lapan-requests.aspx

I spoke to Katie an hour ago and she is going to contact me when she gets out of a meeting..

---- Original Message-----
From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Japan requests

Kathy and mike would like a report at the end of the day on the requests we are receiving. I am not sure but is
any available today. Thx

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
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Jimenez, Juan

From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:07 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Re: Japan requests

Wonderful. R u at ur office

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Santiago

(b)(6) 'E-;• • 2

--- ýFyirusswage----
From: Wagner, Katie
To: Santiago, Patricia; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Sent: Thu Mar 17 16:06:02 2011
Subject: RE: Japan requests

Pat,

There will be a report today, in MS Word at least that I am updating right now. I'll work on getting Sharepoint
up and running after that.

Thanks,
Katie

----- Original Message -----
From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Japan requests

Kathy and mike would like a report at the end of the day on the requests we are receiving. I am not sure but is
any available today. Thx

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Santia c
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Allen, 

Linda

Allen, Linda

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hiltz, Thomas
Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:43 AM
Allen, Linda
FW: FYI -FW: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake
Update to Information Sheet Regarding the Tohoku Earthquake(3).doc

From: Hiltz, Thomas
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:31 PM
To: Tschiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan; Foggie, Kirk
Subject: FYI --FW: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

FYI

.From: Kazuhiko Hiruta rmailto:Hiruta(adenfiren.com1
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:16 PM
To: Kazuhiko Hiruta
Subject: Information Sheet regarding the Tohoku Earthquake

Dear Friends,

Please find updated information about the incidents at Fukushima Nuclear Power Station. If you have questions, please
feel free to contact me.

With best regards,
Kazu

Kazuhiko HIRUTA
FEPC Washington Office
"The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan"
1901 L Street NW Suite 600 Washington, DC 20036
tel. A= Dnr.4S•-7

cell:(b)(6)
fax: 202-466-6758

I



Update to Information Sheet Reaardina the Tohok aEarthauake
• 1

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan (FEPC) Washington DC Office

As of 1:00PM (EST), March 14, 2011

" Radiation Levels
o At 9:37AM (JST) on March 14, a radiation level of 3130 micro sievert was

recorded at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o At 10:35AM on March 14, a radiation level of 326 micro sievert was recorded at

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
o Most recently, at 2:30PM on March 14, a radiation level of 231 micro sievert was

recorded at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor

o As of 12:00AM on March 15, the injection of seawater continues into the primary
containment vessel.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o At 12:00PM on March 14, in response to lower water levels, TEPCO began

preparations for injecting seawater into the reactor core.
o At 5:16PM on March 14, the water level in the reactor core covered the top of the

fuel rods.
o At 6:20PM on March 14, TEPCO began'to inject seawater into the reactor core.
o For a short time around 6:22PM on March 14, the water level inside the reactor

core fell below the lower measuring range of the gauge. As a result, TEPCO
believes that the fuel rods in the reactor core might have been fully exposed.

o At 7:54PM on March 14, engineers confirmed that the gauge recorded the
injection of seawater into the reactor core.

o At 8:37PM on March 14, in order to alleviate the buildup of pressure, slightly
radioactive vapor, that posed no health threat, was passed through a filtration
system and emitted outside via a ventilation stack from Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2
reactor vessel.

* Fukushirna Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o At 11:01AM on March 14, an explosion occurred at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3

reactor damaging the roof of the secondary containment building. Caused by the
interaction of hydrogen and oxygen vapor, in a fashion to Unit. I reactor, the
explosion did not damage the primary containment vessel or the reactor core.

o As of 12:38AM (JST) on March 15, the injection of seawater has been suspended.
* Fukushima Daini Unit I reactor

o As of I:24AM on March 14, TEPCO commenced the cooling process after the
pumping system was restored.

o At 10:15AM on March 14, TEPCO confirmed that the average water temperature
held constant below 212 degrees Fahrenheit.

* Fuk-ushirna Daini Unit 2 reactor
o At 7:13AM on March 14, TEPCO commenced.the cooling process.
o As of 3:52PM on March 14, the cooling function was restored and the core

temperature was stabilized below 212 degrees Fahrenheit.
" Fukushima Daini Unit 3 reactor



o As of 12:15PM on March 13, reactor has been cooled down and stabilized.
Fukushima Daini Unit 4 reactor

o At 3:42PM on March 14, cooling of the reactor commenced, with TEPCO
engineers working to achieve cold shutdown.



Ward, Steven

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Steve and Rob,

Steve Sohinki [stephensohinki@moellerinc.com]
Friday, April 15, 2011 11:51 AM
Ward, Steven; Carpenter, Robert
Bill Kennedy
RE: Task #26
Dade Fukushima Press Release 4131 l.pdf

High

As a follow-up to Bill's e-mail, I thought you might be interested in the press release our firm issued a couple of days

ago.

Regards,
Steve

Stephen M. Sohinki
Vice President, Safety Programs
Dade Moeller & Associates

595 Chelsea Drive
Sanford, NC 27332
919-499-0677 (0)

(b)(6) ]C)

stephen.sohinki@moellerinc.com
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1835 Terminal Dr., Suite 200

* Richland, Washington 99354
(509) 946-0410Dade M oeler www.moellerinc.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 13,2011

Dade Moeller Tapped to Provide Radiation Services to U.S., Japanese Firms

Richland, Wash. - Washington-based radiation protection firm Dade Moeller ( _,...lclcrinC.c•cm) has been busy

fielding requests from U.S. and Japanese companies concerned with potential radioactive contamination from the

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant on their employees and assets, including finished products, manufacturing

equipment, buildings, and parts or ingredients. Dade Moeller has responded by providing both pro-bono information

and tailored services, as well as by expanding its public outreach efforts.

"The devastating Great East Japan Earthquake, and the resulting situation with the Fukushima plant, has certainly

caused an increase in radiation awareness," said CEO Matt Moeller. "Companies and individuals are looking to us, as

leading experts in radiation protection science, for information, advice, and services. We have the expertise,

experience, and tools to respond, and we see it as our corporate responsibility to provide assistance as requested."

To date, Dade Moeller has responded to requests from companies involved in the technology, aviation, manufacturing,

investment, insurance, medical, automotive, and food industries. The company also has received requests from U.S.

federal agencies, as well as from other firms looking to partner with Dade Moeller for follow on work.

Dade Moeller currently is offering services in seven areas related to the Fukuishima incident: product safety, food

safety, facility occupancy, risk awareness and training, environmental remediation, environmental surveillance, and

onsite radiological and safety support. The company has made details on these service offerings easy to find on its

website through a business-specific portal, launched this week, at .t:_•inn Rcsnonse.

Dade Moeller has a growing list of about 50 employees, primarily health physicists [radiation protection scientists],

who have indicated a willingness and availability to respond to the situation, including deploying to Japan. The

company also has on hand a variety of radiation detection instruments, including hand-held devices that detect

radiation and, importantly, identify specific radionuclides such as Iodine-131 and Cesium-] 37, the primary

radionuclides of concern from the Fukushima plant.

"As radiation scientists, we understand that risks to workers and consumers in the United States from Japanese parts or

products are likely very low," says Moeller. "We are supporting companies that want to take the precautionary

measure of independently checking products for radiation contamination to assure customers or employees that use of

these products poses no risk. We can help them accomplish that task."

Specializing in Occupational and Environmental Health Sciences



Page 2 April 13, 2011
Dade Moeller Provides Radiation Services

The company also has responded to the events at Fukushima with a new service - public outreach. This week, Dade

Moeller launched a website portal tailored specifically to members of the public. Th-ough I.•o• R,. nsc, individuals

can access easy-to-read "Radiation 101" informational materials derived from the company's popular Radiation Safety

Academy training courses, an explanation of confusing terminology for radiation units, a Frequently Asked Questions

page, and links to other credible sources of information. Depending upon interest, the company may post to the

website its daily summary of Fukushima-related events, which currently is made available to all Dade Moeller

employees as part of the firm's internal communication efforts.

Recognizing early the potential demand for its expertise, Dade Moeller on March 15 -just 4 days after the earthquake

and tsunami - convened a team to coordinate the company's response efforts. Led by William "Bill" Herrington III,

P.E., CSP, the team distributed press releases on MaUrch 1-? and March 23 and meets daily. Herrington can be reached

at wheiriinitoj3•iioclleric.coni or by phone at 509-946-0410 x257.

ABOUT DADE MOELLER

Headquartered near the U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford nuclear site in Richland, Wash., Dade Moeller is a

nationally recognized firm that provides a full range of professional and technical services to federal, state, and

commercial clients in support of nuclear, radiological, and environmental operations. We specialize in radiation

protection, health physics, worker safety, and radiation training. Our staff members are trusted professionals with

proven performance helping our clients protect people and the environment. Founded in 1 994, our Company proudly

bears the name of Dr. Dade W. Moeller, a premier scientist and educator in the fields of health physics and

environmental health.

CONTACTS:

Media Requests: Paula Tumlinson (R.ichland, Wash.), 509-946-0410 x283, prnlin!tun(•7tnnollerinc.cor

Services: Bill Herrington (Richland, Wash.), 509-946-0410 x257, -,vj'hc ic ion!mncllcrinc.com

Training: Alan Fellman (Gaithersburg, Md.), 301-990-6006 x14, I tia.ic.lhinan(a'rnocllcrinc.corn

Q Specializing in Occupational and Environmental Health Sciences



Dion, Jeanne

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gibson, Kathy
Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:00 PM
Armstrong, Kenneth; Dion, Jeanne
Scott, Michael
RE: OpCenter/Japan staffing
Kathy Halvey Gibson.vcf; Japaneventstaffing.xlsx; imageO01 .jpg

Well done. We have had staff out of the office this week at training and meetings. We will add to the
table additional information as we get it from staff. Thanks

Kathy Hatvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy. Gibson gnrc~gov
,30 ý 251-7,i9 Work

(b)(6)ell
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From: Armstrong, Kenneth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Dion, Jeanne
Cc: Gibson, Kathy
Subject: FW: OpCenter/Japan staffing

Jeanne,

Here is what I have. I apologize that Kathy hasn't had the opportunity to look this over yet.

Thanks,
Kenneth

From: Armstrong, Kenneth
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Subject: OpCenter/Japan staffing

Here is an update for DSA

Kenneth Armstrong
Technical Assistant
RES/DSA
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Basu, Sudhamay

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:33 PM
To: Farmer, Mitchell T.
Cc: Tinkler, Charles; Basu, Sudhamay
Subject: RE: HELP - URGENT!! - Concrete Question from NRC

Please DO NOT POUR SAND (or concrete) into the spent fuel pool. As indicated in this e-mail, sand is an
insulator. It will reduce air-cooling and the fuel will get hotter. And, when hot enough, Zr will interact with sand
exothermically.

From: Farmer, Mitchell T. [farmer@anl.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:26 PM
To: Busby, Jeremy Todd; Binder, Jeffrey L.; Parks, Cecil V.; Bass, Bennett Richard
Cc: Zinkle, Steven J.; Scaglione, John M.; Wagner, John C.; Powers, Tim; Lee, Richard; Tinkler, Charles;
Basu, Sudhamay; Gavrilas, Mirela; Grandy, Christopher
Subject: RE: HELP - URGENT!!! - Concrete Question from NRC

All,

I have no problem pouring sand if it has come to that, just make sure the grain size is not small (a few mm
particle size) so that water can be introduced at a later time (hopefully) and this won't degrade the coolability.
(Dryout limit for several mm particles is 1 MW/m2 or so) If water isn't eventually brought in, then this will
smolder releasing fission products for months as did Chernobyl. I sent a long-winded note to NRC/reseach
this morning about this and the idea that it would NOT be a good idea to pour concrete or any other continuous
media into these fuel pools as that will limit the heat transfer to conduction. Concrete is a good insulator with a
very low thermal conductivity of about 1.7 W/m-K. So, if you do get it in, it will set up to a solid and then
eventually melt as there is no way you can conduct that much heat out of a solid mass w/o it melting.

I pasted in a note from an old colleague (Hans Alsmyer) from KfK that became FZK which I think is now KIT.
He is very knowlegable about this area. This was forwarded on to NRC and to INL. Don't use high carbonate
sand/gravel (like you have around ORNL) as that produces a lot of H20/CO2 that reacts to combustibles H2
and CO upon decomposition. That shouldn't be a problem as there concrete aggregates are silceous. The
note is below:

Dear Mitch and Ray,

after some discussions with my German friends I propose a possible action to reduce long term aerosol
release from the Fukushima reactors by a simple filter:

Cover the critical zones with coarse sand. Particle size about 2 mm to allow water and gas permeation. Finer
particles are not allowed, as they could block gases or water. Sand may be silica or granite etc (heat resistant,
.... ), but no carbonates. This may be applied also in combination with water, in the storage tanks as well as
near the inner containment or those areas where steam or aerosols are escaping.

The retention capability is however not high for very fine aerosol particles, but better than the present state,
and would be higher when the sand is wet. The sand must be transported through helicopters, long cables
must be used for the transfer of the sand bags, to be released close to the surface to be covered.

As at the present time I don't have good contact with Japanese organizations, I think that this suggestion would
best be proposed by you to competent Japanese persons, if you don't have objections.



I am deeply concerned that all our hypothetical scenarios are occurring.

Best regards,

Hans

I've taken the liberty of cc'ing folks in Research who I know and have been trying to forward things to
individuals who can help. If you concur, please forward this to your contacts and let's hope it gets through.
Time is of the escense.

God help those pour folks in Japan.

Mitch

-----Original Message -----
From: Busby, Jeremy T. [mai Ito: busbyjt@ornl.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 7:08 PM
To: Binder, Jeffrey L.; Parks, Cecil V.; Bass, Bennett Richard
Cc: Zinkle, Steven J.; Scaglione, John M.; Wagner, John C.; Powers, Tim; Farmer, Mitchell T.
Subject: Re: HELP - URGENT!!! - Concrete Question from NRC
Importance: High

All,

A quick check of other notes shows the Russians dumped many tons of sand/lead/boric acid on Chernobyl.
They went the same route, so there is at least precedent for that action.

Jeremy

On 3/17/11 6:30 PM, "Binder, Jeffrey L." <binderjl@ornl.gov> wrote:

This is one that Mitch Farmer may be able to help with, copied here. Maybe Chuck Forsberg? Might check

with Johnathon Haire.

Jeff

----- Original Message -----
From: Parks, Cecil V.
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 06:17 PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Bass, Bennett Richard
Cc: Binder, Jeffrey L.; Zinkle, Steven J.; Scaglione, John M.; Wagner, John C.; Busby, Jeremy T.; Powers,
Tim
Subject: RE: HELP - URGENT!!! - Concrete Question from NRC

Richard:

I'm not sure I can think of "one person" here. My thoughts:

1) When I think of interaction of spent fuel with concrete or sand, it is possible that this was looked at in some
manner with the YMP repository and John Scaglione may be able to point them to some information. Thus
John S. and John Wagner who worked with YMP are on cc list.
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2) When they mention "reactivity", if he is wanting information about potential for some criticality from that
scenario, I think it would take some rather extraordinary assumptions to create a critical event by the dumping
of sand or concrete. And the criticality from such an event with low-enriched spent fuel would yield additional
fission products that would be much lower than already exists in the fuel. So, my personal opinion is that this
would be a very-low probability event with very low (relative to understanding of current situation)
consequences.

3) Binder has been monitoring information on the DOE front. From our meeting yesterday you know that this
scenario was a possible one discussed and the value of sand or concrete to mitigate consequences was
discussed. Jeff may have pulled together additional info and/or seen pertinent info from another lab.

Cecil

From: Bass, Bennett Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:03 PM
To: Parks, Cecil V.
Cc: Bass, Bennett Richard; Binder, Jeffrey L.
Subject: FW: HELP - URGENT!!! - Concrete Question from NRC

Cecil

Who would be best to address the question below?

Richard Bass

From: "Kirk, Mark" <Mark.Kirk@nrc.gov>
Date: Thu, 17 Mar 2011 16:23:18 -0400
To: "'rdodds@uiuc.edu'" <rdodds@uiuc.edu>, Richard Bass <bassbr@ornl.gov>, "Sokolov, Mikhail A."
<sokolovm@ornl.gov>, "Nanstad, Randy K." <nanstadrk@ornl.gov>, "'A.Sherry@manchester.ac.uk'
<A. Sherry@manchester.ac.uk>, "'Elisabeth. Keim@areva.com"' <Elisabeth. Keim@areva.com>, "'bru@nri.cz"'
<bru@nri.cz>, "'evwalle@sckcen.be"' <evwalle@sckcen.be>, "'Kim.Wallin@vtt.fi'" <Kim.Wallin@vtt.fi>,
'"enrico.lucon@nist.gov"' <enrico.lucon@nist.gov>
Subject: HELP - URGENT!!! - Concrete Question

If anyone knows someone who can answer the questions below please get them in touch with me as soon as
you can (e-mail back or call my cell). Seems that consideration may be given to filling the spent fuel pools in
japan with sand. Sounds like a great idea to me, but this is way out of my league.

Thanks so much
3



Mark

MEark Kir , Cell (b)(6)

From: Csontos, Aladar
To: RESDE CIB; Nove, Carol
Sent: Thu Mar 17 15:59:03 2011
Subject: URGENT!!! - Concrete Question

Anyone work/know of work on concrete/sand contacting spent fuel, ie. thermal conductivity, reactivity, etc.? If
so, please stop by/call ASAP.

Aladar A. Csontos, Ph.D

Chief, Component Integrity Branch

Division of Engineering

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Mailstop C5-A24M

Washington, DC 20555-0001

(301) 251-7640 (Office)

(b)(6)(Blackberr%,2

(301) 251-7425 (Fax)

Email: aladar.csontos@nrc.gov

Jeremy T. Busby

Fuel Cycle and Isotopes Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2008

4



Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6138

Phone: 865 241-462 ,
Fax: 865 241-3650

Email: busbyjt@ornl.gov
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Dehn, Bill

From: lisa.makosewski@gsa.gov
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:37 PM
Subject: Fw: Japan Earthquake and Pacific Tsunami

To all,

There are two parts to this message: First, please be sure to read the information from the American Red Cross
regarding their response to the disaster in Japan. Second, please read the caution from the FBI regarding choosing
reputable and legitimate organizations for your charitable donations.

Thank you.

Lisa

Lisa C. Makosewski
Executive Director
Philadelphia Federal Executive Board
Federal Building, Room 3456
600 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106

215-861-3665
215-861-3667 (fax)

Forwarded by Lisa Makosewski/NON-GSAI3AJRO3/GSA/GOV on 03/18/2011 03:24 PM ----

Good afternoon,

In response to several inquiries regarding the ongoing situation in Japan, here is the most recent information available. I
have highlighted the portion which pertains to the role of American Red Cross Biomedical Services in the disaster
response. As volunteer leaders, it is our hope that you share this message with others as all of our hearts go out to the
individuals affected by the disaster. Thank you.

BACKGROUND

On March 11, a record 9.0 magnitude earthquake struck near the Japanese city of Sendai. It generated a powerful 32-foot
tsunami which struck northern Japan, surged a quarter of a mile inland and caused widespread destruction to coastal
areas and communities. High magnitude aftershocks continue to hit the area. There was also damage to area nuclear
power plants, causing a third emergency, the threat of nuclear radiation exposure.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS

Reported casualties continue to increase. On March 16, the Government of Japan reported a death toll of 3,676 people
and 7,844 people missing due to the earthquake and tsunami.
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Cold weather and snow is now complicating the ongoing emergency relief operation, which was already challenged by
continued aftershocks, fuel shortages and inaccessible roads. Emergency teams still have not been able to reach all the
affected areas due to logistical challenges.

As concerns mount regarding the damage to nuclear power plants, the Japanese Red Cross continues to focus on
providing relief and assistance to the hundreds of thousands of people who have been evacuated due to the nuclear
emergency, earthquake and tsunami.

!NUMBERS AT A GLANCE 1 Deaths

!People Missing

3,"676 Government of Japan - 3/16/11

7,844 Government of Japan - 3/16/11

[People in Shelters F 416,000 IGovernment of Japan - 3/15/11
erican Red Cross Commitment 1 advisor American Red cross - 3/15/11

1$10 million

CURRENT SITUATION

Snow and freezing temperatures have hit the most affected areas. There are concerns for people who are still unreached
by rescue workers as well as those living in evacuation centers. Many do not have protective clothing or blankets and
heating is insufficient.

As of March 15, the Government of Japan reports that at least 416,000 people are currently being housed in 2,500
government-run shelters located in schools and public buildings in 11 prefectures.

As of March 15, more than 4,600 houses have been totally destroyed and 49,000 damaged throughout the affected areas.
Approximately 843,000 homes remain without electricity and 1.4 million homes are without water.

Transportation systems remain paralyzed and roads cut off, causing food and fuel shortages. Many small communities
remain stranded.

While search and rescue are the priority, the government reports that the immediate needs continue to be food, blankets,
water, fuel and sanitation.
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The Government of Japan has ordered temporary shelters to be built and is working with the private sector merchants and
food producers make food stocks available and to raise production levels to meet needs. It is also working with local
governments in non-affected prefectures to release stocks of relief items for the response.

GLOBAL RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT NETWORK RESPONSE

Japanese Red Cross

Volunteers continue to distribute relief items and provide support to those affected. Under the nation's response plan, the
role of the Japanese Red Cross is to provide healthcare, emotional support activities, relief items and family linking
services to support those affected, including those in government shelters.

The Japanese Red Cross has deployed 115 medical response teams with approximately 730 doctors, counselors, nurses
and support staff, It is operating field and mobile health clinics providing medical and emotional support to affected
people.

The Japanese Red Cross also has a specialized psychological support team operating in Ishinomaki hospital in Miyagi
prefecture, helping survivors who have lost loved ones in the disaster.

A number of the Japanese Red Cross branches are equipped with special equipment to respond to nuclear, biological or
chemical disasters in support of the government. In addition, there is a specialist medical team at Nagasaki Red Cross
hospital to treat effects of radiation exposure.

The Japanese Red Cross has more than two million registered volunteers and 47 chapters, and operates 104 hospitals,
26 nursing schools and 212 blood centers nationwide.

The Japanese Red Cross is is promoting family linking through the International Committee of the Red Cross website -
www.familylinks.icrc.org.

American Red Cross

The American Red Cross has committed an initial $10 million to the Japanese Red Cross to assist its ongoing efforts to
provide medical care and relief assistance following the earthquake and tsunami.
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The American Red Cross has provided an advisor to a high-level support and liaison team to the Japanese Red Cross.
The group is led by the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies and consists of representatives
from several Red Cross and Red Crescent national societies.

To date, the American Red Cross has not received any requests for blood from the Japanese Red Cross, the Japanese
government or the U.S. State Department. At this time, we are not collecting blood from individuals in America to go to
Japan and we do not anticipate the need for a general blood donor appeal to support our preparedness efforts. Should the
need arise, the Red Cross will do everything it can to assist Japan with their request.

If you are personally interested in contributing a monetary donation please visit www.redcross.org and donate to Japan
Earthquake and Pacific Tsunami. You can also donate $10 by texting REDCROSS to 90999 to support our disaster relief efforts in
Japan and tsunami throughout the Pacific.

The American Red Cross is in direct communication with the Japanese Red Cross as they update their needs based on
ongoing assessments and response activities.

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (International Federation)

The International Federation's Asia Pacific Disaster Management Unit in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia is leading the
International Federation's coordination activities in support of the Japanese Red Cross response.

UNITED NATIONS AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

Government of Japan

The Government of Japan is leading the response and has mobilized thousands of troops, planes and ships for a massive
operation. In addition to search and rescue efforts, assisted by a number of international search and rescue teams, it is
also operating shelters, deploying emergency medical teams and providing food and relief supplies.

U.S. Government

The U.S. Government has provided two search and rescue teams to assist response efforts as well as two nuclear
experts. The U.S. Agency for International Development's Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance has deployed a Disaster
Assistance Response Team to coordinate the U.S. Government response.

The U.S. military has deployed ships to the area to assist the relief effort and provide emergency supplies.
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United Nations (UN)

The United Nations has deployed its Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) team to assist the Government of
Japan by coordinating the international urban search and rescue teams as well as incoming international relief goods and
services in order to limit unsolicited contributions.

The information in this report is compiled from a number of sources including the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the United
Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, the U. S. Agency for International Development and involved national Red Cross/Red Crescent
societies. The American Red Cross strives to provide the most accurate and timely information possible; however, all information should be considered conditional
until a final report has been issued.

Wendy C. Varn I Director, Volunteer Administration

American Red Cross

Penn-Jersey Blood Services Region

700 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia, PA 19123

(b)(6)
(2 15) 4 5 1-4 19 7(p Ic)

(215) 451-2546 (f) •wara~usa.redcross.org

Web I redcrossblood.org

Facebook I www.facebook.com/redcrossblood
Twitter I www.twitter.com/ARCPennJersey

mailto:wvara(ii-usa.redcross.org

Colleagues: FYI- just a reminder that the Administration is directing individuals who wish to
contribute to visit www.usaid.gov to learn about mechanisms in which to help. You may also contact
with your local Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) representative for advice on meaningful giving.
www.opm.gov/cfc

The Federal Bureau of Investigation reminds the public to use caution when making donations in the
aftermath of natural disasters. Unfortunately, criminals can exploit these tragedies for their own gain
by sending fraudulent e-mails and creating phony websites designed to solicit contributions. The FBI
and the National Center for Disaster Fraud have an existing tip line to receive information from the
public about suspected fraud associated with the earthquake and tsunami that affected Japan. Tips
should be reported to the National Center for Disaster Fraud, (866) 720-5721. The line is staffed by a
live operator 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Additionally, e-mails can be sent to
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disasteraleo..qov, and information can be faxed to (225) 334-4707. More than 350 fraudulent
w~b'sites claiming to be related to the disaster relief have been created in just the first week.

The National Center for Disaster Fraud was created by the Department of Justice to investigate,
prosecute, and deter fraud in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, when billions of dollars in federal
disaster relief poured into the Gulf Coast region. Now, its mission has expanded to include suspected
fraud from any natural or man-made disaster. More than 20 federal agencies, including the FBI,
participate in the NCDF, which allows the center to act as a centralized clearinghouse of information
related to disaster relief fraud.

The FBI continues to remind the public to perform due diligence before giving contributions to anyone
soliciting donations or individuals offering to provide assistance to the people of Japan. Solicitations
can originate from e-mails, websites, door-to-door collections, flyers, mailings, telephone calls, and
other similar methods.

Consumers can also report suspicious e-mail solicitations or fraudulent websites to the FBI's Internet
Crime Complaint Center, www.ic3.qov.

Before making a donation of any kind, consumers should adhere to certain guidelines. Check out the
FBIs tips at: :

http://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/tips-on-avoiding-fraudulent-charitable-contribution-
schemes
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Jimenez, Juan

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Jimenez, Juan
Subject: title

Here's the title I want: "Status of Japan-Related Requests"

Thanks for all your help!

-ý-Original Message -----
From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:36 AM
To: Jimenez, Juan
Subject: FW: Japan requests

Juan,

I just looked at the pages and realized I forgot to mention a couple of things:

- Please make the printable page (report) reflect the changes made to the List today (ie. Notes are now
"Deliverables" and branch field added).
- Also, this is a minor thing but if you could change the title from "Status of Japan Related Requests" to "Status
of Japan-Related Requests" that would be great.

I will call soon to clarify something.

Thanks,
Katie

--- Original Message -----
From: Jimenez, Juan
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:02 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Japan requests

I created a database in SharePoint (List) here: http://rortal.nrc.,ov/edo/res/DSA/Shared%20Documents/JPN-

Status-Request.aspx

And also here is a printable page (report) http://portal.nrc.qov/edo/res/DSA/reports/iapan-requests aspx

I spoke to Katie an hour ago and she is going to contact me when she gets out of a meeting..

--- -- Original Message -----
From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Japan requests
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Katlhy and mike would like a report at the end of the day on the requests we are receiving. I am not sure but is
any available today. Thx

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
-Patricia Santiago

(b)(6)
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Jimenez, Juan

From: Kardaras, Tom
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Jimenez, Juan
Cc: Rupinta, Shane
Subject: RE; Japan support request sharepoint site

See below

Great work!

Regards,
Tom Kardaras, Chief
Information Technology and Infrastructure Branch Program Management, Policy Development and Analysis
Staff Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(o) 301-251-7667

-----Original Message -----
From: Rupinta, Shane
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:51 AM
To: Kardaras, Tom
Subject: FW: Japan support request sharepoint site

See Pat's accolades for Juan below. The links are in the attached as well.

Shane

----- Original Message-----
From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:59 PM
To: Jimenez, Juan; Rupinta, Shane; Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael; Wagner, Katie; Lee, Richard
Subject: Japan support request sharepoint site

Dear juan. Again you are outstanding at supporting the needs of your co workers and fellow divisions. The
site was set up within hours of our request and we really appreciate it.

Katie thank you for helping us log all these requests so they don't get lost and can be prioritized. If we can help
you in anyway let us know
Terrific teanwork
rhanks
Pat

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Santiago

(b)(6)
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Kokaiko. Lawrence
Ruland. William

Haney. Catherine; Oorman. Oan: L ; Mohseni. Abv; DavsJac; Cao, Tianging; Hill, Brittain; McCart: n
7_.n.h g ; Coton. Keith; Rubenstone. James
Specialized support for Japanese event
Friday, March 18, 2011 11:24:08 AM

Bill:

Cathy asked me to provide you names of those who have specialized expertise that might
be useful in responding to the Japanese event on an as needed bases. These names are
also on the list provided to the offices by Beth Doolittle earlier.

Dr. Tianqing Cao - formerly a State of California seismologist, and currently is
NMSS/HLWRS senior seismologist. He resides inb but is an NRC employee. He could
be consulted for seismology and earthquake hazards.

Dr. Brittain Hill - formerly of SwRI, and currently is NMSS/HLWRS SLS for Repository
Science. He has experience in plume modeling, GIS analysis, knowledge of seismology
and extreme natural events.

Mr. Timothy McCartin - NMSS/HLWRS SLS for total system performance assessment,
including movement of radioactive material in the environment and dose assessment.

Dr. Keith Compton - NMSS/HLWRS senior performance assessment analyst with
environmental radiation dose assessment experience.

Dr. James Rubenstone - NMSS/HLWRS branch chief who is an earth science specialist

with GIS analysis and earthquake and natural hazards expertise.

Lawrence Kokajko, Director, HLWRS/NMSS
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From: Grobe.Jack
To: Sheron. Brian; Uhle. Jennifer; Wiggins. Jim; Evans. Michele; Miller, Charles; Haney. Catherine Dorman, Dan;

Moore, Scott Johnson. Michael; Holahan, Gary; Leeds, Eric; rbe Boger. Bruc ; Brenner. Eliot: Hayden.
ElizabetSchmidt. Rebecca Doane, Margaret Mamish. Nader: Dyer. Jim; Brown, Milton; Hackett. Edwin
Piccone. Josephine; Wilson. George; Harrison. Donnie; Kammerer. Annie; Collins, Timothy; Milligan, Patricia:
Salley, MarkHenr!; Bowman. Eric

Cc: Borchardt. Bill; Weber. Michael Vrgiio tI.; Asbh,. rre_; §Urns. Stephen; i•ti-Cook. Annette; Andersen.
James; Gitter, Joseph; Howe, Allen; Nelson. Robert; McGinty, Tim; Blount, Tom; Holian. Brian llaher
Johanna; Brown. Milton; Cheok. Michael; LeeSamson; Hiland. Patrick; Skeen. David; Ruland, William; Sheron.
Bripa; Lubinski. John

Subject: Support and Logistics for the Japan Commission Meeting
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:06:12 PM

Ladies and Gents,

We want to ask your support for several aspects of the Commission meeting on Monday
morning regarding the situation in Japan.

First, the only staff at the Commission table will be Bill Borchardt.

In the well, we anticipate having the two available DEDOs (I understand that Mike Weber
will be on shift) and one representative from the front office of each of the following offices
(either the office director or deputy)

NRR, NRO, NSIR, RES, NMSS, FSME, OPA, OCA, OIP, CFO, ACRS

Annette Vietti-Cook has indicated that she will reserve the "quadrant" of seats nearest the

microphone (on the left side of the room as the Commissioners would see it) for NRC
staff. As I understand it, the right side will be for reporters and the central area will be
open for general public.

In the area for NRC staff, there will be 39 seats.

From a staff perspective, we would like the highest priority available for the following
individuals whom Bill will call upon to answer (on camera) any more detailed questions on
the indicated subjects. Bill will have the list and ask for this person to respond to any
question where he wants more detailed support. Some of these folks will likely already be
in the well. The microphone has been moved to allow television camera access to any
individual answering questions.

Protection Against Natural Disasters - Gary Holahan
Station Blackout - George Wilson
Severe Accident and Spent Fuel Pool Accident Progression - Jennifer Uhle
Radiological Consequence Analysis - Cathy Haney
Hydrogen Fires and Explosions - MarkHenry Salley
Public Stakeholder Outreach - Eliot Brenner
State Outreach - Josie Piccone
International Interactions - Margie Doane
10CFR50.54(hh)(2)/B.5.b - Eric Bowman
Seismic Issues, Tsunami Issues, GI-199 - Annie Kammerer
Mark I containment issues - Tim Collins
Emergency Preparedness - Trish Milligan
Emergency Operating procedures/SAMGs - Donnie Harrison



# i

We understand that these people are available for the meeting. If not, please coordinate
with Allen Howe to provide an equivalently capable individual.

That leaves 26 seats in the staff section for TAs and other Division Directors and above
who should attend the meeting.

SECY is arranging for an e-mail to be sent out to the staff to indicate where televisions are

available for other interested staff to observe the Commission meeting.

Thanks for your support.

Jack Grobe, Deputy Director
for Engineering and Corporate Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission



From: Droogitis. Siros
To: Leeds, Eric; Johnson. Michael; Sheron. Brian
Cc: Weber. Michael; Batkin. Joshua; HO0 Hoc; Taylor, Renee; Flory, Shirley Powell. Amy; Virailio. Martin; f'i!L""

(OCA). Timothy Belmore. Nancy; Schmidt. Rebecca; Borchardt. Bi; Dorman. Dan; Haney. Catherine; Shane.
Raeann

Subject: RE: Phone Congressional Liaison Team Briefing - Latest schedule
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:45:31 PM

Great, thanks, so I guess we are all set with the schedule below. We can come up with
someone for March 25 next week.

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Droggitis, Spiros; Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Cc: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc; Taylor, Renee; Flory, Shirley; Powell, Amy; Virgilio,
Martin; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Belmore, Nancy; Schmidt, Rebecca; Johnson, Michael; Sheron, Brian;
Borchardt, Bill
Subject: RE: Phone Congressional Liaison Team Briefing - Latest schedule

Happy to be here - proud to serve. I'll take the meetings.

Eric J, Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

March 18 - Mike Johnson
March 19 - Eric Leeds
March 20 - Eric Leeds
March 21 - Brian Sheron
March 22 - Mike Johnson
March 23 - Brian Sheron
March 24 - Brian Sheron
March 25 -

Dial-in: ,1-0-593-7189
Leader passcode: (b)6)

Participant passcode:

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:31 PM
To: Johnson, Michael; Haney, Catherine; Borchardt, Bill; Sheron, Brian; Leeds, Eric
Cc: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc; Taylor, Renee; Flory, Shirley; Dorman, Dan; Droggitis,
Spiros; Powell, Amy; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: Phone Congressional Liaison Team Briefing

All-We had our first call to Congressional staffers at 1:30 today. The call lasted about 1
hour. We invited over 500 staffers to listen in and ask questions. Mike and his team did a
great job. It was good to spend the extra time today providing background material to
them, but I'm thinking that we will probably shorten our briefing and instead answer more



questions in the future. Spiros will be contacting you to set the schedule for the next
several days. We will be doing the call at 3:00 daily. This effort is different than the 2
briefings tomorrow on the Hill. Thanks for all your help! Becky

From: Johnson, Michael
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:57 PM
To: Haney, Catherine; Borchardt, Bill; Schmidt, Rebecca; Sheron, Brian; Leeds, Eric
Cc: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc; Taylor, Renee; Flory, Shirley; Dorman, Dan
Subject: Re:

I can't support before late afternoon. I am planning on supporting a call at 300 tomorrow.
From my blackberry.

From: Haney, Catherine
To: Borchardt, Bill; Schmidt, Rebecca; Sheron, Brian; Leeds, Eric; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc; Taylor, Renee; Flory, Shirley; Dorman, Dan
Sent: Thu Mar 17 13:47:00 2011
Subject: RE:

Seems to me that Brian might be the best candidate since he is already downtown. I tried
calling him to discuss who would go. Shirley told me that Brian was at DOE (meeting
doesn't end until 5 pm) and that his schedule on Friday was open. She tentatively put the
11:45 briefing on his schedule.

I'm happy to be a back up. If Brian can't do it, I'd like to go down and listen in on the 9:30
briefing.

Unfortunately, we might not have a firm answer until later this evening unless Mike J wants
to volunteer in Brian's place.

As an aside, I'm scheduled to leave for France on Saturday afternoon. I spoke with Mike
W last night about whether I should cancel. The view was I should continue with the trip.
Of course, I can change plans up until I get on the plane. You might want to consider
using Dan as a communicator next week. I will leave my "go to book" for him.

From: Borchardt, Bill
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:00 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Sheron, Brian; Leeds, Eric; Haney, Catherine; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc; Taylor, Renee
Subject: RE:

Unfortunately this would conflict with the NRC all hands briefing. Can 1 of the 4
"communicators" handle the 11:45?

From: Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:48 PM
To: Sheron, Brian; Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Haney, Catherine; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Weber, Michael; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc; Taylor, Renee
Subject: RE:

The House has now asked for the same briefing at 11:45. Bill are you available for that
one too?



From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:05 AM
To: Borchardt, Bill; Leeds, Eric; Haney, Catherine; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Weber, Michael; Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc
Subject: RE:

I should be able to attend. I'll meet you in the ops center around 7am.

From: Borchardt, Bill
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 9:44 AM
To: Leeds, Eric; Haney, Catherine; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael
Cc: Weber, Michael; Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua; HOO Hoc
Subject:

Senate EPW staff has requested a briefing Fri @9:30 (location TBD). I believe that Pete
Lyons will be representing DOE. I am planning to represent NRC, I invite any of the 4
addressees of this email (the 4 new "Communicators") to come along to get a sense of
what the hill is interested in, etc. It is totally your call. I plan to be in the ops center at 7am
to get a last minute update and then take metro (7:45) downtown.

Please let me know whether you plan to attend or not.

Bill



From: Breskovic. Clarence
To: Breskovic. Clarence
Subject: Japan OP SharePoint Site Updated
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:02:31 PM

http://portal.nrc.gov/OCM/ip/countries/iapan/defauIt.aspx

Clarence Breskovic
International Policy Analyst
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of International Programs
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852, USA
Tel: 1-301-415-2364
Fax: 1-301-415-2395
Alternate Email: I(b)(6)



From: Johnson. Michae
To: Leeds. Eric: Virgilio, Rosetta Sharon. Brian Haney, Catherine
Cc: Dorman. Dan; Santiago. Patricia Williams. Donna; Wertz. Trent; Piccone. Josephine; Jackson. Deborah; TuiL.

Richard; Deegan, George Miller. Charles; Moore. Scott
Subject: RE: ACTION: NGA Center in DC Requests NRC Expert Speaker for 3/22 or 3/23 and 4/4
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:16:07 PM

Both Tuesday and Wednesday are problems for me (mid night shift ending Tuesday am
and all-hands on Wednesday).

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:08 PM
To: Virgilio, Rosetta; Johnson, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Haney, Catherine
Cc: Dorman, Dan; Santiago, Patricia; Williams, Donna; Wertz, Trent; Piccone, Josephine; Jackson,
Deborah; Turtil, Richard; Deegan, George; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott
Subject: RE: ACTION: NGA Center in DC Requests NRC Expert Speaker for 3/22 or 3/23 and 4/4

1 am willing and would use our briefing material from the Commission meeting for the
presentation. The problem is that I won't know my availability until the day of. Maybe the day
before.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:38 PM
To: Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Sheron, Brian; Haney, Catherine
Cc: Dorman, Dan; Santiago, Patricia; Williams, Donna; Wertz, Trent; Piccone, Josephine; Jackson,
Deborah; Turtil, Richard; Deegan, George; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott
Subject: ACTION: NGA Center in DC Requests NRC Expert Speaker for 3/22 or 3/23 and 4/4
Importance: High

All - Bob Nelson suggested I contact you directly, as you have been designated as NRC
Communicators, relative to two requests below from the National Governors Association.

I told Greg Dierkers that NRC staff is pretty well stretched and might not be available to
participate in next week's meeting, but I would put the request forward. I also offered that
NRC is planning to hold a public Commission meeting Monday, 3/21, which will be Web
streamed, and suggested this might satisfy their needs at this time. I told Greg I would
send him the details when available. He understood we were pretty busy, indicating FEMA
was unable to participate in the NGA meeting.

Please advise whether your schedule can support such a meeting - I would like to close
the loop with Greg by COB this/Friday afternoon. Thanks much for your consideration.

Rosetta 0. Virgilio
Senior Liaison Project Manager
Intergovernmental Liaison Branch



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike - T-8F42
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
301-415-2367
Rosetta.Virgilio~nrc.gov

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
To: 'gdierkers@NGA.ORG' <gdierkers@NGA.ORG>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:03:28 2011
Subject: Re: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Thank you, Greg; I will followup and get back to you.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Rosetta 0. Vir lio
(b)(6)

From: Dierkers, Gregory <gdierkers@NGA.ORG>
To: Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Gander, Sue <sgander@NGA.ORG>; MacLellan, Thomas <TMaclellan@NGA.ORG>;
Ferro, Carmen <CFerro@NGA.ORG>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 16:36:04 2011
Subject; NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Hi Rosetta,

Thanks for your time today. We appreciate you identifying someone from the NRC to support the
NGA Center's outreach to states during this busy time.

As we discussed we would like to invite, the NRC to join us for two upcoming events -- a webinar
next week and a conference in early April -- to brief governors' advisors on the Japanese
situation and the implications: for US plants. The events are:

1) A webinar with governors' security and energy advisors. NGA Center staff is planning to host a

conference call next week (Tuesday 3/21 or Wednesday 3/22) to provide senior state officials with
an update on the Japan situation and to answer questions as to the operations of US plants,
including regulations, plant security/safety, and the emergency preparedness efforts at the US
nuclear fleet. We would ask that an NRC expert Join the webinar remotely: the webinar would last

for 1 hour.

2) An in-person speaker at a governors' energy advisors meeting. NGA Center's Governors' Energy

Advisors Policy Institute on April 4th in Arlington, Virginia. The focus of the April 4th Institute is to
provide a 'Technology 101' briefing for governors senior energy advisors. We would invite the NRC
to attend in-person on April 4th from 1:45pm to 4:15pm. We would ask for a 10-15 minute
presentation on the situation in Japan. the state of nuclear technology and regulations in the US.
and the implications for states from the Japanese crisis. Attached is a draft agenda.



Thanks for considering both of these requests.

Sincerely,

Greg Dierkers

Program Director- Energy and Transportation

NGA Center for Best Practices

Environment, Energy and Transportation Division

202-624-7789

gdierkers( nga.org



From: 16m lio, Rosetta

To: Leeds. Eric Johnson. Michael; Sheron. Brian Haney. Catherine

Cc: Dorman. Dan; Santiago. Patricia Williams. Donna; Wert-z Trent; Piccone. Josephine Jackson Deborah JL
Richard Deeaan. George; Miller. Charles; Moore. Scott; Camper. Larry

Subject: RE: ACTION: NGA Center in DC Requests NRC Expert Speaker for 3/22 or 3/23 and 4/4

Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:14:27 PM

Thank you, Eric - Which request are you addressing: the Webinar next week or April 4
conference?

From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:08 PM
To: Virgilio, Rosetta; Johnson, Michael; Sheron, Brian; Haney, Catherine
Cc: Dorman, Dan; Santiago, Patricia; Williams, Donna; Wertz, Trent; Piccone, Josephine; Jackson,
Deborah; Turtil, Richard; Deegan, George; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott
Subject: RE: ACTION: NGA Center in DC Requests NRC Expert Speaker for 3/22 or 3/23 and 4/4

I am willing and would use our briefing material from the Commission meeting for the
presentation. The problem is that I won't know my availability until the day of. Maybe the day
before.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:38 PM
To: Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Sheron, Brian; Haney, Catherine
Cc: Dorman, Dan; Santiago, Patricia; Williams, Donna; Wertz, Trent; Piccone, Josephine; Jackson,
Deborah; Turtil, Richard; Deegan, George; Miller, Charles; Moore, Scott
Subject: ACTION: NGA Center in DC Requests NRC Expert Speaker for 3/22 or 3/23 and 4/4
Importance: High

All - Bob Nelson suggested I contact you directly, as you have been designated as NRC
Communicators, relative to two requests below from the National Governors Association.

I told Greg Dierkers that NRC staff is pretty well stretched and might not be available to
participate in next week's meeting, but I would put the request forward. I also offered that
NRC is planning to hold a public Commission meeting Monday, 3/21, which will be Web
streamed, and suggested this might satisfy their needs at this time. I told Greg I would
send him the details when available. He understood we were pretty busy, indicating FEMA
was unable to participate in the NGA meeting.

Please advise whether your schedule can support such a meeting - I would like to close
the loop with Greg by COB this/Friday afternoon. Thanks much for your consideration.

Rosetta 0. Virgilio
Senior Liaison Project Manager
Intergovernmental Liaison Branch CQ



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike - T-8F42
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
301-415-2367
Rosetta.Virgilioanrc.gov

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
To: 'gdierkers@NGA.ORG' <gdierkers@NGA.ORG>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 17:03:28 2011
Subject: Re: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Thank you, Greg; I will followup and get back to you.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Iosetta 0. Viraili)

(b)(6)

From: Dierkers, Gregory <gdierkers@NGA.ORG>
To: Virgilio, Rosetta
Cc: Gander, Sue <sgander@NGA.ORG>; MacLellan, Thomas <TMaclellan@NGA.ORG>;
Ferro, Carmen <CFerro@NGA.ORG>
Sent: Thu Mar 17 16:36:04 2011
Subject: NGA Center NRC expert speaker requests

Hi Rosetta,

Thanks for your time today. We appreciate you identifying someone from the NRC to support the

NGA Center's outreach to states during this busy time.

As we discussed we would like to invite the NRC to join us for two upcoming events -- a webinar

next week and a conference in early April -- to brief governors' advisors on the Japanese

situation and the implications for US plants. The events are:

1) A webinar with governors' security and energy advisors. NGA Center staff is planning to host a

conference call next week (Tuesday 3/21 or Wednesday 3/22) to provide senior state officials with

an update on the Japan situation and to answer questions as to the operations of US plants,

including regulations, plant security/safety, and the emergency preparedness efforts at the US

nuclear fleet. We would ask that an NRC expert loin the webinar remotely: the webinar would last

for I hour,

2) An in-person speaker at a governors' energy advisors meeting. NGA Center's Governors' Energy

Advisors Policy Institute on April 4th in Arlington, Virginia. The focus of the April 4th Institute is to

provide a 'Technology 101' briefing for governors senior energy advisors. We would invite the NRC

to attend in-person on April 4th from 1:45pm to 4:15pm. We would ask for a 10-15 minute

presentation on the situation in Jaoan. the state of nuclear technology and regulations in the US.

and the implications for states from the Japanese crisis. Attached is a draft agenda.



Thanks for considering both of these requests.

Sincerely,

Greg Dierkers

Program Director - Energy and Transportation

NGA Center for Best Practices

Environment, Energy and Transportation Division

202-624-7789

gdierkers(n_•a.org



From: Doolittle. Elizabeth
To: Haney. Catherine
Subject: FW: my background and qualifications
Date: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:33:51 AM

Here is Yawar's info.

Beth

From: Faraz, Yawar
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:26 AM
To: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Cc: Guttmann, lack
Subject: my background and qualifications

BS Nuclear Engineering University of Maryland

T Certified by the American Board of Health Physicists
1984-1990: conducted environmental assessments (atmospheric, surface water,
groundwater, etc.) of radiological releases
1990-present: extensive safety (radiological, chemical and fire) and reasonable
safeguards experience in fuel cycle (reprocessing, U enrichment, fuel fabrication, ISAs,
etc.)
Trained as emergency responder for fuel cycle (current position fuel cycle technical team
director for incidents response)
Participated in emergency response for several actual and simulated fuel cycle accidents

6\
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Yarsky, Peter

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Gibson, Kathy
Friday, March 18, 2011 1:39 PM
Evans, Michele
Uhle, Jennifer; Coyne, Kevin; Huffert, Anthony; Rubin, Stuart; Yarsky, Peter; Salley,
MarkHenry; Elkins, Scott; Case, Michael; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Scott, Michael
Staff for Potential Support in Japan
Kathy Halvey Gibson.vcf; image0O1.jpg

High

Michele,
I am following up on your request to Jennifer for staff to potentially go to Japan beginning around
March 24 for about 2 weeks.

I don't have a name for structural as yet, but will provide it when DE gets back to me.

For the other areas of expertise:

Protective Measures - Tony Huffert
Engineers with good people skills - Stu Rubin, Peter Yarsky
Infrared Imaging - Mark Salley

Please let me know if you need anything else.

Kathy

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

D__ i,,sion of Systems Analysis

Kathy.Gibson .nrc, go\.'
.0 01) 251-749-,9 Wor.

(b)(6) q, \/- ý

68



Wagner, KatieI

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wagner, Katie
Friday, March 18, 2011 8:57 AM
Santiago, Patricia
RE: Japan support request sharepoint site

Thanks Pat!

-- ---Original Message -----
From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:59 PM
To: Jimenez, Juan; Rupinta, Shane; Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael; Wagner, Katie; Lee, Richard
Subject: Japan support request sharepoint site

Dear juan. Again you are outstanding at supporting the needs of your co workers and fellow divisions. The
site was set up within hours of our request and we really appreciate it.

Katie thank you for helping us log all these requests so they don't get lost and can be prioritized. If we can help
you in anyway let us know
Terrific teanwork
Thanks
Pat

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Santia o

(b)(6) 2E .2 _



From: Siu, Nathan
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 2:20 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: Fw: Fukushima Questions from Burchill

Don - FYI got this from ANS past president. Have referred him to general number 301-415-8200.

Sent from NRC BlackBerry
Nathan Siul(b)(6) I i-t ), ". i ••

From: William E. Burchill <burchillWne.tamu.edu>
To: Siu, Nathan
Sent: Sat Mar 19 13:55:15 2011
Subject: Fukushima Questions from Burchill

Nathan,
Can you give me any insight on the following questions or refer me to a source of answers?
1. How badly were the unit 3 and 4 SFP structures damaged by the earthquake?
2. Was the SFP water drained due to the earthquake? If yes, over what period of time?
3. Are the SFPs structurally sound enough to be refilled with water, a slurry, or sand?
4. What are the SFP loadings (# F/As, weight, heat load, radioactivity)?
5. How much has the cladding in the SFPs been oxidized (perhaps as inferred from the hydrogen released)?
6. What is the degree of fuel melting in the SFPs?
7. Is the fuel in the SFPs in a coolable geometry?
8. What effect has the spraying with water cannons had (fuel cooling, fuel degradation, water accumulation)?
9. What are the options to refill the SPFs with water, i.e., plant systems, external systems, water supplies, heat sink?
10. Will refilling the SFPs with water cause the fuel within to "slump" as occurred at TMI?
11. Will refilling the SFPs with water produce massage amounts of hydrogen? If yes, is it likely to explode before it is
vented from the building?
12. Will refilling the SFPs with water produce a potential nuclear criticality?
13. Is filling the SFPs with a slurry or sand being aggressively evaluated?
How engaged is NRC in helping the TEPCO, NISA, META address these questions?
It was great to see you at PSA 11. Thanks for your time.
Best regards,

William E. Burchill, Ph.D.
Past President
American Nuclear Society
Retired Department Head
Nuclear Engineering
Texas A&M University
129 Zachry Engineering Center
College Station, TX 77843-3 133
Phone: (979) 845-1670
FAX: (979) 845-6443
E-mail: btirchill@tamu.edu

1N~



Stevens, Gary

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sampath Ranganathi (b)(6)_

Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:29 PM
Bob Carter; Stevens, Gary; Randy Stark
Fw: Update Situation of damage by Japanj Earthquake 3/20/ Japan Time

i

Updates from Yama-san..

Dr. Sam Ranganath

XGEN engineering
7173 Queensbridge Way
San Jose, CA 95120-4281

www.XGENenqineerin-q.com

) -'i

(/ork:408-268-8636
:ax: 408-268-7536..
,ell.: b)6

-- Forwarded Message ----
From: "I(b)(6)
To: John Ashburn ý(b)(6)

uennis Iownsena <Uennis. I ownsenactwpe.com>; Liary ;ozzi t(o
ML Shira ,)(6) -rbogisich <'(b)(6) Walt Zarella <(b)(6)

Salisbury I(b)(6)
Cc: Yama Yamaguchi <vama-qamaquchiObasil.ocn.ne.ip>; Junji Tanaka <iunhi.tanaka(,qe.com>
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 4:40 PM
Subject: Update Situation of damage by Japanj Earthquake 3/20/ Japan Time

Situation looking better.

Joe Morgan

Joe and John.

1F-6 both diesel generator started and fuel pool temprature .down to 48 Deg.C
and backto normal,I think no more problem and made H2 vent hole on top of
the roof incase of H2 leak from RPV/PCV.

1F-I and 2 out side power line conected and started each system motor/valves
check before run ECCS systems.

1F-3 was seawater charged 1250 ton in pool by Tokyo hiper rescue fire pump
and RPV BLDG temperature done to below 10ODeg.C.

They will charge seawater to 1F-4 fuel pool today by Tokyo hiper rescue pump

and parallely they will install out side power line.

1



They will install out side power line for pent fuel BLDG too soon.

Generally now looks good controled all over.

YAMA.

John and Joe.

> Still charging seawater by Japan defence and Tokyo fire station
rescue
> high pressure pumps for lF-3 and out side power line
installation work
> will conect to IF-I to IF-4 this morning and try to use/run each
units
> ECCS.

> Parallelly They will do dose monitaring of dose after pumping
about 200ton
> water,out side power line installation for IF-5&6 also other
additional
> spent fuel pool in site.

> If we can run /use ECCS,we can recover almost 75% and exsiting
FUKU IAEA
> level is up to 5.

> let see todays ECCS system test and operation. YAMA.

2



Stevens, Gary

From: Sampath Ranganath __(b)(6)
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:30 PM
To: Bob Carter; Randy Stark; Stevens, Gary
Subject: Fw: Fuku report on 3/21.

More recent update from Yamaguchi-san.

Dr. Sam Ranganath

XGEN engineering .,

7173 Queensbridge Way
San Jose, CA 95120-4281 /

www.XGENengqineeringq.com

Work:408-268-8636
Fax: 408-268-7536
Cell: 1!)(

----- Forwarded Message
From: yama-yamaguchi <vama-aamnauihiahn.0lnrn neJP>
To: Morgan Joe & Lucy (b)(6) hitman John <Jwhitmanauccdive.com>
Cc: Sampath RanganathSent: Sunday, March 20!,,, ,- z.u,: iv,,

Subject: Fuku report on 3/21.

John and Joe.

1F-2&1 is atill checking each syatem and each equipments.

1F-3&4 is still charging seawater to fuel pool and parallelly trying to conect outside power line.

IF-5&6 is stable.

Our concerning points.

I'mvery much concerned about fuel pool inside and RPV inside fuel condition after make so much H2 (Zr +
2H20 = ZrO2 + 2x H2 ) therefore ZrO is very much brittle already come out pellets come out fule tube and go
down and liner plate and RPV drain pipe also make hole at over there.

1) We will be closed IF-I to IF-4 permanently.
2) We should have at least require redundant out site power source such as power line from pacific side and
japan sea side line also Hokaido line/kyusyu line.
3) We should have more strong emagency redundant cooling system required for fule pool also it's
location/design change required for RPV BLDG.
4) We should have design change of Emergency diesel generation system with ECCS.

YAMA.

1 cKV



Rathbun, Howard

From: (b)(6) J --- I

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 7:02 PM
To: Rathbun, Howard
Cc: lhq r'•
Subject: RE: JoMMS 100812-Li Correspondence

Dear Prof. Howard Rathbun,

Thank you for your email. We had the biggest earthquake in eastern area of Japan on March 11 (Friday).
Fortunately we are safe, but Tohoku University had been damaged very badly and many lifelines don't work
now. So our office is not available and we can't enter there. The server was down until March 17 (Thursday),
but now my e 'I of Tohoku University c,,rdo material.tohoku.ac.ip) is available. We can also use my
personal ema(b)(6)

Best regards,

Yasuhide Shindo

--- On Sun, 2011/3/20, Rathbun, Howard <Howard.Rathbuncnrc..qov> wrote:

> Dear Professor Shindo,

> First, thank you for your e-mail message. Last week, I had visited the website and clicked on the link that I
thought would approve the paper as revised. I find the paper to be in good shape after revision and ready for
publication.

> Second, we are very sorry to hear about the recent events in your country and our thoughts and prayers are
with you.

> Best regards,
> Howard J. Rathbun, Ph.D., P.E.
> Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
> U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

> l(b)(6)

> From: Yasuhide Shindo
> Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 6:15 AM

To Rathhbn Howard .
Cc C (b)(6) eý 1•'•

>a Qoject: JOIVJIbm &U•pLI ' , orrepondence

> Dear Prof. Howard Rathbun,

> I'm writing to remind you that we would like your opinion on the

> revision to the paper

> Structural design of pyramidal truss core sandwich beams loaded in
> 3-point bending>by Ming Li '

I



> Lin-Zhi Wu
> Li Ma
>. Bing Wang

Zhengxi Guan

> which was modified (hopefully) according to your comments. The paper
> can be downloaded from the
> link:

> http://pim.math.berkeley.edu/editorial/urloads/iomms/submitted/1 00812-

> Li/100812-Li-v2.pdf

> It contains the following changes relative to the previous one:

> http://pim.math .berkeley.edu/editorial/uploads/iomms/submitted/100812-
> Li/100812-Li-c2.pdf

> We are not pushing for acceptance or for rejection. If you feel that
> the papers is not sufficiently improved, your frank opinion will be
> much appreciated. If it is improved, it will be good to know.

> When you have evaluated the paper, please upload your report to

> http://pim.math.berkeley.edu/wft/refrep.php?s=450553be3657e864&rr=2474
>5

> Based on your estimate of the time needed for reporting on an earlier
> version, we hope you can send us your comments at your earliest
> convenience.

> Thank you for reviewing for the Journal of Mechanics of Materials and

> Structures,

> Sincerely,

> Yasuhide Shindo, co-Editor of JoMMS

> Tohoku University
> shindoc-material.tohoku.ac.ip
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Rathbun, Howard

From: Rathbun, Howard
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:11 AM
To: Yasuhide Shindo
Subject: RE: JoMMS 100812-Li Correspondence

Dear Professor Shindo,

First, thank you for your e-mail message. Last week, I had visited the website and clicked on the link that I
thought would approve the paper as revised. I find the paper to be in good shape after revision and ready for
publication.

Second, we are very sorry to hear about the recent events in your country and our thoughts and prayers are
with you.

Best regards,
Howard J. Rathbun, Ph.D., P.E.
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Yasuhide Shindo (b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 6:15 AM
To: Rathbun, Howard
CC: (b)(6)
S U~DJ=..L u IUvU I z.--I •,ui Hsponden

Dear Prof. Howard Rathbun,

I'm writing to remind you that we would like your opinion on the revision to the paper

Structural design of pyramidal truss core sandwich beams loaded in 3-point bending
by Ming Li

Lin-Zhi Wu
Li Ma
Bing Wang
Zhengxi Guan

which was modified (hopefully) according to your comments. The paper can be downloaded from the
link:

http://pim.math.berkeley.edu/editorial/uploads/iomms/submitted/l 00812-Li/1 00812-Li-v2. pdf

It contains the following changes relative to the previous one:

http://pim .math.berkeley.edu/editorial/uploads/iomms/submitted/1 00812-Li/1 00812-Li-c2.pdf

We are not pushing for acceptance or for rejection. If you feel that the papers is not sufficiently improved, your
frank opinion will be much appreciated. If it is improved, it will be good to know.

When you have evaluated the paper, please upload your report to , \A
1 /<2$



Weber, Michael

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:10 AM
To: Hackett, Edwin
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Wiggins, Jim; Wittick, Brian
Subject: FYI - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Thanks, Ed

-original Message
'From: Hackett, Edwin
To: Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Ruland, William
Sent: Sun Mar 20 08:49:20 2011
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT-Please read ASAP

FYI - Concerns related to NPSH credit for BWR Mark V's.

Ed

From: Arnie Gun n Behalf Of Arnie Gundersen
[(b)(6) 

,. I

_-),,11; _-dLUr-uay, V',dL I, 2011 7:42 AM
To: Hackett, Edwin; Batkin, Joshua

Subject: IMPORTANT-Please read ASAP

Dear Josh and Ed,

There will be many lessons to learn from Fukushima, but one is staring us in the face right
now. The Mark 1 has a single point of vulnerability, and any Mark 1 with this vulnerability
could become another Fukushima. It is the NPSH credit that the ACRS and NRC staff knowingly
allowed BWR's to take when they received Uprates. A leak in containment, not a gross
rupture, will render their ECCS inoperable. You both know this to be true without armies of
analysts to confirm it. The NRC could easily demand any reactor that has taken the NPSH
credit to reduce power to a level where that NPSH credit is no longer necessary. The NRC
could do this by Monday morning. There will be more to learn, but let's start with what has
been painfully obvious to many of us for too many years already.

Arnie Gundersen
Fairewinds Associates, Inc
arnie(@fairewinds.com<maiito:arnie(@fairewinds.com>
802-865-9955

''If a Secretary of Agriculture endorsed better meat inspection, you wouldn't have a debate
of near religious fervor about whether that person was pro- or anti-meat, whether he had sold
out to the vegetarians.

You'd debate whether the stricter regulations made sense. It's somehow unique to nuclear
power that, when one refuses to have nuclear power on the industry's terms, one gets chucked
into a bin labeled 'anti-nuclear.'

-Peter A. Bradford, former Commissioner-of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 3/9/82

cK\
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Landau, Mindy

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:58 PM
To: King, Mark
Cc: Thorp, John; Nelson, Robert; Thomas, Eric
Subject: RE: Communicating what is going on in Japan --- to the general NRC staff

I think it's unfair to characterize our communication to the staff as dysfunctional. As with any communication
challenge, there are decisions to be made regarding who needs to have what degree of information. For us to

allow the staff to tap into the Ops Center information would be at the very least distracting, and at the very
worst, anxiety-provoking.

The EDO has consistently stated that we are unsure of the validity of the information coming out of Japan. It
would be irresponsible of us to transmit raw, unanalyzed information to the staff and then discover it was
inaccurate. By the way... a large part of the news coverage from the beginning has been just that.

The information the EDO and the agency have been sharing - in the form of EDO Updates, Blogs, press
releases, transcripts and videos of meetings and hearings, may have been initially slow in being pulled
together. But it has been factual and has resulted from careful, methodical review by our staff. Yes, it may be
a little less satisfying than instantaneous reporting by the news media, but our employees are worthy of getting
only the best, most factual information we have.

Mindy

'From: King, Mark
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:42 PM
To: Landau, Mindy
Cc: Thorp, John; Nelson, Robert; Thomas, Eric
Subject: RE: Communicating what is going on in Japan --- to the general NRC staff

RE: We can certainly extract content, as appropriate, for agency-wide communications -
Why not have regular postings! updates ?

So where is an NRC employee to get the official latest information regarding the Japan event and our response
to the event?

Seems we (NRC general staff) should have established link that we can click on and at least get a dayshift /
nightshift update if we have all those folks working around the clogck. Perhaps a 6:30 am and 6:30 pm-
update --- or more frequent if something very significant occurs.

Why do we seem so dysfunctional on this ??? Who has the ball on this task? Many NRC employees feel

that management is not communicating with them properly.

FYI - consideration.

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:31 PM
To: Nelson, Robert
Cc: Brown, Frederick; Markley, Michael; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Howe, Allen; King, Mark; Ellmers, Glenn; Rihm,
Roger; Muessle, Mary; Andersen, James
Subject: RE: Recommendation: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

Nelson, 50



To follow up on this request, I understand that NSIR was consulted and they do not want these reports to be
issued to the entire staff. We can certainly extract content, as appropriate, for agencywide communications but
we don't intend to make the reports available on a large scale per their request.

Thanks,
Mindy

-From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:11 AM
To: Landau, Mindy
Cc: Brown, Frederick; Markley, Michael; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Howe, Allen; King, Mark
Subject: Recommendation: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

We recommend that the attached SitRep be made available to the NRC staff via the internal web site. These
are distributed daily by the Ops Center. Many staff are already receiving either directly from the Ops Center or
by secondary distribution. We need a more consistent approach for agency wide dissemination. Can you look
into this?

Robert A. Nelson
Deputy Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* 'U.S.NRC
PI . mwga thapar anid ,Af .wviý rar(b(6

E-mail: robert.nelsononrc.gov Office: (301) 415-1453 1 ) Cell: (b)()r - Fax: (301) 415-21021

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:14 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

Attached, please find a 0600 EDT from March 18 situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 11, 2011.

Please note that this information is "Official Use Only" and is only being shared within the federal family.

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

Thank you,

Rebecca Clinton
EBT Coordinator
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Reeves, Rosemary

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: . Monday, March 21,2011 11:15AM
To: 'Reeves, Steven'
Subject: RE: Fukushima situation

Not something I'd do from a work computer: u-tube is not encouraged.

----- Original Message -----
From: Reeves, Steven fmailto. Steven.Reeves@Nuclear.Energvy..qov1
Sent: Monday, March 21- 2011 10:00 AM
Tm ' 'lTniiH 1 1•'•b)(6 ,• c ayr D een_ ' i(b) (6) PI ' . . . . .

Bans 1(b)(6)

LL_
.. -2

tion

Family,

A video produced to explain the Fukushima situation to children. It's quintessentially Japanese and somewhat
light-hearted, but It is effective. Just turn the sound off; there are sub-titles.

http://www. youtube.com/watch?v=5sakN2hSVxA&feature=player embedded

I



Stevens, Gary

From: Sam Ranganath I(b)(6)
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:47 PM
To: Stevens, Gary
Subject: Re: Fuku report on 3/21.

Gary,
To the best of my knowledge, there was no new loads analysis for Japan plants which means that there were no

containment upgrades. I am trying to verify this with Dave Drendel. Please wait for me to confirm this with
Dave before you use this information.

Sam R
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 21, 2011, at 8:13 AM, "Stevens, Gary" <Gary.Stevensgnrc.gov> wrote:

Sam:

Thanks. Do you know if the Japanese plants performed Mark I containment upgrades back in
the 1980s like all of the U.S. plants did?

Gary L. Stevens

Senior Materials Engineer

NRC/RES/DE/CIB

7 Gary. Stevens(cnrc.qov

:,;1 301-251-7569

Fr-om: Sampath RaInga nath[(b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:30 PM
To: Bob Carter; Randy Stark; Stevens, Gary
Subject: Fw: Fuku report on 3/21.

(LL~

More recent update from Yamaguchi-san.

Dr. Sam Ranganath

I



XGEN engineering

7173 Queensbridge Way

San Jose, CA 95120-4281

www.XGENenqineerincq .com

Work:408-268-8636

Fax: 408-268-7536

Cell: (b)(6)

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: yama-yamaguchi <vama-aamaquchi(,basil.ocn.ne.ip>
To: Morgan Joe & Lucy , (b)(6) Whitman John <Jwhitmanauccdive.com>
Cc: Sampath Ranganath K
Sent: Sunday, March 20, z. - . ,
Subject: Fuku report on 3/21.

John and Joe.

IF-2&1 is atill checking each syatem and each equipments.

IF-3&4 is still charging seawater to fuel pool and parallelly trying to conect outside power line.

1F-5&6 is stable.

Our concerning points.

I'mvery much concerned about fuel pool inside and RPV inside fuel condition after make so
much H2 ( Zr + 2H20 = ZrO2 + 2x H2 ) therefore ZrO is very much brittle already come out
pellets come out fule tube and go down and liner plate and RPV drain pipe also make hole at
over there.

1) We will be closed IF-I to 1F-4 permanently.
2) We should have at least require redundant out site power source such as power line from
pacific side and japan sea side line also Hokaido line/kyusyu line.
3) We should have more strong emagency redundant cooling system required for fule pool also
it's location/design change required for RPV BLDG.
4) We should have design change of Emergency diesel generation system with ECCS.

YAMA.
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Yarsky, Peter

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:29 PM
To: Yarsky, Peter
Subject: FW: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

But of course...

From: Scott, Harold
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:23 PM
To: Carlson, Donald
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Document Title NUREG/CR-6042, Rev. 2, "Perspectives on Reactor Safety".
see chapter 3.7

http://adamswebsearch2. nrc.gov/IDMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?AccessionNumber= ML091250169

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:09 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; Yarsky, Peter; Ward, Leonard
Cc: RST07 Hoc; RST02 Hoc; Scott, Harold
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

All,

I just found my hardcopy of the 1990 PNL study for RES, NUREG/CR-5653, "Recriticality in a BWR Following
a Core Damage Event." Harold Scott and I are still hunting for an electronic copy.

The abstract says:

"Based on a conservative bounding analysis, this report concludes that there is a potential for recriticality in
BWRs if core reflood occurs after control blade melting has begun but prior to significant fuel rod melting.
However, a recriticality event will most likely not generate a pressure pulse significant enough to fail the
vessel. Instead, a quasi-steady power level would result and the containment pressure and temperature would
increase until the containment failure pressure is reached, unless actions are taken to terminate the event.

Two strategies are identified that would aid in regaining control of the reactor and terminate the recriticality
event before containment failure pressures are reached. The first strategy involves initiating boration injection
at or before the time of core reflood. The second strategy involves initiating residual heat removal suppression
pool cooling to remove the heat load generated by the recriticality event and thus extend the time available for
boration."

Also, I had just found the attached 1992 follow-up paper by ORNL when Pete Yarsky sent me the
corresponding ORNL report, NUREG/CR-5869. See Pete's excellent message attached.

Actually, Tony Ulses probably knows quite a lot about all this. But he is on the ground in Japan.

Don
Cell: ý(b)(6)
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--- -- Original Message -----
From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:06 PM
To: Yarsky, Peter; Ward, Leonard; Carlson, Donald
Cc: RST07 Hoc; RST02 Hoc
Subject: FW: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Call into the HOO for the call:

1) 301-816-5100
2) Transfer to the Reactor Safety Team (RST) Bridge

> Phone:+81-240-32-2486
" Fax.:+81-240-32-3881
> E-mail:kawano.akira@tepco.co.jp
> URL:http://www.tepco.co.ip/fukushimal -np/index-L.htmFt



Yarsky, Peter

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 11:47 PM
To: Scott, Harold
Cc: Yarsky, Peter
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Harold,

The meeting focused almost entirely on the question of when precipitating seasalt might accumulate in the
lower head to the point where core cooling becomes seriously compromised.

Hossein Esmaili is very active on the RST and made some good observations with team members in the
background. So far, as indicated in their slides, TEPCO believes salt accumulation in the bottom of the RPV
might cause flow obstruction when it reaches the nominal level of the bottom of the fuel, which is estimated to
happen around the end of the month. Len Ward discussed analogies with boric acid precipitation in PWRs.
Pete Yarsky (on Cc) asked some good clarifying questions and suggested a potential for earlier core cooling

obstruction when salt reaches the shroud skirt.

Recriticality was only briefly mentioned. TEPCO seems to be assuming that the control blades and fuel are still
geometrically intact. So their stated concern seems to be about recriticality should control blades melt first
when/if core cooling is obstructed. So far we've said almost nothing on this. There will be more phone calls
tomorrow and Wednesday nights. Everyone is glad I got Pete involved.

Tony Ulses was not on the call and the RST members don't seem to know what he's been up to.

Thanks again,
Don

From: Scott, Harold
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:23 PM
To: Carlson, Donald
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Document Title NUREG/CR-6042, Rev. 2, "Perspectives on Reactor Safety".
see chapter 3.7

http://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/IDMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?AccessionN umber= ML091250169

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:09 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; Yarsky, Peter; Ward, Leonard
Cc: RST07 Hoc; RST02 Hoc; Scott, Harold
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

All,

I just found my hardcopy of the 1990 PNL study for RES, NUREG/CR-5653, "Recriticality in a BWR Following
a Core Damage Event." Harold Scott and I are still hunting for an electronic copy.

The abstract says:
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"Based on a conservative bounding analysis, this report concludes that there is a potential for recriticality in
BWRs if core reflood occurs after control blade melting has begun but prior to significant fuel rod melting.
However, a recriticality event will most likely not generate a pressure pulse significant enough to fail the
vessel. Instead, a quasi-steady power level would result and the containment pressure and temperature would
increase until the containment failure pressure is reached, unless actions are taken to terminate the event.

Two strategies are identified that would aid in regaining control of the reactor and terminate the recriticality
event before containment failure pressures are reached. The first strategy involves initiating boration injection
at or before the time of core reflood. The second strategy involves initiating residual heat removal suppression
pool cooling to remove the heat load generated by the recriticality event and thus extend the time available for
boration."

Also, I had just found the attached 1992 follow-up paper by ORNL when Pete Yarsky sent me the
corresponding ORNL report, NUREG/CR-5869. See Pete's excellent message attached.

Actually, Tony Ulses probably knows quite a lot about all this. But he is on the ground in Japan.

Don (b)(6)
Cell: .

----- Original Message -----
From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:06 PM
To: Yarsky, Peter; Ward, Leonard; Carlson, Donald
Cc: RST07 Hoc; RST02 Hoc
Subject: FW: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Call into the HOO for the call:

1) 301-816-5100
2) Transfer to the Reactor Safety Team (RST) Bridge

> Phone:+81-240-32-2486
. Fax.:+81-240-32-3881

> E-mail:kawano.akira@tepco.co.jp
>.URL:http://www.tepco.co.jp/fukushimal-np/index-i.html
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Nelson, Robert

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:59 PM
To: Markley, Michael
Cc: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Oesterle, Eric
Subject: Heads-Up: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen
Attachments: Japan event Q&As - additional info

This is coming our way.

NELSON

---- -Original Message -----
From: Blount, Tom
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Wittick, Brian; Jaegers, Cathy
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Boger, Bruce; McGinty, Tim; Quay, Theodore; Guitter, Joseph
Subject: FW: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Brian/Cathy -
Please see the initiating e-mail below from Mr. Gundersen. I am requesting this be "Green Ticketed" for
response. It does not meet the criteria for processing under the 2.206 or Proposed Rulemaking processes and
should be treated as general correspondence. Consistent with Eric Leeds direction I believe this should be
directed to Robert Nelson, NRR/DORL for his communications team to address.

Thanks,
Tom Blount,
NRR/DPR
415-5710

---- -Original Message -----
From: Boger, Bruce
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:57 AM
To: Leeds, Eric; Weber, Michael; Wiggins, Jim
Cc: Blount, Tom; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Itzkowitz, Marvin; Ruland, William; McGinty, Tim
Subject: RE: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

We've considered Mr. Gundersen's letter from a 2.206 petition perspective. It doesn't appear to meet the entry
conditions of seeking an enforcement action. However, to capture the letter in a formal process, we'll take
steps to get it green ticketed.

---- -Original Message -----
From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Weber, Michael; Wiggins, Jim
Cc: Blount, Tom; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Itzkowitz, Marvin; Ruland, William; McGinty, Tim
Subject: RE: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Agreed. Could also be an OIG issue. NRR should take the lead - Tim/Tom, please followup.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
176



'Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

---- -Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Wiggins, Jim
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Blount, Tom; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Itzkowitz, Marvin
Subject: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Suggest it receive consideration as a 2.206 petition affecting BWR Mark I's.

---- -Original Message -----
From: Wiggins, Jim
To: Weber, Michael; Hackett, Edwin
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Blount, Tom; Leeds, Eric
Sent: Sun Mar 20 09:22:46 2011
Subject: RE: FYI - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Should this go into a system like 2.206 or PRM .... ?????

---- -Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:10 AM
To: Hackett, Edwin
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Wiggins, Jim; Wittick, Brian
Subject: FYI - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Thanks, Ed

---- -Original Message -----
From: Hackett, Edwin
To: Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Ruland, William
Sent: Sun Mar 20 08:49:20 2011
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT-Please read ASAP

FYI - Concerns related to NPSH credit for BWR Mark l's.

Ed

From: Arnie Gundersen (b)(6) n Behalf Of Arnie Gundersen (b)(6)

Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 7:42 AM
To: Hackett, Edwin; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: IMPORTANT-Please read ASAP

Dear Josh and Ed,

There will be many lessons to learn from Fukushima, but one is staring us in the face right now. The Mark 1
has a single point of vulnerability, and any Mark 1 with this vulnerability could become another Fukushima. It is
the NPSH credit that the ACRS and NRC staff knowingly allowed BWR's to take when they received Uprates.
A leak in containment, not a gross rupture, will render their ECCS inoperable. You both know this to be true
without armies of analysts to confirm it. The NRC could easily demand any reactor that has taken the NPSH
credit to reduce power to a level where that NPSH credit is no longer necessary. The NRC could do this by
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iMoniday morning. There will be more to learn, but let's start with what has been painfully obvious to many of
us for too many years already.

Arnie Gundersen
Fairewinds Associates, Inc
arnie(,fairewinds. com<mailto:arnieafairewinds.com>
802-865-9955

"If a Secretary of Agriculture endorsed better meat inspection, you wouldn't have a debate of near religious
fervor about whether that person was pro- or anti-meat, whether he had sold out to the vegetarians.

You'd debate whether the stricter regulations made sense. It's somehow unique to nuclear power that, when
one refuses to have nuclear power on the industry's terms, one gets chucked into a bin labeled 'anti-nuclear.'"

-Peter A. Bradford, former Commissioner of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 3/9/82
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Reeves, Rosemary

From: Reeves, Rosemary
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 11:09 AM
To: 'Rebecca Reeves'
Subject: RE: How is your morning so far?

I just attended a portion of the Commission meeting on the Japanese Nuclear crisis. The meeting was
teleconferenced over to our building, so I was able to just go to the conference room downstairs.

We had received a notice previously that the news media coverage outside the main NRC headquarters
building was much higher than normal (as expected). In the meeting, the 5 members of the Commission were
asking key NRC staff (upper level management) questions about how robust our US plants are, in relation to
seismic and tsunami hazards that could be experienced.

Although the NRC is confident that we did thorough reviews before we licensed the plants, it is likely that there
will be a second look just to make sure we assumed a strong-enough ground motion from the level of
earthquake used in the design. (We also have to look at multiple events, such as both seismic and tsunamis
occurring.

Of course, I also have my regular work to do...

(I don't really ever get around to cleaning up my inbox.)

From: Rebecca Reeves (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, March 2-1,-2OI1 10:56 AM
To: Reeves, Rosemary
Subject: Re: How is your morning so far?

you?

On Mon, Mar 21, 2011 at 10:48 AM, Reeves, Rosemary <Rosemary.Reeves @wnrc.gov> wrote:

'V)

$1
I.



From: Bonaccorso, Amy
To: ssenkiw(dcomcast.net

5cc: Deavers. Ron

Subject: REPLY: please send help we are all at risk
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4;21:00 PM

Hello Ms. Senkiw:

The NRC has offered help to Japan and has sent 11 people there. Please understand that the NRC has
some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever
way they request. We are fully staffed in all our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a
day.

Thank you,

Amy

----- Original Messag (b)(6)

From: Sheryl Senkiw[
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 12:09 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: please send help we are all at risk

Dear Sir or Madam,

One of the top physicists in the world said that the people in Japan
handling the nuclear reactor crisis are not physicists and don't know
what they are doing. They are "living in fantasy land" hoping that
the problem will go away on its own, and pouring sea water on the
reactors and fuel rods is like "trying to put out a forest fire with a
squirt gun". Please find a way to send them help.

This crisis is much worse than Three Mile Island. There are 6
reactors. The people are overwhelmed by natural disasters and just
trying to survive. Plus there are cultural issues that are very
complicated. But the end result is, they are not handling the nuclear
crisis and they need help.

This emergency is contaminating the whole planet, and getting worse.
They don't have time to make any more mistakes. The 6 reactors, or at
least the radioactive materials in the reactors and fuel rods, and
surrounding areas need to be entombed in materials that can absorb the
radioactivity and stop it from contaminating the planet. Now! Their
mistakes could destroy the planet.

Can you please send them some help? The problem is of course much
worse than they can admit, even to themselves.

Sheryl 6enkiw(b)(6)



From: Bonaccorso, Amy

To: Ran Macdonald
Bcc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: REPLY: Solution to Japan nuclear crisis
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:34:00 PM

Hello Mr. MacDonald:

Thank you for sending your idea. We appreciate suggestions that work toward resolving the situation in
Japan; it's reassuring to see how helpful and dedicated private citizens have been in light of this
disaster.

We appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in Japan, Please understand
that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the Japanese
authorities in whatever way they request, We are fully staffed in all our response teams at this time and
working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

-Original Message- L(b)(6)
From: Ran Macdonald
Sent: Sunday, March , Lull V:L.J VI
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Solution to Japan nuclear crisis

I suugest to solve the nuclear crisis in Japan

I Bury the reacators in dirt

2 drill into the containment vessel and fill with water

3 drill a second hole into the containment vessel and set up water cirulation

4 Unbury th reactors and restore to seervice

respectfully submitted

Ran Macdonald
(b)(6)



Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Janbergs, Holly on behalf of OPA Resource
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:50 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

---- -Original Message -----
From: NRCWEB Resource
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:47 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

-Original'MI .7(....
From: Edward (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, i' -n z i, -'u 1 1 •:Zu t-'•w
To: NRCWEB Resource
Subject: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
-(b)(6)--- Mondy

EdwardM ay, March 21, 2011 at 16:29:03

comments: Dear "expert,"

I am not one of those Americans who believe in Creationism or any religion, for that matter. But, I have even
less faith in your industry's ability to police itself properly.

Despite what Mr. Borchhardt states in today's New York Times, it's clear to the American public that safety
standards are not sufficient in the US regarding this dangerous category of energy development. There are
spent fuel rods stored similarly to what the Japanese have done, not to mention the absurd proximity of the
plant near NYC. This is unacceptable!

Somehow the priorities between risk of human well-being and a pragmatic approach to managing this risky
industry have gotten reversed. There should be no profit margin whatsoever for any industry involving a
substance as dangerous as radioactive material, let alone the current leanings towards viewing this Pandora's
Box of problems as an economical solution to our energy needs.

As educated people, you have the responsibility to protect an acutely conservative disposition about the use of
nuclear energy. Clearly, our definition of what is safe has MUST change after Fukushima, which is what's so
particularly distressing about Borchhart's misguided assessment today.

Look up the work of combustion expert Bernard Lewis and then please re-assess your conclusions as to what
constitutes safety in the nuclear energy industry today, because the Japanese were saying the very same
things as you before this accident happened to them. Need a true scientist understand anything further to
change his ways?

organization: c\(ý

1



addressl (b)(6)

address2:
ct(b)(6)

cit

stat (b)(6)

zip:[(b)(6)

c u t (b)(6) . ,,.

count

phone:
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Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Sheryl SenkiA'P)( Ii I
Sent: Monday, Marcb,,2-1, 2011 4:50 PM ,
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Re; REPLY: please send help we are all at risk

Thank you Amy. I don't know if culturally the Japanese are too proud to ask for help, or admit they are

overwhelmed. So I hope you will give them help even if they don't ask for it.

Sheryl

On Mar 21, 2011, at 3:21 PM, Bonaccorso, Amy wrote:

Hello Ms. Senkiw:

The NRC has offered help to Japan and has sent 11 people there.
Please understand that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available to assist the
Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are fully staffed in all our response teams at this time
and working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

---- Original Message-=--
From: Sheryl Senkiw (b)(6)

Sent: Sunday, March u, zv i iz.vu• rivi
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: please send help we are all at risk

Dear Sir or Madam,

One of the top physicists in the world said that the people in Japan handling the nuclear reactor crisis are not
physicists and don't know what they are doing. They are "living in fantasy land" hoping that the problem will go
away on its own, and pouring sea water on the reactors and fuel rods is like "trying to put out a forest fire with a
squirt gun". Please find a way to send them help.

This crisis is much worse than Three Mile Island. There are 6 reactors. The people are overwhelmed by
natural disasters and just trying to survive. Plus there are cultural issues that are very complicated. But the
end result is, they are not handling the nuclear crisis and they need help.

This emergency is contaminating the whole planet, and getting worse.
They don't have time to make any more mistakes. The 6 reactors, or at least the radioactive materials in the
reactors and fuel rods, and surrounding areas need to be entombed in materials that can absorb the
radioactivity and stop it from contaminating the planet. Now! Their mistakes could destroy the planet.

Can you please send them some help? The problem is of course much worse than they can admit, even to
themselves.
.oRhm rxl Rionkhiw

(b)(6)

->



From: Janbergs. Holly
To: Tobin. Jennifer; Bonaccorso, Amy

Subject: RE: Technical Qs
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:44:50 PM

You are fantastic ©

From: Tobin, Jennifer
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:44 PM
To: Janbergs, Holly; Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: RE: Technical Qs

I talked with him, I thought NRC should consider requiring licensees to store spent fuel
horizontally instead of vertically so as not to fight the force of gravity with it being easier to
cool and potentially contain in this physical consideration. I informed him that our
licensees use both configurations and that we will most surely learn a lot from the events
that have unfolded in Japan.

From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:18 PM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Technical Qs

Awesome. You are my new favorite person.

First guy is below: he was very adamant. I'll forward other e-mail... this should be it for
tonight!

Marshnll Ttirk

Wants to know:
Are we storing spent fuel rods vertically? If so, why? Shouldn't they be stored horizontally?
If there is a problem and the rods need to be covered, it is a lot easier to fill a pool with a
foot of water than 12 ft (or whatever the case may be)

Thank you again!

From: Tobin, Jennifer
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:13 PM
To: Janbergs, Holly
Subject: RE: Technical Qs

yup. i'm at the ops center until 11 tonight



From: Janbergs, Holly
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:08 PM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Subject: Technical Qs

Are you still available to answer a few technical questions over e-mail?



From: Tobin. Jennifer
To: 11(b)(6) ----

Subject: ý-RE: USA.gov Inquiry [T20110318M03]
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:49:01 PM

Dear Mr. Weber,
Thank you for your comment. At this time we are not accepting suggestions. I can assure you that our
experts are evaluating a number of possibilities and making recommendations, as appropriate to our
Japanese counterparts. Ultimately, it is up to the Japanese government as to what actions they take at
Fukushima. Concerning the plants in the United States, we will be evaluating this event, once it finishes
unfolding, and I'm sure we will learn lessons from the Japanese response.

Jenny (Tobin) Wollenweber
Export Licensing Officer
Office of International Programs
office: 301-415-2328

----- Original Messa--
From: Dave WebeIT(b)(6)
Sent: Sunday, Marcn:-•_O, 2Ull 5:55 PM :
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Re: USA.gov Inquiry [T201103180003]

Dear Sirs at at the USNRC:

I have an idea for how to improve nuclear safety in this country. It
involves creating some equipent that can be used in a region to respond
quickly to overheated reactors:

Suggestion for improved nuclear safety

The Japanese are having difficulty cooling their reactors. For a failsafe
method for USA reactors, we need to develop a procedure to cool reactors
from above if a similar situation arises here - no matter how unlikely the
failure. This will give our nuclear power added safety and redundancy.

If need to cool the reactors with pumped water, here is how to do it:
1. Rig up a large helocopter with 1000 m of steel cable.
2. Tie the other end to a long firehose
3. Hover the copter 1000 m over the fuel rods in the tank
4. Turn on the water pump from a fire engine
5. To keep the water centered, use a second copter with an observer and a
telescope (image stabilized) to ensure all water gets to the tank
6. If the water needs to get inside, use a military bomb disposal robot to
move the hose to the correct position in the building. The overhead copter
doing most of the pulling of hose weight.

This technique is easy and can be done right away. There is minimal risk of
gamma rays or other radiation since 1000 m high is far away. If the US
practices now in non-nuclear sites, we will be ready when it is needed.
It only needs some high capacity helocopters on call and the hose and cable
equipment ready for selected regions of the country.

Regards,

Dave Weber



nit

- - -- -O rig in a l M e s sa g e -----
From FPtlinfnirnail fpelinfn nnoo.To: •(b)(6)~

Sent-riaay, March 18, ZU11 1:
Subject: RE: USA.gov Inquiry [T201103180003]

[9755][FGE8000]

Thank you for contacting USA.gov.

We understand you would like to voice your suggestions for
improving nuclear safety.

Several options for contacting an elected official are
available if you want to share your comments, ideas,
or questions on policies and legislation. The following
USA.gov web page contains a list of contacts for elected
officials such as the President, members of Congress,
Governors and state legislators.

http://www.usa.gov/Contact/Elected.shtmi

For additional information regarding contacting elected
officials, please visit the following USA.gov frequently
asked questions (FAQs) web page.

http://answers.usa,civ/system/web/view/selfserviceitemplates/USAgov/eg redirect.jsp?1p faq id=9755

You may also wish to contact the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
The NRC's mission is to manage the nation's use of nuclear
material, ensuring adequate protection of public health and
safety, promoting common defense and security, and protecting
the environment. You may view contact information on the NRC
website at:

httD://www.nrc.gov/about-nrc/contactus.html

For additional information regarding the NRC, please visit the
USA.gov FAQs web page at:

http://answers.usa,(gov/system/web/view/selfservice/templates/USAgcv/egredirect~jsp?p faa id=10723

Depending on your e-mail settings, you may need to copy and
paste the suggested web addresses into your browser's
address bar. If any web address spans two lines or more of
text when you receive this message, please copy and paste
all parts of the web address.

We hope you find this information helpful.

Regards,
USA.gov Citizen Response Team

We cannot accept replies at this e-mail address. If you
have further questions, please send us a message through
our web form at:



http://www usa.gov/questions/

You can also call our National Contact Center at
1.800.FED.INFO (1.800.333.4636) from the USA and Canada or
1.202.208.1576 from elsewhere. We are open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Washington, D.C., time. We
would like your feedback on our performance. You can let us
know what you think at the link below.

http://www.info.gov/NCCsurveyhtm

Follow our blog at:
http://www.GovGabtggov/

Become a Facebook fan at:
http :/Iwww. facebook._o_/USAgov/

Follow us on Twitter at:
http://twitter.com/USAgovl

-Original - .. .. .
Sender
Tracking Number : T201103180003Z1144612
Pool USA.gov
Sent to : USA.gov@mail.fedinfo.gov
Date : 3/17/2011 8:20 PM

ZIP Code: 43623

Suggestion for improved nuclear safety

The Japanese are having difficulty cooling their reactors. For a failsafe
method for USA reactors, we need to develop a procedure to cool reactors
from above if a similar situation arises here - no matter how unlikely the
failure, This will give our nuclear power added safety and redundancy.

If need to cool the reactors with pumped water, here is how to do it:
1. Rig up a large helocopter with 1000 m of steel cable.
2. Tie the other end to a long firehose
3. Hover the copter 1000 m over the fuel rods in the tank
4. Turn on the water pump from a fire engine
5. To keep the water centered, use a second copter with an observer and a
telescope (image stabilized) to ensure all water gets to the tank
6. If the water needs to get inside, use a military bomb disposal robot to
move the hose to the correct position in the building. The overhead copter
doing most of the pulling of hose weight.

This technique is easy and can be done right away. There is minimal risk of
gamma rays or other radiation since 1000 m high is far away. If the US
practices now in non-nuclear sites, we will be ready when it is needed.

Regards,

Dave Weber

[FORMGEN]



From: ,Tobin. Jennifer

To: _(b)(6)
Subject: "RE: Nuclear waste
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:54:01 PM

Dear Ms. Prater,
If waste material is stored underground, it is at least doubly encapsulated in specially
designed containers that have met extensive safety requirements. The probability of any
leakage outside of the container(s) is minute. Depending on the depth of the water table,
soil and geographical composition (among other factors), there is potential for some
radioactive material to get to the water table if the containment of the material is somehow
breached. I hope that answers your question.

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:02 AM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: Nuclear waste

Groundwater question

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:04 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: Nuclear waste

(b)(6)
From: Kerry
Sent: Sunday, March zu, zuII--6-f.4 ..P...
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Nuclear waste

Dear Sir(s),

When the waste material is stored underground, doesn't any of the radioactive waste leech

into the ground, and if it does, can it contaminate the water table?
Thank you
" )(6) I.. . . .. . .. . . . . .



4.

Landau, Mindy

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Andersen, James; ElImers, Glenn; Rihm, Roger; Muessle, Mary
Subject: RE: Recommendation: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

Never mind, it was resolved. Thanks

From: Andersen, James
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:36 PM
To: Landau, Mindy; ElImers, Glenn; Rihm, Roger; Muessle, Mary
Subject: RE: Recommendation: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

I'm on distro, do you want me to forward them? To who?

Jim A.

From: Landau, Mindy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Ellmers, Glenn; Rihm, Roger; Muessle, Mary; Andersen, James
Subject: FW: Recommendation: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

I'm not sure that information at this level of detail would be helpful to the staff, and might even confuse them

and overload them. But we may be able to extract some of the content for EDO Updates or other written
material. If that's the case, we can figure out how to get us on distribution.

Would be interested in hearing your opinions.

Mindy

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:11 AM
To: Landau, Mindy
Cc: Brown, Frederick; Markley, Michael; Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh; Howe, Allen; King, Mark
Subject: Recommendation: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

We recommend that the attached SitRep be made available to the NRC staff via the internal web site. These
are distributed daily by the Ops Center. Many staff are already receiving either directly from the Ops Center or
by secondary distribution. We need a more consistent approach for agency wide dissemination. Can you look
into this?

Robert A. Nelson
Deputy Director
Division of Operating Reactor Licensing

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

~jU.S.NRC

E-mail: robert.nelson(dnrc.oov I Office: (301) 415-1453 I ).-Cell: Fax: (301) 415-21021



From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 6:14 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031811.0600EDT

Attached, please find a 0600 EDT from March 18 situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 11, 2011.

Please note that this information is "Official Use Only" and is only being shared within the federal family.

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

Thank you,

Rebecca Clinton
EBT Coordinator

2



From: Tobin, Jennifer
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Cc-:NV1ý
Subject: RE: US Boiling Water Reactors with Mark I Containments
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:56:01 PM

This one is way too technical for me too! This would require some serious research and
information gathering .... Perhaps pass it back to Holly or Dave?

Sorry I couldn't help on this one!

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:20 AM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW: US Boiling Water Reactors with Mark 1 Containments

Way too technical for me to even attempt to respond to.

We are seriously thankful for you Jenny!

From: Janbergs, Holly On Behalf Of OPA Resource
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:06 AM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: FW: US Boiling Water Reactors with Mark 1 Containments

From: Pam Shallenberge.
Sent: Sunday, March 20, MH :49 FM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: US Boiling Water Reactors with Mark 1 Containments

Question:
Do all US Boiling Water Reactors with Mark 1 Containments have hard pipe vents from both the
Suppression Pool, and Primary Containments to the Elevated Release Point so the Reactor Building
will not accumulate hydrogen during venting.

(9



Bonaccorso, Amy

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:25 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Re: Brian turned me down

Thank you very much for trying.

Back to usajobs.gov- can't deal with these people.

----- Original Message -----
From: Brenner, Eliot
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Mon Mar 21 19:09:56 2011
Subject: Brian turned me down

I tried. Sorry.
Eliot Brenner
Director, Office of Public Affairs
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Protecting People and the Environment

1 A , b )Of(b)(6)

Sberry -- ,.. .-.-
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

(b)(6)

Bonaccorso. Arn

Re: REPLY: radiabon protection

Monday, March 21, 2011 9:39:26 PM

Amy,
I await a response from your response team.
Merrill Garnett
Director of Laboratory

k,<



From: .anbergs. Holly on behalf of OPA Resource
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:05:18 PM

----- Original Message-----
From: NRCWEB Resource
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:03 PM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: FW: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

----- Original Messagb)(..
From: Mike Crusoe
Sent: Monday, Marcu -,, Zu., XZJ- nr-,
To: NRCWEB Resource
Subject: Response from "Contact the NRC Web Site Staff'

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Mike Crusoe(b)(6) )n Monday, March 21, 2011 at 15:53:57

comments: To Whom it may concern, After watching several days of all the news channels covering
Japan I wonder what the oil looking towers next to the reactors are? First off, I would like to say from
all the pictures that I've seen they look like that haven't taken any damage. Why couldn't somebody had
design a powerful water hose and attach it at the top of these towers already in place for this reason. I
would also have it set up to run regular water, and salt water as a back up by a split valve. Locations by
the ocean or fault lines will need generators either placed underground or higher elavations with pumps
set up in the same manner. I'm no engineer but I can't imagine somebody didn't think of this. Im sure
the cost wouldn't be that much and I think it would be better than having helicoptors fly over head
dropping water from the sky. Maybe even have them remote control so human life could be spared from
radiation. Just an Idea!

organization:

addressl: (b)(6)

address2:

city:

state: (b)(6)

zp (b)(6)zip:•

(b)(6)

phone lb)



Bonaccorso, Amy

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

RobertRule@amat.com
Monday, March 21, 2011 3:55 PM
Bonaccorso, Amy
Re: NRC REPLY: Robert Rule

Follow up
Flagged

Hi Amy,

I guess maybe my problem didn't come across clear in the message that I left. I am a but I am not in Japan.
My company has chosen to observe the US guideline of 80Km for all of our employees. (including our Japanese
employees) We are now trying to determine our decision making criteria to allow employees to enter areas within 80Km
of Fukushima Daichi (but obviously outside of 30Km), to provide services to our customers.

I wanted to speak briefly with someone from the NRC, who might be able to point us.in the right direction regarding what

things to consider. These employees are not radiation workers.

If it is possible to speak with someone about this, I can be reached at one of the two numbers below.

Thanks,

Rob

Rob Rule
Director I Applied Glopal SeVi-c_-_ILAolied_.M rials
Office 208.319.1537 Mýobil (b)(6) I

Save paper and trees! Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.
The content of this message is Applied Materials Confidential. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this
message in error, any use or distribution is prohibited. Please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete this
message from your computer system. Thank you.

From: "Bonaccorso, Amy" <amV.Bonaccorso(,nrc.qov>
To: Robert Rule/AMNNUS/APPLIED MATERIALS@AMAT
Date: 03/21/2011 12:49 PM
Subject: NRC REPLY: Robert Rule

Hello Mr. Rule:

Are you a U.S. citizen? If so, you may want to talk to the State Department. The email address for U.S. citizens in Japan
right now is JapanEmerqencyUSC(Ustate.,gov.

At this point, the NRC has advised an evacuation for 50 miles around the nuclear power plants in Japan that are currently
having trouble. Other than that, we are mainly focused on advising people in the U.S. and encourage people in Japan to
look to their government for guidance.

The NRC website has frequent updates, and this page is dedicated to the crisis in Japan:
htt:D//www.nrc.,ov/iapan/iapan-info.html I have also heard that our staff people are finding the IAEA website helpful for
news: http //www.iaea.orq/ 41



Thank you,

Amy

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:53 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Robert Rule K
Organization - Applied Materials
Contact - Robert Ruler Phone (b)(61 . ..
Email- robert rule(,,amat.com
Request - Would like some guidance on whether his company should refine their guidance because they are 80
kilometers from the plant site in Japan. They have over 500 employees in that vicinity.

2



From: BnacoroA-y
To: 1(b)(6)
Bcc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: REPLY: Nuclear Reactor Issue
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:03:00 PM

Hello Mr. Kavanagh:

Thank you for sending your idea. We appreciate suggestions that work toward resolving

the situation in Japan; it's reassuring to see how helpful and dedicated private citizens
have been in light of this disaster.

Please understand that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available
to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are fully staffed in all
our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

(b)(6)
From: Barry Kavanagli
Sent: Friday, March 1 ",011 9:17 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Nuclear Reactor Issue

Hi there,

I was not sure who to contact regarding the recent nuclear issue at Fukushima in Japan, I
believe I have an idea which may help.

Many of the ideas presented so far for cooling the nuclear plant have failed, they are simply
all variations on the same already failed plan, as we learned from Chernobyl the surrounding
area is constantly absorbing the radiation, if the plant cant be cooled then maybe they could
try my idea, my idea also works as a long term solution.

My idea is as follows:

Since the Fukushima plant is right on the coast my suggestion would be to dig a massive
trench around and under the plant just enough to support the weight of the above plant and
soil.



Once the trench is complete flood it with sea water from the coast by simple driving the
trench into the sea, keep expanding the trench until the water beneath is holding the weight of
the soil and plant in a manner that avoids collapse.

Once buoyant, pontoons can simply float the entire plant and soil out to the deep ocean
where it can be submerged very deep in the pacific, we can then cover up the site on the
seabed with the appropriate material.

Let me know what you think of the idea.

Regards

Barry



From: David Armillie
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Re: NRC REPLY: Public - Comment
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:58:35 PM

Dear Amy,

I am sorry but you did not understand me correctly. I want ALL nuclear
power plants shut down immediately. No human can be trusted with
nuclear technology. I forbid you to continue to abuse and destroy the
planet with nuclear elements, Stop making nuclear weapons and close
the nuclear power plants immediately.

Sincerely,
David Armillie

(b)(6)

On .IZ11, bonaccorso, Amy <amy.Bonaccorso@nrcgov> wrote:
> Hello Mr. Armillie:

> I am assuming the plant you are concerned about is Diablo Canyon. That
> plant is currently going through a license renewal process and there will be
> public meetings coming up regarding that:
> http://www.nrcgov/reactorstoperatingliicensing/renewal/applications/diablo-canyon.html#public

> It looks like the next meeting is going to be in June/July timeframe, so you
> could go there and express your concerns,

> Also, Senators recently sent letters to the NRC asking for Diablo Canyon and
> San Luis Obispo to receive special inspections, and we'll be taking the
> lessons learned from Japan into account.

> Thank you,

> Amy

> From: Royer, Deanna
> Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:10 PM
> To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Deavers, Ron
> Subject: Public- Comment

> David Armillie (b)(6)

> David.armillie@ mail.com
(b)(6) -f

> Ke: I e power plant i (b) He doesn't want it there and needs to know who
> to talk to.

> Deanna Royer

>$



From: Tobin. Jennifer
To: Bonaccorso. Amy; ]anberos. Holly
Cc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: RE: Call
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:56:10 PM

He had a lot of questions on the spent fuel pool at Unit 4 (the one that they've had trouble
keeping covered) since the Chairman said it was dry in his statement to Congress last
week. He wanted to know about the progression of filling the pool since then.

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:45 PM
To: Tobin, Jennifer
Subject: FW: Call

Sounds technical...

From: Shannon, Valerie
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:41 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Call

Name: John Robbart
From: (b)(6)

Phone (b)(6)

E-mail
Re: Fue o s

11/

/4



From: Bonaccorso. Amy

To: Deavers. Ron
Subject: FW: Betty Sincox - son is in Japan
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:52:00 PM

Referred to CDC and State.

From: Ghneim, Munira
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:56 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy
Subject: Betty Sincox - son is in Japan

Contact - Betty Sincox
Phone (b)(6) --

Email -one

Request - would like to know if she can send her son the Brita water filter and if it would
help.

Thank You
Munira Ghneim
Contract Secretary
Office of Information Services
301-415-1170



From: Boriaccorso. Arny

To: Tobin, ennifer
Cc-: Deavers, Ron
Subject: FW; Nuclear Safety Accident Preparations and Response Training May be Inadequate
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:06:00 PM

From: VRay(b)16)
Sent: Monday, march zL, LZUTl ±:Tr•/ r
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Nuclear Safety Accident Preparations and Response Training May be Inadequate

US nuclear generating stations hold routine training drills, etc. for the worst case

postulated credible single failure event. Based upon multiple units at the same site failing in Japan,

it is no longer credible that an analyzed accident only affects one unit at a multiple unit site.

Shouldn't it now be a requirement for multiple unit sites to analyze and set up the emergency

response facilities to handle all units at a site simultaneously? Up to now it has been considered an

unlikely event for a string of failures at one site to occur at the adjacent unit but clearly one

tsunami wave, a single failure initiating event, affected all units at a given site in Japan. If I am

correct, then no US multi unit site is set up to deal with more than a single unit failure at a time. I

think prudently this should now be looked at as a credible failure and proper preparations taken to

ensure if this were to happen at a US facility then the utility is not in a position that there is

insufficient people, emergency response facilities, etc. to deal with a simultaneous multi unit

emergency. Possibly, this advanced preparations would prevent the release of radioactive

materials to the US environment such as what is happening in Japan as they, by admission, were

not prepared to handle a multi unit failure.

VRayFosterJr. --
(b)(6)

~-1
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From: Donaccorso, Amy

To: NewcodeCd(aol.com
Occ: Deavers, Ron
Subject: REPLY: radiation protection

Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:06:00 PM

Hello Garnett:

Thank you for sending your information about radiation protectant. We appreciate
suggestions that work toward resolving the situation in Japan; it's reassuring to see how
helpful and dedicated private citizens have been in light of this disaster.

Please understand that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world available
to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are fully staffed in all
our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

From: Newcode@aol.com [mailto:Newcode@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 2:08 PM
To: NRC Alleation
Cc:1 (b)(6) - - - Irank@garnettmckeenlabs.net; (b)(6)

ckriN 11,,,,R&,I U1Lt .LL.bUIyrsb.edu
Subject: radiation protection

Garnett Mckeen Lab, Inc. has a radiation protectant in an advanced stage of drug development. A brief
summary is attached. We are searching for communication with government agencies for assessment and
development of this material for Japan. Please advise us how to proceed.

Merrill Garnett
Director of Lab
Garnett Mckeen Lab, Inc.
7 Shirley St., B heria, NY 11716
631 589 077
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From: Bonaccorso, Amy

To: Tobin. Jennifer

Cc: Deavers, Ron

Subject: FW: The NRC is Negligent in Performing its Duties

Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:07:00 PM

I just got a ton from the allegations box that are kinda technical .... sorry...

----- 0 ig in a l M e ssa g e .....
From••cbydalek@acsalaska.net I(b)(6)
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8::)/ ri,
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: The NRC is Negligent in Performing its Duties

U.S. pools are storing much more spent fuel than the ones in Fukushima and are

currently holding, on the average, four times more than their design intended

Why is that NRC ?

Are you asleep at the switch too, just as TEPCO apparently was ?

YOU NEED TO PAY MORE ATTENTION TO RISKS AT OPEN-AIR STORAGE POOLS!

Why have you ignored this ?

Why did you try to prevent the publication of a study of this issue completed by
the National Academy of Sciences ?

I want transparency, not complacency.

God help us,

Chris Bydalek
(b)(6)
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From: 8onaccorso. Amy
To: Tobin.J ennifer
Cc: Deavers. Ron
Subject: FW: Differences between Japanese and American reactors
Date: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:08:00 PM

From: Louise Ramunno-Johnson (b)(6) __

Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1M":O8 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Differences between Japanese and American reactors

I think that nuclear energy is at risk of a quick death again in the U. S. unless the NCR can convince

Americans that the type of nuclear accident that has happened in Japan cannot happen here, and

mere assurances is not enough. Actual differences needed to be explained.

The crucial problem in Japan was not having cooling water in the reactor pools, and mere

assurances about backup power for pumps is not enough, because the plants in Japan had double

power backup, but the tsumani damaged the diesel generators and took out the alternate power

lines. There were apparently no maintained battery backup power supplies or even a plan to

restart the reactor operations to generate enough electricity to maintain cooling.

In Japan, the spent rods were stored on top of the buildings, which we don't do, but we share the

common problem of not having a disposal location for such spent rods other than on site, which

increases the risk when a local disaster strikes because of their ability to catch on fire without

water cooling.

They stored reserve water below the reactor pool in a torus of some kind, which made pumps the

only way to deliver water to the pools. My youngest son pointed out if they had stored water
above it could have been gravity fed when power failed, so I can only hope we have water towers

to provide sufficient water pressure and supply.

On what NRC says and does rest the future of nuclear power in the United States and perhaps the

world.

W;ltprl Inrhn~nn

(b)(6)



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bonaccorso. Amy
Tobin. Jennifer
Deavers, Ron
FW: Question: I have a question about the safety of nuclear reactors in California.
Monday, March 21, 2011 4:08:00 PM

From: Man Kanb
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:02 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Question: I have a question about the safety of nuclear reactors in California.

Dear Sir/Madam:

I am a (b)(6) resident. I have a question about the safety of nuclear reactors in California. The four
nuclear reactors in central and south California (CA) are built near Pacific Ocean. If San Francisco or
other place in CA has an earthquake that causes tsunami, will tsunami damage these reactors?

Please look at the following websites for these nuclear reactors:

http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/map-power-reactors.html

http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/

http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/diab 1.html

http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/diab2.html

http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/sano2.html

http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/sano3.html

Thanks,

Man Kan
-] resident



Yarsky, Peter

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:21 PM
To: RESDSA
Subject: Expectations - Priorities and Schedules during Japan response period
Attachments: Kathy Halvey Gibson.vcf; imageO01.jpg

Dear staff,
During this time of upheaval during the response to the events in Japan, I wanted to let you know my
expectations for completing our work.

Firstly, let me address priorities. As always, our highest priority is work that is related to the safety of
operating reactors in the US.

Our second priority currently is Fukushima event response, first and foremost support to the NRC
Operations Center and requests for support that are directly related to Fukushima safety and
recovery efforts. We are getting a number of requests for information and action that are from entities
that are curious or are doing their own analysis of the events. These types of requests should be
processed on a priority set by the cognizant BC (in consultation with division or office management as
necessary). All requests regarding support on Japan should be sent to Katie Wagner for tracking.

Other work - our regular work - should continue on a priority set by the cognizant BC. Work that is
impacted (i.e. milestones in jeopardy) by staff support to the Japan response activities should be
raised to the cognizant BC and dates renegotiated with our customers as appropriate.

Staff that are assigned duty in the operations center are not expected to do other work on the days
they are scheduled ops center duty. I do not expect staff (or managers) to work more than their
normally scheduled work hour duration per day on a routine basis. Occasionally, an hour or two here
and there is fine to monitor contract activities or to attend important meetings that can't be postponed,
etc.

I am working with the BCs to realign staff and some work activities to better distribute the reactive
workload. I appreciate your flexibility and patience as we make these temporary adjustments.

I am asking you all to take care of yourselves, especially during this time of high stress and high
workload. I have asked the BCs to monitor workload and work schedules more closely that normal to
ensure staff are able to spend time at home with their families and get proper rest. Please don't
hesitate to let your BC (or me) know if you need help. Also, remember that the Employee Assistance
Program counselors are available for consultation and assistance.

I am proud to be part of DSA, you are amazing!

Kathy
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Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy. Gibson enrc. gov
301) 251-7499 WIork
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Lee, Richard

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:44 PM
To: Tinkler, Charles
Cc: Lee, Richard; Wagner, Katie
Subject: FW: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing
Attachments: Kathy Halvey Gibson vcf; imageO01 jpg

Please let me know the outcome of your phone call with Aby so I can close the loop with Brian.

Thanks!

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy. Gibson @nrc.gov
(3' 251-7499%*York_

mm~~it 0L 1- r4 kt ~'

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:13 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: Re: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing

The original agreement was they were doing this themselves and Charlie wasn't going. He is calling over there now in
response to a phone call from Aby.

From: Sheron, Brian
To: Gibson, Kathy
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Tue Mar 22 15:01:44 2011
Subject: FW: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing

Kathy. See e-mail string below. Can Charlie go with Cathy to the Rep. Hamilton briefing on the 2 81h* It is on
SFPs. If Charlie can accompany her, he should call Cathy and get the particulars regarding what the
representative's issue are, what she wants to hear about, etc. Let me know outcome

From: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:21 AM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: Re: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing

1o am at navy yard.

From: Sheron, Brian
To: Haney, Catherine; Uhle, Jennifer; Wiggins, Jim
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Sent: Mon Mar 21 17:43:25 2011
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing

What time?

From: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 4:26 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer; Sheron, Brian; Wiggins, Jim
Subject: Fw: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing

I'd like someone from RES and NSIR to join me in briefing Rep Hamilton on the 28th. Can you help.

Also can you look at the slides that Dan had planned to use. They were attached to my earlier message. I would suggest
changes in light of Japan event but this is more your area than mine.

D

From: Weber, Michael
To: Haney, Catherine
Cc: Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Wiggins, Jim; Kinneman, John; Ordaz, Vonna; Frazier, Alan; Andersen, James; Muessle,
Mary; Evans, Michele
Sent: Mon Mar 21 16:01:16 2011
Subject: RESPONSE - BRC Briefing

I concur with your proposal. We need to notify the Commission (One Week Look Ahead) about the plan for you to brief
Congressman Hamilton on 28 March (next Monday), but not seek permission given the same information is being
briefed.

From: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:06 AM
To: Weber, Michael
Cc: Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Wiggins, Jim; Kinneman, John; Ordaz, Vonna
Subject: Fw: BRC Briefing

Dan and I discussed this presentation before he left.

One consideration was delaying the meeting until he returns although my preference is to move forward. I'm comfortable
doing the presentation if I can get support from RES on the spent fuel pools and NSIR on security- vunerability
assessments. My concern is that RES may not have the time to support this briefing right now.

With that being said, I question if we want to modify these slides given recent events in Japan. I propose RES reviews the
slides and makes modifications to reflect current situation. I will engage Brian and Jennifer once I hear from you on
moving forward.

Lastly, I don't think it necessary to get permission from the Commission for the presentation since we previously had the
ok to brief the BRC. Do you agree?

Cathy

From: Dorman, Dan
To: Haney, Catherine
Cc: Hill, Brittain
Sent: Fri Mar 18 10:28:56 2011
Subject: BRC Briefing



Cathy,

The first attached file contains a condensed version of the briefing we gave to the BRC last month. The slides I
stripped down are included in the background. The second file has the full briefing from February.

You have one hour, including Q/A with Rep Hamilton on the 2 81h*

Dan



From: Ana Maietid
To: Bonaccorso, Amy

Subject: RE: REPLY: Letter of introduction

Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:26:47 AM

Dear Ms Amy,

Thank you for your reply. We are happy to hear that you have expert teams that are able to assist
in this tragic events.

If you need anything from our side, do not hesitate to contact me.

Kind regards,

Ana Majetiý

Sales Manager

DOK-ING d.o.o.

Kanalski put 1

10000 Zagreb

Croatia

Telephone: +385 1 2481 388 -,

Fax: +385 12481303 ./ )
( Mobile: (b)(6) j
K_ E-mail: a.maieticadok-ing.hr

Web: www.dok-ing-hr

DOK-ING

DISCLAIMER:

This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please

notify us immediately and delete this e-mail. Any unauthorized distribution, reproduction or disclosure of the material in this e-mail is
strictly forbidden. DOK-ING d.o~o. does not take any responsibility with regards to any possible inaccuracy of any data contained in this

e-mail, The opinions expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the official positions of the company DOK-ING d.o.o.

From: Bonaccorso, Amy [mailto:amy.Bonaccorso@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 3:47 PM
To: a.majetic@dok-ing.hr
Subject: REPLY: Letter of introduction

Dear Ms. Majetic:

Thank you for sending your letter of introduction. We appreciate suggestions that work
toward resolving the situation in Japan; it's reassuring to see how helpful and dedicated
people have been in light of this disaster.

Although we do appreciate the suggestions of folks with ideas to resolve the situation in
Japan, please understand that the NRC has some of the most expert people in the world



available to assist the Japanese authorities in whatever way they request. We are fully
staffed in all our response teams at this time and working 24-hours a day.

Thank you,

Amy

From: Ana Majeti6'[mailto:a.majetic@dok-ing.hr]
Sent: Monday, Marr'h- 21, 2011 6:18 AM
To: OPA Resource
Subject: Letter of introduction

Dear sir/ madam,

I am contacting You on behalf of Croatian company DOK-ING Ltd, producer of remote-controlled
robotic vehicles. Since the recent tragic events that took place in Japan, we have been receiving
more and more e-mails with content suggesting us to take steps in approaching business

associated with high risk industries. We would like to use this opportunity to familiarize you with

our work and future potential in development of our firefighting robotic vehicle associated with
high-risk industries.

Enclosed you will find the letter of introduction, which will provide you with information about our

unique company and product.

Please, find link with the video of the following product: httip://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=V7z9YEhCTIQ

We would be grateful and privileged if you would be able to assist us on this topic.

We are looking forward to your reply and any additional information regaring our enquiry.

Kind regards,

Ana Majetir6
Sales Manager

DOK-ING d.o.o.
Kanalski put 1
10000 Zagreb I
Croatia
Telephone: +385 1 2481 388

Fax: +385 1 2481 303
Mobile (b)(6)

E-mail: a.maietic~dok-ing-hr

Web: www.dok-ing.h r



OOK-ING

DISCLAIMER:

This e-mail may contain confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient (or have received this e-mail in error) please

notify us immediately and delete this e-mail. Any unauthorized distribution, reproduction or disclosure of the material in this e-mail is

strictly forbidden. DOK-ING do.o. does not take any responsibility with regards to any possible inaccuracy of any data contained in this

e-mail. The opinions expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect the official positions of the company DOK-ING d.o.o.



Rivera-Lugo, Richard

From: Tregoning, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:34 PM
To: Rivera-Lugo, Richard
Cc: Richards, Stuart; Case, Michael
Subject: Japan

Categories: Green Category

Richie:

I'm doing some support work for Japan. I worked 1 hour both yesterday and today. I'd plan for another few
hours over the next week, but nothing significant

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Robert Tregoning,

(b)(6)
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Lee, Richard

From: (b)(6
Sent: i uesoay, Marcn, 2011 3:40 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: Re: How are you?
Attachments: Japan nuclear plants.doc

Trying to age gracefully. Attached is my memo of how my reactors could have been saved.I sent it to Basu
because I lost your email. Nice to hear from you.

Sol ----- Original Message -----
From: Lee, Richard <Richard. Lee ,nrc..ov>
TO: (b)(6)

Sert: Tue, Mar 22, 2011 11:17 am ,
Subject: How are you?

Hi, Sal: I see that your reactor designs been destroyed in Fukushi Dai-ichi. How are you and your
family? Richard



Potential Suggestions to Improve Responses to Japan Nuclear Plants. (Rev2, 3/22/11)

By Salomon Levy

1. The Japan earthquake and tsunami exceeded the design values and appear to have impaired
normal or emergency power supply. The ability to supply water to the reactor cores and spent
fuel pools was apparently lost. All reactors were producing decay heat only with control rods
inserted.

2. The key objective of the recovery effort should have been and should still be to provide
water to the reactor cores and the spent fuel pools as soon as possible and to use salt water
if treated water or raw water were not available.

3. The immediate actions after the earthquake and tsunami should have been to send personnel
into all the units to assess the degree of damage to the ability to provide water and to report on
all serious equipment damage and spent fuel water pools. At that point in time, the radiation
level in the units should have been close to normal so personnel could carry out such
inspections.

4. With'the loss of power and of water supply ability, the next urgent action should have been
to ask the government to fly by helicopters fire pumps and fuel supply to operate them in order
to supply water (or salt water) to the reactor cores and spent fuel pools.

5. System engineers should have calculated the amount of time available to uncover the spent
fuel pools. This should have been in the order of days since they have considerable water
above the fuel (even if it was reduced by the earthquake) and the water has to vaporize. This
should set the goal for replenishing them. All units should have been dealt with.

6. BWRs use a water suppression containment which has a drywell which isolates all major
penetration by valves on the inside and outside of the drywell. Small penetrations such as
instrument lines (including reactor water level lines to determine water level in the reactor) may
not have check valves on them. Feedwater lines to supply water to the reactor also have check
valves and are the best place to add water to the reactor core. During a loss of coolant accident,
steam/water are released to the drywell and flow to the wetwell where they are quenched. Both
the drywell and wetwell are inerted to avoid hydrogen-air chemical reactions. Any release of
steam or high pressure water in the dry well increases the dry well pressure and it can reach the
wet well half full with water through suppression pipes located at the bottom of the dry well
which are submerged in the wet well water. When the wetwell pressure exceeds the drywell
pressure, there is a vent on the wetwell to return gas to the wetwell and to equalize wetwell-
drywell pressure, thus containing any hydrogen release within the containment system No
release outside the containment is necessary until the containment design pressure is reached.
The BWR containment has the advantage of reducing the pressure in the containment after an
accident, and filtering the fission products released from the fuel through the wet well water.
After the TMI-2 accident, the U. S. NRC demanded that half of the zirconium fuel cladding
would get hot and react with water to produce hydrogen. In order to cope with that decision,



GE agreed to provide a vent on the suppression pool which goes to the reactor building and
eventually to the plant stack. I suspect that relief change to the wet well may not have been
introduced in Japan because of their concern to expose their plant personnel to radiation.

7. Also, the U. S. plants have the ability to add water to the reactor core through a connection
to raw water (or sea water at Fukushima). I suspect that this connection was installed in Japan.

8. BWRs can use their relief valves to depressurize the reactor and to have that steam go to the
suppression pool where it is quenched. That means is used during accidents to depressurize the
reactor and to allow numerous emergency cooling systems to cool the reactor and terminate the
accident with limited damage to the fuel If the ability to depressurize is not available, the
reactor pressure should be allowed to rise until the relief valves open to protect the
reactor pressure vessel. The release of steam preferably should go through the relief valve
pipes.

9. Once salt or other water was able to be added to the reactor through fire pumps or other
means, the relief valves (again if necessary) should have been actuated or allowed to activate
by allowing their pressure to reach their opening pressure. With appropriate and continued
addition of salt water to the reactor core, it would have stabilized at low pressure and the fuel
cooled. Some fuel might have failed but mostly gaseous fission products would have been
released and transported to the wetwell.

10. The wetwell pressure could rise and it may be necessary to vent it. If that release is
controlled, the hydrogen and inert gas may bum and possibly lead to reduced explosion.level.
That vent should be controlled and should occur away from critical equipment and carried out
at low pressure.

11. Some release of radiation through venting is superior to core melt.

12. In the case of the spent fuel pools fire pumps could provide regular or salt water to the
pools. Even garden hoses could be used to get that water to the pools and the amount to be
added can be easily estimated after the fuel is covered.

13. This accident could have been terminated early and can be terminated now by providing
water to the fuel in the reactor cores and the spent fuel and keeping the cores at low pressure
and the spent fuel covered. Taking advantage of pressure suppression features should have
been pursued. Ways to shield operators and to provide portable air supplies should be used to
reduce radiation impact upon operators.



Yarsky, Peter

From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:55 PM
To: Carlson, Donald
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan

scenario now in play

Don,

I got a related question re: SFP from NRR and sent them this reply. I'm pretty sure it is consistent with what
ORNL stated.

-Pete

From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Clifford, Paul
Subject: RE: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Paul,

I think an explosion if the SFP melts is highly unlikely. A steam explosion might ensue if the melted material
interacts with liquid water, but criticality leading to a nuclear explosion would not be likely in the least. The
depleted fuel, especially, has a very low fissile content. LEU reactors in general operate on the principle of
heterogeneity to yield a thermal flux disadvantage factor which allows normal criticality. Significant
deformation of the geometry would tend to homogenize the melted material and make criticality even more
difficult to achieve.

Looking at some of the previous emails, the concerns don't even seem connected. One says that seawater is
more corrosive than typical SFP cooling water and would corrode the cladding cause fuel pin cladding
damage. I think that melt in this case would still be countered by the presence of significant water that is
purported to cause the cladding damage. If uncover were to occur, and this causes the melting, then criticality
concerns are off-set by the general absence of water to act as a moderator.

If the SFP were in a situation where the seawater is sufficiently corrosive that borated racks/plates in the SFP
were damaged and the boron leached out, then criticality is more likely (especially since one presumes that the
fuel has maintained a more favorable, that is non-melted, geometry) then pulsing could occur. I don't expect
pulsing to lead to either steam explosion or to SF melt (since this will ultimately be tempered/regulated by
boiling.

The worst case would be:

Seawater corrodes the boron laden plates/racks/inserts and leaches out the poison. Due to a loss of the
reactor building, environmental exposure results in a loss of this boron to the environment (out of the pool)
through some mechanism. Loss of the boron allows the SFP to become critical and pulsing ensues. The
pulsing results in a boil-off rate greater than the capacity to provide replacement coolant. SFP level drops until
some part of the fuel uncovers. This uncovered part (now subcritical) may melt. The melt would, in theory,
interact with the two phase level below the point of melt resulting in steam explosion (which could disperse the
corium considering a loss of the reactor building).

I cannot postulate a more favorable geometry that a melted SFP could achieve that would allow recriticality. ,,t

I



Those are just my thoughts

-Pete

From: Clifford, Paul
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:16 PM
To: Carlson, Donald; Yarsky, Peter
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Have you guys ever seen studies on this issue regarding the formation of a critical geometry/mass following core melt /
SFP melt.

From: Wood, Kent
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Wong, Emma; Clifford, Paul
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

I'm going to need some help on this one.

From: Titus, Brett
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:55 AM
To: Wood, Kent
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

You're the man that we need right now. I'm on my way to talk to you about this.

Brett Titus
301-415-3075

From: Nguyen, Quynh
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:33 AM
To: Titus, Brett
Cc: Meighan, Sean; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play
Importance: High

Brett,

Get the answer and make sure Ivonne sees it!

From: Wittick, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:24 AM
To: Meighan, Sean; Nguyen, Quynh
Cc: Decker, David
Subject: HOT: Congressional Query: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Request answer to the below question. Please note the assertion by a Nuclear Engineer in the article that
spent fuel in a SFP can overheat, melt and form a critical mass such that it may explode. It would be best if we

2



could respond with an answer that characterizes the possible scenario of fuel melt in a SFP and the type of
energetic force that could result.

Thanks

Brian Wittick
Executive Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of the Executive Director for Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regul ory Commission
301-415-2496 (w), (b)(6) c)

From: Decker, David
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM
To: Wittick, Brian
Cc: Weil, Jenny; Dacus, Eugene; Riley (OCA), Timothy; Powell, Amy
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Brian,
Here's one more question that came in that we'd appreciate your help in getting to the right staff to answer.
Thanks!

David

From: Beck, Chris [mailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:56 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: Re: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Thanks David. Main question is can spent fuel rods (or even fresh fuel rods) create a nuclear fission
explosion. - cb

On 3/15/11 11:50 AM, "Decker, David" <David.Decker@nrc.gov> wrote:

Chris,
Let me see if I can get someone to check this out. I hadn't seen the article, and in general, we haven't been

commenting too much on news articles since it's hard to know exactly what's happening.

David

From: Beck, Chris [mnailto:Chris.Beck@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Decker, David
Subject: FW: This was in media last night related to very bad Japan scenario now in play

Hi David,
Does NRC think this story is accurate? Could spent fuel rods create a fission reaction? t am surprised

by this, since I thought fuel rods in the US or Japan use low-enriched uranium, which will not result
in a fission explosion. Please advise. - cb
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Fission Criticality In Cooling Ponds Threaten Explosion At Fukushirna
<http://www.dcbureau.org/201103 141303/Natural-Resources-News-Service/fission-criticality-in-cooling-
ponds-threaten-explosion-at-fukushiima.html> <http://www.dcbureau.org/201103141303/Natural-Resources-
News-Service/fission-criticality-in-cooling-ponds-threaten-explosion-at-fukushima/Print.html>
Monday, 14 March 2011
Written by Joseph Trento <htip://www.dcbureau.org/Staff/ioe.htm1>

Photo: U.S. Navy

The threat of a fission explosion at the Fukushima power facility emerged today when the roof of the number three
reactor exploded and fears that a spent fuel pool, located over the reactor, has been compromised. The pool, designed to
allow reactor fuel to cool off for several years, was constructed on top of the Fukushima reactors instead of underground.
As of 2010, there were 3450 fuel assemblies in the pool at the number three reactor. The destruction of the number three
reactor building has experts concerned about whether the spent fuel storage pool, which sits just below the roof, could
have survived intact the hydrogen explosion. The explosion was much more severe than Saturday's blast at the number
one reactor.

As massive amounts of seawater are pumped by fire trucks into Fukushima's failing nuclear reactors and cooling ponds,
the radioactive waste water, now laden with a variety of radioisotopes, is being flushed into the sea..

Just how much danger the spent fuel pool raises is made clear in a November 2010 powerpoint presentation from the
Tokyo Electric Company detailing how fuel storage works at the huge complex
<http://www.n.irs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/6-1 powerpoint.pdf>.

The fuel inventory in the pool is detailed on page 9. According to TEPCO, each reactor generates 700 "waste" fuel
assemblies a year, and there are 3450 assemblies in each pool at the Fukushima Daiichi plant, plus another 6,291 in a
common pool in a separate building.

As shown in slide 10, the common pool building sits at ground level, with the pool itself above ground. The building also
has windows on at least one side, and experts fear these were broken out by the tsunami which would have flooded the
building.

According to Albert Donnay, a former nuclear engineer, "This means the common pool is now full of radioactive and
corrosive seawater that will cause the fuel assemblies to fail and burst open, as they are doing inside the reactor cores that
have been deliberately flooded with seawater. If the pool drains or boils away, the fuel will melt, burn and even possibly
explode if the fuel collapses into a sufficiently critical mass."

This may explain why the Japanese government began adding boric acid to the reactor spent fuel pools at the facility
shortly after the earthquake and tidal wave.

The Japanese government has not explained why it is adding boric acid and if the acid is being used to prevent criticality
in the reactor or in the spent fuel pool. A spokesman for the Embassy of Japan, in Washington, D.C., said the boric acid
was being only added as a "precautionary measure," but said the Embassy did not know why. Because the GE reactor's
control rods are made of boron, and they were automatically inserted when the earthquake struck to end fission in the
reactor, there should have been no need for additional boric acid. But if fuel rods had been compromised and the
damaged fuel bundles were not properly separated, they can become critical and boric acid could be used to help prevent
a far more serious meltdown in the spent fuel pools.

When the power was lost at the site, the cooling system for the pools would have run out of water in about a day. The
water in these pools would heat up and evaporate to the point where the tops of the fuel bundles would be exposed about
24 hours after the cooling system shut down.
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Experts fear the explosion rained debris into the pool that stopped natural cooling of the fuel bundles or knocked the
bundles together, damaging them, sending the irradiated fuel chunks to the bottom of the pool where they could reach
critical mass. "They got a one-two punch," said David Lochbaum, nuclear safety engineer of the Union of Concerned
Scientists and a consultant to both industry and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Lockbaum told Roger Witherspoon
on newjerseynewsroom.com, "If it had just been the earthquake, or just the tsunami, we wouldn't even be talking about
this. But the combination of nature was more than they could handle. It doesn't seem that they have lost control yet. But
they have definitely runout of options.

"If those solutions - the sea water and the boric acid - don't work, there are no more arrows in the quiver. They have shot
everything they have, they have run out of options and there is nothing left."

Fukushimna nuclear power plant after the earthquake.

The problem for the Tokyo Electric Company engineers is water containing boric acid has to circulate in the pools to keep
the bundles from going critical.

Both United States and Japanese governments have for decades aLlowed re-racking of the pools to reduce the originally-
designed minimum safe distance between the assemblies so that more rods can be stored in each pool. Utilities
complained they were running out of storage space on site at the reactors. The problem is if the spent fuel gets too close,
they will produce a fission reaction and explode with a force much larger than any fission bomb given the total amount of

fuel on the site. All the fuel in all the reactors and all the storage pools at this site (1760 tons of Uranium per slide #4)
would be consumed in such a mega-explosion. In comparison, Fat Man and Little Boy weapons dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki contained less than a hundred pounds each of fissile material.

According to Donnay, "Several cores worth of spent fuel are usually stored in these pools until they are cool enough to
transfer into dry cask storage. In comparison, the reactor itself contains only one core, and its total radioactivity is less
than that in each spent core."

Nuclear Information Resource Service led a coalition of groups that petitioned the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
2005 requesting emergency enforcement action on the vulnerability of the Mark I and 11 elevated nuclear waste storage
pool. The coalition's petition to the NRC was denied.

Another worry for engineers is that in 2009 plutonium-based mixed oxide fuel produced by the huge French nuclear
power company AREVA was loaded into reactor number three.

Correspondent Celia Sampol spoke to AREVA and the company spokesman said AREVA will not make a specific
statement on the issue or on the possible losses for its activities in Japan because "today the priority is for the Japanese
authorities to save people and help victims". AREVA's employees in Japan were contacted on Friday, all are safe and
some of them left Japan. Anne Lauvergeon "will talk about that in France soon".

Nathalie Bonnefoy, from the MELOX Division of AREVA La Hague, France, said, "Today, the type of fuel used in the
reactor is absolutely not involved in the problems at the Fukushima facility... It's not a matter of the MOX fuel exploding;
the problem is if you have a loss of cooling, you have a risk of fusion and the hydrogen released could generate
difficulties in contact with air, but it is independent from the type of combustible used."

"In this site, all the MOX fuel has been already loaded in the reactor (it started in October 2010)," no MOX fuel is stored on
site here. On others sites, a part of the MOX fuel is stored on site (every 18 months you have to renew one third of the
MOX fuel because it has lost efficiency). According to Bonnefoy, four reactors in Japan are burning MOX fuel fabricated
by AREVA; the first loading took place in December 2009; AREVA signed contracts with eight (out of eleven) Japanese
electric companies to supply MOX fuel, but the French group has no reactors of its own in Japan. The company does have
about 100 employees in Japan.

According to NIRS (Nuclear Information Resource Service) at
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http:/ /www.nirs.org/factsheets/ brownsferryfactsheet.pdf"ln
<http://www.nirs.org/factsheets/brownsferryfactsheet.pdf%221n> the GE Mark I design, the irradiated fuel pool,
containing billions of curies of high-level atomic waste, sits atop the reactor building, outside primary containment and
vulnerable to attack, according to both NRC documents (2001) and the National Academy of Sciences (2005)."

Cutaway drawing of a typical Boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark I Concrete Containment with Steel Torus (suppression pool), as used in the BWIV,
BWR/2, BWR/3 and some BWR/4 model reactors, Photo: Sandia National Laboratories

The same diagram appears in the Sunday New York Times, pAll, with the uppermost rectangular chamber just to the left
of the reactor top identified as the spent fuel storage pool, but the accompanying article does not discuss it.

Donnay said, "If these pools are breached (as could have happened in the explosions, Fukushima #3 looks worse than #1)
and can no longer hold water, the spent fuel racked inside them will start to overheat, and eventually melt and burn. And
since there is no longer any roof above these pools in reactors I and 3, all the radioactivity they contain is directly open to
the atmosphere."

According to a Defense Department source, the cesium detected in the atmosphere around the plant could be coming
from the spent fuel pools.

According to Donnay, there is an additional danger from used fuel being stored in casks: "I'm also worried about the dry
cask storage pods that were on the site before the tsunami.

Full casks are very heavy and probably would not be carried away by the flood, but some were probably not full. Any
that were only partially filled with spent fuel would have air locked into the unfilled chambers, making them able to float
in water. Did the tsunami carry any of these casks away? Are they all still onsite? Before and after satellite photos should
be able to show this clearly, but Google Earth is not showing after photos of the Fukushima plant.

John Kappenman
Storm Analysis Consultants
Phone: 218-727-26 6
Cell ()6

email: ikappenma@aol.com
http:/ / www.linkedin.com/in/johnkappenman

web downloadable pdf articles:
Geomagnetic Storms - Space Weather and Electric Power Grid Impacts -
http://nmy.pogoplug.com/share/G4CdFCw3zGl-lXM 1MtZli BA/

Electron Tube Technology for Power Electronics, HVDC and FACTS Applications -
http:/ / my. pogoplug.com /share/ alOGLIFPgO8FPUhvEWBcaA/

Breaker Blankit Cold Weather Protection -
http://my.0pogopl ug.com/share/GTd8I3dQLmOaS2dfASQZOA /

------ End of Forwarded Message
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Wagner, Katie

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 201 1 2:52 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions

Kathy,

Sorry about this, in the future I will read more carefully.

-Katie

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:16 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions

Katie,
Kevin wanted you to have NRR to review this BEFORE it went to OPA.

Thanks

Kathy HaNey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy.Gibson Cnrc~gov
,30) 251-7499 Work .....

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lee, Richard; Gibson, Kathy
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Good Afternoon Scott,

Kevin Coyne of RES/DRA has provided a preliminary response to Mr. Soraghan's questions (see below),
however he did not understand the third question and recommends that George Wilson of NRR/DE/EEEB
review the preliminary response.

Thanks,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests
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From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:40 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Wagner, Katie; Wilson, George; Demoss, Gary; Beasley, Benjamin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Richard -

We've taken a first cut at responding to the questions, but George Wilson from the NRR electrical engineering
branch has been very active in this area and should review the question and answers before a response goes
back to OPA (particularly for the first question...). I've cc'ed George, but Katie should coordinate the response
with him before providing a final answer back to Scott Burnell.

-Kevin

First, has there been any update to these numbers?

* Unknown. However, our understanding is that NUREG-1776 (http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregs/staff/sr1776/) is the most recent study specific to the station blackout rule that has been
prepared by RES.

"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is
required to have?

* 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of all alternating current power," requires that the station blackout duration shall be
based on (i) redundancy of the onsite emergency power ac power sources,; (2) the reliability of the onsite
emergency ac power sources; (3) the expected frequency of loss of offsite power; and (4) the probably time
needed to restore offsite power. RG 1.155, "Station Blackout," (August 1988), provides guidance for
determining a plant specific coping time based on these factors. In general, coping times range from 2 to
16 hours, though licensees may propose alternate durations based on plant specific factors relating to the
reliability of their ac power systems.

* Licensees must demonstrate that systems have sufficient capacity and capability to ensure core cooling
and containment integrity are maintained for the duration of the specified coping time. Although station
batteries are one of the necessary systems, other systems that provide water inventory and containment
functions must also be available

"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down

for a total of four?

* Do not understand question - can a reference to a specific table or graph be provided by the questioner?

Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

" NUREG/CR-6890, "Reevaluation of Station Blackout Risk at Nuclear Power Plants,"
(http://www.nrc.qov/readincq-rm/doc-collections/nuregqs/contract/cr6890/) examined data from 1986-2004 for
four categories of loss of offsite power events: plant-centered, switchyard centered, grid-related, and
weather-related.

* The NRC also maintains an active data collection program on operating experience. The most recent data
for loss of offsite power events can be found at the following website:
http://nrcoe.inel.g ov/results/index.cfm?fuseaction=LOSP.showMenu
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From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions

Kevin:

We need to respond to inquiry on this. Could you please have someone in your Branch or Division to take a
look at this. There is also another report, NUREG/CR-6890 on station blackout too.

httr://www.nrc.qov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/nure~qs/contract/cr6890/

If you know other staff in NRO or NRR knows the answers, please let me know.

Thanks, Richard

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:13 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Hoxie, Chris; Elkins, Scott; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Zaki, Tarek
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

All,

Do any of you know who the lead should be to answer these questions about station blackout (the questions
are from a reporter see the highlighted section at the bottom of this email)? It may It may be another RES
division or one in NRR?

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

See if you can find this report in ADAMS and who was the cognizant office, branch, and staff.

If that doesn't' work or in parallel, send an email request to our BCs and see if any of them know who
the lead should be to answer these questions.

it may be another RES division or NRR, I am not sure.

If you need help processing this, see me or Richard Lee.
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Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kathy, Gibson nrt.gov!•301) 251-7499 Work

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:49 AM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael
Cc: Elkins, Scott
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Kathy, Mike,

I'm thinking NUREG-1 776 (Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule) was done by the
predecessor to your division, probably under Scott's branch. I need help answering the reporter's four
questions below. Thanks very much.

Scott

From: Mike Soraghan [mailto:msoraghan@eenews.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Station blackout questions

Mr. Burnell,

Thank you for taking my call a moment ago. I am looking at doing a story on station black out, with a little on seismic,
that looks at all u.s. plants.

My simplest question is whether there is a list of the design basis each of the 104 reactors must meet in terms of what
magnitude earthquake they must be able to withstand. I've been told that's not likely, so I'm pulling the information

from news reports.

I have the 2000 report (attached) "Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule." I've been looking at this,

particularly the plant-by-plant chart, and I'm seeking some guidance.

First, has there been any update to these numbers?
"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is required to have?
"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down for a total of four?
Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

Thank you,

Mike Soraghan
Reporter
msoraghan@eenews.net
202-446-0423 (desk)



(b)(6) (cell)
(Google Voic~e F-x' (w

Environment & Energy Publishing, LLC
122 C Street, NW, Suite 722, Washington, DC 20001
www.eenewsnet 9 www.eenews.tv
ClimateWire, E&E Daily, Greenwire, E&ENews PM, E&ETV, Land Letter

eCLý
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Lee, Richard

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:18 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions
Attachments: image001.jpg

I'm checking with NRR, no worries.

Katie, FYI - Robert Nelson in NRR is heading their quake-related external communications, so please CC him
when coordinating with NRR folks. Thanks.

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:16 PM
To: Wagner, Katie; Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions

Katie,
Kevin wanted you to have NRR to review this BEFORE it went to OPA

Thanks

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analysis

Kath (,Gibson,1tnrc,gov/
0 1) 251- 7499 Work

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lee, Richard; Gibson, Kathy
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Good Afternoon Scott,

Kevin Coyne of RES/DRA has provided a preliminary response to Mr. Soraghan's questions (see below),
however he did not understand the third question and recommends that George Wilson of NRPJDE/EEEB
review the preliminary response.

Thanks,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests



From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:40 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Wagner, Katie; Wilson, George; Demoss, Gary; Beasley, Benjamin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Richard -

We've taken a first cut at responding to the questions, but George Wilson from the NRR electrical engineering
branch has been very active in this area and should review the question and answers before a response goes
back to OPA (particularly for the first question...). I've cc'ed George, but Katie should coordinate the response
with him before providing a final answer back to Scott Burnell.

-Kevin

First, has there been any update to these numbers?

0 Unknown. However, our understanding is that NUREG-1776 (http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregs/staff/sr1776/) is the most recent study specific to the station blackout rule that has been
prepared by RES.

"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is
required to have?

* 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of all alternating current power," requires that the station blackout duration shall be
based on (i) redundancy of the onsite emergency power ac power sources,; (2) the reliability of the onsite
emergency ac power sources; (3) the expected frequency of loss of offsite power; and (4) the probably time
needed to restore offsite power. RG 1.155, "Station Blackout," (August 1988), provides guidance for
determining a plant specific coping time based on these factors. In general, coping times range from 2 to
16 hours, though licensees may propose alternate durations based on plant specific factors relating to the
reliability of their ac power systems.

* Licensees must demonstrate that systems have sufficient capacity and capability to ensure core cooling
and containment integrity are maintained for the duration of the specified coping time. Although station
batteries are one of the necessary systems, other systems that provide water inventory and containment
functions must also be available

"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down

for a total of four?

* Do not understand question - can a reference to a specific table or graph be provided by the questioner?

Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

* NUREG/CR-6890, "Reevaluation of Station Blackout Risk at Nuclear Power Plants,"
(http://www.nrc.qov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nure-s/contract/cr6890/) examined data from 1986-2004 for
four categories of loss of offsite power events: plant-centered, switchyard centered, grid-related, and
weather-related.

* The NRC also maintains an active data collection program on operating experience. The most recent data
for loss of offsite power events can be found at the following website:
http://nrcoe.inel.gov/results/index. cfm?fuseaction=LOSP.showMenu



From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions

Kevin:

We need to respond to inquiry on this. Could you please have someone in your Branch or Division to take a
look at this. There is also another report, NUREG/CR-6890 on station blackout too.

http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nureqs/contract/cr6890/

If you know other staff in NRO or NRR knows the answers, please let me know.

Thanks, Richard

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:13 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Hoxie, Chris; Elkins, Scott; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Zaki, Tarek
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

All,

Do any of you know who the lead should be to answer these questions about station blackout (the questions
are from a reporter see the highlighted section at the bottom of this email)? It may It may be another RES
division or one in NRR?

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

See if you can find this report in ADAMS and who was the cognizant office, branch, and staff.

If that doesn't' work or in parallel, send an email request to our BCs and see if any of them know who
the lead should be to answer these questions.

It may be another RES division or NRR, I am not sure.

If you need help processing this, see me or Richard Lee.



Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

cD'¢sion of Systems Analysis

Katdiy, Gibson rnrc.gov

Ka~b~)son ce t-

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:49 AM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael
Cc: Elkins, Scott
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Kathy, Mike:

I'm thinking NUREG-1776 (Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule) was done by the
predecessor to your division, probably under Scott's branch. I need help answering the reporter's four
questions below. Thanks very much.

Scott

From: Mike Soraghan [mailto:msoraghan@eenews.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Station blackout questions

Mr. Burnell,

Thank you for taking my call a moment ago. I am looking at doing a story on station black out, with a little on seismic,

that looks at all u.s. plants.

My simplest question is whether there is a list of the design basis each of the 104 reactors must meet in terms of what
magnitude earthquake they must be able to withstand. I've been told that's not likely, so I'm pulling the information

from news reports.

I have the 2000 report (attached) "Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule." I've been looking at this,

particularly the plant-by-plant chart, and I'm seeking some guidance.

First, has there been any update to these numbers?
"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is required to have?
"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down for a total of four?
Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

Thank you,

Mike Soraghan
O/eporter

imsorahan@eenews.net
202-446-0423 (desk)



(b)(6) JGoogle Voice)

Environment & Energy Publishing, LLC
122 C Street, NW, Suite 722, Washington, DC 20001
www.eenews.net * www.eenews.tv
ClimateWire, E&E Daily, Greenwire, E&ENews PM, E&ETV, Land Letter



Staudenmeier, Joseph

From: Staudenmeier, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:12 PM
To: RST09 Hoc; Gilmer, James
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer; Hoxie, Chris
Subject: RE: Assistance Needed in Estimating Salt Buildup and Internals Blockage for Japanese

BWR/4

Jim,

I did a simple calculation for how much salt is in the vessel assuming it is all retained.

The calculation uses Wikipedia obtained information of 35 g/L of salt in seawater and -400 g/kg of solubility in
seawater.

48 gpm for 8 days gives -73,000 kg of salt in the vessel.

At 0.4 kg of salt per kg water solubility you would need -183,000 kg of water in the vessel to dissolve it. Any
idea how much water is in the vessel?

If the salt comes out of solution at the boiling boundary it could be coming out of solution and falling into the
bottom of the channels at vessel average concentrations lower than the solubility limit.

Joe

From: RST09 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:20 AM
To: Staudenmeier, Joseph
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: Assistance Needed in Estimating Salt Buildup and Internals Blockage for Japanese BWR/4

Good Morning, Joe!
Could you please come to the Operations Center this morning? We have been asked to do a calculation of the salt
buildup and core blockage as a function of time. I believe the TRACE model could be used to do this. I also have
detailed design drawings for a US BWR/4 (Hatch) which might be useful. The lower vessel internals geometry is too
complex to do a hand calculation of the free volume as a function of vessel elevation. I attempted to, but thought that
there may be enough detail in the TRACE model to get a reasonable estimate.

I have other data which you would need, such as:

Sea water flow rate.....48 gpm (injected through recirculation line)
Seawater specific gravity (approx) ...... 1.03
Temperature unknown, but assume 45°F
Injection started 54 hours after shutdown
Rated thermal power (Units 2 through 5) ....... 2381 MWt

Unit 1 ...... 1380
I will be handing off to Ed Fuller as the RST Severe Accident/PRA analyst at 7:00 EDT this morning, so I will make sure he
has all the information, Lwill come back to the office later this afternoon after getting some sleep. My cell phone
n. (b)(6) iif you need additional information. Please copy my NRC e-mail address

X iames. ilmerenrc.gov on anycorrespondce.

Thanks. And good luck! 1



Jim Gilmer



1.

Yarsky, Peter

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:34 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; RST07 Hoc
Cc: Norton, Charles; Yarsky, Peter
Subject: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy - Notes for consideration in tonight's call

Importance: High

To: RST, Chuck Norton

I will not be joining tonight's 9:00pm TEPCO phone call, but am forwarding Pete Yarsky's (RES) excellent
notes and suggestions. Highlights follow.

Notes for Consideration

1. Salt Accumulation

The RST may want to consider whether the bottom drain line suction and additional FWCI makeup might be a
useful suggestion for evaluation. Since the RPV lower head will have high concentration, taking suction from
here might at least provide additional time before core cooling is potentially compromised.

2. Recriticality

Some additional data regarding the timing of seawater injection and specific neutron flux indications could be
used to establish an estimate of the control inventory prior to injection. This would give a more rigorous yes or
no to the question of blade melt.

Please do let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Don Carlson, NRO/ARP

CCell: (b)(6) Si

-- ---Original Message -----
From: Yarsky, Peter
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:20 AM
To: Carlson, Donald; Scott, Harold
Cc: Elkins, Scott
Subject- RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Don,

Here are my notes and thoughts from the call. First, thanks for including me, I found it very enlightening and
appreciated the opportunity to be of some use (albeit not too much).

(1) salt accumulation

I think that Sam Miranda best described this phenomenon when he tried to draw a distinction between
distillation and precipitation, but I do think that resulted in more confusion overall. The salt concentration builds
up in the vessel because inventory loss is purely though boil-off whereas the supply of coolant is at a constant
salt concentration leading to an ever increasing concentration in the vessel. As the concentration increases
beyond the saturation limit at the current pressure/temperature in the vessel precipitation will occur. I concur
with the participants that we would expect the salt to fall out of solution and build up in the lower head.



As for the core coolability criterion that TEPCO is trying to set (which dictates the time-til-loss-of-cooling), I was
a little concerned that a steady build up of solid salt in the RPV lower head may lead to an interruption of flow
when this level reaches the bottom of the shroud skirt for those units with recirculation line injection (that is
entirely conjectural, however, since I do not know the flow conditions, etc.). From the call it would seem that
TEPCO considered this in their assessment.

I was curious to hear for a call for suggestions to remove the salt. Sweeping in a pure liquid environment I do
not think to be a prudent strategy (while that would work for a PWR - is not tenable for a BWR - I imagine even
successful attempts at this strategy would result in suppression pool overfill).

Don, I was hoping you could communicate with the RST and see if bottom drain line suction and additional
FWCI makeup might be a useful suggestion for evaluation. Since the RPV lower head will have high
concentration taking suction from here might at least provide additional time before core cooling is potentially
compromised.

(2) recriticality and hydrogen explosion

I heard on the call that neutron flux measurements were made as water was restored to the vessel. From that,
one could actually infer (or at least get a good estimate) of core k-eff using the subcritical multiplying medium
equation, since flux levels remained low throughout restoration of level that would appear to indicate the
continued presence of strong neutron absorber (rods) in the core. If level is continuing to be maintained to
provide steam cooling, I generally concur with TEPCO's assessment. Some additional data regarding the
timing of seawater injection and specific neutron flux indications could be used to establish an estimate of the
control inventory prior to injection. This would give a a more rigorous yes or no to the question of blade melt.

As far as to the question of hydrogen explosion, I don't understand the nature of the topic here. I was a bit
confused as to whether the concerns were in regard to the vessel or containment. Rapid increase in in vessel
hydrogen would be expected once AC power is restored and significant injection takes place.

I think I heard some talk about consideration of alternative injection lines. In that case, I would wonder about:

condensate line, RWCU and CRD cooling.

I dropped off the call after these topics.

Thanks

Pete

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 11:46 PM
To: Scott, Harold
Cc: Yarsky, Peter
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Harold,

The meeting focused almost entirely on the question of when precipitating seasalt might accumulate in the
lower head to the point where core cooling becomes seriously compromised.

Hossein Esmaili is very active on the RST and made some good observations with team members in the
background. So far, as indicated in their slides, TEPCO believes salt accumulation in the bottom of the RPV
might cause flow obstruction when it reaches the nominal level of the bottom of the fuel, which is estimated to
happen around the end of the month. Len Ward discussed analogies with boric acid precipitation in PWRs.
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Pete Yarsky (on Cc) asked some good clarifying questions and suggested a potential for earlier core cooling
obstruction when salt reaches the shroud skirt.

Recriticality was only briefly mentioned. TEPCO seems to be assuming that the control blades and fuel are still
geometrically intact. So their stated concern seems to be about recriticality should control blades melt first
when/if core cooling is obstructed. So far we've said almost nothing on this. There will be more phone calls
tomorrow and Wednesday nights. Everyone is glad I got Pete involved.

Tony Ulses was not on the call and the RST members don't seem to know what he's been up to.

Thanks again,
Don

From: Scott, Harold
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:23 PM
To: Carlson, Donald
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Document Title

NUREG/CR-6042, Rev. 2, "Perspectives on Reactor Safety".

see chapter 3.7

http://adamswebsearch2.nrc.gov/1DMWS/ViewDocByAccession.asp?AccessionNumber=ML091250169

From: Carlson, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 8:09 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; Yarsky, Peter; Ward, Leonard
Cc: RST07 Hoc; RST02 Hoc; Scott, Harold
Subject: RE: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

All,

I just found my hardcopy of the 1990 PNL study for RES, NUREG/CR-5653, "Recriticality in a BWR Following

a Core Damage Event." Harold Scott and I are still hunting for an electronic copy.

The abstract says:

"Based on a conservative bounding analysis, this report concludes that there is a potential for recriticality in
BWRs if core reflood occurs after control blade melting has begun but prior to significant fuel rod melting.
However, a recriticality event will most likely not generate a pressure pulse significant enough to fail the vessel.
Instead, a quasi-steady power level would result and the containment pressure and temperature would
increase until the containment failure pressure is reached, unless actions are taken to terminate the event.

Two strategies are identified that would aid in regaining control of the reactor and terminate the recriticality
event before containment failure pressures are reached. The first strategy involves initiating boration injection
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at or before the time of core reflood. The second strategy involves initiating residual heat removal suppression
pool cooling to remove the heat load generated by the recriticality event and thus extend the time available for
boration."

Also, I had just found the attached 1992 follow-up paper by ORNL when Pete Yarsky sent me the
corresponding ORNL report, NUREG/CR-5869. See Pete's excellent message attached.

Actually, Tony Ulses probably knows quite a lot about all this. But he is on the ground in Japan.

Don

(b)(6)
Cell:

L

-----Original Message-----
From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:06 PM
To: Yarsky, Peter; Ward, Leonard; Carlson, Donald
Cc: RST07 Hoc; RST02 Hoc
Subject: FW: TEPCO meeting at the US Embassy Monday.

Call into the HOO for the call:

14) 301-816-5100

2) Transfer to the Reactor Safety Team (RST) Bridge

Phone:+81-240-32-2486

Fax.:+81-240-32-3881

E-mail:kawano.akira@tepco.co.jp

> URL: http://www.tepco.co.jp/fukushimal-np/index-j.html
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Yarsky, Peter

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Gibson, Kathy
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:10 PM
RES_DSA
Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer; Flory, Shirley; Rini, Brett; Armstrong, Kenneth; Ramirez, Annie;
Case, Michael; Richards, Stuart; Coe, Doug; Coyne, Kevin
Staff Adjustments for Japan Response
Kathy Halvey Gibson.vcf: imageO00 .jpg

While Mike Scott is in Japan, Scott Elkins will be acting DSA deputy director this week, and Chris
Hoxie will be acting deputy director next week (Mar 28-Apr 1).

While Ken Armstrong is supporting SPB with Japan event response and SOARCA, Annie Ramirez
will be acting DSA technical assistant.

Richard Lee is our POC for Operations Center support.

Katie Wagner is the POC for information requests related to the Japanese events.

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Division of Systems Analyisis

Kathy. Gbsn _,nrc. gov
f,30 ) 251-7499 Work

(b)(6N
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Schaperow, Jason
7

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Schaperow, Jason
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:56 PM
Tinkler, Charles
FW: KC's time on Fukushima

FYI.

From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:02 PM
To: McClellan, Yvonne; Chang, Richard
Cc: Schaperow, Jason; Ghosh, Tina; Bowlin, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: KC's time on Fukushima

Richard is-6) please talk to Tina if you need assistance today. No one other than the PM as you know can
direct worl-.-..will catch up when Richard is better I understand from Syed they had a 5 minute question
and no work was needed. We will let you know once the SOARCA mod is signed and when there is another
contract in place solely to support the Japanese effort.

thanks

From: McClellan, Yvonne rmailto:ymcclel~sandia.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:57 AM
To: Chang, Richard
Cc: Santiago, Patricia
Subject: FW: KC's time on Fukushima

Richard I am checking into this to find out what project KC did charge to.
Should know by tomorrow.
Will keep you updated.

Yvonne

From: Santiago, Patricia rmailto: patricia.Santiago(nrc.gov1
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:44 AM
To: McClellan, Yvonne
Subject: Re: KC's time on Fukushima

The direction needs to go via our pm

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
,_bPatricia Santiago,.
f (b-)(6)1

From: McClellan, Yvonne <ymcclekasandia .gov>
To: Schaperow, Jason
Cc: Tinkler, Charles; 'kcw@dycoda.com' <kcw~cdycoda.com>; Santiago, Patricia; Chang, Richard; 'mtl@dycoda.com'
<mtlbdycoda.com>; Gauntt, Randall 0 <rogauntbsandia.gov>
Sent: Tue Mar 22 10:29:17 2011
Subject: RE: KC's time on Fukushima
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'Jason,
Thank you for the update. I agree that KC is needed for the Fukushima effort. KC has completed the Peer Review effort
and will not be needed at this time. As I am sure you are aware, KC and Mark have done an excellent job of providing
resolutions to the Peer Review comments.

Richard explained to me that he would be charging to SOARCA for this effort. No problem. Sometime in the future I will
be required to ask him to provide input to the MLSR.

Best Wishes,
Yvonne

From: Schaperow, Jason Fmailto:Jason.Schaperow@.nrc.gov1
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:20 AM
To: McClellan, Yvonne
Cc: Tinkler, Charles; kcw@dycoda.com; Santiago, Patricia
Subject: KC's time on Fukushima

Hi Yvonne,

We need KC's support on Fukushima right now. Right now, KC is helping Syed Ali (NRC/RES) get up to
speed on the accident and the fuel pools, because Syed will be leaving for Japan on March 24. I have asked
him to charge his time to the SOARCA project.

Thank you,
Jason
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From: Deavers. Ron
To: Bll W,
Subject: FW: Comanche Peak Nuclear Facility
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:23:31 PM
Attachments: C--mpanch eak Nudear Facility in Central Texas final.docx

Mr. Wilson,

Thank you for your suggestions and concise articulation of the issues at Comanche
Peak. As part of the comprehensive review of the safety of our Nuclear Power Plants
that we will be undertaking in the near future, we will endeavor to address the issues
you articulate in your email below as well as the attached document, and identify all
other issues regarding the safety of the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant.

Seom: Bill w. (b .... ).

rlent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:54 PM
To: NRC Allegation
Subject: Comanche Peak Nuclear Facility

I have put together a short paper (attached) that shows that the people of the Dallas metro
area are at risk due to the nuclear facility Comanche Peak. Much higher risk than one might
think. All my assertions are supported by sources noted in the paper.

I do not claim to have insider information or specialized knowledge. But I am an avid reader
and am able to connect dots. In this case those connected dots indicate a problem.

After reviewing the paper I think you will agree that we need a full-scale investigation of
both the safety and finances of the company that owns the facility, Energy Future Holdings
(EFH) and its subsidiary Luminant.

Sincerely,
Bill Wilson



Schaperow, Jason

From: Schaperow, Jason
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Ali, Syed
Cc: Santiago, Patricia
Subject: FW: KC's time on Fukushima

Please see Pat's email below.

From: Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:48 AM
To: Schaperow, Jason
Subject: Re: KC's time on Fukushima

Kathy said syed should go to opcen to get briefed. Thx

Sent from an NRC BlackBerry
Patricia Santiao

From: Schaperow, Jason
To: McClellan, Yvonne <ymcclel(sandia.gov>
Cc: Tinkler, Charles; kcw(&dycoda.com <kcw(dycoda.com>; Santiago, Patricia
Sent: Tue Mar 22 10:19:58 2011
Subject: KC's time on Fukushima

Hi Yvonne,

We need KC's support on Fukushima right now. Right now, KC is helping Syed Ali (NRC/RES) get up to
speed on the accident and the fuel pools, because Syed will be leaving for Japan on March 24. I have asked
him to charge his time to the SOARCA project.

Thank you,
Jason



F r o m : T n h,ý l n if r

To: (b)(6)

Subject: RE: A Question
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:50:00 PM

Dear Mr. Young,
Thank you for your inquiry. The NRC is aware of the IAEA publication that you
mentioned. Seismic matters are taken into consideration in our review of the license
application as well as retroactively for the plants that have already been built. NRC has
the authority to require safety upgrades at the plants if/when new knowledge becomes
available that wasn't evaluated in the original design. I hope this addresses your concern.

r1om: Timothy Young (b)(6)

rSent: Tuesday, March zz, zUll b::/ AMl
To: OPA Resource
Subject: A Question

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

I read an article that the U.N.'s International Atomic Energy Agency knows of 88 nuclear

plants that are located in seismically active areas worldwide.

Does the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission know how many of these reactors are

located within the United States, which could be subjected to the run-up of a tsunami, and

could the NRC provide their locations or the name of these reactors? The article which I

read mentioned the San Onofre and the Diablo Canyon plants both in California.

Thanks for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Tim Young



From: Deaver-, V
To: 1(b)(6)
Subject: Nuclear Power Plant in Minnesota
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 3:50:56 PM

We understand you are concerned about the nuclear plant in Minnesota. You are getting
ready to move there and would like some questions answered before you do move. Most
of our Nuclear Power Plants store some nuclear waste at the plant sites. We have two
sites in Minnesota. The Monticello site is 35 miles north west of Minneapolis and
information about the site is available at http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/monthtml.
The Prairie Island site is located 28 miles south east of Minneapolis and information about
the site is available at http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/prail .html and
http://www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactor/prai2.html.



From: Deavers. Ron
To: ý(b)(6!

Subject: LRE: Casks
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:06:49 PM

Mr. Nguyen,

Thank you for your suggestions. As part of the comprehensive review of the safety of our
Nuclear Power Plants that we will be undertaking in the near future, we will endeavor to
address the issues you articulate in your email below and identify all other issues
regarding the safety of our Nuclear Power Plants.

[(b)(6)From:l -" -•

Sent: Wo16naay, March 21, 2011 8:15 AMl
To: CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: Casks

Dear Bill

The time has come for US officials to break all precedents and think outside
the box with thoughts and ideas from the American people. US nuclear plants
use the same pools to cool spent fuel rods as the ones spewing radiation at
Fukushima, only US pools hold much more nuclear material and therefore
pose a much greater danger, and indeed a clear and present danger, to the
American people. Should a megaquake, tsunami, sabotage, Stuxnet
cyberattack, war or terrorist attack hit America, the damage could run into not
billions, but trillions of dollars. We the people are fearful for our safety and
demand that NRC require spent fuel to be taken out of US pools to reduce
risks, as this is a no brainer. The NRC, DoE and other agencies must be above
reproach and serve and protect the American people and not favor the nuclear
industry or special interests. Now is the time to refuse all gifts, junkets, meals,
tickets, favors, trips, propaganda, or bribes that may be coming fast and
furious from the embattled industry and serve we the people.

We must stop debating whether America's spent fuel pools would fare as
badly or worse in an accident, and whether they could be made safer. We all
must be concerned that US pools are too full and must reduce risks by
transferring 90% of the fuel rods to dry casks like Germany did. Japanese
pools are far from capacity but still contain an enormous amount of
radioactivity. There are 104 nukes in America and a typical US plant would
have about 10 times as much fuel in its pools. We the people do not accept
NRC's position that US pools are operated safely to cool spent fuel for 5



years after removal from a reactor. Moving spent fuel into dry casks, steel and
concrete containers filled with an inert gas, is a much safer method for
storage, and we matter because our lives are at stake and it's our country.
Dry cask storage at nuclear power plants could be used for 60 years, giving us
plenty of time to figure out a plan for a permanent repository or reprocessing.
NRC must strong-arm all utilities that it is far cheaper to do the right thing
and pay now than to pay much more later when disaster strikes and lawsuits
arrive, If the industry refuses, then a few decommissionings will do the trick.

In 2004, Congress asked the National Academy of Scientists (NAS) to look at
how spent fuel pools would withstand a terrorist attack. After what happened
in Japan, we can see clearly that an attack or sabotage that drained a power
plant's pool would start an uncontrollable fire that would release large amounts
of radiation. The 2004 NAS report said that dry cask storage has two
advantages over pool storage: It relies only on air circulation for cooling, and
it splits the spent fuel into multiple containers. We the people want NRC to
speed the transfer to dry casks, require plant owners to move spent fuel to dry
casks, and mandate all utilities to spend $10 billion on dry casks, because a
large radiation release from a pool fire could result in tens of thousands of
cancer deaths and require hundreds of billions of dollars for decontamination.
We the people also demand that the US lifts the ban on nuclear fuel
reprocessing so utilities can reprocess spent fuel at DoE's Savannah River.
DoE can simply modify the plant to handle spent commercial fuel, which
would avoid spending money on dry casks. If DoE can't or won't do that, then
France, Britain, India, Pakistan, Russia, China and other nations are more than
happy to reprocess our spent fuel.

Not Self But Country

Eddy Nguyen

Titan Capital



N,1lson,, Robert

From: Nelson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:03 AM
To: Dennig, Robert
Cc: Blount, Tom
Subject: FYI: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen
Attachments: Japan event Q&As - additional info

DORL will have for action consistent with this e-mail string.

NELSON

----- Original Message -----
From: Blount, Tom
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Wittick, Brian; Jaegers, Cathy
Cc: Nelson, Robert; Boger, Bruce; McGinty, Tim; Quay, Theodore; Guitter, Joseph
Subject: FW: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Brian/Cathy -
Please see the initiating e-mail below from Mr. Gundersen. I am requesting this be "Green Ticketed" for
response. It does not meet the criteria for processing under the 2.206 or Proposed Rulemaking processes and
should be treated as general correspondence. Consistent with Eric Leeds direction I believe this should be
directed to Robert Nelson, NRR/DORL for his communications team to address.

Thanks,
Tom Blount,
NRR/DPR
415-5710

----- Original Message -----
From: Boger, Bruce
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:57 AM
To: Leeds, Eric; Weber, Michael; Wiggins, Jim
Cc: Blount, Tom; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Itzkowitz, Marvin; Ruland, William; McGinty, Tim
Subject: RE: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

We've considered Mr. Gundersen's letter from a 2.206 petition perspective. It doesn't appear to meet the entry
conditions of seeking an enforcement action. However, to capture the letter in a formal process, we'll take
steps to get it green ticketed.

---- Original Message -----
From: Leeds, Eric
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Weber, Michael; Wiggins, Jim
Cc: Blount, Tom; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Itzkowitz, Marvin; Ruland, William; McGinty, Tim
Subject: RE: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Agreed. Could also be an OIG issue. NRR should take the lead - Tim/Tom, please followup.

Eric J. Leeds, Director \ \0
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270

---- -Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 12:06 PM
To: Wiggins, Jim
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Blount, Tom; Leeds, Eric; Boger, Bruce; Grobe, Jack; Virgilio, Martin; Itzkowitz, Marvin
Subject: Response - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Suggest it receive consideration as a 2.206 petition affecting BWR Mark I's.

---- -Original Message -
From: Wiggins, Jim
To: Weber, Michael; Hackett, Edwin
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Blount, Tom; Leeds, Eric
Sent: Sun Mar 20 09:22:46 2011
Subject: RE: FYI - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Should this go into a system like 2.206 or PRM .... ?????

----- Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 9:10 AM
To: Hackett, Edwin
Cc: Borchardt, Bill; Wiggins, Jim; Wittick, Brian
Subject: FYI - Message from Arnie Gundersen

Thanks, Ed

----- Original Message -----
From: Hackett, Edwin
To: Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Ruland, William
Sent: Sun Mar 20 08:49:20 2011
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT-Please read ASAP

FYI - Concerns related to NPSH credit for BWR Mark l's.

Ed

From: Arnie Gundersen (b)(6) , - . 1On Behalf Of Arnie Gundersen ý(b)(6)

Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 7:42 AM
To: Hackett, Edwin; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: IMPORTANT-Please read ASAP

Dear Josh and Ed,

There will be many lessons to learn from Fukushima, but one is staring us in the face right now. The Mark 1
has a single point of vulnerability, and any Mark 1 with this vulnerability could become another Fukushima. It is
the NPSH credit that the ACRS and NRC staff knowingly allowed BWR's to take when they received Uprates.
A leak in containment, not a gross rupture, will render their ECCS inoperable. You both know this to be true
without armies of analysts to confirm it. The NRC could easily demand any reactor that has taken the NPSH
credit to reduce power to a level where that NPSH credit is no longer necessary. The NRC could do this by
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Monday morning. There will be more to learn, but let's start with what has been painfully obvious to many of
us fOrotoa many years already.

Arnie Gundersen
Fairewinds Associates, Inc
arnie@fairewinds.com<mailto:arnie@fairewinds.com>
802-865-9955

"If a Secretary of Agriculture endorsed better meat inspection, you wouldn't have a debate of near religious
fervor about whether that person was pro- or anti-meat, whether he had sold out to the vegetarians.

You'd debate whether the stricter regulations made sense. It's somehow unique to nuclear power that, when
one refuses to have nuclear power on the industry's terms, one gets chucked into a bin labeled 'anti-nuclear.'"

-Peter A. Bradford, former Commissioner of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 3/9/82
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Staudenmeier, Joseph

From: Staudenmeier, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:28 PM
To: RST09 Hoc; Gilmer, James
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Assistance Needed in Estimating Salt Buildup and Internals Blockage for Japanese

BWRJ4

Jim,

I didn't see your email until now. I think TRACE could do something using the boron precipitation model +
some more information. A hand calculation may be just as good.

Is the water boiling in the channels and sending steam out the top causing the salt concentration to build up in
the water? Are you worried about large scale precipitation from that? The reactor system temperature and
pressure is needed to determine if precipitation is occurring. A salt solubility vs. temperature curve would also
be needed. Sea water has multiple salts in it. I don't remember the relative amounts of each. Are you assuming
sodium Nail is the dominant species?

Have you ever had a salt water aquarium. Little spray droplets get everywhere and the salt collects when the
water evaporates. I would expect that type of accumulation near the water level boundary as it moves up and
down. It may be hard to estimate the accumulation rate and blockage that can occur from that.

Joe

From: RST09 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:20 AM
To: Staudenmeier, Joseph
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: Assistance Needed in Estimating Salt Buildup and Internals Blockage for Japanese BWR/4

Good Morning, Joe!
Could you please come to the Operations Center this morning? We have been asked to do a calculation of the salt
buildup and core blockage as a function of time. I believe the TRACE model could be used to do this. I also have
detailed design drawings for a US BWR/4 (Hatch) which might be useful. The lower vessel internals geometry is too
complex to do a hand calculation of the free volume as a function of vessel elevation. I attempted to, but thought that
there may be enough detail in the TRACE model to get a reasonable estimate.

I have other data which you would need, such as:

Sea water flow rate ..... 48 gpm (injected through recirculation line)
Seawater specific gravity (approx) ...... 1.03
Temperature unknown, but assume 457F
Injection started 54 hours after shutdown
Rated thermal power (Units 2 through 5) ....... 2381 MWt

Unit 1 ...... 1380
I will be handing off to Ed Fuller as the RST Severe Accident/PRA analyst at 7:00 EDT this morning, so I will make sure he

has all the information. I will come back to the office later this afternoon after getting some sleep. My cell phone
number is(b)(6) ifyou need additional information. Please copy my NRC e-mail address

1limes.giIfner@nrc.govj on any correspo, uwnce.

Thanks. And good luck! (K
C,



Jim Gilmer
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Wagner, Katie

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Santiago, Patricia; Hoxie, Chris; Elkins, Scott; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Zaki, Tarek; Gibson,

Kathy
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions

All,

In case it helps anyone here is information about NUREG-1776:

ADAMS: ML032450542.

NRC Project Manager was William S. Raughley

Foreword was signed by:
Farouk Eltawila, Director
Division of Systems Analysis and Regulatory Effectiveness
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Thanks,
Katie

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:46 PM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Santiago, Patricia; Hoxie, Chris; Elkins, Scott; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Zaki, Tarek
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions

Katie:

Let me ask DRA, Kevin Coyne on this. There is PRA stuff in here.

Richard

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:13 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Hoxie, Chris; Elkins, Scott; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Zaki, Tarek
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

All,

Do any of you know who the lead should be to answer these questions about station blackout (the questions
are from a reporter see the highlighted section at the bottom of this email)? It may It may be another RES
division or one in NRR?

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests l,

1.



From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

See if you can find this report in ADAMS and who was the cognizant office, branch, and staff.

If that doesn't' work or in parallel, send an email request to our BCs and see if any of them know who
the lead should be to answer these questions.

It may be another RES division or NRR, I am not sure.

If you need help processing this, see me or Richard Lee.

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Director

Drivision of Systems Analysis

Kathy. Gibson ý&nrc, go%-

Z.

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:49 AM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael
Cc: Elkins, Scott
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Kathy, Mike;

I'm thinking NUREG-1776 (Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule) was done by the
predecessor to your division, probably under Scott's branch. I need help answering the reporter's four
questions below. Thanks very much.

Scott

From: Mike Soraghan fmailto:msoracihanaeenews.net1
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Station blackout questions

Mr. Burnell,

Thank you for taking my call a moment ago. I am looking at doing a story on station black out, with a little on seismic,
that looks at all u.s. plants.
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My simplest question is whether there is a list of the design basis each of the 104 reactors must meet in terms of what
magnitude earthquake they must be able to withstand. I've been told that's not likely, so I'm pulling the information

from news reports.

I have the 2000 report (attached) "Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule." I've been looking at this,

particularly the plant-by-plant chart, and I'm seeking some guidance.

First, has there been any update to these numbers?
"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is required to have?

"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down for a total of four?

Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

Thank you,

Mike Soraghan
Reporter
msoraghan@eenews.net
202-446-0423 (desk)

(b)(6) (cell)-
(b)(6) Google Voice) -L S

Environment & Energy Publishing, LLC
122 C Street, NW, Suite 722, Washington, DC 20001
www.eenews.net * www.eenews.tv
ClimateWire, E&E Daily, Greenwire, E&ENews PM, E&ETV, Land Letter
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Wagner, Katie

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:08 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions

Importance: High

To confirm, is this complete now or still pending?

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:53 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Lee, Richard; Gibson, Kathy
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Good Afternoon Scott,

Kevin Coyne of RES/DRA has provided a preliminary response to Mr. Soraghan's questions (see below),
however he did not understand the third question and recommends that George Wilson of NRR/DE/EEEB
review the preliminary response.

Thanks,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:40 PM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Wagner, Katie; Wilson, George; Demoss, Gary; Beasley, Benjamin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Richard -

We've taken a first cut at responding to the questions, but George Wilson from the NRR electrical engineering
branch has been very active in this area and should review the question and answers before a response goes
back to OPA (particularly for the first question...). I've cc'ed George, but Katie should coordinate the response
with him before providing a final answer back to Scott Burnell.

-Kevin

First, has there been any update to these numbers?

* Unknown. However, our understanding is that NUREG-1776 (http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregs/staff/srl 776/) is the most recent study specific to the station blackout rule that has been
prepared by RES.

"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is
required to have?



* 10 CFR 50.63, "Loss of all alternating current power," requires that the station blackout duration shall be
based on (i) redundancy of the onsite emergency power ac power sources,; (2) the reliability of the onsite
emergency ac power sources; (3) the expected frequency of loss of offsite power; and (4) the probably time
needed to restore offsite power. RG 1.155, "Station Blackout," (August 1988), provides guidance for
determining a plant specific coping time based on these factors. In general, coping times range from 2 to
16 hours, though licensees may propose alternate durations based on plant specific factors relating to the
reliability of their ac power systems.

0 Licensees must demonstrate that systems have sufficient capacity and capability to ensure core cooling
and containment integrity are maintained for the duration of the specified coping time. Although station
batteries are one of the necessary systems, other systems that provide water inventory and containment
functions must also be available

"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down

for a total of four?

* Do not understand question - can a reference to a specific table or graph be provided by the questioner?

Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

* NUREG/CR-6890, "Reevaluation of Station Blackout Risk at Nuclear Power Plants,"
(http://www.nrc..qov/readin-q-rm/doc-collections/nurecis/contract/cr6890/) examined data from 1986-2004 for
four categories of loss of offsite power events: plant-centered, switchyard centered, grid-related, and
weather-related.

* The NRC also maintains an active data collection program on operating experience. The most recent data
for loss of offsite power events can be found at the following website:
http://nrcoe.inel.gov/results/index.cfm?fuseaction=LOSP.showMenu

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:49 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Cc: Wagner, Katie
Subject: FW: Station blackout questions

Kevin:

We need to respond to inquiry on this. Could you please have someone in your Branch or Division to take a
look at this. There is also another report, NUREG/CR-6890 on station blackout too.

http://www. nrc.g ov/readinq-rm/doc-collections/nure- s/contractlcr6890/

If you know other staff in NRO or NRR knows the answers, please let me know.

Thanks, Richard

From: Wagner, Katie
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:13 PM
To: Santiago, Patricia; Hoxie, Chris; Elkins, Scott; Bush-Goddard, Stephanie; Zaki, Tarek
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: Station blackout questions
Importance: High
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All,

Do any of you know who the lead should be to answer these questions about station blackout (the questions
are from a reporter see the:highlighted section at the bottom of this email)? It may It may be another RES
division or one in NRR?

Thank you,

Katie Wagner
DSA POC for Japan-Related Requests

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:59 AM
To: Wagner, Katie
Cc:, Lee, Richard
Subject; FW: Station blackout questions
Importance: High

:See if you can find this report in ADAMS and who was the cognizant office, branch, and staff.

If that doesn't' work or in parallel, send an email request to our BCs and see if any of them know who

the lead should ibe,:to answer these questions.

it may be another RES diviision or NRR, I amnot sure.

If you need help processing this, see me or Richard Lee.

Kathy Halvey*Gibson
Director

DMivsionof Systems Analysis

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 9:49 AM

To: Gibson, Kathy;.Scott,.,Michael
Cc: Elkins, Scott
Subject: FW:; Station blackout questions
Importance: High

Kathy, Mike:

I'm thinking NUREG-1776 (Regulatory ,Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule) was done bythe
predecessor to your division, probably under Scott's :branch. I need help answering the reporter's four
questions below., Thanks.very much,.

Scott
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From: Mike Soraghan [mailto:msoraghan@eenews.net]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:06 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Station blackout questions

Mr. Burnell,

Thank you for taking my call a moment ago. I am looking at doing a story on station black out, with a little on seismic,
that looks at all u.s. plants.

My simplest question is whether there is a list of the design basis each of the 104 reactors must meet in terms of what
magnitude earthquake they must be able to withstand. I've been told that's not likely, so I'm pulling the information
from news reports.

I have the 2000 report (attached) "Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule." I've been looking at this,
particularly the plant-by-plant chart, and I'm seeking some guidance.

First, has there been any update to these numbers?

"Coping time in hours" - is that the amount of battery power? And is it the amount the plant has, or is required to have?
"Loss of Power events" - if a combined plant with two reactors lists two events, did each shut down for a total of four?
Also, is there updated figures for the "loss of power events?"

Thank you,

Mike Soraghan
Reporter
msoraghan@eenews.net
202-446-0423 (desk)

(b)(6) cell) oice)JGoogle Voceý ,(

Environment & Energy Publishing, LLC
122 C Street, NW, Suite 722, Washington, DC 20001
www.eenews.net * www.eenews.tv
ClimateWire, E&E Daily, Greenwire, E&ENews PM, E&ETV, Land Letter
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From: Deavers. Ron
To: Bonaccorso. Amy
Subject: RE: Radiation Question - Any Answers?
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:33:00 PM

I talked to Mr. Anderson. He has a great many ideas about how to eliminate NPPs and
replace them with other green methods (wind, solar, and several others I do not
remember). I referred him to our the EPA web site RadNet url and our "Japan Page",
assuring him that EPA does the monitoring. I think this case is closed, however, he may
call back with more questions.

From: McIntyre, David
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:58 PM
To: Bonaccorso, Amy; Burnell, Scott; Janbergs, Holly; Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: Deavers, Ron; Harrington, Holly; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: RE: Radiation Question - Any Answers?

Did anyone respond to this? 'The guy is probably so annoying that they'll tell him
anything to get him off the phone.

For fUture reference:

Here are the media contacts from both EPA and DOE. Feel free to give these to members

of the public as well, since evcryone and his uncle has been calling us.

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT FOR EPA:
press@)epa go

202-564-6794

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT FOR DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY:
(202) 586-4940

EPA's RadNet data is online, though not particularly readable. 'T'his page explains that
EPA does indeed monitor for radiation and gives a link to RadNet:

http://w .e.a..oov/raicliation/ilhet/ -oiitoi- ghml

From: Bonaccorso, Amy
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:54 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Janbergs, Holly; Tobin, Jennifer
Cc: Deavers, Ron
Subject: Radiation Question - Any Answers?

I just had a person call me and insist that we monitor background radiation and
have numbers .... he said we stopped releasing them after Chernobyl.

I have his name and number and he wants a call back.

He says other agencies are sending him here .... saying we have numbers. An EPA
N



person, he told me, said they do not monitor radiation (?)

I gave him the EPA's email address for radiation questions.

Can anyone help me here? Am I missing anything?

Goron Andersn

Thanks,

Amy


